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Preface

The 2011 International Conference on Web Information Systems and Mining
(WISM 2011) was held during September 24–25, 2011 in Taiyuan, China. WISM
2011 received 472 submissions from 20 countries and regions. After rigorous
reviews, 112 high-quality papers were selected for publication in the WISM 2011
proceedings. The acceptance rate was 23%.

The aim of WISM 2011 was to bring together researchers working in many
different areas of Web information systems and Web mining to foster the ex-
change of new ideas and promote international collaborations. In addition to
the large number of submitted papers and invited sessions, there were several
internationally well-known keynote speakers.

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we thank Taiyuan University of
Technology for its sponsorship and logistics support. We also thank the mem-
bers of the Organizing Committee and the Program Committee for their hard
work. We are very grateful to the keynote speakers, session chairs, reviewers, and
student helpers. Last but not least, we thank all the authors and participants
for their great contributions that made this conference possible.

September 2011 Gong Zhiguo
Xiangfeng Luo

Junjie Chen
Jingsheng Lei
Fu Lee Wang
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Abstract. Text clustering has been recognized as an important component in 
data mining. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) based models have been found to 
have certain advantages for clustering sizeable text data. However, current 
existing approaches lack in providing an adaptive hierarchical structure within 
in a single model. This paper presents a new method of hierarchical text 
clustering based on combination of latent semantic analysis (LSA) and 
hierarchical GSOM, which is called LSA-HGSOM method. The text clustering 
result using traditional methods can not show hierarchical structure. However, 
the hierarchical structure is very important in text clustering. The LSA-HGSOM 
method can automatically achieve hierarchical text clustering, and establishes 
vector space model (VSM) of term weight by using the theory of LSA, then 
semantic relation is included in the vector space model. Both theory analysis 
and experimental results confirm that LSA-HGSOM method decreases the 
number of vector, and enhances the efficiency and precision of text clustering. 

Keywords: Text Clustering, Hierarchical GSOM, Latent Semantic Analysis, 
Vector Space Model. 

1   Introduction 

With the popularization and application of Internet network has become an important 
part of the people's working and living, and various search engines have been an 
indispensable tool to retrieve the necessary resources for the people. However, the 
Internet search engine can often find thousands of search results. Even if some useful 
information is obtained, it is often mixed with a lot of "noises" to waste the users’ 
time and money. Therefore, in order to efficiently and economically retrieve the 
resource subset relevant to the given search request and with the appropriate number, 
the Text clustering is performed and becomes one of important and hot research fields 
in data mining[1]. 

Text clustering is different from Text classification. The latter has them for each 
category while Text clustering has no category annotates in advance. The Text 
clustering is to divide the Text sets into several clusters according to the Text contents, 
                                                           
* This research was supported by Young Teachers Research Foundation of North China Electric 

Power University No. 200811036. 
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and requires the similarity of the Text contents in the clusters as great as possible and 
that of different clusters as small as possible. It can organize the Web Text effectively, 
but also form a classification template to guide the classification of the Web Text. 
Therefore, the Text clustering is an important content in the domain of data mining, 
and also acts as a very important role in text mining. The general procedure of the text 
clustering methods is as follows. Firstly, the documents to be clustered are transformed 
into some sets of terms, and term weights are assigned to each term of the sets, then 
some term weights constitute a feature vector that represents a text. In fact, text 
clustering means text contents clustering. However, the term sets can not concern with 
the text contents in clustering process. Therefore, a way of improving text clustering 
effect is that clustering of documents is based on text conception (or semantic content). 
The existing methods of text clustering can obtain a single clustering structure; 
however, the result can not show hierarchical relation among categories. In fact, people 
need to understand the hierarchical relation among categories. In order to overcome 
this defect, we present a new method of hierarchical text clustering called LSA-
HGSOM method. The method applies the theory of LSA to construct a VSM (Vector 
Space Model), and achieves text clustering through conception statistic computation. 
Therefore, the method advances the speed and precision of text clustering. Moreover, 
the clustering method can achieve automatically hierarchical text clustering through a 
hierarchical GSOM method (called HGSOM). 

2   The Theory of LSA 

2.1   Term Matrix 

LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) [2] is one of the most popular linear document 
indexing methods which produce low dimensional representations using word co-
occurrence which could be regarded as semantic relationship between terms. LSA 
aims to find the best subspace approximation to the original document space in the 
sense of minimizing the global reconstruction error (the Euclidean distance between 
the original matrix and its approximation matrix). It is fundamentally based on SVD 
(Singular Value Decomposition) and projects the document vectors into the subspace 
so that cosine similarity can accurately represent semantic similarity. Given a term-

document matrix [ ]1 2, , , m
nX x x x R= ∈  and suppose the rank of X  is r , 

LSA decomposes X  using SVD as follows: 

TX U V=   (1)

where 1( , )rdiag σ σ =  and 1 2 rσ σ σ≥ ≥ ≥  are the singular values of 

X . [ ]1, , rU u u=  and iu  is called the left singular vector. [ ]1, , rV v v=  

and iv  is called the right singular vector. LSA uses the first k vectors in U as the 

transformation matrix to embed the original documents into a k-dimensional space. 
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2.2   Singular Value Decomposition 

After the matrix X  is established, we can acquire an approximate matrix kX of the 

matrix X  with k  orders, where min( , )k m n< . By the singular value 

decomposition[3], a matrix X  can be denoted as a product of three matrices. 

TX U V=   (2)

In formula (3), U  and   denote the left and the right singular vector matrices of 

the matrix X  respectively; the diagonal matrix   consists of singular values of 

the matrix X  according to the arrangement with descending order. We select the 
foremost k maximal singular values of the matrix X , and establish an approximate 

matrix kX  with k order. 

T
k k k kX U V=   (3)

In formula (4), kU and kV are orthogonal vectors. kX denotes approximately the 

term vector matrix X , the row vectors of kU represent the term vectors, and the row 

vectors of kV  represent the document vectors. After using singular value 

decomposition and selecting approximate matrices of k orders, the model of LSA 
acquires some good effects as follows. For one thing, the disadvantageous factors in 
original term matrix are decreased. Moreover, the semantic relation between terms 
and documents becomes more obvious. In addition, the dimension of VSM is 
decreased greatly, and so the speed of clustering is advanced. In short, through the 
process of LSA, the VSM of documents has the following merits. 

The dimension of VSM is decreased greatly, and so the speed of clustering is 
advanced. 

3   The Theory of GSOM 

3.1   The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 

SOM is an unsupervised neural network model that maps high-dimensional input 
space to low-dimensional output space. When the resulting map is a two-dimensional 
topology, the intuitive visualization provides good exploration possibilities. The 
drawback of this approach is the pre-fixed structure of the output space and lack of 
providing hierarchical relations between the input spaces [3]. 

The Growing Self Organizing Map (GSOM). 
The GSOM algorithm is composed of three phases, initialization, growing and 

smoothing. Soon after the smoothing phase, the generated map can be queried and the 
input data vectors clustered [4]. 

1) Initialization phase: 
Initialize the weight vectors of the starting nodes (usually four) with random numbers 
between 0 and 1. 
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Calculate the growth threshold (GT) for the given data set of dimension D 
according to the spread factor (SF) using the formula ln( )GT D SF= − × . 

2) Growing Phase: 
a) Present input to the network. 
b) Determine the weight vector that is closest to the input vector mapped to the 

current feature map (winner), using Euclidean distance. This step can be summarized 

as: find q' such that q qv w v w q N′− ≤ − ∀ ∈  where v , w  are the inputs and 

weight vectors respectively, q is the position vector for nodes and N is the set of 
natural numbers. 

c) The weight vector adaptation is applied only to the neighborhood of the 
winner and the winner itself. The neighborhood is a set of neurons around the winner, 
but in the GSOM the starting neighborhood selected for weight adaptation is smaller 
compared to the SOM (localized weight adaptation). The amount of adaptation 
(learning rate) is also reduced exponentially over the iterations. Even within the 
neighborhood, weights that are closer to the winner are adapted more than those 
further away. The weight adaptation can be described by 

1

1

( )
( 1)

( ) ( ) ( ( ))
j k

j
j k j k

w k if j N
w k

w k LR k x w k if j N
+

+

∉
+ =  + × − ∉

 (4)

Where the Learning Rate ( )LR k , k N∈  is a sequence of positive parameters 

converging to zero as k →∞ . ( )jw k , ( 1)jw k + are the weight vectors of the 

node j  before and after the adaptation and 1kN +  is the neighborhood of the winning 

neuron at the ( 1)k th+  iteration. The decreasing value of ( )LR k  in the GSOM 

depends on the number of nodes existing in the map at time k . 
d) Increase the error value of the winner (error value is the difference between 

the input vector and the weight vectors). 

e) When iTE GT≥  (where iTE  is the total error of node i  and GT  is the 

growth threshold). Grow nodes if i  is a boundary node. Distribute weights to 
neighbors if i  is a non-boundary node. 

f) Initialize the new node weight vectors to match the neighboring node weights. 
g) Initialize the learning rate (LR) to its starting value. 
h) Repeat steps 2 – 7 until all inputs have been presented and node growth is 

reduced to a minimum level. 
3) Smoothing phase 

a) Reduce learning rate and fix a small starting neighborhood. 
b) Find winner and adapt the weights of the winner and neighbors in the same 

way as in growing phase. 
The growth threshold is based on the number of dimensions of the dataset and the 

spread factor (SF). SF is a predetermined value in the range 0-1, with zero allowing 
least spread and one, maximum spread. A limited spread with a smaller SF value 
should ideally be the starting map. Once significant clusters are identified, they can be 
used as the basis for further analysis with a higher SF value. 
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4   Text Clustering Method Based on LSA—GSOM 

4.1   Conception of Text Clustering 

Text clustering is the process of assigning the documents in a document base to 
different categories, and is a typical machine learning problem with no supervising. A 
species is some groups of documents. Documents within one species are more similar 
than those among different species. Therefore, the aim of text clustering is to group 
the documents: minimizing the similarity among different species and maximizing the 
similarity within a species. 

Clustering analysis is the process that assigns similar documents to the same 
categories through computing the degree of similarity among all documents. By the 
singular value decomposition, the row vectors of v k are the vectors of texts. 
Therefore, we apply the row vectors of VK to calculating the degree of similarity 
among documents. The degree of similarity is generally denoted by cosine distance, 
which is defined as follows: 

1

2 2

1 1

( , )

( ) ( )

k

im jm
m

k k

im jm
m m

W W
Sim i j

W W

=

= =

×
=

×



 
 (5)

Where ( , )Sim i j  is the degree of similarity between text i and j ; where imW , and 

jmW  denote the values of the rows i  and j  of the column m in the matrix Vk 

respectively. 

4.2   Dimensionality Reduction 

Reduction of the data dimensionality may lead to significant savings of computer 
resources and processing time. However the selection of fewer dimensions may cause 
a significant loss of the document local neighborhood information. Due to this 
compromise, we have chosen to use the popular and well studied singular value 
decomposition. 

SVD is used to rewrite an arbitrary rectangular matrix, such as a Markov matrix, as 

a product of three other matrices: TX U V=  . As a Markov matrix is symmetric, 
both left and right singular vectors (U and V) provide a mapping from the document 

space to a newly generated abstract vector space. The elements 0 1 1( , , , )rλ λ λ − of 

the diagonal matrix S, the singular values, appear in a magnitude decreasing order. 
One of the more important theorems of SVD states that a matrix formed from the first 

n singular triplets{ }, ,i i iU Vλ of the SVD (left vector, singular value, right vector 

combination) is the best approximation to the original matrix that uses n degrees of 
freedom. The technique of approximating a data set with another one having fewer 
degrees of freedom, known as dimensional reduction, works well, because the leading 
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singular triplets capture the strongest, most meaningful, regularities of the data. The 
latter triplets represent less important, possibly spurious, patterns. Ignoring them 
actually improves analysis, though there is the danger that by keeping too few degrees 
of freedom, or dimensions of the abstract vector space, some of the important patterns 
will be lost.  

After reducing the dimension, documents are represented as n-dimensional vectors 
in the diffusion space, and can be clustered by using HGSOM. 

4.3   HGSOM Clustering 

Hierarchical clustering techniques are categorized into agglomerative (bottom-up) and 
divisive (top-down) approaches[4]. Agglomerative clustering starts with one point 
clusters and recursively merges two or more similar clusters until all the clusters are 
encapsulated into one final cluster. Divisive clustering considers the entire dataset as 
one cluster and then recursively splits the most appropriate cluster until a stopping 
criterion is achieved. For details on clustering algorithms refer to. The hierarchical 
clustering model presented in this section builds a hierarchy of clusters in a novel 
manner. It does not follow a traditional bottom-up or top-down approach, but using 
GSOM as the basis and utilizing its spread factor. Since the spread factor takes the 
value between 0 and 1, to avoid missing any significant sub groupings, a set of values 
across the whole range (0-1) are initialized. 

The GSOM uses a threshold value, GT, to decide when to initiate new node growth 
[5]. GT will decide the amount of spread of the feature map to be generated. 
Therefore, if only an abstract picture of the data is required, a large GT will result in a 
map with a fewer number of nodes [4]. Similarly, a smaller GT will result in the map 
spreading out more. Node growth in the GSOM is initiated when the error value of a 
node exceeds the GT. The total error value for node i is calculated as: 

2
,

1

( )
i

D

i i j j
H j

TE x w
=

= −  (6)

where iH  is the number of hits to the node i  and D  is the dimension of the 

data. ,i jX  and jw  are the input and weight vectors of the node i , respectively. For 

a boundary node to grow a new node, it is required that 

iTE GT≥  (7)

The GT value has to be experimentally decided depending on the requirement for the 
map growth. As can be seen from (1), the dimension of the data set will make a 
significant impact on the accumulated error (TE) value, and as such will have to be 

considered when deciding the GT for a given application. Since , 0i jX ≥ , 1jW ≤ , 

the maximum contribution to the error value by one attribute (dimension) of an input 
would be, 

,max 1i j jx w− =  (8)
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Therefore, from (1) 

max maxTE D H= ×  (9)

where maxTE  is the maximum error value and is the maximum possible number of 

hits. If tH  is considered to be the number of hits at time (iteration) t , the GT will 

have to be set such that 

0 ( )GT D H t≤ < ×  (10)

Therefore, GT has to be defined based on the requirement of the map spread. It can be 
seen from (4) that the GT value will depend on the dimensionality of the data set as 
well as the number of hits. Thus, it becomes necessary to identify a different GT value 
for data sets with different dimensionality. This becomes a difficult task, especially in 
applications such as data mining, since it is necessary to analyze data with different 
dimensionality as well as the same data under different attribute sets. It also becomes 
difficult to compare maps of several datasets since the GT cannot be compared over 
different datasets. Therefore, the user definable parameter is introduced. The SF can 
be used to control and calculate the GT for GSOM, without the data analyst having to 
worry about the different dimensions. The growth threshold is defined as 

( )GT D f SF= ×  (11)

where ,0 1SF R SF∈ ≤ ≤ , and ( )f SF  is a function of SF, which is identified as 

follows. 

The total error iTE  of a node i  will take the values 

max0 iTE TE≤ ≤  (12)

where maxTE is the maximum error value that can be accumulated. This can be 

written as 

max

2 2
, ,

1 1

0 ( ) ( )
D D

i j j i j j
H j H j

x w x w
= =

≤ − ≤ −   (13)

Since the purpose of the GT is to let the map grow new nodes by providing a 
threshold for the error value, and the minimum error value is zero, it can be argued 
that for growth of new nodes, 

max

2
,

1

0 ( )
D

i j j
H j

GT x w
=

≤ ≤ −  (14)

Since the maximum number of hits max( )H  can theoretically be infinite, (7) 

becomes 0 GT≤ ≤ ∞ . According to the definition of spread factor, it is necessary 

to identify a function ( )f SF  such that 0 ( )D f SF≤ × ≤ ∞  
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A function that takes the values 0→∞ , when x  takes the values 0  to one, is 

to be identified. A Napier logarithmic function of the type ln(1 )y a x= − × −  is 

one such equation that satisfies these requirements. If 1 SFμ = −  and 

ln(1 )GT D η= − × −  (15)

then 

ln( )GT D SF= − ×  (16)

Therefore, instead of having to provide a GT, which would take different values for 
different data sets, the data analyst can now provide a value - SF, which will be used 
by the system to calculate the GT value depending on the dimensions of the data. This 
will allow HGSOM to be identified with their spread factors and can form a basis for 
comparison of different maps. 

During cluster analysis, it may be necessary (and useful) for the analyst to study 
the effect of removing some of the attributes (dimensions) on the existing cluster 
structure. This might be useful in confirming opinions on non-contributing attributes 
on the clusters. The spread factor facilitates such further analysis since it is 
independent of the dimensionality of the data. This is very important, as the growth 
threshold depends on the dimensionality. 

5   Experiments 

We applied the theory of LSA method to construct the VSM, and applied the 
HGSOM network to achieve text clustering. We collected 500 documents to carry on 
the text clustering. These documents were classified into three large-scale species and 
six child species: Education (Includes campus (CAM) and high school education 
(HSE)), Economics (Includes industrial (IND) and agriculture (AGR) economics), 
and Medicine (Includes clinic (CLI) and nurse (NUR)). After the feature selection, we 
obtained 1863 feature words. 

5.1   Experiment 1 

We applied directly the words matrix D to carry on the text clustering, and the 
number of input node was 1863. In this case we could not acquire satisfactory result 
using HGSOM. The training speed of the network is very slow, and the result of text 
clustering is not correct. We think that the wrong result comes of too many input 
nodes. So we could not acquire good result using HGSOM network. 

5.2   Experiment 2 

In view of the result of the experiment 1, we choose k=785 through the process of 
LSA. After that, the number of input nodes is reduced to 785. We applied the 
HGSOM clustering algorithm to the documents clustering. The speed of training is 
improved greatly, and the results of clustering are shown in the table 1and table 2. We 
applied average accuracy (AA%)[6] to evaluate the results of text clustering. 
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In view of the result of the experiment 1, we choose k=785 through the process of 
LSA. After that, the number of input nodes is reduced to 785. We applied the 
HGSOM clustering algorithm to the documents clustering. The speed of training is 
improved greatly, and the results of clustering are shown in the table 1and table 2. We 
applied average accuracy (AA%)[6] to evaluate the results of text clustering. 

In table 1 and table 2, the clustering results are satisfactory; therefore, HGSOM 
method is feasible for hierarchical text clustering. From table 1 and table 2, we can 
see that the results of table 1 are better than the results of table 2. The reason of 
acquiring this result is that the documents have more similar feature words among 
sub-layers than those documents among large-scale species, which impacts on the 
result of text clustering. 

Table 1. The clustering result of the first layer by hgsom method 

Example (AA)% 

Medicine 88.5 

Education 90.2 

Economics 86.3 

Table 2. The clustering result of the first layer by hgsom method 

Example (AA)% 

CLI 79.6 

NUR 79.1 

CAM 84.1 

HSE 82.9 

IND 85.4 

AGR 84.9 

6   Conclusions 

We can draw the conclusions from above experiments as follows: 

（1）The present LSA-HGSOM method is feasible for text clustering. 
（2）LSA-HGSOM method can achieve automatically hierarchical text clustering, 

and overcome the shortcomings of traditional methods. 
（3）LSA-HGSOM network is limited for text clustering. If there are many input 

nodes, we can not acquire good result. 
（4）LSA-HGSOM method can enhances the efficiency and precision of text 

clustering. 

In this paper, we proposed a new text clustering method LSA-HGSOM. In this 
method, it firstly makes preprocess of texts, and introduced LSA theory to improve  
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the precision of clustering and reduce the dimension of feature vector. Then it used 
HGSOM to execute the clustering to the texts, In the experiment, the result shows that 
LSA-HGSOM method would get a better effect in the text clustering. 
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Abstract. Model Driven Architecture (MDA) stresses on the model-centric. It 
defines the framework of the system by using various models. Aiming to 
increase not only the modeling granularity but also the reusability of model 
transformation rule we apply the design pattern into MDA. In this paper, firstly, 
a modeling approach based on role is presented. In this way, the pattern model 
and the transformation rule can be defined respectively. Secondly, two extended 
meta-meta-models, ExPattern(Extended Pattern) and ExRole(Extended Role), 
which are the meta-models of Pattern and Role respectively, are demonstrated in 
the article. A QVT-based transformation rule is defined for the snake of models 
transformation. At last, a case study of Graduate Education Management System 
which uses the technologies proposed in this paper is demonstrated. 

Keywords: design pattern; model transformation; MOF; meta-model; QVT. 

1   Introduction 

Developers today have to cope with various challenges dealing with design of 
collaborative system because of some complex characters of collaborative system [1]. 
Model Driven Architecture (MDA), which is a new approach to software development 
put forward by OMG (Object Management Group), realizes the separation between the 
design of the system and its implementation. It ensures the system can be executed on 
various platforms without changing the design. The shift of the development focus 
from the code to the model is a significant aim of MDA. Unlike traditional software 
development which tends to be code-centric, MDA stresses on life-cycle of the 
software development [2]. Modeling plays a key role in MDA. There are two kinds of 
MDA modeling: PIM (Platform Independent Model), PSM (Platform Specific Model). 
PIM is an abstract specification of the software business logic, the behavior of the 
application cannot be modeled in detail. In this case it is easier to write source code 
manually [3]. PSM produced by the transformation is a model of the same system 
specified by the PIM, it also specifies how that system makes use of the chosen 
platform [4]. Therefore, the model transformation can be considered as a mapping 
between the models via using transformation rule [13]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the related work is 
introduced. In this section, first we describe the way how to introduce the design 
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patterns into MDA briefly, second a modeling method which is based on role is 
provided. Section 3 presents the various meta-models of the design pattern proposed 
in the paper. In this section, firstly, the RoleOf relationship is presented. Secondly, the 
extended MOF meta-meta-model, which defines the pattern specifications is 
demonstrated. Section 4 discusses the model transformation approach based on QVT. 
In Section 5, a case study of Graduate Education Management System uses MDA and 
its primary technologies is described. At last, conclusions are shown in Section 6. 

2   Related Work 

The purpose of this paper is to increase not only the modeling granularity but also the 
reusability of model transformation rules by using MDA based on design patterns 
[14]. It is different from the former work related to the design pattern. 

2.1   The Design Pattern 

In recent years, object-oriented design pattern has been widely used in the development 
of software systems, as systems become increasingly complex and hard to maintain 
[5]. Design pattern, which provides reusable constructs, can be introduced into MDA 
to increase the modeling granularity as well as the integrated development units in 
MDA. This ensures systems to be extensible and flexible since we cannot know all the 
requirements and build a perfect system at the beginning [6]. 

2.2   MOF 

MDA requires that in order to enable the transformation and exchange, the modeling 
languages which is used to PIM and PSM should be conformed to MOF. 

MOF is defined as a four-layered architecture described as follows: 
From the top to the bottom, the four-layered architecture can be considered as M3, 

M2, M1 and M0, and each level is the instance of the upper level as well as the 
abstraction of the lower level. 

The M0 layer, on which the instance of system can run, consists of the concrete 
object and the data, is the information layer; The M1 layer, comprised by various 
models, is the model layer. The model on M1 is used to describe the data of M0. The 
instance of UML meta-models is demonstrated on M1 layer; The M2 layer, which 
consists of meta-meta data, is the meta-model layer. The meta-model is the abstraction 
of the model. UML meta-model is defined on M2 layer. The M3 layer, which defines 
the meta-model on M2 layer, is the language used by MOF to build lower level meat-
models. This layer is the meta-meta-model layer. 

2.3   QVT 

In response to the need for a standard approach to define mapping functions that map 
between models, OMG issued the MOF 2.0 Query/Views/Transformation (QVT) 
Request for Proposals (RFP) [7].  
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The QVT specification provides a hybrid transformation language, including: 
Relations, Core and Operational Mappings. The three transformation languages 
provide the declarative and imperative transformation constructs. The languages 
Relation and Core can be used to specify the declarative transformation, QVT provides 
two options to extend declarative specifications with imperative transformation 
constructs, the Operational Mappings and Black Box operation [8].  

3   The Meta-model of the Design Pattern 

3.1   The Meta-Model of RoleOf Relationship 

Generally, the application class is bound with the role class during the pattern 
instantiation. But in this way, barriers are still existing, such as pattern overlapping, 
troubles in reusing the pattern code and so on. In order to solve the problems above, 
the RoleOf relationship proposed in [11] was applied. In this way, roles are treated as 
the independent modeling elements and the RoleOf relationship is used to associate a 
role with an application class as shown in figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Binding of Business Class and Rule. The role Ai is associated with Logic j by using the 
RoleOf relationship. It realizes the separation between the business logic and the model logic. 

But this method does not completely realize the separation between the application 
class and role class. So the ExRole is presented to solve the barriers above. 

3.2   The Meta-model of the ExPattern Unit 

Each pattern model is the instantiation of the pattern meta-model. ExPattern (Extended 
Pattern) defines the edge of the pattern meta-model. As figure 2 shows, pattern unit is 
constituted by the pattern-name and roles. 
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Fig. 2. The Meta-model of Pattern Unit. Pattern unit is constituted by the pattern-name and 
roles. 

3.3   The Meta-model of ExRole 

ExRole (Extended Role) defines the meta-models of the participant. Each participant is 
related to the type, the type can be class or interface. The role describes the structure of 
the pattern and the responsibility of the participant. Class, attribute of class, operation 
of class and so on are all treated as role. This effectively solves the difficulties during 
instantiating the design patterns. 

As figure 3 shows, each participant is inherited from the role class. The participant 
can be the class role, attribute role, operation role, parameter role and relation role. 
That solves the problems during instantiation of the pattern. 

 

Fig. 3. The Meta-Model Of the Role 

3.4   The Meta-model of the Observer Pattern Unit 

Reference [11] introduces a figure element system based on Observer pattern. The 
observer pattern is a common way of design pattern, it realizes the consistency 
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between the associated objects. It is defined by GoF as which an object maintains a list 
of its observers and automatically notifies them of any state changes, usually by calling 
one of their methods [10]. The observer pattern includes two roles, the subject and the 
observer (figure 5). As shown in figure 4, each subject maintains a list of observers, it 
implements an interface to notify the observers when changes occur in the subject. 
Each observer can observe any subjects it is interested in at any given time and receive 
the update notification from the subject.  

 

Fig. 4. Pattern Specification of Observer Pattern. It describes the pattern specification of 
observer pattern on M2 layer. 

 

Fig. 5. An Instance Of Observer Pattern. It describes an instance of observer pattern. 

4   The Transformation Rule 

In this paper, we apply the QVT-based transformation rule. 
The input to the transformation is the marked PIM and the mapping, the result is the 

PSM and the record of the transformation [4]. For the specification of evaluation rules 
we use the formalism of model transformations, more precisely a graphical syntax of 
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QVT rules [9]. Firstly, the transformation tool acquires the source model, secondly it 
implements the transformation definition, and gives the target model as output. When 
the QVT rule is implemented on the source model, a LHS matching sub model of the 
source model is searched and a target model is obtained by rewriting the matching sub 
model by a new sub model that is derived from RHS under the same matching [9]. 

5   Case Study 

The model driven development is demonstrated in detail via a case study of the 
Graduate Education Management System. In this section, the modeling of PIM is 
introduced and a QVT-based transformation definition is used to mapping PIM to 
PSM. 

The Graduate Education Management System displays kinds of information to 
different participant, including: student, teacher, college secretary and super 
administrator. Take the process of course selection for example. When a student 
selects a new course, the list of selected course, the student list which describes who 
has selected the course, the achievement list which records the score of students 
selected this course and other data which is associated with the information of select 
course are all needed to be update. When the data is changed, data layer sends the 
update request, and the interface layer receives the update message and shows the 
updated information according to the different request of the view.  

 

Fig. 6. Binding of Business Model and Observer Pattern 
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5.1   Modeling of PIM 

According to the request, the view should reflect the latest information, so the 
observer pattern is applied. In this paper, we use the RoleOf relationship to realize the 
business models and pattern models separated, firstly we construct the pattern model 
and business model, secondly the pattern models and the business models should be 
associated by applying the RoleOf relationship. Figure 6 presents the binding of 
business model and observer pattern model. 

As is apparently demonstrated in figure 6, a CourseSubject covers three classes of 
Observer, including: CourseObserver1, CourseObserver2, CourseObserver3. And the 
SelectCourse, StuOfSelectCourse and StuAchievement belong to the business meta-
model. Then we should bind the instances of CourseObserver1, CourseObserver2 and 
CourseObserver3 with SelectCourse, StuOfSelectCourse and StuAchievement 
respectively. 

5.2   The Transformation of PIM-PSM 

When the modeling of PIM is finished, PSM should be generated as follows: 
Firstly, the model should be checked whether is associated with RoleOf 

relationship. If it is associated with RoleOf then the transformation rule proposed in 
this paper can be executed. Secondly a temporary intermediate variable used to save 
the combined models should be defined, this variable would be released before the 
ending of the transformation. When the rule is implementing, the operations and 
attributes in the business models would be appended to the role. At last, according to 
the type of the role, interface or class, the object in the source model can be 
transformed to the corresponding type of target model.  

5.3   Analysis of the Effect 

The method of applying design pattern in MDA increases the modeling granularity as 
well as the reusability of model transformation rules. The RoleOf relationship solves 
the barriers such as pattern overlapping and traceability during the pattern instantiation, 
which improves the reusability of the models.  

By instantiating the observer pattern we realize the modeling based on the observer 
pattern units. By separating the business model and logic model clearly, it can solve 
the traceability and reusability of the model to a large extent. 

6   Conclusion 

In this paper design pattern is introduced into MDA. A modeling approach based on 
role is proposed. In addition, this paper shows how to extend MOF meta-meta-models 
to define the specification and how to define the model transformation rules based on 
QVT. Finally, the model driven development process of Graduate Education 
Management System is demonstrated to verify the approach. 

Next, we will consider increase the complementary transformation rules to support 
the comprehensive automatic transformation of system.  
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Abstract. Business innovation and collaboration lead to the development of 
enterprise information systems from the internal scope towards the more 
broadly external parties. EERP (End-to-End Resources Planning) as the up to 
date requirement in the enterprise information field is presented in this paper. 
The relevant technologies about internet of service to realize EERP have been 
researched in detail. An approach based on value-aware service engineering and 
service network technologies for EERP has been proposed and applied, which 
can help to realize business-goal-driven dynamic semantic integration of the 
Web services. 

Keywords: Internet of Service, SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), EERP 
(End-to-End Resources Planning), Service Network. 

1   Introduction 

At present, enterprises are in the period of social transformation of backward industry, 
their main characteristics into service as the dominant social activities, and 
information technology as the supporting technology of community, business and 
personal activities. At the same time, with the rapid development of e-Business, Web 
applications based on the Web are developed from localization to globalization, from 
B2C (Business-to-Customer) to B2B (Business-to-Business), from centralized fashion 
to decentralized fashion. Web service is a new application model for decentralized 
computing, and it is also an effective mechanism for the data and service integration 
on the Web [1]. It is important and necessary to carry out the research on the new 
architecture of web services, on the combinations with other good techniques, and on 
the integration of services. It has started from information integration, process 
integration to enterprise integration, business integration. It has become an inevitable 
trend to combine the existing business units, service, and application into one in order 
to meet user demand. 

The traditional ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning) systems which focused on 
optimization of the enterprise internal process are not adapted to the requirement for 
interaction possibilities with external parties. EERP (End-to-End Resources Planning) 
is initiated to serve this purpose. 
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The relevant technologies and methodologies about Internet of Service such as 
Service Computing, Service Engineering and Service Network have been proposed. In 
especial, SOA and component oriented technologies has been succeed in many fields. 
The approach of component oriented technology even became the recommended 
approach of the road map of SOA in China [2]. 

It is very urgent and important to use the new technologies about Internet of 
Service into the development of End-to-End Resource Planning. 

2   The Development of Enterprise Information System 

Enterprise information system has been developed from MRP (Material Requirements 
Resource Planning), MRPII (Manufacturing Resource Planning), ERP (Enterprise 
Resource Planning) and ERPII (Enterprise Resources Planning and Co-Business) 
towards EERP (End-to-End Resources Planning).  

The development of enterprise information system shows as Fig. 1. Emphatically, 
the relations amongst them are the kind of development or including, but not 
replacement or negation. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The Development of Enterprise Information Systems 

The development of ERP and EERP can be also described as changing from the 
centre of resources towards the centre of relation [3]. SOA, SSOA (Semantic SOA) 
and Component oriented technology offer the new way to accomplish ERP/EERP on 
the relation platform. 
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3   The Relevant Technology and Methodologies on Internet of 
Service 

3.1   Service Computing and Service Science 

Service computing or service science as a new research field has gained more and 
more attention. It has passed through two development stages [4]:  

At first stage, Garter Group proposed the concept of Service Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) in 1996, to make service computing development rapidly. Service computing 
appeared the first high tide. Service oriented programming paradigm’ decoupling, 
based on open standards interoperability, large particle reuse, supporting dynamic 
expanding technologies have begun enjoys popular support. More and more projects 
have begun to use SOA methodology in EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) and 
other application fields such as End-to-End resource planning to seek the software 
reuse, flexibility, low cost and rapid development. 

The development processes of SOA are also divided into three phases [5]:  

At first SOA focuses on the integration in enterprise and resolves the One to One 
relations. It has started from 2003 year. 

Second SOA phase focuses on the value chains between the credible associate 
enterprises and resolves the One to Many relations. It has begun from 2007 year. 

The third phase of SOA focus on finding new associate and new services. It resolves 
the Many to Many relations. However, the start year can be unconfirmed. It depends on 
the advanced research and application about SOA and other new technologies.  

At second stage of service computing, IOT (the Internet of Things), Social 
Information Network and Cloud Computing have gradually become the most concern 
focus. SOA, SaaS (Software as a Service) and SOC (Service Oriented Computing) 
represent the general trend of the future. The development of service computing is 
entering into the second high tide. It mainly reflected in two aspects:  

One is software and resources are put in the cloud and as the infrastructure, and 
then the consumers need not setup or deploy them on their local computers in many 
cases. Another is the software using and operating mode about XaaS (Anything as a 
Service) will support users to use rather than owning, to consume and use information 
and communication technology resources with pay-on-demand mode. Service is not 
only the link or adhesive among the infrastructure and the user experiences but also 
the kernel carrier of the various kinds of the exposed intelligence in new network 
environments with dynamic, open, indeterminacy and assembly characters. 

3.2   Values-Aware Service Engineering Methodology 

VASEM (Value-Aware Service Engineering Methodology) uses the model driven 
idea to transform from top to bottom, and payes equal attention to service value and 
service function. In the transformation process, if existing more aspects to influence 
service values then make decision by the value-aware method [6].  

The implementation processes of VASEM shows as Fig.2. Left side in Fig.2 is 
service model space. It started from the design of service scheme, to service modeling,  
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and then to service system implementation. And right side is service value space. It 
includes multilevel value models (Value Declaration Model, Value Network Model 
and Value Dependence Model). Establishing the connections between values and 
service functions by value tagging, and then to form Value Tagging Models. Therefore 
analysis and optimizing about service model can be done by the value oriented method. 
When all values can be fully supported by service models then enter the service system 
implementation process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The Implementation Processes of Value-Aware Service Engineering Methodology 

There are some kernel links in VASEM: Value Modeling, Value Tagging, Value 
Oriented Analysis, Value Oriented Model Optimizing, Feedback and Redesign, Value 
Oriented Combination and System Implementation. 
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3.3   Service Network 

SN (Service Network) as an infrastructure of Internet of Service offers supporting to 
the SOC (Service Oriented Computing). It can be as the Social Network with 
available services on internet. Its kernel is to resolve the services which have rich 
semantic information and the service interactive relations. Fig. 3 gave the architecture 
of Service Network [7]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. The Architecture of Service Network 

SN can be described as: 
SN (V, E) = Graphws<Vws, Ews>, there into 
Vws = {Abstract Services} ∪   {Actual Services} 
Ews = SRType < Vws, V’ws > 
SN is a Social Graph, its nodes are services and edges are service relations. The 

service nodes are the ontology models with well-defined characters, and can be 
divided into abstract services and concrete services. The service nodes consist of SN 
by the semantic relations. 
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4   Research on EERP 

EERP is a business-centric approach to end-to-end integration and optimization of 
business processes and services to increase business agility and adaptability to ever-
changing environment, improve business performance, sustain competitive advantage, 
and ultimately create business value and accomplish the business objective.  

Here, the end-to-end business processes mean the business processes span lines of 
business, tapping into functional tasks within each of them and beyond the boundaries 
of the enterprise to trading partners and external service providers. They are the 
primary means of defining the business and creating differentiating value. To keep 
these End-to-End business processes in line with the ever-changing demands of the 
market, we need a deliberate, thorough approach to managing them.  

EERP system consists of services that can be evaluated, optimized and replaced. It 
adapts to the ever-changing requirements, to speed up the establishing progress and 
reused programming. 

EERP is a base platform which is supported by the knowledge bases such as FIPA 
ontology [8], SCM ontology [9] and M3PO ontology [10] based on SSOA (Semantic 
SOA).  

Firstly, the most adapted business process solution can be found in EERP through 
the simulating business management engine. Secondly, it can process the exceptions 
and the faced questions automatically with dynamic responding. The main core 
technology of EERP includes: SOA, BPM (Business Process Management) and 
semantics. 

There are several main attention service requirements of EERP as following: 

4.1   Service Issuance 

This function issues the services in the service register library, and then to offer the 
detailed introduction about service function and QoS (Quality of Service). 

4.2   Service Finding 

This function is used to locate the appropriate services according to the business goal. 

4.3   Service Selection 

This function is used to select the appropriate services according to the business goal. 

4.4   Service Consulting 

Its function is to consult with the service provider and the service consumer, and then 
to make terms at QoS and SLA (Service-Level Agreement), including the exception 
processing and the compensating mechanism. 

4.5   Service Assembling 

This function assembles and binds the services so that to implement the business goal 
of service consumers. 
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4.6   Service Harmonizing 

It is used to resolve the harmonizing problem among the protocol, data, process and 
application, and then to procure the optimization result. 

4.7   Process Simulation 

Before deploying the business process, it arranges the correlative properties and runs 
at the BPM layer analogously, so that to find the potential problems. The analogous 
data can be gotten from the history records. This will help the business analyst to 
reconstruct the processes. 

4.8   Process Implementing 

It can connect and employ the services, and process the exceptions dynamically 
through the service finding, service selection and service consulting. 

4.9   Process Optimization 

It can find the most effective business process through analyzing, monitoring and 
simulating procedures on BPM (Business Process Management) layer. 

5   Conclusion 

End-to-End Resource Planning is becoming the new application field of enterprise 
information systems. Its development must be connected to the new technologies and 
methodologies on Internet of Service. In order to ensure the project implement 
successful, it is very important to define and issue the services at the basis of 
analyzing the value points and value-chains of actual management actives [11]. 
Assembling services and implementing business process need to use the value-aware 
service methodology. With the research and application on Internet of Service 
towards more and more deeply, the relevant standards such as SCA (Service 
Component Architecture) [12] and SDO (Service Data Object) [13] standards, and 
SSOA (Semantic SOA), Service Network and other relevant technologies become 
more mature, End-to-End Resource Planning will be applied widely and greatly 
increase the competition ability of enterprises in future. 
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Abstract. It is a problem that users’ reputation distributed in each domain can’t 
be shared in collaborative environment of cross-domain. A computation model 
of comprehensive reputation based on fuzzy regression is proposed in this paper 
to supply uniform reputation evaluation method which is the base of 
collaboration of cross-domain users. The model builds up user’s reputation 
vector of single domain, and the vectors are combined according to weighting 
coefficients. In order to build up fuzzy regression model, the comprehensive 
reputation is hazed with symmetric triangular fuzzy number to determine fuzzy 
coefficients, and to calculate out the result. The experiment results show that the 
model reflects the flexible range objectively. 

Keywords: Reputation Computation, Cross-Domain, Comprehensive Reputation, 
Fuzzy Regression. 

1   Introduction 

With the continuous deepening of network application, it’s a more and more pressing 
need of interaction between domains. Users usually access some relatively regular AS 
domains besides the domains themselves belong to. For example, in CERNET[1], 
colleges forms AS domains with their teachers and students as relatively steady user 
groups. Teachers and students need to visit some applications in certain other colleges’ 
domains for cooperation and resource sharing. And another case lies in huge distributed, 
anisomery and open grid environment, whose users usually visit inter-organizational 
shared resources. 

Certainly the cross-domain cooperation greatly improves Internet resource utilization 
rate to increase quality of service. However how to manage the access from 
cross-domain users efficiently is a big challenge. This paper researches a model based 
on fuzzy regression to calculate users’ comprehensive reputation to provide uniformed 
reputation evaluation method for the convenience of identity management, restrain 
user’s activity, decrease destructive behavior and network disorder. It also supplies a 
judgment basis for other users’ behavior decision. In classical regression analysis, the 
deviation between evaluated value and actual value is thought as being caused by 
random error, however in fact, it may be caused by artificially defined structure or 
inaccurate observation. So the fuzzy regression is applied in the research. 
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2   Calculation Model 

2.1   Analysis of Reputation in Single Domain 

There are variable reputation computation methods in Internet since variable 
applications have their own characteristics. In this model, multi-dimensional vector is 
adopted to describe user’s reputation to avoid the awkward of distinct reputation 
content of different application. Each dimension denotes specific application category 
according to actual need such as e-commerce, data translation and BBS. The domain a 
user lies in is called primary domain of the user, while the other domains he visits are 
defined as active domains. One category of application corresponds to only one 
dimension, and there may be several categories of application in a single domain. 

Definition 1. ),...,,( 21
i

S
ii TTT is a user’s reputation corresponding to S categories of 

application systems in domain i. In the same domain i, reputation records are sampled 
at q different time stages of each dimension of the same user to form user’s reputation 

matrix in single domain:
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. The updating frequency of 

user’s reputation of different application can be quite different according to different 
standard. So each application should be considered for the selection of sampling time 
stage to reflect the updating frequency reasonably. If there is no record at time stage 
j(q>=j>1), the record is replaced with record at j-1, and the like, if there is no record at 
stage 1, the user should have never used this type of application. It’s suitable to set a 
neutral value but not 0 as the initial value that not only provides chance for users with 
good reputation to be served, but also restrains evil behavior to increase the cost of 
cheating and strike evil users’ enthusiasm. It’s thought as impossible to appear that 
most users have no reputation record [2]. 

2.2   Comprehensive Reputation Computation Model of Cross-Domain 

Reputation Conversion of Cross-Domain 
In order to calculate the comprehensive reputation of cross-domain, it’s necessary to 
combine the scattered reputations both in primary and active domains. Equation (1) is 
user reputation from the weighted reputation vectors of each single domain.  
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jqR  represents statistic reputation value of dimension j at time q, j=1…S. 
iW  

represents weighting factor of the user reputation in domain i. 
i
jqT  represents the  
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sampling value of dimension j at time q in domain i. There is relation between user’s 
reputation and activity degree, because if a user visits certain domain more frequently, 
he concerns it more and his behavior is closer to his real reputation than in other 

domains. So here 
iW  is decided by frequency of visitation in each domain, i.e. 

iW comes from the value of visit times in domain i divided by the sum of visit times of 

the user in all the domains. Comprehensive reputation of all past time stages can be 
expressed by the following equation set: 
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jp  is the total value calculated from reputations of each dimension at time 

j( qj ≤≤1 ), SAAAA ,,,, 210  are regression coefficients to be determined, 

4321 ,,, δδδδ  are random error variables obeying normal distribution of N(0, 2σ ). 
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comprehensive reputation and each dimensional reputation represented in the equation 
set (2)can be written as: δ+= ARp * . 

Model Based on Fuzzy Regression 
The paper predicts comprehensive reputation with fuzzy mathematics for the 
uncertainty of user’s reputation. The weighted sum of multi-dimensional reputation and 
the evaluated value of the comprehensive reputation work as input and output 

separately in the model. The comprehensive reputation )( T
qpppp ,,, 21= is 

hazed with symmetric triangular fuzzy number of )( iii cpP , , ( qi ≤≤1 ). ic  is to be 

determined according to actual situation. The fuzzy number of comprehensive 
reputation of cross-domain users is represented 

with 
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The fuzzy coefficient jA  is hazed with symmetric fuzzy number of )( jjj eaA , . 

Since it is necessary to determine the fuzzy coefficients of SAAAA ,,,, 210   

before determining the model, the question is converted into how to determine  

the coefficients of ja and je (j=0…S). According to the fuzzy linear regression 

theory, the degree of fitting of comprehensive reputation is 
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+++−−= , when and only when 

10 ≤≤ ih , the fitting degree ih  between the predicted value )( iii cpP ,  and the 

evaluated value makes a sense, otherwise ih  is 0. 

For a sampled value of )( iii cpP ,  of a cross-domain user, when the central 

position j
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0 of iP* is fixed, the higher the fuzzy degree *
iP

S is, the 

higher ih  will be. So the optimal regression should make the total fuzzy degree of 

SAAAA ,,,, 210  reach minimum value. Set i
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ω  to represent the total 

fuzzy degree of the fuzzy coefficients. Then according to that ih should not be less 

than desired value the restrictive conditions will be: 
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H represents the desired degree of fitting, je  is positive and will be determined 

according to actual need. According to the definition of fuzzy degree, 
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3   Experiments and Analysis 

3.1   Calculation of Comprehensive Reputation and Verification of Reliability 

As shown in fig.1, three college LANs are three domains in the experiment. Totally 
there are four categories of applications, several of which each domain provides. The 
assessment standard of user’s reputation in each kind of application may be different, 
but they all are recorded in form of score. Data of reputation scores in each domain 
sampled for 8 months are listed in table 1. 

Fig. 1. This shows the topological diagram of domains in experiment. Among the three domains, 
domain A is the user’s primary domain. There are several applications in each domain for users’ 
visitation. 

Table 1. Sampled user’s reputation record of each application 

 Domain A (32 times) Domain B (15 times) Domain C (13 times) 
 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 

1 21 20 13 5 15 17 10 2 18 13 12 5 
2 23 18 16 5 15 17 10 3 18 16 14 5 
3 25 19 15 5 15 19 10 5 19 15 13 5 
4 26 20 15 5 15 18 10 6 20 15 14 5 
5 26 22 14 5 15 19 10 8 21 14 15 5 
6 27 22 16 5 15 20 10 12 22 16 15 5 
7 27 23 18 5 15 20 10 12 23 18 15 5 
8 29 21 16 5 15 20 10 11 23 16 16 5 

Firstly, weighting factors are determined according to visit times for each domain, 
and the reputation of cross-domain listed in table 2 is calculated out with data in table 1 
according to equation 1. The last column in table 2 is the score marked by administrator 
of cross-domain. Secondly, fuzzy regression model can be built and data of table 2 is 
substituted into equation 3. Lastly, triangular fuzzy number is shown in table 3 figured 
out with the assistance of MATLAB. 

As shown in table 4, to compare the original score with the regression value of *
iP , 

the relative deviations are all less than 15%, the degrees of fitting are larger than 0.6, 
which is acceptable. 

 

A1:FTP A2:WEB

A3:B2C

A1:BBS A3:FTP

A2:B2C

Domain B
Domain A

Domain C

A1:WE
B

A2:BB
S

A3:B2
CA4:BBS
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Table 2. Calculated reputation value of cross-domain 

q iR1  iR2  iR3  iR4   iP
(score) 

1  18.85 17.73 12.03 4.25 5 
2 19.92 17.32 14.07 4.50 5.5 
3 21.20 18.13 13.32 5.00 6.1 
4 21.95 18.42 13.53 5.25 6.2 
5 22.17 19.52 13.22 5.75 6.2 
6 22.92 20.20 14.28 6.75 7.3 
7 23.13 21.17 15.35 6.75 7.6 
8 24.20 19.67 14.50 6.50 6.5 

Table 3. Calculated reputation of fuzzy number 

j 
Centre Value ja

 Fuzzy Amplitude je
 Triangular Fuzzy Number jA

 
-12.32 0.03 (-12.32, 0.03) 
-0.31 0.08 (-0.31,0.08) 
0.77 1.06 (0.77,1.06) 
0. 05 0.02 (0.05,0.02) 
0.56 0.24 (0.56,0.24) 

Table 4. Relative deviations calculated out 

Time stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Deviation 0.12 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09 
Degree of 

fitting 0.62 0.76 0.84 0.81 0.80 0.86 0.74 0.75 

3.2   Average Precision Analysis 

In the model system, frequency of users’ visitation to every domain has obvious 
affection on users’ reputation.  

Definition 2. AVD is the short name of a user’s average visiting density. M is sum of 
visiting times for all the applications in all the related domains (including both primary 
and active domains) of a certain user during considered time stage. N is the 
multiplication of sampling times in each domain and the number of applications in the 
same domain. If M>N, AVD is 100%, else AVD is equal to M/N.  

To study how AVD affects the average precision of reputation calculation, 30 users 
are divided into 3 groups with 10 users a group according to their AVDs. 

Figure 2 shows some characteristics obviously. In general, with improvement of the 
duration of sampling time, regression degree of reputation turns out to be an obvious 
increasing trend and more accuracy. 

It’s clear that regression degree changes according to AVD. This proves that AVD 
has obvious affection on relative error of the model. When AVD reaches 80% or higher 
level, regression degree gets to be more than 0.5. While AVD is only 40%, regression 
degree of comprehensive reputation is lower than 0.5 which is considered to be not  
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Fig. 2. This shows the comparison of regression degree under different AVDs 

accurate enough. This phenomenon can be explained that if users visit certain 
application more frequently, their behavior comes near to their actual state. And this is 
consistent with the common-sense that cheating and disguise are usually sporadic. And 
when AVD is very low, much of sampling data should be filled up to complete the 
model. This can lead to larger error because the filled data maybe untrue. So the 
sampling interval should be selected properly and duration of sampling time should be 
long enough giving consideration to reputation update frequency for each application to 
avoid the above problem. 

4   Conclusions 

This paper brings out a comprehensive reputation calculation model based on fuzzy 
regression to provide uniform reputation evaluation method for cross-domain users and 
supply reputation sharing for corporation of cross-domain in network. 

The following work includes analysis on the characteristics of reputation estimation 
of all categories of application, the way to improve the accuracy of reputation 
expression of cross-domain. And the store and management of cross-domain reputation 
data is also another issue to study. 
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Abstract. Automatic real-time recognition of TV commercials is an essential 
step for TV broadcast monitoring. It comprises of two basic tasks: rapid 
detection of known commercials that are stored in a database, and accurate 
recognition of unknown ones that appear for the first time in TV streaming. In 
this paper, we present the framework of a TV commercial detection system.  

1   Introduction 

TV Advertising plays an important role in our lives. Today, TV is the most effective 
media for marketing new products. Advertisers spend billions of dollars every year to 
produce advertisements on TV. CTR Market Research data show that in 2009 the 
Chinese media, advertising spend amounted to $74 billion, representing a 13.5% 
growth from 2008. TV advertising spend remained the predominant media, and its 
advertising income grew 15 percent, far ahead of any other media in 2009. In 
Australia, Nielsen Media Research estimates that advertising spend for 2009, across 
both metropolitan and regional television equates to 38% of total advertising or $3.5 
billion dollars. There are many objectives for automatic TV commercial detections. 
Referring to the illustrative paradigm in Figure 1.1, we summarize four points to 
explain the motivations and potential applications of TV commercial video 
segmentation, indexing and identification. Firstly, many companies in marketing 
research and advertisement are interested in identifying commercial breaks from live 
TV streams. They may want to verify if a TV commercial has actually been 
broadcasted as contracted; and they may also want to know how their competitors are 
conducting their advertisements. It is highly desirable to have an efficient system for 
automatic recognition of TV commercials and storing the recognized advertisements in 
a video database, which can be retrieved based on video content or textual information 
from the database when requested. Secondly, many audiences do not like TV 
commercials. They may want to record and watch TV programs and exclude TV 
commercials. With the advancement of Personal Video Recording products (PVRs) in 
terms of large of storage, it is desirable to have a TV commercial skipping system, 
which detects and skips commercial automatically. Thirdly, all advertisements deal 
with one of three concepts: ideas, product, and services [27]. TV commercial 
classification with respect to the advertised products or services (e.g., automobile, 
finance, etc.) help to fulfill the commercial filtering towards personalized consumer 
services. For example, the MMS message (containing Key frames or adapted video) 
can send the commercials of interest to a registered user’s mobile device or email box. 
Fourthly, the technology of TV commercial has changed a lot as they are almost 
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always edited on a computer. The appearance all starts with MTV and MTV 
commercials are more visual, more quickly paced, use more camera movement, and 
often combine multiple looks, such as black and white color, or still quick cuts [27]. 
Accordingly, a TV commercial archive system including browse, classification, and 
search may inspire the creation of a good commercial. Marketing companies may even 
utilize it to observe competitor’s behaviors [7]. 

 

Fig. 1.1. The applications of TV commercial Recognition 

With the development of digitization technology, compression and archiving of 
multimedia Information, it is inexpensive to store Gigabytes of video in the computer 
for later retrieve. Basically, there are three ways of finding new or existing 
commercials from TV streams or Video database.  

1. Manual editing. Users browse through recorded TV streams to identify the 
commercial break. They find individual commercials and query the TV station log 
to find commercial details.  

2. Text-based retrieval. Textual information is added and used to guide conventional, 
text-base query.  

3. Content-based retrieval. A content based search engine first identifies the 
commercial break and matches each individual commercial by using their 
audio\visual contents automatically.   

The first two methods have several limitations. Firstly, they are all manual processes. It 
is inefficient and expensive because it needs considerable amount of human time and 
efforts. Secondly, it is imprecise because it is associates subjective human perception 
of the content being annotated. Due to the inefficiencies and limitations of the first two 
approaches, it is desirable to develop a system based solely on its content, which is the 
third approach. Detecting TV commercials from long video streams and retrieving 
similar or identical TV commercials from a centralized database by desktop graphic 
user interface (GUI) or World Wide Web (WWW) are the crucial problems that are 
highly related to video processing techniques, such as video segmentation, feature 
extraction, feature vector organization, indexing and retrieval. Automatic detection of 
commercials from TV broadcasting has attracted a lot of recent attention from both the 
research community and the marketing industry. Existing commercial detection 
approaches can generally be divided into two categories: 
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1. Feature-based approaches [14, 18, 19, 20] and  

2. Recognition-based approaches [1, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15, 24].  

While the feature-based approaches use some inherent characteristics of TV 
commercials to distinguish commercials and other types of videos, the recognition-
based methods attempt to identify commercials by searching a database that contains 
known commercials. The challenges faced by both approaches are the same: how to 
accurately detect commercial breaks, each of which consists of a series of 
commercials; and how to automatically perform fast commercial recognition in real 
time. 

A representative solution to automatic recognition of TV commercials is proposed 
by [20]. It utilizes monochrome frames and scene change ratio as pre-selectors, and 
each commercial break is determined by the edge change ratio and motion vector 
length. The main advantage of this approach comes from its high efficiency of 
detection, thus is appropriate for real-time commercial recognition. This type of 
feature-based approach can also be used as a filtering technique to accelerate 
commercial recognition (e.g., [17]). However, this approach incurs the following 
drawbacks. A generic threshold that is suitable for different TV channels and programs 
is very difficult to obtained, thus a detection system based on this approach is sensitive 
to TV broadcasting. Meanwhile, when black frames are not used at the beginnings and 
ends of some commercial breaks (this is common for some TV stations), this type of 
approach will fail. Another problem is that scene changes in commercials and some 
action movies can be very similar. In other words, this approach can miss some 
commercials that are not started with black frames, or falsely identify some fast-
moving movies as commercials.  

A problem parallel to the problem investigated in this paper is to automatically 
identify commercials from radio broadcasting. A recent piece of work proposes to use 
audio fingerprints to detect repeated objects in order to locate the commercial breaks 
[13]. The highly compact audio signatures are used to efficiently process the audio 
stream and audio-visual streams. With the audio information, the unknown 
commercials can be recognized from audio-visual streams in real time. However, this 
approach assumes that repeated objects contain both same visual and same audio 
information, thus it is highly dependent on the audio information. For videos without 
audio information or those with distorted audio information, this approach becomes 
unworkable. Duan et al. transformed the boundary detection of individual commercials 
into the problem of binary classification of shot boundaries by using the video frame 
information and the audio change information [7]. However, just as its previous work 
[13], accurate recognition of commercials still depends on the availability of audio 
information in video streams. 

 

Fig. 1.2. TV Commercial Recognition System 
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A typical automatic TV commercial recognition system consists of the steps as 
shown in Figure 1.2. Firstly, live digital TV video data is captured and stored in a 
computer system. All commercial breaks are identified and segmented into commercial 
spots (i.e., individual commercials). There are several research efforts [2, 20, 18, 19, 
22] addressing this non-trivial issue. Secondly, a fingerprint of each commercial spot is 
extracted. A commercial spot comprises a sequence of image frame. Thirdly, a new 
commercial spot appearing for the first time should be recognized by a human, and its 
fingerprints and identifier, such as the key number, are stored in the video database. 
The key number is an identity for a commercial spot provided from advertisers or 
marketing agency for commercial spot identification. Finally, a new commercial spot 
will be compared against commercial spots stored in the video database to check if it is 
similar to any known commercial spots, using their fingerprints. The last step is the 
most difficult one, in terms of both effective similarity matching and efficient query 
processing. Due to many factors introduced by different broadcasting stations, 
digitizing and recording methods, the same commercial video sequence could be 
different (for example, slightly different frame rate and colour variations). On the other 
hand, different commercial spots may have very similar video contents.  

There are a number of efforts [4, 9, 23, 10, 25] in video sequence matching using 
video signatures. A standard method for retrieving video is to use content-based image 
retrieval (CBIR) techniques to seek frames with similar content. Considering colour 
features, there are two ways to extract colour-based features: by shot or by frame. The 
shot-based approach generally selects one or two representative frames from a shot 
(called key frames). A video sequence can be reduced to a small set of key-frames [21, 
26, 29, 28, 5], and then CBIR techniques can be employed to match key frames [3]. 
These types of methods suffer from the fact that it is not clear as to which frame should 
be used for a shot, and the “action” (such as change of contents) within video 
sequences are largely ignored. The frame-based approach simply compares every 
individual frame between two clips in order to find sequences of frames that are 
consistently similar [2, 20, 18, 19, 22, 6]. The frame-based approach seems to be 
accurate, however, this type of signature will be very large and not efficient in indexing 
a large video database. The above observations motivate us to find a new approach for 
detecting video sequence similarity. 

 

Fig. 2.1. System Architecture of TV commercial Detection System 

2   TV Commercial Detection System Architecture 

The TV commercial detection system is made of four major components – The 
collection process, the recognition process, data storage management and graphic user 
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interface as illustrated in Figure 2.1. In the collection process, the system records 
broadcast TV data to the hard disk, and hand that recording data to the commercial 
break recognition process which automatically identifies each commercial break from 
recorded data. The system converts the record high quality TV data to a low quality 
TV and discards all recorded high quality material except for the commercial break. 
Once the commercial break has been identified they are sent to the recognition process. 
The recognition process loads the commercial break and compares them against the 
known commercials library. The system automatically classifies all advertisements 
which has been previously captured and recognized. An operator classifies the details 
of the new advertisement and makes it available for automatic recognition in the next 
time when it broadcasts.  

A. Data Collection Process 
The data collection process runs on a computer which has a digital TV tuner card (i.e. 
16 card [16] or 11 card [11]). The process captures DVB television broadcast and 
encodes the programmes according to the MPEG-2 digital video standard with the 
audio signal coded in line with the Layer-III format. DVB creates the first standard for 
DVB-S (digital satellite TV), DVB-C (digital cable TV) and DVB-T (digital terrestrial 
TV). An example of HDTV video signal has 720  1280 pixels/frame, progressive 
scanning at 50 frames/ per second, requires. 720 1280 pixelsframe 50 framessecond   3 bytespixel    138 megabytes per second 

The HDTV format needs 250 gigabyte disk space roughly for recording to 30 minutes 
TV broadcast.  

The raw data is compressed in MPEG-4 format with 3000 Kbit/s data rate, 25 
frames /per second frame rate, and with a key frame every 8 seconds.  

Each TV channel (station) that is captured requires 2 dedicated capture machines, 
one to be a “master” or primary one (also called a “hot” machine) and other serving as 
a “slave” or backup (also called a warm machine). Both machine would continuously 
capture TV broadcast, the only difference is that the hot machine would store (register) 
its data within the SQL database and warm one would not. In the instance that 
something goes wrong with the hot machine, data is automatically “patched” from the 
warm machine.  

B. Recognition Process 
The recognition process is running parallel with data collection process. Once raw data 
is received, it performs feature extraction step. 

 

Fig. 2.2. Mapping video frames to multidimensional feature space 
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The visual information of frames can be expressed in the combination of text and 
computer graphics. The textual section may consistent of commercial brand name, 
advertiser name and contact details. Alongside the textual, a drawing or a photo of 
product might be placed with computer graphic technique. Basically, feature extraction 
maps from a large information space to a smaller feature space. As shown in Figure 
2.2, feature extraction process reduces the complexity of the visual information and 
maps each video frame into a k-dimension feature space, and builds a multi-dimension 
index structure storing the feature space representation.  

Generally, the features chosen to be extracted should follow some rules. The 
features should carry enough information about video frames and should not require 
any domain-specific known for their extraction. They should be small size and easy to 
compute in order to efficiently retrieve any interesting candidates in a large video 
database. They should relate well with human perceptual characteristics so that users 
can determine the suitability of the retrieved candidate video. They should be 
robustness to geometric and signal based distortion. 

 

Fig. 2.3. The Architecture of Data Storage Process 

C. Data Storage Process 
The system contains three types of reference libraries - Commercial Links Library 
(CLL), Known Commercial Library (KCL), and Unknown Commercial Library (UCL). 
The CLL data are stored in a relational database such as Microsoft SQL Server and 
Oracle. CLL contains the details of a commercial such as commercial identification 
(ID), product information, duration of commercial, date and time of broadcasted, 
channel information etc. Those information are entered when either a new creative 
identified by the system or an old creative is matched automatically. The CLL library 
has an initial set of spots whose details are entered by an operator. KCL/UCL libraries 
are serialised binary files containing integer value of commercial IDs and fingerprint of 
individual commercial. KCL/UCL are centralised libraries located on the Server and 
are accessed by recognition process through Recognition Engine (RE). The 
Recognition Engine searches KCL/UCL library when a query is raised from the 
network. The Recognition Engine compares the fingerprint of a query against  
the fingerprints stored in the KCL/UCL library and returns a matched candidate whose 
ranking value is greater than a predefined threshold. The Recognition Engine is a 
multi-threads process and is configured as a singleton object handled all queries in the 
queue. The KCL library contains all known commercials that are validated by 
operators. The UCL library contains the new commercials that are broadcasted for the 
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first time and have not been confirmed by operators. For example, assume that the 
CLL contains almost all broadcasted spots. So if a new commercial is broadcasted for 
the first time and is surrounded by known commercials, by detection the commercial 
break precisely, the system will learn a new commercial appeared. Thus, an unknown 
commercial is added into UCL library. The Figure 2.3 demonstrates the architecture of 
data storage process. In the system, a user can submit a query through a web or an 
application by providing a sample clip, a video name, a URL or a product name and 
specify the search mechanism he/she wants. By using the functionality of RE, the user 
can easily identify which mechanism returns more accurate results.  

D. Graphic User Interface 
The main Graphic User Interface (GUI) of the system is the TV editing screen as 
shown in Figure 2.4. The TV editing program runs on the operator workstation and is 
designed to verify auto matched commercial and identify new commercial. The TV 
editing operator views and monitors a 24-hour log of TV station broadcast consisting 
of all programs and advertisement broadcast from mid-night to mid-night. In the TV 
editing program the operator will identify any programs and new commercials or non-
commercial activities.  

 

Fig. 2.4. Graphic User Interface 

3   Conclusion 

In this paper, commercial detection methods have been studied. The proposed TV 
commercial detection system is made of four components – data collection, 
recognition, data storage management and the GUI. In the collection process, the 
system record live digital TV content to the hard disk and hand that recording data to 
the commercial break recognition process which automatically identifies each 
commercial break from the recorded data. The recognition process loads the 
commercial break and compares them against the known commercial library. The 
system automatically classifies all advertisements which have been previously 
classified and recognize them.  
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Abstract. Investment efficiency on power grid enterprises evaluation is an 
evaluation of proportional relationship between investment results and 
investment consumption. The rationality of evaluation depends on evaluation 
model, the most important part of evaluation model is the enactment of weight. 
As a long-tested weight method, entropy weight coefficients method is reliable 
and objective. In this article, we discussed a entropy weight coefficients method 
that applicable to the investment efficiency on power grid enterprises 
evaluation. The computer realization method is also disscussed in this article.  

Keywords: entropy weight coefficients method, J2EE, power grid, investment 
efficiency.  

1   Introduction 

With the continuous development of the national economy and increasing living 
standards, the social demand for electricity and the power grid annual investment is 
also increasing. In order to avoid ineffective investment, arrange investment in 
science, it is necessary to build a scientific and effective evaluation model to access 
the investment result on power grid. To build evaluation model, index system should 
be established first, then set the index weights of the index system. Index weights 
reflects the importance of the index in the accessment. Different weights have a direct 
impact on the evaluation results. So it is critical important to choose a good index 
weights method.  

Index weights method is a method that define index weights by judgment matrix 
consist of index value in objective condition. It try to eliminate the subjectivity of the 
weight to make assessment results more practical[1].  

2   Index System of Investment Efficiency on Power Grid 

The development of power grid is a complex project, the evaluation of the 
development is also a complex project with many attributes. To find a scientific and 
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objective evaluation method to build a quantized evaluation index system is 
important. Each index in index system reflects different aspect of the investment 
efficiency situation. A reasonable index system not only can access the investment 
result in every aspect but also fairness. The value orientation of the power grid reflect 
in five aspects: The primary goal of the development of power grid is running secure 
and reliable, the ultimate goal is providing reliable and high-quality power to user, the 
higher goal is the sustainable development of power grid, the main aspect is the high-
efficiency development of power grid, the trend of future development is Strong and 
Smart Grid. Considered from the characteristic and value orientation of power grid, 
the evaluation can be divided into five subsystems[2]. They are: safety, reliable, high 
quality, coordination and economic. Then build the evaluation index system by 
choosing index from these five points of views. And the indexs are: substation-
installed capacity ratio, capacity-load ratio, N-1 checking, CO2 emission reductions, 
URT distribution, RSI, rural electrification level, wire maximum load factor, 
electricity sales amount, line loss per unit.  

 

Fig. 1. Index system of investment efficiency on power grid 

3   Evaluation Model Based on Entropy Weight Coefficients 
Method 

The concept of entropy was originally derived from thermodynamics, to describe an 
irreversible phenomenon in motion. It was first introduced in information theory by 
Shannon, and widely used in engineering, socio-economic and other fields. In 
information theory, entropy is a measure of disorder level of the system. It is defined 
as follows: when the system can be in n different states, the probability of each state is 
pi(i=1, …, n), then the entropy of the system is 
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In particular, when pi values are equal, that is pi=1/n, then the entropy has the 
maximum value Emax=lnn. Entropy reflects the degree of variation. The smaller the 
entropy of an index is, the bigger the degree of variation is. The bigger the degree of 
variation is, the more information it takes, and the more important it is in the 
evaluation, then the bigger the weight is. Otherwise, if the entropy of an index is big, 
it reflects that the degree of variation is small, so the weight is small. [3]Therefore, in 
the specific analysis process, we can according to the degree of variation of each 
index, using entropy to calculate the weight of each index, then weighting each index 
to get more objective evaluation results.  

Entropy weight coefficients method can be divided into the following steps: 

1) Assuming an evaluation in m indexs to n region samples, xij is the value of 
index j(j<=m) to sample i(i<=n), they consist the original matrix X=(xij)n*m .  

2) In order to reflect the actual situation, to exclude the influence caused by unit 
or magnitude of different index and avoid unreasonable phenomenon, 
extremum method was used to make the indexs dimensionless in this article.  
a) Positive index is a kind of index that its value is the bigger the better, its 

dimensionless method is: 
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b) Negative index is a kind of index that its value is the smaller the better, 
its dimensionless method is: 
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c) Appropriate index is a kind of index that its value is better in an 
appropriate intevel, its dimensionless method is: 
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The xup and xlow represent the upper limit and lower limit of the 
appropriate intevel.  

3) According to the definition of entropy, the entropy of index j is: 
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To make sure formula is significant, when fij=0, we set fijlnfij=0.  
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4) The weight of each index can be computed then: 
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n is the amount of indexs. Obviously the sum of index weights is 1.  
5) At last, the score of each region can be computed: 
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For the indexs are in different dimensions, the dimensionless values are used instead 
of original values. The range of the dimensionless values are 0 to 1, so the scores are 
in 0 to 1.  

4   The Implement of the Model 

4.1   Application Designer Framework 

The evaluation method described in this article is highly generability. So the 
extensibility of the system should be token full account. As a fully-fledged 
architecture, J2EE is high availability, high reliability and extensibility. The system 
will follow J2EE architecture, development using B/S architecture[4].  

• Client Layer: Running on the client-side. It is used for showing the pages sending 
from the presentation layer, responding to user actions and sending messages to 
presentation layer. It is usually IE Browser in B/S architecture.  

• Presentation Layer: Running on J2EE server. It is used for producing pages to user 
and handling the client's request, then sent to the business logic layer for 
processing. Struts framework is used in this system. Struts is a good combination 
of Spring Framework. If you add configuration of Spring plug-in in the Struts 
configuration file, you can initialize Spring during the initialization of Struts, and 
handle the action of Struts by Spring. Struts framework can divided into three 
parts, they are model, view and controller, and make sure every two parts of them 
are loose coupling. Structs also enrich JSP tags in view layer by customizing tags. 
It makes the web design more convenient [5].  

• Business layer: Also running on the J2EE server. It is used for handling the 
business logic and managing transactions. Spring framework is used in the system. 
The core of Spring is IoC(Inversion of control)/DI(Dependence Injection). IoC is 
to extract the dependence of modules, and leave it to container to do the 
configuration. DI is a more vivid explanation to IoC. Its definition is to inject the 
dependence (for example, construction parameters, construction object or 
interface) dynamic to modules during the running time. There are three implement 
types in IoC/DI mechanisms. They are: interface injection (Factory pattern), 
constructor Injection(implement dependence in construction method), setter 
injection(implement dependence by setter method).  
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• Data persistence layer: Data persistence layer encapsulate the data access detail, 
and provide object-oriented API for business layer. Hibernate is used in this 
system to provide data access services. Hibernate is a fully-fledged O/R Mapping 
framework that supporting most of main current database. [6] It also support 
Parent/Child relation, transaction processing, extends, and polymorphism. The 
system use DAO (Data Access Object) design pattern in data persistence layer. By 
using DAO, data persistence layer encapsulates and abstracts all the accessing to 
data source and reduce the degree of coupling between business layer and itself. 
DAO completely hiding the implement detail of data source to client. Database is 
accessed by DAO when the data is needed. While the implement of data source is 
changing, the interface to client provide by DAO will not change, it will not affect 
client or business module.  

• Database layer: Database layer used for saving basic data for business process. 
Oracle is used in this system.  

 

Fig. 2. Web Application Framework 

4.2   Implement of Program Function 

1) implement of presentation layer: Presentation layer is used for showing index 
weights and index score to users. Jsp is used in this system. For a more 
personalized interaction, the system use fusioncharts for generating pie chart and 
column chart to showing the results. The correlative code is: 

//transmit data for the pie chart 
chart. setDataXML("${piexml}"); 
//define a column chart 
var columnchart = new 
FusionCharts("${basePath}resource/flashChart/Column3D. 
swf", "ChartId2", width, height , "0", "0"); 
//transmit data for the column chart 
chart. setDataXML("${columnxml}"); 
</script> 
//quotation of fusioncharts 
<script type="text/javascript 
src="${basePath}js/FusionCharts. js"></script> 
<script> 
//define a pie chart 
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var piechart = new 
FusionCharts("${basePath}resource/flashChart/Pie3D. 
swf", "ChartId", width, height , "0", "0"); 

2) Implement of business layer:Business layer implement the business logic of 
evaluation calculation, including the business logic of weight calculation and 
score calculation.  

public interface EntropyWeigh{ 
// dimensionless method• 
public double[][][] toOne(double[][][] idxData){  
} 
// entropy weight coefficients method   
public double[] entropyMethod(double[][][] idxData){  
} 
//evaluation method 
public double[] evaluation(double[] weights, double[][] 
idxData){  
} 

3) Data persistence layer: Data persistence layer used for handling data accessing 
operation. The Schema file is: 

<?xml version="1. 0"?>  
<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-
//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping 
DTD//EN" "http://hibernate. sourceforge. net/hibernate-
mapping-2. 0. dtd">  
<hibernate-mapping>  
<class name="IndexInfo" table="INDEXINFO">  
   <id name="id" column="INDEX_ID">  
      <generator class="increment"/>  
   </id>  
   <property name="name"    
column="INDEX_NAME"  type="java. lang. String"/>  
   <property name="idxvalue" column="INDEX_VALUE"  
type="java. lang. Doule"/> 
</class>  
</hibernate-mapping> 

5   Conclusion 

In this article, entropy was introduced into the calculation of index weights, and build 
an evaluation model of investment Efficiency on power grid enterprises. As a strong 
objective evaluation method, entropy weight coefficients method reduces as much as 
possible human-subjective influence to the evaluation. Ensure the objectivity and 
reliability of evaluation results.  

Index Weight Calculation Model is based on mathematical theory, calculation of 
complex weights by compute can help reducing the workload of manual, improve the 
accuracy of calculation, avoid human error resulting from the calculation. By using 
pleny of charts, the user experience is greatly improved. The program provides service 
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to the Power Grid enterprise evaluation model, simple operation, flexible interface 
design, good usability. As a full-fledged weight method, entropy weight coefficients 
method is scientific and reliable.  
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Abstract. After referring several cases of management information system and 
RFID system, we design a novel and practical system for housewares store. We 
use the RFID tags in a different way - Passive Data Storage. In the paper, the 
structure and implementation of the system is described in detail. A case study 
is also given for illustration.  
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1   Introduction 

With the development of information industry, people need to handle more data and 
information, so the management information system comes out. A management 
information System (MIS) [1] is a system that provides information needed to manage 
organizations effectively. It involves three primary resources: technology, information, 
and people. Thus, there is a typical problem that how to organize the three parts to 
work more effective.  

An MIS is a planned system of the collection, processing, storage and dissemination 
of data in the form of information needed to carry out the management functions. The 
traditional systems need people to do more work for typing information. Even though, 
the technology has taken some conveniences, for example, powerful software can 
process information perfectly, it is seen that the three parts are also separate. We 
imagine a mode that information is to be related to the things, so that people just use 
technology to read the information from the target. Therefore, the processes of 
management become easier.  

After many explorations, we finally focus on the RFID tags (Radio-frequency 
identification) [2]. We use the RFID tags in a different way. In some traditional 
occasion, the RFID tags just use for a mark, they just provide a number so that the 
supermarket or warehouse can identify them. But if we do not have the database of the 
tags, we can know nothing about the targets. 

So, for more effective operation, we design a system for this management theory. 
The service object of the management system is housewares store. After referring 
several cases of management information system [3] [4] and RFID system [5], we 
design a rapid and practical system for housewares store. It mainly includes RFID, 
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Bluetooth, and Embedded Software and other technologies. This management 
information system will show these advantages as follow: 

• The information of housewares could be input to RFID by laptop and PDA; 
• The RFID tags contain various information about the items; 
• Paperless office; 
• We use device around us just like laptop and PDA so that process will 

convenient and effective. 

2   System Description 

The Housewares Store Management System has four parts, can be seen in Fig.1, 
which include some passive data storage equipment, a handheld RFID reader/writer, a 
handheld personal digital terminal or a laptop. 

 

Fig. 1. Devices and their structure of the system 

The passive data storage equipment, which is also called passive tag, is used for 
recording the information. And the handheld RFID reader/writer (we call it 
reader/writer for short) connects the tag with RF-Signal (Radio Frequency Signal). The 
handheld personal digital terminal, which is a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) in our 
actual system, connects the reader/writer with Bluetooth signal. And the Laptop is also 
connected to reader/writer by Bluetooth signal.  

The tag contain at least two parts: one is an integrated circuit for storing and 
processing information, modulating and demodulating a radio-frequency (RF) signal, 
and other specialized functions; the other is an antenna for receiving and transmitting 
the signal. 

The reader/writer is composed of RFID module, Controller, Bluetooth module and 
Supply Circuit. The RFID module includes antenna, radio-frequency identification 
unit, and digital signal processing (DSP) unit. The RFID tag returns slight signal to 
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Fig. 2. The composition of RFID reader/writer 

the antenna, then the radio-frequency identification unit turn the analog signal into 
digital signal. The DSP unit processes the signal, demodulate the information, and send 
the information to the controller with serial port. The controller transmits the 
information to the Bluetooth module. Then the Bluetooth module sends Bluetooth 
signal to the laptop or the PDA, so that we can require information from terminal. 
Similarly, we can write some information into the RFID tag by using the contrary path 
(The whole process can be seen in Fig.2).  

The program in the terminal must be designed for completing the function of 
checking tag and writing information. Nowadays, the smart devices have been more 
and more popular. One of the conveniences for the smart device is the intelligent 
operating system. When we design the program, we can only focus on how to build 
the connection between devices. And we do not need to know how the connection 
works. The program sends and receives message through the serial port. We make a 
protocol for communication. The process of building connection is very simple. First, 
initialize the program, create two threads. One is to control the RFID reader/writer to 
have right operation; the other is to build the connection between the PDA and the 
RFID reader/writer, and maintain the connection. When the user has some operation, 
the program translates the operation into a command by the protocol, and sends the 
information to the RFID reader/writer. Then the program waits for the return value to 
show the result. 

3   Software Implementation 

The software implement parts include two types. One is running on the reader/writer, 
the other is running on the PDA. 
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Fig. 3. The process of reading/writing tags 

The program runs on the reader/writer is written by C-Language for MCU. When 
the RFID tag comes into the identification range of the RFID reader/writer, the 
reader/writer turns into work mode. The program must finish these missions. First, the 
reader/writer answers to reset, and the tag and the reader/writer must have same 
protocol and same communication baud rate. Then, there is an anti-collision loop for 
sometimes when several tags come into the identification range. This anti-collision 
loop will choose one tag to operate. After selecting tag, the reader/writer makes thrice 
mutual authentication to confirm the sector which to be accessed. The reader/writer 
checks the codes and then operates the data block on the tag. When the tag leave out of 
the range of reading, the reader/writer will halt, and turn to the initial state to wait 
another tag. 

The program in the PDA terminal must be designed to complete the function of 
checking tag and writing information. Nowadays, the smart devices have been more 
and more popular. One of the conveniences for the smart device is the intelligent 
operating system. Here we use Windows CE as the operation system. Therefore, the 
message mechanism is mature [6]. When we design the program, we can only focus 
on how to build the connection between devices. And we do not need to know how 
the connection works. The program sends and receives message through the serial 
port. We make a protocol for communication. 

The process of building connection is very simple. First, initialize the program, 
create two threads. One is to control the RFID reader/writer to have right operation, we 
call it “main thread”; the other is to build the connection between the PDA and the 
RFID reader/writer, and maintain the connection, we call it “communication thread”.  
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The main thread create operation interface. Meanwhile, the communication thread 
configures the port’s parameters. When the user has some operation, the program 
translates the operation into a command by the protocol, and sends the information to 
the RFID reader/writer. Then the program waits for the return value to show the result. 

The Fig.5 shows the devices that use in the management information system. The 
left side device is reader/writer; the right side device is a smartphone which uses 
Windows CE operation. We can see the operation interface on the screen. 

4   Conclusion 

We have made this system on trial for the housewares store. There is a good effect 
gained in practice. The combinatorial innovation always brings a new effective way to 
solve problem. The RFID technology is introduced into the management information 
system. We also consider the fastest method to achieve the goal, which reflects 
system engineering idea. The Passive Data Storage Based Housewares Store 
Management System gives people a more effective mode for management 
information system application. We use the RFID tag as another form of storage and 
identification. A different usage of the existing technology may lead a more effective 
solution. Therefore, if this system can be used in the similar condition, there may be a 
more amazing effect.  
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Abstract. In this paper, the critical point theory, the minimax methods and 
Morse theory are employed to discuss the existence of nontrivial solutions for 
boundary value problems of second-order difference equations with resonance 
both at infinity and at zero. Some existence results are obtained. 
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1   Introduction and Main Results 

In this paper, we consider the following boundary value problems of second-order 
difference equations  

2 ( 1) ( , ( )), [1, ],
( )

(0) 0, ( ) 0,

u t g t u t t T
P

u u T

−Δ − = ∈
 = Δ =

 

where [1, ] : {1,2, , }T T= , ( ) : ( 1) ( )u t u t u tΔ = + − is the forward difference operator, 
2 ( ) : ( ( ))u t u tΔ = Δ Δ , with ( ,0) 0g t =  for [1, ]t T∈ . Clearly, (P) has the trivial 

solution 0u = . We are interested in finding nontrivial solutions for (P). The 
existence of nontrivial solutions of (P) depends on the local properties of g near 
infinity and near zero. Here, we consider the cases in which g is resonant both at 
infinity and at zero, i.e.g satisfies 

( , ) ( ), [1, ], ,kg t x x o x t T xλ= + ∀ ∈ →∞  (1.1)

( , ) ( ), [1, ], 0,mg t x x o x t T xλ= + ∀ ∈ →  (1.2)

where ,k mλ λ  are two eigenvalues of the linear boundary value problem 

2

0

( 1) ( ), [1, ],
( )

(0) 0, ( ) 0,

u t u t t T
P

u u T

λ−Δ − = ∈
 = Δ =

 

The existence of solutions for difference equations has been studied by many authors, 
and some results were obtained by using different methods such as fixed point 
                                                           
 * The project is supported by the National Science Foundation of Shanxi (No. 2011011002--4). 
** Corresponding author. 
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theorems or upper and lower solutions methods or critical point theory. For the 
details, we refer to [3] [5], [13], [15], [16]−  and the references therein. In this paper, 

we consider the existence of multiple solutions for ( )P  with resonance at both 

infinity and zero. We make the following assumptions: 

( )f ±  If 1n

n

v

u
→  as ,nu →∞  then there exist 0, Nε > ∈  such that 

1

( , ( )) ( ) , ,
T

n n
t

f t u t v t n Nε
=

± ≥ ≥  

where ( , ) ( , ) , , , .k n n n n nf t x g t x x u v w v V w Vλ ⊥= − = + ∈ ∈  

( )g ±  There exist 1 2, , 0c cδ >  and 1τ >  such that 

1 2( , ) mc x g t x x c x
τ τλ≤ − ≤ , 

( ( , ) ) 0, [1, ], .mg t x x x t T xλ δ± − ≥ ∀ ∈ ≤  

The main results in this paper are the following theorems.  

Theorem 1.1. Let (1.1) hold, and 1( ,0) .xg t λ′ <  Then (P) has at least four nontrivial 

solutions, among which one is positive and one is negative, provided that either of the 
following conditions is fulfilled: 

(i)    ( )f +  and [2, ];k T∈  

(ii)   ( )f +  and [3, ].k T∈  

Theorem 1.2. Let (1.1) hold and 1.k =  Then (P) has at least two nontrivial solutions 
in each of the following cases: 

(i)   ( ), ( )f g+ +  and [2, ];m T∈  

(ii)  ( ), ( )f g+ −  and [1, ], 2;m T m∈ ≠  

(iii) ( ), ( )f g− +  and [1, ];m T∈  

(iv) ( ), ( )f g− −  and [2, ].m T∈  

2   Preliminaries 

Let E be a Hilbert space and 2 ( , )J C E∈  be functional possessing the deformation 

properties. Let 0u  be an isolated critical point of J with 0( ) ,J u c=  and U be a 

neighborhood of 0u , containing the unique critical point, the group 

0 0( , ) : ( , ( \{ }) ),c c
q qC J u H J U J u U q= ∈∩ ∩  

is called the q-th critical group of J at 0u , where { | ( ) }, ( , )c
qJ u E J u c H A B= ∈ ≤  

denotes the q-th singular relative homology group of the topological pair ( , )A B  with 

integer coefficients. 
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Denote { | ( ) 0}.K u E J u′= ∈ =  Assume that K is a finite set. Take inf ( ).a J K<  

The critical groups of J at infinity are defined by [2] 

( , ) : ( , ), .a
q qC J H E J q∞ = ∈  

Using these concepts, we have the following famous Morse inequality [7]: 

0 0

( 1) ( 1) ,
q q

q j q j
j j

j j

M qβ− −

= =

− ≥ − ∈   (2.3)

0 0

( 1) ( 1) .q q
q q

q q

M β
∞ ∞

= =

− = −   (2.4)

where ( , ), ( , ).k k k ku K
E rankC J u rankC Jβ

∈
= = ∞  

Let u K∈ be an isolated critical point of J such that ( )J u′′  is a Fredholm operator 

and Morse index ( )uμ  and the nullity ( )uν  of u are finite. We have the following 

facts about the critical groups of J at u: 

(i) ( , ) 0, [ ( ), ( ) ( )].qC J u q u u uμ μ ν≅ ∉ +  

(ii) If u is nondegenerate, i.e. ( ) 0,uν =  then , ( )( , ) .q q uC J u μδ≅  

Proposition 2.1. [12] Let 0 be an isolated critical point of 2 ( , ).J C E∈  Assume 

that J has a local linking at 0 with respect to , dim ,E E E l E− + −= ⊕ = < ∞  i.e. there 

exists 0ρ >  such that 

( ) 0,J u ≤  for , ,u E u ρ−∈ ≤  

( ) 0,J u >  for ,0 .u E u ρ+∈ < ≤  

Then ,( ,0) ,q q lC J δ≅  if (0)l μ=  or (0) (0)l μ ν= + . 

Proposition 2.2. [2] Let the functional :J E → be of the form 

1
( ) , ( ),

2
J u Au u Q u= +  (2.5)

where :A E E→  is a self-adjoint linear operator such that 0 is isolated in ( )Aσ , the 

spectrum of A. Assume that 1( , )Q C E∈  satisfies 

( ) ( ), .Q u o u u′ = → ∞  (2.6)

Write : ker , :V A W V W W⊥ − += = = ⊕  where W ±  are subspaces on which A is 

positive (negative) definite. Assume that dimWμ −=  and dim 0Vν = ≠  are finite 

and J satisfies the deformation condition. Then 

,
( , ) , , , ,q q k

C J k k qδ μ μ ν±
+ −∞ ≅ = = + ∈  

provided J satisfies the angle conditions at infinity: 
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( )AC ±
∞  There exist 0M >  and (0,1)α ∈  such that  

( ), 0J u v′± ≥  

for , , .u v w E V W u M w uα= + ∈ = ⊕ ≥ ≤  

3   Proofs of Main Results 

Let { :[0, 1] | (0) 0, ( ) 0}E u T u u T= + → = Δ =  denote a finite-dimensional real 

Hilbert space with inner product 
1

, ( ) ( )
T

t
u v u t v t

=
=  and norm , .u u u=  For 

any ,u E∈  denote 1/

1
( ( ) ) , 1.

T p p

p t
u u t p

=
= ≥  Then there exist , 0p pa b >  such 

that 

, .p pp
a u u b u u E≤ ≤ ∀ ∈  (3.7)

It follows from [9] that (2 1)2
4 24sin , [1, ]t

t T t Tπλ −
+= ∈  are the distinct eigenvalues of 

0( ), , [1, ]tP t Tφ ∈  are the corresponding orthogonal eigenvectors, where 
(2 1)
2 1( ) sin , [1, ].t i

t Ti i Tπφ −
+= ∈  Then 1 0.ϕ >  For [2, 1],k T E∈ −  can be split as 

,E W V W− += ⊕ ⊕  where 

1 1 1{ , , }, { }, { , , }.k k k TW span V span W spanϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ− +
+ += = =  

Every vector u E∈  can be written as ,u u v u− += + +  where ,u W− −∈ ,u W+ +∈  

v V∈ . Define the functional :J E →  as 

2 2

1 1 1

1
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( , ( )), ,

2 2

T T T
k

t t t

J u u t u t F t u t u E
λ

= = =

= Δ − − − ∈    (3.8)

where 
0

( , ) ( , ) , ( , ) ( , ) .
x

kF t x f t s ds f t x g t x xλ= = −  Then it is easy to show that J is of 

2 ( , )C E  with Fréchet derivatives given by 

2

1

( ), [ ( 1) ( ) ( , ( ))] ( ).
T

k
t

J u v u t u t f t u t v tλ
=

′ = −Δ − + +  (3.9)

Hence the solutions of (P) are exactly the critical points of J in E. 

Lemma 3.1. [11] Let (1.1) and ( )f + (or ( ))f −  hold, then the functional J defined by 

(3.8) satisfies (C) condition. 

Lemma 3.2. [1] Let ([1, ] , )h C T∈ × and 
0

( , ) ( , ) .
x

H t x h t s ds=   Then the 

functional defined by 
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2

1 1

1
( ) ( 1) ( , ( ))

2

T T

t t

J u u t H t u t
= =

= Δ − −   

satisfies (PS) condition in each of the following cases: 
(i) h satisfies ( , ) 0h t x =  for 0x >  and [1, ]t T∈  and 

1

( , )
lim , [1, ];
x

h t x
t T

x
α λ

→+∞
= > ∈  (3.10)

(ii) h satisfies ( , ) 0h t x =  for 0x >  and [1, ]t T∈  and  

1

( , )
lim , [1, ].
x

h t x
t T

x
α λ

→−∞
= > ∈  (3.11)

Lemma 3.3. [11] Let (1.1) hold. We have 
(i) , 1( , )q q kC J δ −∞ ≅  provided ( )f −  holds, 

(ii) ,( , )q q kC J δ∞ ≅  provided ( )f +  holds. 

Lemma 3.4. Let g satisfy ( )g + (or ( )).g −  Then J has a local linking at 0 with 

respect to the direct sum decomposition ,E E E− += ⊕  where 

1{ , , }mE span φ φ− = (or 1 1{ , , }mE span ϕ ϕ−
−=  respectively), ( ) .E E+ − ⊥=  

Proof. Suppose that ( )g +  holds. Then 

21 2( , ) ,
2

p pmc c
x G t x x x

p p

λ
≤ − ≤  

where 
0

1 2, ( , ) ( , ) .
x

p G t x g t s dsτ= + > =   Let 1{ , , }mE span φ φ− = . Then  

1{ , , }m TE span φ φ+
+= . 

For any , || ||u E u δ+∈ ≤  implies | ( ) |u t δ≤  for [1, ]t T∈ . Then we have 

2 21 2

1 1 1

21 2

221

( ) | ( ) | | ( ) | | ( ) |
2 2

|| || || ||
2

|| || || || .
2

T T T
pm m

t t t

pm m
p

p pm m

c
J u u t u t u t

p

c
u u

p

b c
u u

p

λ λ

λ λ

λ λ

+

= = =

+

+

≥ − −

−
= −

−
≥ −

  

 

Noting that 2p > , we can choose 0 ρ δ< ≤  small enough such that ( ) 0J u > for 

0 || || ,u u Eρ +< ≤ ∈ . 

For ,u E−∈ similarly, || ||u δ≤  implies | ( ) |u t δ≤  for [1, ]t T∈ . Thus we can get  

2 2 1 1

1 1 1

( ) | ( ) | | ( ) | | ( ) | || || 0.
2 2

T T T
p pm m

p
t t t

c c
J u u t u t u t u

p p

λ λ
= = =

≤ − − = − ≤    
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This implies that J has a local linking at 0 with respect to E E E− += ⊕ . The case in 

which ( g − ) holds can be similarly proved.  

Now we give the proofs of Theorem 1.1--1.3. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We only prove the case (i), the case (ii) can be similarly 
proved. By 1( ,0)xg t λ′ < , a simple computation shows that u=0 is a local minimum of 

J. Hence 

,0( ,0) , .q qC J qδ≅ ∈  (3.12)

Set 
( , ), 0,

( , )
0, 0,

g t x x
h t x

x+

≥
=  <

 

and let 
0

( , ) ( , )
x

H t x h t s ds+ +=  . Define the functional :J E+ →  as 

2

1 1

1
( ) ( 1) ( , ( )), ,

2

T T

t t

J u u t H t u t u E+ +
= =

= Δ − − ∈   (3.13)

Then the critical points of J+  are exactly the solutions of the problem 

2 ( 1) ( , ( )), [1, ],
( )

(0) 0, ( ) 0,

u t h t u t t T
P

u u T
+

+

−Δ − = ∈


= Δ =
 

and the nonnegative solutions of ( P+ ) are the solutions of ( )P . By Lemma 3.2 (i), we 

see that 2 0 ( , )J C E−
+ ∈  satisfies (PS) condition. 

Since 1( ,0) , 0xg t uλ′ < =  is a strictly local minimum of J+ . Hence there exist 

0, 0ρ τ> >  such that ( ) ,J u u Eτ+ ≥ ∈  with .u ρ=  Since 1 0,φ >  by (1.1), 

1( ) , .J s sφ+ → −∞ → +∞  (3.14)

By Mountain Pass Theorem [14], J+  has a nontrivial critical point u+ . Now we 

prove that ( ) 0u t+ >  for [1, ].t T∈  Let [1, ]i T∈  be such that [1, ]( ) min ( ).j Tu i u j∈=  

An immediate computation gives  

( ) 0, ( 1) 0.u i u i+ +Δ ≥ Δ − ≤  

If ( ) 0,u i+ ≤  then 2 ( 1) 0.u i+−Δ − =  Hence ( 1) ( 1) ( ) 0.u i u i u i+ + +− = + = ≤ Repeating 

the process we can get  

(0) (1) ( 1),u u u T+ + += = = +  

i.e., we get 0.u =  It contradicts that u+  is a nontrivial critical point of J+ . Hence 

0u+ >  is a critical point of J. Moreover, by using the results in [7] and the critical 

group property for a mountain pass point [7], we have 
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,1( , ) ( , ) , .q q qC J u C J u qδ+ + +≅ ≅ ∈                        (3.15) 

The same argument shows that J has a nontrivial critical point 0u− <  with  

,1( , ) , .q qC J u qδ− ≅ ∈                              (3.16) 

By ( )f +  and Lemma 3.3 (ii), 

,( , ) , .q q kC J qδ∞ ≅ ∈                              (3.17) 

It follows from the relationship between the q-th Morse type number and the q-th 
Betti number that J must have a critical point 0u  such that 

0( , ) 0.kC J u ≠                                       (3.18) 

Since  

1

2

2
0

1

1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0
( )

0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1
T

T

a

a

a
J u

a

a
−

− 
 − − 
 −

′′ =  
 
 − −
 

−  

, 

where 

0 0 02 ( , ( )), [1, 1], 1 ( , ( )), dim ker( ( )) 1,t x T xa g t u t t T a g T u T J u′ ′ ′′= − ∈ − = − ≤  

by Shifting theorem and the critical groups characterizations of the local minimum 
and the local maximum [7], 

0 ,( , ) , .q q kC J u qδ≅ ∈                               (3.19) 

It follows from 2k ≥  that ,u u+ −  and 0u  are three nontrivial critical points of J. If 

0{0, , , },K u u u+ −=  then Morse equality (2.4) reduces to 
0 1 1( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ,k k− + − + − + − = −  

which is impossible. Thus, J must have the fourth critical point 1 0.u ≠  Therefore, 

0, ,u u u+ −  are four nontrivial critical points of J. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since ( )g + (or ( ))g − implies ( ,0)x mg t λ′ =  for all [1, ]t T∈  

or (1.2), 0u =  is a degenerate critical point of J with Morse index (0) 1mμ = −  and 

the nullity (0) 1.ν =  We only prove the case (i), the other cases can be proved in a 

similar way. By Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 2.1, 

,( ,0) , .q q mC J qδ≅ ∈                                  (3.10) 

For 1,k =  we get the following formulas by (3.17) and (3.18) 
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,1 1 0( , ) , , ( , ) 0.q qC J q C J uδ∞ ≅ ∈ ≠  

Therefore 0u  is a mountain pass point of J and then 

0 ,1( , ) , .q qC J u qδ≅ ∈                                 (3.21) 

As 01, 0.m u≠ ≠  If 0{0, },K u=  then the Morse equality (2.4) implies 

1 1( 1) ( 1) ( 1) .m− + − = −  

It is impossible. Thus J has another nontrivial critical point 1.u  
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Abstract. In order to design the real-time monitor system with good 
performance, the application of GPRS network on it was studied in depth. 
Firstly, the importance of designing a real-time monitor system was introduced, 
and the basic theory of GPRS network was explained; and then the theory 
principle of real-time monitor system of water pollution resource was analyzed. 
And then methodology of GPRS network was studied. Finally the hardware 
device, software and theirs corresponding function were designed. And the 
application of this monitor system of water pollution resource was good when it 
was applied in actual engineering. 
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1   Introduction 

Monitor of water pollution resources could grasp and understand the condition and 
tendency of waste discharge, and the monitor results and materials were main basis for 
executing environmental laws and standard, and develop environmental management. 

Real-time monitor system of water pollution resources based on GPRS was a 
comprehensive online instrument which was made up of analysis software and 
communication network used modern sensor technology, automatic measuring 
technology, automatic controlling technology, computer technology and other relating 
technologies. Real-time automatic monitor system of water pollution resources was 
made up of field monitor station system, data transfer system, monitor center of water 
pollution resources and remote monitor and management system of water pollution 
resources system. Monitor system could monitor data of water quality constantly and 
dynamically, and the statistical operations and deals with data were carried out, and 
formed all kinds of reports and figures and tables, and the monitor results were 
transferred to monitor center and environment protect policy. 

The full name of GPRS was General Packet Radio Service, which was a system 
made up of GSMPhase2 and standard realization, and it could offer quick data transfer 
efficient. GPRS network could offer end-to-end, big field wireless IP joints, and it had 
excellent goodness in a lot of engineering application fields. The dynamic management 
system of water pollution resources applied a lot of virtues of GPRS network, for 
example, more quick speed and quick joint, in condition that the need put forward and 
was controlled by a good many generating data. GPRS network could offer real-time 
wireless transfer and was very fast without a dia1-up modem connection to GPS 
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machine for resource data. These content was very critical mainly because there was a 
little data room in GPS position information, and constant transmission should be 
needed. Therefore the system of monitor system for water pollution resources could 
apply GPRS network to transfer GPS position information and relating information. 

GPRS network was an advanced technology for the Global System Mobile 
Communication (GSM), which would amend and simplify the wireless relating to 
packet data networks and so on. GPRS adds two nodes to GSM, which were SGSN 
node and gateway GPRS supporting node and used a packet radio rule to efficiently 
transmission client data packets between mobile stations and externa1 networks 
including packet data.  

GPRS would make radio resources used efficiently, and got packet data easily, and 
provide better transmission speed and billing based on volume. Recently the GPRS 
which was established by European Telecommunication Standards Institute attracted 
many scientists in these study fields. 

Recently, monitor methods of water pollution resources had two kinds, which were 
telephone line transfer and manual copy down; these methods had bad real time 
capability, and would cost most money, however GPRS network had the following 
advantages: 

(1) GPRS users could casually distribute and mobile theirs network point, and could 
not worry about the maintenance of lines, or communications were brought in radio 
contact. When the new monitor point was established the lines needn’t to be distributed 
and other operations. Less investment was used in GPRS network than optical fiber 
device and leased line system. And it was installed fast. 

(2) Price of terminal unit was relative low. Price of its terminal unit was cheaper 
than that of DTU, DDN leaser line Modem. 

(3) Charges of GPRS network were cheaper, and accounting cost of GPRS networks 
was reasonable. Monthly payment of GPRS network was cheaper than satellite 
telephone network. In GPRS network, users only established connections with network 
once, and would keep these connections for a long time, and the accounting would 
began when the data was transferred and the communication channel was occupied. 
Therefore the monitor point need not be connected continually; and the charges of 
transfer gap could not be accounted. 

(4) GPRS could support the continually, light abrupt data service. The 
communication quality was stable and reliable, and could not fall line. 

(5) GPRS could connect with network quickly, and offer seamless connection 
present data network. Because GPRS network was a group digital network and it 
support TCP/IP, X.25 protocol, therefore it could be connected with group data 
network directly and need not be switch connected with PSTN and other networks, the 
connection speed was only a several second, and this speed was more fast than circuit 
data service.  

TCP was intended for use as a highly reliable host-to-host protocol between hosts in 
packet-switched computer communication networks, and in interconnected systems of 
such network. GPRS main element was listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. GPRS main element 

Node Agent Queue
MS MSAgent Um_DL_Queue 
BSS BSSAgent Gb_DL_Queue 

GGSN GGSNAgent Gi_DL_Queue 

2   Rule of Real Time Monitor System of Water Pollution 
Resources 

(1) Structure of real-time monitor system of water pollution resources 
Real-time monitor system of water pollution resources was made up of mobile 
terminals derived by equipment, a dispatch center and GPRS network, which was 
showed in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The structure figure of GPRS network for monitoring water pollution resources 

The mobile terminals could got GPS information and compute the data relating to 
water pollution resources. The signals of water pollution resources could be got 
through connecting the expansion interfaces of mobile terminals in the monitor system 
to a lot of control lines and examination. All kinds of data could be imported to the 
monitor center using GPRS and internet. 

GPRS was a communication network could transfer the data of water pollution 
resources, which was in the middle of dispatch center and mobile terminals, such as 
alarm data of water pollution resources to the dispatch center, and then the control 
commands could be imported to the monitor system. 

3   Linear Programming Model of Real Time Monitor System 

(1) Modeling of real-time monitor system 
A model of monitoring water pollution resources was established for real time monitor 
system. The number of water pollution resources was defined as m , the number of 
monitor station of water pollution resources was defined as n , the number of water 
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pollution resources ( i ) to the number of monitor station ( j ) was defined as jix , the 

water quality level ( f ) could be got according to water pollution resources ( i ) was 

defined as fig , the monitor station quality level ( s ) could be got through the monitor 

station ( j ) was defined as sig , the corresponding constraints were defined as 

following: 

(a) The number of water pollution resources and water quality level. The number of 
water pollution resources monitored by monitor station should be within the scale of 
capability of monitor station, and the following conditions should be meeting: 

i
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where jix  was the number of water pollution resources ( i ) for monitor stations 

( j ), iA  was maximum number of water pollution resources, and iQ  was the 

capability of monitor stations. 
(2) Minimum task of monitor station of water pollution resources. In the 

environmental project, every monitor station could be given a minimum monitoring 

work. Assume that the minimum monitor work ( r ) of monitor station ( j ) was jrQ , 

the following equation was could be got: 
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(3) Non-negative constraint conditions. The number of water pollution monitor offered 
by a monitor station could not be negative; the following condition could be needed: 

jix ),,2,1;,,2,1( njmi ==  (3)

(4) Objection equation. The target water pollution level of the water pollution 

resources was defined as g and its mistake scale should be not more than 5％. Based 

on the actual status of water pollution resource, the error from real water pollution 
resources and object water pollution level at every monitor station of water pollution 
resources should be minimized by the objective function, ie. 
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where, fig  denoted the water pollution resources level offered by water pollution 

resources ( i ) and jQ the task of monitor station ( j ). Based on the real water pollution 

resources requirement, the above mathematics model was improved through giving a 
new constrain. 
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(2) The solution of mathematical model 
The above mode1 was coped with two step means, In the first step, there were many 

new more than or equal to zero variables, which were defined as ( 1+nx , 2+nx ,…, 

hnx + ), were amended in the mathematical model. The object of this operation was to 

make the m-moment unit sub matrix concluded coefficient matrix A , which could be 
expressed as follows: 

)()( hnmijbA +×= ni ,,2,1= ; hnj += ,,2,1  (6)

In the first step, the summary of every amended artificial variable was decreased, the 
corresponding function could be expressed as following: 
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If the good resolution of 1Z =0 could be got. Every amended artificial variable were 

non-basic variables, but the m original variables, before the addition, were basic 
variables. This left an m-moment unit sub matrix in the coefficient matrix when the 
corresponding column of artificial variables was deleted and it was assumed that this 

was the initial feasible base 0B . Then we turned to the second step of the two-stage 

means to deal with the mathematics equation. Or there was no optimal resolution for 
dealing with this mathematics problem. 

4   Methodology of GPRS Network 

The standard TCP receiver formed reset packets when packets were received through 
an aborted joint. An optimal algorithm was put forward for keeping back the delivery 
of aborted information over the last-hop link Um_DL_Queue, which was defined as 
Fast Reset. When SGSNAgent got a reset packet in up link (UL), decreased every 
packet that was the flow to that of the reset packet in SGSNAgent and BSSAgent. 
Therefore, these unnecessary packets need not be transferred to MS keeping up limited 
radio bandwidth and battery power of M S. 

If a DL packet’s fields were same as that in the stored information database of its 
session but for the sequence account was less than the acknowledgement amount, 
therefore this duplicate packet could decreased.  

UL IP and TCP packet-fields stored by SGSNAgent and DL IP and TCP packet-
fields to be contracted were listed in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2. UL IP and TCP packet-fields stored by SGSNAgent 

Field  Length
IP destination address 64bit(ipv4)/512bit(ipv6)

IP source address 64bit(ipv4)/512bit(ipv6)
TCP destination port 32bit

TCP source port 32bit

Table 3. DL IP and TCP packet-fields to be contracted 

Field  Length
IP destination address 64bit(ipv4)/512bit(ipv6)

IP source address 64bit(ipv4)/512bit(ipv6)
TCP destination port 32bit

TCP source port 32bit

5   Monitor Centers of Water Pollution Resources 

Monitor applied standard C/S system structure, and the general software and hardware 
production were used, and the stored formula was ruled, and the compatibility of 
monitor system was higher, and scale of system was easy to be extended. The basic 
function was listed as follows:  

(1) Center controlling function: in the monitor center the real time data could be got 
through the real time monitor of network; 

(2) Center alarm function: the abnormal alarm signals in field could be got through 
sound and light in the monitor center; 

(3) Data stored function: the original data, alarm data and operation information 
could be stored according to the database formula. 

(4) Data distribution function: center database could achieve the share of data, and 
had opening characteristic. 

6   Hardware Device and Corresponding Function 

(1) Server: server was a core device of the center monitor, SCADA control unit and 
relationship database was run. According to different functions the data server, history 
server and WEB database server could be assigned real-time. And the main server used 
redundant allocation, which ensured that any fault of a server could not make the 
whole system run failure. 
(2) Engineer and monitor station: monitor operation station was a joint between man 
and machine of system, it was used as user machine in the center monitor station, and 
it could offer intuitional monitor figure and data show, operators could grasp the 
monitor status of all the system and put a command out, which was connected with 
server through LAN and exchanged information.  
(3) Network device: the main assignment had Ethernet exchanger, router, firewall, and 
so on. 
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7   Application Software of Monitor System 

(1) Communication software of GPRS data collecting device  
(2) Internet center server data collecting and distributing software, data processing 
software and Web server software. 
(3) Working station monitor software and long distance data maintains software. 

Communication software of GPRS data collecting device was installed in the PLC 
before the data collecting device and terminals in the GPRS wireless network, and it 
could achieve the installment and removing, compression, encryption and transmission 
of the joint protocol and so on. The main function of Internet center server data 
collecting and sending software, data processing software and Web server software 
was listed as follows: based on SOCKET communication joint, TCP/IP protocol, the 
center server used as communication bridge, collecting data and running windows high 
level service SQL SERVER, which would process data, and at the same time 
transferred controlling commands, and ensured the normal communication between the 
field and user. Web Server program running IIS application, and make the legal users 
find data using IE browser at any time and any location. Client application program 
could achieve the following functions: the SOCKET joint and SQL SERVER joint 
were constructed with center server. And at the same time the online and real-time 
running status of all drinking water sources was showed, and the running parameters, 
history data and report table input was checked. When alarm condition was set and the 
system could send alarm status to the email box and cell phone. Clients could control 
the drinking water sources if the data was sufficient, and could carry out long distance 
maintenance for center server. 

8   Conclusions 

The monitor system of water pollution resources had been applied in the actual 
application, and the data transfer clearly, safely and correctly; the devices of system 
run reliably; and the fault ratio was low, the maintenance was proper, and the monitor 
projects were complete, and the data had higher credibility; and the automatic monitor 
function of sewage was carried out sufficiently, and the data could be provided to 
many related department, and the water pollution could be prevented effectively. 
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Abstract. Skyline operator and skyline computation play an important role in 
database communication, decision support, data visualization, spatial database 
and so on. In this paper we firstly analyze the existing methods, point out some 
problems in progressive disposal, query efficiency and convenience of 
following user selection. Secondly, we propose and prove a theorem for pruning 
query space based on dynamic scan theorem, based on the thought of the 
theorem, we propose a more efficient algorithm-dynamic cutting plane scan 
queries for skyline queries, and analyze and verify the feasibility, efficiency and 
veracity of the algorithm through instance and experiment. 

Keywords: skyline, dominate, dynamic scan. 

1   Introduction 

The integration of position locators and mobile devices enables new pervasive 
location-aware computing environments where all objects of interest can determine 
their locations. In such environments, moving objects move continuously and send 
location updates periodically to spatial databases. Spatial database servers index the 
locations of moving objects and process outstanding continuous queries. 
Characterized by a large number of moving objects and a large number of continuous 
spatial queries, spatiotemporal databases are required to exhibit high scalability in 
terms of the number of moving objects and the number of continuous queries. 

To increase the scalability of spatial databases, there exist two main challenges. 
The first challenge is to support a large set of continuous queries concurrently. With 
the ubiquity and pervasiveness of location-aware devices and services, a set of 
continuous queries execute simultaneously in a spatial database server. In the case 
that the number of queries is too large, the performance of the database degrades and 
queries suffer long response time.  

Because of the real-timeliness of the location-aware applications, long delay makes 
the query answers obsolete. Therefore, new query processing algorithms addressing 
both efficiency and scalability are required for answering a set of concurrent spatial 
queries. 
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The second challenge for building scalable spatial databases is to index moving 
objects efficiently. Building indexes on moving objects can facilitate significantly 
query processing in spatial databases. However, due to the dynamic property of 
moving objects, the underlying indexing structures will receive numerous updates 
during a short period of time. Given the fact that update processing is costly, 
traditional spatial indexes may not be applied directly to spatial databases. This 
situation calls for new indexing techniques supporting frequent updates. 

The above two challenges motivate us to develop scalable techniques for both 
continuous query processing and moving object indexing in spatial databases. 

2   Related Work 

Skylines, and some directly related problems such as multi-objective optimization[3], 
maximum vectors[4,5,6] and the contour problem[7], have been extensively studied 
and numerous algorithms have been proposed for main memory processing. 

Borzsonyi et al. propose block nested loop approach(BNL)[8]. A straightforward 
approach to compute the skyline is to compare each point p with every other point; if 
p is not dominated, then it is a part of the skyline. BNL builds on this concept by 
scanning the data file and keeping a list of candidate skyline points in main memory. 
The advantage of BNL is its wide applicability, since it can be used for any 
dimensionality without indexing or sorting the data file. Its main problems are the 
reliance on main memory and its inadequacy for on-line processing. 

Divide-and-Conquer approach[8](D&C) divides the dataset into several partitions 
so that each partition fits in memory. Then, the partial skyline of the points in every 
partition is computed using a main-memory algorithm[5,6] and the final skyline is 
obtained by merging the partial ones. D&C is efficient only for small datasets. For 
large datasets, the partitioning process requires reading and writing the entire dataset 
at least once, thus incurring significant IO cost.  

Bitmap approach[9] encodes in bitmaps all the information required to decide 
whether a point is in the skyline. The efficiency of bitmap relies on the speed of bit-
wise operations. The approach can quickly return the first few skyline points 
according to their insertion order (e.g., alphabetical order), but cannot adapt to 
different user preferences, which is an important property of a good skyline 
algorithm[10]. Furthermore, the computation of the entire skyline is expensive 
because, for each point inspected, it must retrieve the bitmaps of all points in order to 
obtain the juxtapositions. 

Kossmann et al. present NN(Nearest Neighbor) approach[10] due to its reliance on 
nearest neighbor search, which applies the divide-and-conquer framework on datasets 
indexed by R-trees[11]. NN uses the results of nearest neighbor search to partition the 
data universe recursively. NN performs a nearest neighbor query using an existing 
algorithm[12] on the R-tree, to find the point with the minimum distance (mindist) 
from the beginning of the axes (point o). NN has also some serious shortcomings such 
as need for duplicate elimination, multiple node visits and large space requirements. 
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3   Dynamic Scanning Cutting Plane Algorithm 

3.1   Formal Problem Definition 

Assume that we have a database of N objects. Each database object p with d real-
valued attributes can be conceptualized as a d-dimensional point (p1, . . . , pd) � Rd 
where pi is the i-th attribute of p. We use P to refer to the set of all these points. As 
shown in the coordinate system of figure 1, The coordinates of the system represent 
the description of a hotel with three attributes: distance to beach, the quality and price 
of the hotel. the coordinates of point S is less than any point in the coordinate system 
area D it constructed, which parallels with the initial coordinate system constructed by 
point O. The area D is called Dominance region of point S. As shown in figure 2, 
points a, b, c are not dominated by any point in coordinate system constructed by 
point O. Therefore points a, b, c construct the skyline, expressed as skyline={a, b, c}. 
The points a, b, c are called skyline points. 

  

Fig. 1. Dominance region                              Fig. 2. Example of skyline 

According to the example of figure 2, there are many hotels around traveler, who is 
traveling in a foreign country. Some hotels may be closer to the traveler, but the price 
of room may be more expensive, and there may be no room. How to select the best 
scenario for traveler? The skyline computation can solve this easier. As shown in 
figure 2, make the traveler statement as origin point, and construct the coordinate. X 
axis of coordinates denotes the distance between hotel and the traveler; Y axis of 
coordinates denotes the price of the hotel; Z axis of coordinates denotes the number of 
people who get accommodation in the hotel then, in other words, more people get 
accommodation, less rooms the hotel left. Points a, b, c are skyline points, Point d, e, f 
are dominated by point a. By skyline computation, return skyline points a, b, c to 
traveler. Then traveler considers his condition and makes decision. 

According to analyzing current skyline query methods, there are some shortages, 
such as progressive disposal of skyline points, computation of the points in spatial 
database, the minimal set of the best candidates for the skyline query and so on, a new 
idea for three-dimensional points in spatial database was proposed, the core of the 
idea is that a dynamic scan cutting plane is initialized, then moves towards  
the direction of the vector {1, 1, 1}, and scans spatial data points, according to the 
definition of skyline region domination, filtrate useless spatial points and return the 
skyline points. The method can progressively feedback skyline points by ascending 
order of any dimension. 
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There are several advantages for three-dimensional spatial skyline queries based on 
dynamic scan theory: filtrates as many points as it can, saves as much costs as it can; 
progressively feedbacks skyline points by ascending order, convenient for the user 
decision; some skyline points can be got when the user terminates the query, these 
points that the dynamic scan cutting plane had scanned are part of the whole skyline. 

Based on the dynamic scan cutting plane theory, the algorithm called CuttingPlane 
is proposed. 

3.2   Algorithm Description 

The algorithm CuttingPlane is described concretely as follows: 

Input: the set of spatial data points S, the speed of dynamic scan cutting plane v 
Output: the set of skyline points Q 
Algorithm CuttingPlane (S, v) 
{Q=NULL;                                      
//The set of skyline points Q is initialized by Null P=NULL;                                  
//The set of medial filtered points is initialized by Null  
FrameofAxes(S); 
//According to the input set S, use function FrameofAxes to construct three-

dimensional coordinate system, initialize the spatial data points in coordinate system, 
and the origin point O is returned. 

C(O, 0)=construct(O, 0, 60, v);              
//Time=0, the dynamic scan cutting plane is initialized by function 

Construct(Origin, time, angle, speed), which is 60° angle with the coordinate system, 
C(O, 0) is the area that cutting plane cuts the coordinate system constructed by the 
origin point O, the dynamic scan cutting plane moves by the speed v and towards the 
direction of the vector {1, 1, 1}. 

ScanArea(0)=C(O, 0);                            
//The initiative useful area is initialized by C(O, 0) 
// The process of the dynamic scanning 
While(S!=Q∪ P)//The scanning will terminate when Q∪ P=S.  
{ If(Q!=NULL) Printf(Q); //Print the skyline points in the process of the dynamic 

scanning 
Move(C(O, t), v); 
//the dynamic scan cutting plane moves by the speed v and towards the direction of 

the vector {1, 1, 1}. 
If(when time=t, dynamic scan cutting plane C(O, t) scans points) 
{If(Q!=NULL) 
{For(i=0; i<=Num(Q); i++) 
{ScanArea(t)=C(O, t)-C(Q[i], t-Scantime(Q[i]));}} 
//When time=t, the useful scan area ScanArea(t) of C(O, t) is the left area that C(O, 

t) wipes off the areas, which are dominated by the points of the skyline points set Q. 
If(when time=t, the useful scan area ScanArea(t) of C(O, t) scans points) 
{M=GetPoints(ScanArea(t));             
//Function GetPoints() gets the points scanned by the useful scan area ScanArea(t) 
Q=Q∪M; //Put the points scanned by the useful scan area ScanArea(t) into set Q 
For(i=1; i<=num(M); i++) 
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P=P∪ Contain(M[i]); 
//Use the function Contain() gets the points dominated by the set of M, and puts 

them into set P 
  } } 
return(Q); 
} 

3.3   Example Analysis 

As shown in figure 3, the example explains the query progress of the algorithm 
CuttingPlane. 

 

Fig. 3. The process of progressive returning skyline points 

Input the set of spatial data points S={a, b, c, d, e, f}, the speed of dynamic scan 
cutting plane v, firstly use function FrameofAxes(S) to construct the coordinate 
system, and return origin point O; Secondly time=0, the dynamic scan cutting plane is 
initialized by function Construct(Origin, time, angle, speed), which is 60° angle with 
the coordinate system, C(O, 0) is the area that cutting plane cuts the coordinate 
system constructed by the origin point O, the dynamic scan cutting plane moves by 
the speed v and towards the direction of the vector {1, 1, 1}, and initialize the useful 
area of the cutting plane, ScanArea(0)=C(O, 0); Thirdly do dynamic scan progress, 
time=t1, dynamic scan cutting plane scans point a, because the set of skyline points Q 
is NULL at the time, the useful area of the cutting plane ScanArea(t1)=C(O, t1), put 
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the point a into set Q, Q={a}, use function Contain() to find the points that point a 
dominates, and put them into set P, P={b, c}; The scanning moves on, time=t2, 
ScanArea(t2)=C(O, t2)-C(a, t2-t1), ScanArea(t2) scans the point e, put it into the set 
Q, Q={a, e}, use function Contain() to find the points (d, f) that point e dominates, 
and put them into set P, P={b, c}∪ {d, f}={b, c, d, f}, and at the time, Q∪ P={a, b, 
c, d, e, f}=S, the dynamic scan progress is terminated, the set of the skyline points Q 
is returned. 

4   Experimental Analysis 

All our experiments are carried out on a Sun Ultra Workstation with a 2.4GHz 
processor and 1 GB of main memory. The benchmark databases and intermediate 
query results are stored on a 120GB Seagate disk drive. For our experiments, we 
implemented the NN, BBS and CuttingPlane algorithms in VC. In order to study the 
effect of dimensionality we use the datasets with cardinality N=1M and vary d=3. 
Figure 4 and 5 show the number of node accesses and CPU time. 

 

Fig. 4. The comparison of node accesses     Fig. 5. The comparison of CPU time 

From the experiments, we can clearly see the effectiveness and efficiency of 
CuttingPlane by comparing it against NN and BBS. 
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5   Conclusion 

This algorithm CuttingPlane based on dynamic scan retrieves the objects of spatial 
dataset adopting the skyline query, and then uses the geometry principle and the 
skyline dominate region theory to get the data points satisfying the skyline conditions. 
By moving the dynamic scan cutting plane continuously we can prune the search 
space, it is not necessary to retrieve all the points, so it can reduce the number of the 
search points and decrease the query cost. We apply dynamic scan cutting plane query 
on datasets indexed by R-trees, and get the relation of the objects and search area. The 
improvement of algorithm for skyline queries will promote the development of the 
database community continuously. 
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Abstract. The optimization effect on large-scale RDF data is not statisfactory 
using the existing algorithms based on cost models. This paper presents the 
Run-time Optimization of SPARQL queries (ROS), and describes the join 
graphs and the index structures for SPARQL queries that are foundations of the 
ROS approach. The ROS algorithm, without cost models, intertwines cost 
estimation and query optimization into the execution procedure, and determines 
query plans in run time. Our experiments using the SP2Bench benchmark show 
that ROS can select the best query plan and improve query efficiency 
dramatically compared with the existing approaches. 

Keywords: SPARQL, query optimization, run time, join graph, RDF. 

1   Introduction 

As increasingly large RDF datasets are being published on the Web, effcient RDF 
querying has become an essential factor in realizing the Semantic Web vision [1]. To 
facilitate RDF data access, the W3C has standardized the SPARQL query language, 
which is based upon a powerful graph pattern matching facility. In order to improve 
query efficiency, a query optimization algorithm is needed. The target of optimization 
algorithms are to determine the optimal query plan for execution from all candidate 
query plans. 

The existing query optimization algorithms can be classified into three categories: 
(1) The parameter-based approaches [2][3], without statistical information, which 
estimate query plan execution cost by evaluating a function that has parameters. 
These approaches may make large errors if no law can be detected on the distribution 
of data. (2) The sample-based approaches [4][5], also without statistical information, 
which extract representative sample data directly from the dataset, select the least cost 
solution by comparing the costs of query plans that using the sample data as the input. 
The disadvantage of these approaches is that it is difficult to get the most 
representative sample data that is used to ensure the accuracy of query plan costs. (3) 
The statistical-based approaches [6], which evaluate costs using statistical 
information. The accuracy of these approaches depends on the accuracy of statistics, 
but it will take a lot of time to calculate all necessary statistics. 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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Dynamic query optimization approaches in [7] select a plan from a number of 
options in the compilation phase based on cost models. After execution for a period of 
time, they will do re-selection according to the intermediate results. These approaches 
need accurate cost models. The recently proposed ROX in [8] can overcome the 
disadvantages of conventional query optimization approaches. Without accurate cost 
models, ROX simplifies the compilation phase, puts selection of query plans into run 
time, and intertwines optimization and estimation into query execution. 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to Run-time Optimization of SPARQL 
queries (ROS). The ROS approach limits static compilation to normalization, 
simplification and the identification of join graphs. The join graphs cluster SPARQL 
join operators. ROS executes operations in the join graph one by one, fully 
materializing intermediate results. It is crucial to recognize that ROS is not merely 
running a query optimizer at run-time, but also intertwines and integrates query 
optimization into query evaluation. Our experimental results show that ROS can 
consistently find the good plan from the search space. 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) ROS does not 
need a precise cost model. It does not have to spend extra time in building a cost 
model, which can not be accurate actually. (2) The resulting ROS optimizer obviously 
improves the query efficiency. 

In Section 2, we introduce the basic knowledge of ROS, which includes the 
definition of the join graph and the description of the index structure. Section 3 
describes the ROS algorithm in detail. In Section 4, we extensively test ROS, showing 
that it can find better query plans than the approach adopted by Sesame. Finally, in 
Section 5, we conclude this paper and outlook the future work. 

2   Preliminaries 

In this section, we will introduce formal definitions and symbols of the ROS 
algorithm. The SPARQL query language includes many operators, but the most 
important one is the join operator. ROS is aimed at optimizing the join order in run 
time so as to improve the efficiency of the join operator. First, a sequence-
independent representation of a query plan in run time is shown, which is a similar 
structure like the join graph defined in [8]. Then, we will introduce the index structure 
used by ROS. 

2.1   Join Graphs 

We first give the related definitions of a join graph and then describe with more 
details its vertex and edge components. 

Defination 1. Let var ( , )value name= , where name means a local variable name and 

value its value, var is divided into two categories: (1) if var is a constant, then its 
value is self-increasing. (2) if var is a variable, then it begins with the ? symbol.  

Defination 2. Let V be a finite set of vars and ( , , )T subject predicate object=  be a triple 

pattern, where subject, predicate, object∈V. 
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For instance, in a triple pattern (?article, rdf:type, bench:Article), ?article represents a 
variable and is also the subject, rdf:type represents a constant and is also the 
predicate, bench:Article represents a constant and is also the object. 

Defination 3. A join graph ( , )G V E=  is defined as an edge-labled graph where: (1) A 

vertex v V∈  represents a SPARQL triple pattern or a SPARQL join operator. (2) An 
edge e E∈  represents a join operation or two triple vertices that have common 
variables. 
 
Join graphs are obtained through the following steps: First, we get a SPARQL syntax 
tree through the compilation phase. The tree is an initial plan after static optimization 
in the compilation phase. Then, we rewrite the plan and move out the distinct and sort 
operators through the equivalent transformation. We make up a plan containing only 
projection, join and other operators. Fig.1 shows two SPARQL queries Q1 and Q2. 

 

Fig. 1. SPARQL queries Q1 and Q2 

Fig.2 is the join graph of SPARQL query Q1. The rectangle frames the join graph 
of the SPARQL query. The vertex with name (?article rdf: type bench:Article) means 
a triple vertex. The edge connects a join vertex with a triple vertex means the triple 
vertex needs to be joined with other vertices that also have edges with the same join 
vertex. Edges between triple vertices represent they have common variables. For 
example, there is an edge between vertex (?article rdf: type bench:Article) and vertex 
(?article dc:creator ?person), because both of them have variable ?article. The weight 
of edge represents the number of common variables between the two vertices. 
Therefore, the weight between (?article rdf: type bench:Article) and (?article 
dc:creator ?person) is 1. Without loss of generality, we limit ourselves to the equi-join 
as the most important representative of a join. 

2.2   Index Structures 

We use the open source RDF storage system Sesame [9] as RDF database backend 
that employs B-trees for RDF storage. RDF statements are organized in the B-tree 
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structures. Currently, there is a spoc index and posc index in Sesame. These indexes 
are considered as B-trees that store a series of node identifiers in the index order. In 
Table 1, we will see all combinations of subject, predicate and object as well as the 
index structures that can be used to lookup them. 

join
(?article rdf:type 
bench:Article)

(?article dc:creator ?person)

(?inproc rdf:type 
bench:Inproceedings)

(?inproc dc:creator ?person)

(?person 
foaf:name ?name)

δ

π?predicate

1

1

11 1

 

Fig. 2. The join graph of SPARQL query Q1 

Table 1. All subject, predicate, object combinations and the corresponding indexes 

Number of variable Triple patterns Index structures 
0 (s   p   o) spo 
1 (?s  p   o) pos 

(s   ?p  o) osp 
(s   p   ?o) spo 

2 (?s  ?p  o) osp 
(?s  p   ?o) pos 
(s   ?p  ?o) spo 

3 (?s  ?p  ?o) spo, ops, pos 

B-tree index structure is prefix-matching. For instance, (s ?p o) triple pattern can 
be retrieved using the sop index or the osp index, and (?s ?p o) can be retrieved using 
the osp index. Thus, we can use the osp index to lookup both (s ?p o) and (?s ?p o).  
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Overall, we use the spo index to lookup (s p o), (s p ?o), (s ?p ?o) and (?s ?p ?o), use 
the pos index to lookup (?s p o) and (?s ?p o), and use the ops index to lookup (s ?p o) 
and (?s ?p o). 

3   The ROS Algorithm 

The ROS algorithm interleaves optimization and execution, and searches an optimal 
join order from the entire search space of possible excution orders. As soon as a join 
order is found to be superior than others, it will be executed. 

First we will define some notations. Given a join graph ( , )G V E= , a vertex v V∈ , 
and an edge e E∈ , t(v) represents a table with all statements that satisfy the triple 
pattern, card(v) represents the number of statements that satisfy the triple pattern, 
edges(v) represents all triple pattern that have common variables with v, w(e) 
represents the number of common variables between vertices that e collects, and 
exec(v, e) represents an excution join operation associated with e. 

The detailed ROS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It consists of two phases. 
The first phase initializes the join graph. The second phase alternates search space, 
exploration until all edges have been executed. 

Phase 1 (line 1-4). For each vertex v, we query the RDF document, store the query 
results in t(v), count the number and record it in card(v). For each edge e, we count 
the number of common variables between its two vertices, and store it in w(e). 

Phase 2 (line 5-25). The second phase of algorithm alternates between exploring 
the search space to find the superior join pair and excuting the pair, updating the 
graph until there is only one vertex connected to join vertex. Firstly, we find the 
smallest card(v) as the starting vertex (line 9-12), because of the feature of the equi-
join that the size of final results is surely not larger than the size of the smallest vertex 
in a join operation. Secondly, we find the vertex that has the most common variables 
with the starting vertex. If both vertices have the same number of common variables 
with the starting vertex, we choose the vertex that has the smallest card(v), because 
this can cut middle results as much as possible (line 13-21). ROS will join the pair of 
vertices it finds, use a vertex v′′  to denote the join results (line 22), delete the two 
vertices and add v′′  to the join graph (line 23), refresh the join graph (line 24-25) and 
repeat the loop until there is one vertex under the join vertex (line 5). 

The ROS algorithm decreases intermediate results by finding the smallest card(v) 
as the starting vertex. This can largely cut results that absolutely will not appear in the 
final results. The ROS algorithm builds a join graph, and initializes its vertices and 
edges in a more efficient way. For example, it executes the triple pattern using more 
efficient B-tree indexes. Then, it connects the vertices that have common variables 
instead of connecting all the vertices to build a fully connected graph. After 
initialization, The ROS algorithm finds the smallest edge, which also aims at reducing 
intermediate results. 
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Algorithm 1. Run-time optimization of SPARQL queries
Input: Join graph ( , )G V E=  

1:  for each v V∈  and v is a triple pattern do 
2:     ( ( ), ( )) ( )t v card v op v∈ ; 

3:  for each ( 1, 2)e v v E= ∈  do 
4:     ( ) : ( )w e countVar e= ; 
5:  while there are more than one vertex to execute do 
6:     vertex v′ , 1v ;  
7:     edge e′ ;  
8:     min, max; 
9:     for ( ) 0v V edges v∈ ∧ >  do 

10:       if min ( )card v> then 

11:          :v v=′ ; 
12:          min : ( )card v= ; 

13:    for each edge ( , ) ( )e v v edges v= ∈′ ′ do 

14:       if max ( )w e< then 

15:          1:v v= ; 
16:          :e e=′ ; 
17:          max : ( )w e= ; 

18:       if max ( )w e= then 

19:   if ( ) ( 1)card v card v<  then 

20:            1:v v= ; 
21:            :e e=′ ; 
22:    ( , )exec v e′′ ′ ; 

23:    ()updateGraph ; 

24:    for each ( )e edge v∈ ′′  do 

25:        ( ) : ( )w e countVar e= ; 

4   Experiments 

We choose Sesame-1.2.2 release as a platform for the implementation of ROS. We 
implement the ROS algorithm in Java. For all experiments here, we use a PC with 
2.50 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 3 GB memory, and running on a 7200 RPM disk 
with 500 GB capacity. Our experiments are based on SP2Bench [10], which is a 
SPARQL performance benchmark. It is a meaningful analysis and comparison of both 
existing storage schemes for RDF data and evaluation approaches for SPARQL 
queries. It is a comprehensive and universal benchmark platform. It is settled in the 
DBLP scenario and comprised a data generator for creating arbitrarily large DBLP-
like documents and a set of carefully designed benchmark queries. 
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We choose two representative SPARQL queries to shown the advantages of the 
ROS algorithm. Both of them are based on benchmark queries from SP2Bench. The 
SPARQL queries Q1 and Q2 is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows the experimental results 
of Q1 and Q2 between ROS and the optimization approach adopted by Sesame. 
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Fig. 3. Performance results of Q1 and Q2 between ROS and optimization algorithms adopted 
by Sesame 

In Fig. 3, the x-coordinate shows the number of triples in SP2Bench, and the  
y-coordinate shows the number of joins needed by doing a join operation. Fig. 2 shows 
that the join graph of Q1 has a relatively simple structure, which has only five vertices 
and five edges. In Fig. 3(a), we can see that with the growth of the number of triples, 
the number of joins ROS does is significantly reduced than Sesame optimization 
algorithms. Then, we can conclude that ROS does well in simple SPARQL queries. 

Fig. 3(b) shows the performance results of SPARQL Q2 between ROS and the 
approach adopted by Sesame. It depicts that the number of joins in a join operation 
using ROS is lower than the approach Sesame adopted under the same condition. 
When the number of triples is 50 thousand, the number of joins ROS does is nearly 
half of the time used by Sesame. With the increasing in the number of triples, the 
advantage of ROS is more obvious. Thus, through this experiment, we can conclude 
that ROS also have the advantage in optimizing complex SPARQL queries. 

ROS determines query plans in run time, instead of determining the query plans in 
compile phase. Doing this in run time can obtain good performance, since it reduces 
the size of the results and determines the best query plan. ROS uses intermediate 
results to refresh the join graph, and re-determine the best plan. In this way, it can 
fully consider the impact of the intermediate results on choosing the query plan, so the 
query plan is more accurate. ROS uses real values to select query plans, while the 
approach adopted by Sesame evaluates estimated values through B-trees to determine 
the query plan. Obviously, the approach that Sesame uses is inaccurate. 
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5   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we have described the ROS algorithm, a run-time SPARQL 
optimization technology that intertwines query optimization into execution. The ROS 
algorithm does not need a stable cost model and can select a more accurate query 
plan. Furthermore, the use of join graph as part of an execution plan gives the ROS 
algorithm the possibility to handle a large class of SPARQL queries. Our experiments 
have revealed that ROS can select significantly better query execution plans than the 
existing query optimizers 

Finally, we sketch future directions to extend and enhance the ROS algorithm. First 
of all, since we use real results of a triple pattern to evaluate the costs of a query plan, 
this always run into the risk of spending too much space for storing intermediate 
results. A future adaptation of ROS should use other methods to cut down results or 
find other ways to store results. Secondly, we plan to use a sampling technique to find 
an optimal path. Finally, we intend to study efficient ways of integrating operators 
such as sorting and duplicate-eliminating into join graphs. 
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Abstract. To deal with semantic heterogeneity among heterogeneous data 
sources, ontology is imported to the traditional data-integrated middleware. 
Domain ontology and local ontology are constructed as overall data view and 
local data view respectively. By establishing the mapping between domain 
ontology and local ontology, the problem of semantic heterogeneity is settled 
and semantic standard is reached. In this subject the way of automatic mapping 
is used to generate mapping relations innovatively. And an algorithm is given 
here. As a result, this way will provide an effective solution to the automatic 
integration of massive data. 

Keywords: semantic heterogeneity, ontology, mapping, heterogeneous data, 
data integration. 

1   Introduction 

With the development of the network technology, information system leaded by 
computer application gradually enters electronic commerce, electronic government, 
and any other various domains. However, because of the obvious differences among 
the system hardware, operation system, databases selection and design in existing 
information systems, the datum generated by which are great heterogeneous. For a 
long time, the massive data sharing and uniform management of heterogeneous data 
sources have been delaying the steps of information construction in our country, and 
objectively formed the enormous obstacle to the ERP strategy of enterprises. 

Analyzing the datum in relative domains, we found that they have the following 
heterogeneous features: 

• Data model heterogeneity (such as the datum of structured SQL Sever 
database and semi-structured XML) 

• DBMS heterogeneity (such as the Oracle and SQL Server) 
• Semantic heterogeneity [1] (such as the phenomenon with the data sources 

about the same name, but the different meaning or the same meaning, but the 
different name, etc.) 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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The two former belongs to the heterogeneity at the grammatical stratum which have 
been basically solved by the methods such as using the corresponding query mode and 
connection driver. While semantic heterogeneity applies the mapping mechanism 
unified all the heterogeneous data sources. Considering to the advantages [2] of the 
sharing conceptual model expressing by ontology, this paper proposes a model based 
on ontology mapping mechanism. By constructing the domain ontology, extracting the 
local ontology and automatic mapping from local to domain to realize semantic 
integration of data heterogeneity.  

2   The Design of System Architecture 

The subject of heterogeneous data integration stated from last century, it has proposed 
successively relevant system architecture such as federated database, data warehouse, 
middleware etc. in view of the characters of heterogeneous data sources. However with 
the wide application of Web, diversification of integrated data sources and massive 
data, the heterogeneous integration system is changed day by day, especially the 
semantic heterogeneity problem. Study on combing ontology and middleware is 
becoming the trend of heterogeneous data integration fields. This model includes three 
stratums: user stratum, middleware stratum and bottom data sources [3]. Its 
architecture is showed in figure1. 

 

Fig. 1. System architecture diagram 

The system operational flow is presented as follows: 

• User stratum takes charge of user interaction and obtaining query parameters. 
• Based on query parameters obtained by user stratum construct global query, 

which generates module by referencing domain ontology. 
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• Search decomposition module referencing mapping files from local ontology 
to domain one, decomposes the global query to sub-query. As a result the 
semantic of the sub-query is accordance with the semantic of the 
heterogeneous data sources [4]. 

• Sub-query scheduling module visit actual data source by a certain scheduling 
policy; execute the query language which is constructed by data source 
wrapper. 

• Query result processing module executes the sub-query, returns result sets and 
processes data such as combine and delete. 

• System returns user stratum last result for a unified structure. 

Data source registry center include ontology mapping module and data source meta-
data registration module. The former one is the core module among data source of 
semantic heterogeneity in all the system. And the latter one maintains the access 
parameters of data source, provide support to connect all actual data source.  

3   The Core Module and Key Technology 

This task realized integrated demonstrating sub-system on talent resources. Ontology 
mapping module which is the core of the whole system, has been designed to solve 
semantic heterogeneity among the data source in talents field. Based on the typical 
talents data source in Shanxi Province, we explain the key technology of the module as 
the follows. 

3.1   Data Source Analyzing 

At present most of the data sources (include some relational database SQL Server, 
Oracle, MySQL) are maintained by enterprises independently. Table 1 shows the 
typical data sources, among which data source 1 is Oracle data source, which is the 
information of agricultural talents in Shanxi province; data source 2 is SQL Server data 
source, which is the technology talents in Shanxi province; data source 3 is MySQL 
data source, which is the information of the agricultural experts. 

From the above table we find that the problem of same semantic but variant name is 
obliviously. At the same time the data source applied different types of relation 
database. Moreover the real data source distributed in different network nodes 
maintained by different department independently. All of what brought difficulty to the 
uniform query of heterogeneous data. 

3.2   Construct the Domain Ontology 

For unified treatment of the heterogeneous data source, it is necessary to construct a 
uniform data module which could eliminate the semantic difference of the bottom data 
source. Considering the advantage of the accurate expression concept and the 
relationship within the concepts, we select the talent domain ontology to be the global 
data view for heterogeneous data source of this demonstration. During the construction 
processing, it uses the talents meta data of Chinese Academy of Science as a standard. 
The schematic diagram of talents domain ontology is given as follows: 
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Table 1. Experimental datasource filed name and Semantic Table 

DataSource1
Field Name

DataSource1 
Field 

Semantic 

DataSource2
Field Name

DataSource2
Field 

Semantic 

DataSource3 
Field Name and 

Semantic 
xm Name 

姓名 Name Name 

xb Sex 
性别 Sex Sex 

csny Birthday 
出生年月

Birthday Birthday 

gzdw Workplace 
工作单位

Workplace Workplace 

zc Title 
民族 Nation Specialty 

sxzy Specialty 
政治面貌

Party Education 

xl Education 
婚姻状况

Marriage College 

…… …… …… …… …… 

     

Fig. 2. Local diagram for talent domain ontology 

To be a global view, the domain ontology has to describe most of (all in ideal 
condition) the conceptual semantic, of which terms have a certain normative in intra-
industry for sharing the knowledge [5]. However, the information in real data source is 
often a subset of the standard domain ontology, which provides evidence for 
generating global query upward and reach the unified object of mapping with each 
local ontology downward. 

3.3   Construct the Synonyms Lexicon 

Considering the possibility of integrating mass data source, the system applies 
automatic mapping mechanism to construct the mapping relationship between domain 
ontology and local one. Whether there’s a relation between domain ontology and local 
one in semantic synonyms databases is an important way to judge the mapping relation 
of both. Table 2 is the section of talent synonyms lexicon.  
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Table 2. Part of Synonyms thesaurus for talent domain 

Overall concept Local concept 
Name 

Xm，姓名，名字…… 

IDCard 
Sfzh，身份证号，证件号码…… 

Age 
Nl，年龄…… 

Address 
Dz，地址，住址…… 

Workplace 
Gzdw，工作单位…… 

Award 
Shjl,  所获奖励, hjqk,  获奖情况…… 

Sex 
Xb，性别…… 

…… …… 

In this table: The concept words constitute synonyms with themselves; it ignores the 
capitalized or lowercase problems of English letters and Chinese pingyin; Chinese 
words use fuzzy matching, for example, “work unit” has the same meaning with the 
“unit”. The synonyms lexicon supplies the service function String SearchSynonyms 
(String X), which could map within the concepts. Parameters X is a local concept, 
returns the synonymous character string of the global concept; returns “” if couldn’t 
find anything accord with conditions. In addition, synonyms lexicon guaranteed to 
completely establish the mapping relation by supporting dynamic update and 
extension. 

3.4   The Ontology Automatic Mapping Algorithm 

This is the main ontology automatic mapping algorithm flow: 

Inpute: local ontology OWL files  
1. load domain ontology 
2. extract the related concepts in local ontology to 
calculate the concept number CountA 
3. For i=1 to CountA 
  1) invoke Service SearchSynonyms (concept No.i) 

    2) if return “”, i++ 
       else 

a) establish mapping between concept No.i and the 
character string. 
b) extract the concepts No.i in local ontology to 
calculate the CountB 

       c) for j=1 to CountB 
1. invoke function SearchSynonyms (concept No. i, 
relation No.j) 

         2. if return “”, j++ 
  else establish mapping between concept No.i 
and relation No.j, j++ 

     d) i++ 
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output : mapping files 
to suppose: 
I: local ontology concept number 
Xi: the relation number concept No.i of local ontoloty 
M: domain concept number in synonyms lexicon 
Ym: synonyms number for the No.m domain concept 
corresponding to local concept in synonyms lexicon 
K: relation number of local ontology concept No.i in 
domain ontology 

We can use (1) to calculate the time complexity: 

1 11

( 1 )( 1 )

4 4

I KM

i km
i km

X YI Y
= ==

 
∗ + ∗ +

  
 

+  
(1)

For the condition of the actual data source and talent domain ontology, most of times 
the values (I, Xi, Ym, K) are taken in one magnitude, and the value of M are taken in 
two. So it can be Deduced that the total time complexity of the algorithm is at 4 
magnitude, which is Far less than the operation speed of common computer, which 
ensured the feasibility of this algorithm.  

4    Experiment 

4.1   Experiment Environment 

For the transplanting respect of the platform, this system applies Java programming 
language, of which user stratum use Struts 2 open source framework to realize the 
MVC three-tier architecture. The ontology management module applies protégé [6] 
which is developed by Stanford University as the visualization ontology development 
tool, and OWL language as the description language recommended by W3C. The user 
stratum published on the Tomcat5.x Server and the middleware use Jboss4.x Server. 

Table 3. Mapping relation 

Overall concept Orcale SQLServer MySQL 
Name xm 

姓名 Name 

Sex xb 
性别 Sex 

Post zc 
技术职称 “” 

Phone “” 
电话 “” 

Workplace gzdw 
工作单位 Workplace 

…… …… …… …… 

4.2   Experiment Results 

In view of the three heterogeneous data source above, by mapping between local 
ontology and domain one we construct the mapping relation: 
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Statistic the automatic mapping rate of the concept of local ontology to domain 
ontology as follows: 

    

Fig. 3. Probability plot for automatically mapping 

Table 4. System query results table 

Name Sex PhoneNO. …… DataSource

张维峰 男  …… Orcale 

张名昌 男  …… Orcale 

张喜文 男  …… MySql 

张廷民 男 0351-2189538 …… MSSQL 

张慧英 女 0351-3031235 …… MSSQL 

…… …… …… …… …… 

The system support the fuzzy query based on the core concept of talents, for 
example the query based on name which include “张” in expert information. First the 
system construct the overall query: Select * From Expert Where Name=’%张%’  

Then by referring the mapping files, it decomposes the overall query to the 
following sub query:  

Oracle data source: Select * From sxexpert Where xm=’%张%’ 

SQL Server data source：Select * From sxkjrc Where 姓名=’%张%’ 

MySQL data source：Select * From SXNYEXP Where name=’%张%’ 

At last, it executes each of the sub query sentences and gets query results as follows: 
The experiment proved that the demonstration system realized the unified search for 

talent mainstream relationship data source, of which the automatic mapping rate  
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reached over 70% generally in integration processing. It is finally realized the goal of 
unification on data view and heterogeneous data sources, effectively solved the 
semantic heterogeneity problems existed among all kinds of data sources. 

5   Conclusion 

According to some prominent semantic heterogeneity problems today, we design and 
realize the heterogeneous data integration middleware under ontology mapping 
mechanism, which is on the basis of analyzing the present talents heterogeneous data 
sources. Now the demonstration system supported the mainstream relationship data 
source integration and realized the data source integration of Shanxi province talents 
part. In our next work, we plan to realize the dynamic loading of multi-domain 
ontology and the application of demonstration system to any other fields, meanwhile 
studying on the integration data source faced to semi-structured and structured. 

Acknowledgment. This paper is supported by the Natural Science Foundation of 
Shanxi Province under Grant No. 2009011022-2 and Shanxi Scholarship Council of 
China Grant No. 2009-28. 
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Abstract. Semantic ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared 
conceptualization. The construction of semantic ontology knowledge base is the 
vital process in language processing, which is applied in information retrieval, 
information extraction and automatic translation. Hyponymy pattern is a basic 
semantic relationship between concepts, which is used to concepts acquisition 
to enrich ontology automatically. In this paper, the construction idea of 
multilingual ontology with unified criteria and interface are introduced, and 
hyponymy pattern is represented as a pair of a meaning frame defining the 
necessary information extraction in Tibetan language. The research of 
hyponymy relationship pattern can assist concept enrichment in ontology, 
which can reduce the cost during the ontology engineering process. 

Keywords: knowledge base, semantic ontology, concepts acquisition, hyponymy 
relation. 

1   Introduction 

In early 90s of the 20th century, a lot of international symposia on ontology were held 
by the computer industry, ontology then became the hot topic of many artificial 
intelligence research groups, which include such branches as knowledge engineering, 
natural language processing and knowledge representation. The main reason for this 
trend is that, through ontology, the communication between people and people, 
people and machine, machine and machine can be built on the basis of shared 
knowledge [1]. 

China is a unified, multi-national country, with 56 nationalities in all. All these 
minorities have a total of 27 scripts of their own in current use, which are all 
computer-readable. In China, there are six languages to be commonly used, Chinese, 
Tibetan, Uygur, Mongolian, Kazak and Korean. For those languages, there are huge 
differences in gammar, pronunciation, spelling, vocabulary, which is increased the 
difficulty of interoperability between those languages with regard to information 
retrieval, information extraction and automatic translation. 

However, use those languages also occurs some common features, and hold the 
common regularity to be complied. The common feature is the semantic meaning, 
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which is specified when issue the word in the sentence. Those languages have some 
semantic properties in common, and the differences are shaped because of grammar, 
spelling etc. 

Semantic ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization 
[2]. The construction of semantic ontology knowledge base is the vital process in 
language processing, which is applied in information retrieval, information extraction 
and automatic translation. 

The concept itself defined in the dictionary is not ambiguous; it can be associated 
with the real-world entity or object uniquely and accurately. However, in sentence 
processing, the concept of a word is closely related to the sentence. Let’s take the 
word “Trojan horse” for an example; it can be interpreted into at least three meanings 
in these three sentences below: 

(1) Trojan horse is a kind of toy. 
(2) Trojan horse is a kind of sports equipment. 
(3) Trojan horse is a kind of computer virus. 

Therefore, the so-called ambiguity of concept is caused by polysemy, namely, a 
concept word with two or more different meanings. As in the case of Tibetan 
language, it can be translated into Chinese in different ways based on its context: 

 
(1) Students are learning Yin Ming Xue. 

 
(2) The standard of saint like Shijiamoni 
Furthermore, for Tibetan language, there exists a large number of foreign words 

and transliterated words. For example, the Chinese word "Chengdu" has different 

translations in the Tibetan language, such as  and . 
The inherent fuzziness and ambiguity of semantics in language has made the work 

of machine analysis even more difficult. Word (binary data for the computer) is only a 
medium of semantics, and semantics is the core and critical part of communication. 

For those people who got some knowledge, it is not hard to understand the specific 
meaning conveyed in the sentence based on the context. For example, if the word 
"Trojan horse" appeared in a text together with "computer" or "program", then it can 
be concluded based on common sense that "Trojan horse" here should mean the 
computer virus most likely. 

The acquisition of hyponymy is a basic and vital problem in knowledge acquisition 
both from a computational linguistic perspective and from a theoretical linguistic one. 
Hyponymy is useful for the automatic creation or enrichment of an ontology, for tasks 
such as document indexing, information retrieval, question answering. On the other 
hand, these hyponymy patterns can be used in papers concerned with this semantic 
relation [3]. 

Given all that, the construction of semantic ontology knowledge base is the vital 
process in language processing, which is applied in information retrieval, information 
extraction and automatic translation. Hyponymy pattern is a basic semantic 
relationship between concepts, which is used to concepts acquisition in ontology 
automatically. In this paper, the construction idea of multi-language ontology with 
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unified criteria and interface are introduced, and hyponymy pattern is represented as a 
pair of a meaning frame defining the necessary information extraction in Tibetan 
language. The research of hyponymy relationship pattern can assist concept 
enrichment in ontology, which can reduce the cost during the ontology engineering 
process. 

2   Multilingual Knowledge Base 

Semantic ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. To 
build ontology knowledge base for those minority languages is vital in language 
processing. 

The minority language ontology knowledge base is fruitful for the information 
processing progress. Building multilingual ontology base is effective in relieving the 
condition of lack of language materials. 

 

Fig. 1. The methodology of multilingual knowledge base construction 

The methodology of multilingual knowledge base construction is shown in fig.1. 
Firstly, five minority languages materials which are not processed will be analyzed by 
linguists and will be syntactic tagged. The processed corpus will be double checked by 
linguists with the help of syntactic tagging tools. Secondly, the multilingual semantic 
ontologies will be built manually. During the creation of multilingual semantic 
ontology, the hyponymy pattern is represented as a pair of a meaning frame defining 
the necessary information, which can used to calculate the similarity between words. 
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The purpose of multilingual knowledge base construction is to produce a 
combination of dictionary and thesaurus that is more intuitively usable, to support 
automatic text analysis and artificial intelligence applications, and to realize great 
advantages in interoperability and invocation among multilingual languages. 

Learning from the construction of HowNet, which is an ontology knowledge base 
in Chinese, the ontology structure of multilingual knowledge base is identified 
includes three parts: 

(1) The basic properties, such as semantic code, the hyponymy relation, and the 
information of the word. 

(2) The concept properties, such as using the core words to illustrate the meaning 
and collocation. 

(3) The common grammar properties, such as subject, verb, object.  

A semantic search engine is developed as a demonstration prototype system of 
multilingual ontology knowledge base. By now, the prototype system can be searched 
by words both in Chinese and in Tibetan. Also, when people input a keyword in 
Tibetan, the search engine can provide the results both in Chinese and in Tibetan, as 
long as the searching results are semantic related.  

As far as we concerned, there hasn’t been any research in minority languages 
processing of China on the level of semantic ontology.  

3   Extracting Hyponymy Patterns in Tibetan Language 

The acquisition of hyponymy is a basic and vital problem in knowledge acquisition, 
which is useful for the automatic creation or enrichment of ontologies and also can be 
used in extracting concepts concerned with this semantic relation. 

The hypernym/hyponym relationships among the noun or verb synsets can be 
interpreted as specialization relations between conceptual categories.  

There are three factors in hyponymy pattern extracting: 

(1) The definition of hyponymy pattern in certain language; 
(2) The selection of hyponymy pattern according to the sentence�  
(3) The algorithm to test the selected hyponymy relation. 
In this section, the hyponymy patterns extracted in Tibetan language are introduced 

as an illustration of the multilingual ontology base. 

3.1   Hyponymy Pattern Definition 

We consulted the hyponymy definition of WordNet and gave the related definitions as 
follows:  

Definition 1. Given a concept C1 and C2，the synonym set of C1 is {C1, C1’, …} and 
the synonym set of C2 is {C2, C2’, …}. If the semantic meaning of C1 was consumed 
by C2, then C1 and C2 are the hyponymy relationship� in which C1 is a hyponym of C2, 
C2 is called a hypernym of C1, noted by hr(C1, C2). 
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Definition 2. The hyponymy pattern space Ψ can be defined as a quad (G, P, A, HR).  
G is the corpus, which are sentences in Tibetan language G={s1, s2, … , sn}.  
P is the hyponymic relations set P= {p1, p2, … , pn} which is defined by human 

people and will be given in the next sub-section. 
A is the algorithm set, which comprises the pattern learning algorithm.  
HR is the hyponymy concepts set HR= {hr1, hr2, …, hrn}, which can be learned by 

algorithms automatically. 

3.2   The Hyponymy Patterns 

Despite the significant amount of work done on acquiring hyponymy pattern 
automatically or semi-automatically recent years, we propose the hyponymic relation 
by human. 

The reasons of getting hyponymy patterns in Tibetan manually are listed below: 
(1) Comparing with English or Chinese, not many available and frequently updated 
websites in minority languages can be downloaded. (2) As most minority 
languages, the information acquisition researchers face a great many of difficulties 
in dealing with being lack of text resource. (3) Further, the lack of the available 
minority languages electronic dictionaries and other useful ontologies acts as a 
brake to progress. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The illustration of hyponymy concepts in Tibetan Language 

Animal 

Invertebrate Vertebrate 

Arthropods Molluscs 
Protozoa Amphibian Reptile 

Mammal 
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The five hyponymy patterns in Tibetan language are defined as follows: 

(1) One to one pattern 

 
(2) More to one pattern 

 
(3) One to more pattern  

 
(4) More to more pattern 

 
(5) Multiple level pattern 

 

Figure 2 shows the illustration of hyponymy concepts in Tibetan Language, which is 
extracted from the texts. 

3.3   Extracting Hyponymy Patterns  

Given the hyponymy pattern set P={p1, p2, …, pm}, and corpus G, there are sentence 
set S={s1, s2, …, sn} in G and pattern p1, p2, …, pk (pi∈P, i=1, 2, … k). Then 
given∀ s∈S and ∀  pi∈P, if sentence s matches and pi according to the pattern match 
algorithm, that can be noted by (s, {p1, p2, …, pk }). If there are no pattern matches s, 
that can be noted (s, Ø). 

For example, there is a sentence in the corpus:  

 
There are some clothes in the wardrobe, such as jackets, trousers, gowns. 

Pattern p can be defined as follows： 

Defpattern hyponymy relation(one to more pattern) 
{ Fundamental pattern: 

 
The Hyponyms are <?C1>, <?C2> and <?Cm> 
The hypernym are <?Cm+1> 
} 

The pattern match outcome is ： 

 

Wardrobe  /jackets /, /trousers /, /gowns/ clothes 

Hyponyms：<?C1> =   

(There are some jackets, trousers in wardrobe) 

Hyponyms：<?C2> = (gowns) 

Hypernyms：<?C3> =   (clothes) 
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The candidate hyponymy relation: 
 hr(jackets\trousers, clothes) 

 hr(gowns, clothes) 

The correct hyponymy relation: 

 hr(jackets, clothes) 

 hr(trousers,clothes) 

 hr(gowns, clothes) 

4   Related Work 

As far as we know, there hasn’t been any research in minority languages processing 
on the level of semantic ontology.  

Mr. Dong Zhendong, the creator of HowNet, has ever put it [4] that "natural 
language processing system will eventually need a more powerful knowledge base for 
support." The core of semantics is knowledge, and semantic ontology is a displayed 
formal specification of the shared conceptual model, which used to describe (specific 
areas) knowledge. 

With its long history and splendid culture, the Tibetan language has long been the 
focus of many scholars and researchers both at home and abroad. Coincident with the 
development of digitalization, the information processing research in Tibetan has also 
gained rapid progress, covering such aspects as characters, words, phrases, sentences 
and chapters. The stage of sentence processing has also been addressed ambitiously, 
with such problems in the basic theoretical research as syntactic knowledge, semantic 
knowledge and pragmatic knowledge to be solved urgently [5]. 

Hyponymy is useful for the automatic creation or enrichment of ontologies, there 
are some research results in English and Chinese. 

One of the first studies of hyponymy acquisition was done by Hearst [6]. Hearst 
proposed a method for retrieving concept relations from text by using predefined 
lexico-syntactic patterns. Other researchers developed other ways to obtain hyponymy, 
such as Brent proposes a method of syntactic information from text corpora by using 
verb sub-categorization frame recognition technique in [7]. Lei Liu proposes a method 
of extracting hyponymic relations from Chinese free text and using concept space to 
verify hyponymy in building a hyponymy lexicon in paper [8].  

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

China is a unified, multi-national country, with 56 nationalities in all. All these 
minorities have a total of 27 scripts of their own in current use, which are all computer-
readable. Semantic ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared 
conceptualization. To build ontology knowledge base for those minority languages is 
vital in language processing, which can be applied in information retrieval, information 
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extraction and automatic translation. Automatic acquisition and verification of 
hyponymy relations is a fundamental problem in knowledge acquisition.  

In this paper, the construction idea of multilingual ontology with unified criteria 
and interface are introduced, and hyponymy pattern is represented as a pair of a 
meaning frame defining the necessary information extraction in Tibetan language. 
The research of hyponymy relationship pattern can assist concept enrichment in 
ontology, which can reduce the cost during the ontology engineering process. 

The work of this paper is a part of our ongoing research work, which aims to 
provide an open reusable ontology knowledge base for further minority languages 
processing progress. Various experiments and applications have been conducting in 
our current research. Future work includes how to acquire and verify hyponymic 
relations from Tibetan free text, how to obtain sentences patterns automatically and 
how to verify the hyponymic relations with self features and context features. 
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Abstract. Conventional search engines are able to extract commonplace 
information by incorporating users' requests into their queries. Users perform 
niche requests when they want to obtain atypical objects or unique information. 
In these instances, it is difficult for users to expand their queries to match their 
niche requests. In this paper, we introduce a query suggestion method for 
finding objects that have atypical characteristics. Our method focuses on the 
property values of an object, and elicits atypical property values by using the 
relation between an object’s name and a typical property value. 

Keywords: Web search, Atypical Object Search, Atypical Property Values, 
Relation between Object Name and Property Value. 

1   Introduction 

Recently, it has become very easy for users to survey information on everyday topics 
by using conventional search engines such as Google, Yahoo, etc. A user can obtain 
information on a topic just by using the topic’s appellation as a search term. In 
addition, some search engines have suggestion functions, such as Google Suggest for 
Google Web searches. These functions suggest search terms to the user based on the 
strings that the user inputs for their query. The search terms that are suggested are 
often useful for the user to obtain detailed information about their topic of interest. 

On the one hand, users sometimes wish to obtain niche information such as that 
related to objects that possess atypical characteristics. For example, a user may want to 
know about a type of curry that has unusual characteristics when compared to variety 
of curries. In this case, the user cannot formulate concrete queries to obtain information 
about the curry. If a query is made using the term "atypical curry", conventional search 
engines extract only pages that contain this phrase - they are unable to return more 
specific information that may be of interest to the user on the topic. 

In this paper, we propose a method for suggesting search terms to the user for 
finding atypical objects. Specifically, it is focused on the object and its property 
values. Our system outputs atypical property values based on the relation between an 
object’s name and its typical property value. When a user inputs an object’s name and 
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a typical property value for their query, our method outputs a pair that consists of an 
object’s name and an atypical property value. Thus, users can obtain information 
about atypical objects by using these pairs as their queries. 

In this paper, we use Section 2 to explain work that is related to our research. 
Section 3 is used to define atypical objects, and explain a method for discovering 
atypical property values in detail. We then Section 4 focuses on an experiment that we 
use to evaluate our method. Lastly, in Section 5, we make our conclusions and present 
suggestions for further work on this topic. 

2   Related Work 

In terms of research on discovering atypical objects or unexpected information 
previously unknown to the user on the Web, there are Aramaki et al.'s work [2], 
Hattori et al.'s work [4], Otsubo's work [7] and Tsukuda et al.'s work [9]. Aramaki  
et al. defined the unknown information as being a content hole and proposed a 
"content hole search" method. Hattori et al. proposed a method that entails carrying 
out searches for peculiar images by converting peculiar color-names in Web pages 
into color-features. In their research, they used the term "peculiar images" to describe 
images that users cannot imagine easily as standard images. Otsubo developed a Web 
system which is able to encounter unexpected information related to an input query. 
Tsukuda et al. proposed a method that extracts a typical or an atypical recipe by 
adding or deleting an ingredient.  

In both their and our research, the search targets are not standard objects. However, 
they employed overall evaluation of an object or a topic, or a particular category of 
object such as color-features or cooking ingredients, whereas our method discovers 
atypical objects from a variety of properties of objects by inputting a user viewpoint. 

In terms of research on finding a property and property values, there are Hattori  
et al.'s work [3] and Tsuruta et al.'s work [10]. Hattori et al. proposed a method to 
extract appearance description of objects such as animals and geographic features. 
They found properties of the objects by using an image search engine, and extracted 
property values related to the properties on the Web. Tsuruta et al. proposed a method 
that automatically extracts a pair of a property name and a property value as basic 
corporate property from official Web sites. They excerpted only parts of the page 
which are written a property name by using the HTML structure. Then, they 
composed a set of property names by analyzing the parts and detected property values 
by using elements of the set. 

Both their and our research extracts property values. However, our method doesn't 
use explicit property names of objects because it is hard to appear on the Web. Due to 
this, we use a relation between an object name and property values instead of 
excerpting property names. 

In terms of research on extracting a relation between two terms, there are Kato  
et al.'s work [5] and Ohshima et al.'s work [6]. Kato et al. proposed a method that 
searches for object names based on similarity of relations input by users. Particularly, 
they found terms which strongly connect two terms A and B by using difference 
between distributions of co-occurring terms. Ohshima et al. proposed a method for  
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discovering related terms such as coordinate terms using Web search engines. In their 
research, bi-directional syntax patterns are used for Web search queries and for 
extracting related terms from Web search results. 

Both their and our research extracts a relation between two terms. However, our 
methods have to consider finding a relation which is able to discover atypical objects. 
Due to this, we use a character string that occur between an object name and property 
values and evolve the objects. 

3   Our Approach 

We define here atypical objects and explain our method.  

3.1   Definition of Atypical Objects 

We define an atypical object by using a given set of objects. An arbitrary object has 
properties and inherent values. In addition, objects in a given set have common 
properties. Under such conditions, when most objects in the given set have the same 
property value, we define this as being a typical property value. Using this definition, 
we designate an atypical object as being an object whose the property values are not 
typical.  

We will elaborate on this with the following example. Suppose that the term 
"curries" as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) defines a set of objects. Most curries possess 
"ingredient", "spice level", "color of sauce", etc. as properties. "Chicken curry", "pork 
curry", "vegetable curry," and "seafood curry" are shown in Fig. 1 (a). When we focus 
on the property "color of curry sauce", most objects have "brown" or "bistre" as a 
property value. We can therefore say that "brown" and "bistre" are typical property 
values of the property "color of curry sauce". On the one hand, "pink curry" [1] as 
shown in Fig. 1 (b) has "pink" instead of "brown" and "bistre" as its property value, 
and this is not a typical property value. Therefore, "pink curry" is an atypical object. 

 

(a) A typical property value                (b) An atypical property value 

Fig. 1. Typical or atypical property value for the property "color of curry sauce" of a curry 
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3.2   Finding the Atypical Property Values of an Object from a Typical Property 
Value 

Our method is used to discover objects whose typical property value has been 
replaced with an atypical property value. For this purpose, there are two approaches to 
identifying atypical property values, which we describe as: 
 

-We use only an object name as a query. 
-We use an object name and a typical property value as a query. 

 
For the first approach, it is easy for users to input a query but they cannot specify 
properties that they want to focus on. On the other hand, for the second approach, 
they can specify a property by using a property value. For example, a user can focus 
on "color of curry sauce", and if they input "curry + brown (or green)" to find a target, 
a system can output objects that have atypical property values that correspond to the 
user’s intention. Thus, we adopt the second approach. 

We describe a method for finding atypical property values in Fig. 2. The method 
comprises mainly three parts:  
 

1. Collecting alternative property values from a typical property value.  
2. Collecting alternative property values from candidate property values. 
3. Detecting atypical property values by filters. 
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Fig. 2. A method for finding atypical property values 
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1. Collecting Alternative Property Values from a Typical Property Value. First, 
we extract the property from an object name and a typical property value. However, 
the property names do not always appear explicitly in Web pages. On the one hand, 
we can obtain a hypernym of a typical property value by using conceptual dictionaries 
such as WordNet [11] but it is not necessary to find property names. 

We therefore focus on a character string between an object name and a typical 
property value instead of excerpting property names. For our research, we define a 
character string as being a syntax pattern and therefore the syntax patterns 
communicates a property. 

For this, we excerpt syntax patterns that occur between an object name o and a 
typical property value t_pv as follows. First, we obtain Web pages from Web search 
results where the query was )_(_ pvtoqIn ∧= and then extract syntax patterns that exist 

between o and t_pv from the sentences containing both words. We then retrieve the 
syntax patterns sp0

(k) and sp0
(l) from o+sp0

(k)+t_pv and t_pv+sp0
(l)+o. We use only top n 

pages to reduce the processing time. SP0 denotes a set of syntax patterns that were 
obtained by using In_q. The entirety of sp0

(k), sp0
(l)∈SP0 represents implicitly the 

same relation between o and t_pv. 
Next, we explain about how to find candidate property values c_pvi using SP0. First, 

we gather top n Web pages of the Web search results by queries utilizing sp0
(k), 

sp0
(l)∈SP0. When the syntax pattern is sp0

(k), we obtain Web pages using the query 
"o+sp0

(k)", and extract a term (noun) behind sp0
(k). On the one hand, when the syntax 

pattern is sp0
(l), we obtain Web pages using the query "sp0

(l)+o", and extract a term 
(noun) before sp0

(l).  
Third, we differentiate property values that can be replaced with a typical property 

value from candidate property values and call these alternative property values al_pvj. 
For this, we regard all candidate values as being alternative property values. 

2. Collecting Alternative Property Values from Candidate Property Values. In 
this part, we obtain more alternative property values from candidate property values. 
We use candidate property values instead of a typical property value.  

First, we excerpt syntax patterns from an object name o and the c_pvi. We pose the 
query )_(_ ipvcoqRe ∧=  from o and c_pvi, and obtain top n Web pages. Then, we 

extract syntax patterns spj
(k) and spj

(l) that occur between o and c_pvi from sentences 
that contain both words. SPj denotes a set of syntax patterns that were obtained by 
using Re_q. Second, we extract new candidate property values. We pose the query for 
a phrase search from o and SPj that were excerpted by Re_q, and obtain top n Web 
pages. When the syntax pattern is spj

(k), we obtain Web pages using the query "o+ 
spj

(k)", and extract a term behind spj
(k). When the syntax pattern is spj

(l), we obtain Web 
pages using the query "spj

(l)+o", and extract a term before spj
(l). Third, we regard the 

term as being a new c_pvi and detect alternative property values al_pvj among the new 
c_pvi. If φ≠∩∧ 0_new SPSP

ipvco
, we regard the new c_pvi as being the al_pvj. 

We repeat this process, comprising the extraction of syntax patterns from candidate 
property values and the extraction of candidate property values from syntax patterns, 
until we cannot find new candidate property values. 
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3. Detecting atypical property values by filters. Finally, we extract atypical 
property values at_pvi only from alternative property values using an association filter 
(AF) and a co-occurrence filter (CF). These detect typical property values, and we 
regard the remaining property values as being at_pvi. 

The association filter eliminates property values that are associated with an object 
name. Nouns in sentences that contain the object name are associated with the object 
name. We obtain top n Web pages with the query o only and we use sentences in these 
pages. On the one hand, the co-occurrence filter eliminates property values that co-
occur frequently with the object name. This filter uses the number of Web search 
results. We denote Hw(q) as the number of search results when a query is q. If Hw(o, 
al_pvj) >= Hw (o, t_pv), then al_pvj is filtered out. 

4   Experiment 

We prepared some queries that comprised pairs of an object name and a typical 
property value as shown in Table 1, and then extracted alternative property values. 
Here, Japanese style pubs are places where alcoholic beverages are consumed usually 
in a private room, which was therefore chosen as the query. We asked six subjects to 
evaluate the extracted alternative property values. The experimental procedure is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Table 1. Keyword pairs as queries 

object name typical property value 

soft serve ice cream chocolate 

Japanese style pub private room 

chair wood 

・Experimental procedure for examinees
1．Showing alternative property values without 

the filters which are extracted by each query
2．Making a query (an object name, the value) 

for the Web search 
3．Browsing information of the query
4．Evaluating the values

- at_pv: atypical property value
- t_pv: typical property value
- no: not a property value

 

Fig. 3. The experimental procedure for subjects 
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Table 2. Results for the evaluation experiment (precision) 

query precision 
part of property values which are selected 
by many examinees as "at_pv" 

soft serve ice cream，chocolate 0.45  {rice cracker，Japanese horseradish，kelp｝ 

Japanese style pub，private room 0.45  ｛prison，mansion, end of Edo Period｝ 

chair，wood 0.33  ｛paper，Styrofoam，cork｝ 

First, we evaluated the extracted atypical property values based on precision using 
formula (1). 


=

∩n

i i

ii

PVAT

ANSPVAT

n
ecisionPr

1 |_|

|_|1
＝

 
(1)

AT_PVi is a set of atypical property values that were extracted by our method when a 
query was qi, and ANSi is a set of property values that an subject evaluated as being 
atypical property values. The n expresses the number of subjects.  

In Table 2, we show the precision of each query. We found that our method could 
be used to extract atypical property values. For example, when the query was “soft 
serve ice cream, chocolate”, our method extracted "rice cracker". The cracker is a 
classical Japanese snack and it is not used as an ingredient, especially for sweets. 
Therefore, many subjects regard "rice cracker" in the ice cream as being an atypical 
property value. 

To analyze our method in detail, we show the results that it generated in Table 3 
and 5. In Table 3, we denoted the number of syntax patterns and candidate property 
values with the first and second parts of the method as shown in Fig. 3. On the 
method of the second part, we expressed the numbers in every loop. In other words, it 
corresponds to the number of inquiries on the Web. As shown in Table 3, the transit 
of all queries is a bell-shaped tendency and eventually converged after some loops. 

In Table5, we presented the extracted property values for each query. The 
underlined property values were evaluated as being atypical by many subjects. In  
the column, we classified the property values that were found in the both parts. The 
property values in the row "before filtering" are all alternative property values.  
The property values in “before AF” were inputted into the association filter and italic 
property values were eliminated by it. The property values in “before CF” were 
inputted into the co-occurrence filter and italic property values were eliminated by it. 
Property values in “after both filters” were the property values that remained after 
applying both filters. 

As shown in Table 5, we found many alternative property values with both parts 
for all of the queries. In particular, more alternative property values were not 
eliminated by using both filters for the second part of the method than for the first 
part. Therefore, the second part of the method is important and might include more 
atypical property values than the first part. In fact, the second part extracted more 
atypical property values than the first part for all queries. 
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Table 3. The number of syntax patterns and candidate property values with the both parts 

query (o, t_pv) 
the first part 
(|SP0|, |C_PV|) 

the second part (|SPj|, |C_PV|) 

(soft serve ice cream，

chocolate) 
(15, 84) 

(27, 109)→(47, 99)→(51, 100)→(46, 83)          
→(23, 54)→(15, 14)→(6, 8)→(2, 1)     8 loops 

(Japanese style pub， 

private room) 
(15, 37) 

(19, 74)→(34, 109)→(57, 95)→(67, 89)            
→(47, 56)→(22, 43)→(15, 12)              7 loops 

(chair，wood) (26, 129) 
(77, 252)→(113, 200)→(148, 105)                     
→(98, 302)→(45, 242)→(26, 37)         6 loops 

Table 4. Evalutation of the filters 

query association filter co-occurrence filter both filter 

soft serve ice cream，
chocolate 

(6+11)/36 = 47.2% (3+9)/25 = 48.0% (9+9)/36 = 50.0% 

Japanese style pub，

private room 
(5+7)/21 = 57.2% (3+5)/16 = 50.0% (8+5)/21 = 62.0% 

chair，wood (4+5)/19 = 47.4% (0+5)/15 = 33.3% (4+5)/19 = 47.4% 

However, the precision of all of the queries that are listed in Table 2 is on the 
whole low. In this study, our filters were used to eliminate typical property values or 
noise. The filters may not have eliminated part of the typical property values or an 
entire property value. In addition, the filters might also have eliminated atypical 
property values. Therefore, we evaluated the filters by examining the detection rate 
(dr) that is utilized for evaluation of a spam filter [8]. We define dr as follows: 

100
|_|
×

+
=

iPVAL

TNTP
dr  (2)

AL_PVi is a set of alternative property values that was found by our method before 
applying our filters when a query was qi. True Positive (TP) is a set of the property 
values that were eliminated by our filter and judged by subjects to be typical or noise. 
True Negative (TN) is a set of the property values that were not eliminated by our 
filter and that were judged by subjects to be atypical. 

As shown in Table 4, the detection rates ranged from 47.2 to 57.2 for the 
association filter. On the other hand, the rates ranged from 33.3 to 50.0 for the co-
occurrence filter. Furthermore, for both filters, the rates ranged from 47.4 to 62.0, and 
half of all property values could be detected.  

However, the accuracy was not high when both filters were used. In particular, the 
detection of TP was bad. For the association filter, we regarded the nouns of sentences 
that contained the object name in the Web contents as being property values that were 
associated with an object. We believe that this hypothesis was too simplistic. On the  
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Table 5. Extracted words for the query of chair and wood 

phase part 1 method part 2 method 

before filtering

bean paste, baked sweet potato, strawberry,
yogurt, Chinese citron, pineapple, cherry,
Japanese plum, melon, tomato,  shrimp,
highland, grape

soy sauce, Japanese horseradish, choice draft,
loquat, kelp, rice cracker, honey, wine, gold foil,
apple, cafe creme,coffee, vegetable, silk, alcohol,
Japanese snack, rice wine, dough, plastic, ginger,
soymilk, lemon, caramel

before AF

bean paste , baked sweet potato, strawberry,
yogurt ,  Chinese citron, pineapple, cherry,
Japanese plum , melon, tomato , shrimp ,
highland , grape

soy sauce , Japanese horseradish, choice draft,
loquat , kelp, rice cracker, honey, wine, gold foil,
apple, cafe creme, coffee, vegetable, silk, alcohol,
Japanese snack, rice wine, dough, plastic, ginger,
soymilk, lemon , caramel

before CF
baked sweet potato, strawberry , Chinese
citron, pineapple, cherry, melon

Japanese horseradish, choice draft , kelp, rice
cracker, honey, wine , gold foil, apple, cafe creme,
coffee, vegetable, silk, alcohol , Japanese snack,
rice wine, dough, plastic, ginger, soymilk

after both filters
baked sweet potato, Chinese citron,
pineapple, cherry, melon

Japanese horseradish, kelp, rice cracker, honey,
gold foil, apple, cafe creme, coffee, vegetable,
silk, Japanese snack, rice wine, dough, plastic,
ginger

phase part 1 method part 2 method 

before filtering

Japanese-style,elementary school,
established opinion, irori fireplace,
enthusiasm, British style, homemade,  Spain,
the Showa Period, Indonesia, Germany,
fireside, nationality

room of tatami, log house, end of Edo Period,
veteran, mansion, prison, folk dwelling, tap

before AF

Japanese-style ,  elementary school,
established opinion, irori fireplace,
enthusiasm, British style, homemade ,  Spain,
the Showa Period , Indonesia,  Germany,
fireside, nationality

room of tatami, log house, end of Edo Period,
veteran , mansion, prison, folk dwelling, tap

before CF
elementary school , established opinion, irori
fireplace, enthusiasm, British style, Spain ,
Indonesia,  Germany , fireside

room of tatami, log house , end of Edo Period,
mansion, prison, folk dwelling, tap

after both filters
established opinion, irori fireplace,
enthusiasm, British style, Indonesia

room of tatami, end of Edo Period, mansion,
prison, folk dwelling, tap

phase part 1 method part 2 method 

before filtering
cardboard, Chinese,  stainless, paper,
bamboo, resin, cane, Japanese cedar,
Germany, metal, British, fiber, continent

leather, titanium, iron and steel, styrofoam, cork,
OKAMURA

before AF
cardboard, Chinese,  stainless , paper,
bamboo, resin, cane , Japanese cedar,
Germany, metal , British, fiber, continent

 leather, titanium, iron and steel, styrofoam, cork,
OKAMURA

before CF
cardboard, Chinese, paper, bamboo, resin,
Japanese cedar, Germany, British, fiber,
continent

leather, titanium, iron and steel, styrofoam, cork

after both filters
cardboard, Chinese, paper, bamboo, resin,
Japanese cedar, Germany, British, fiber,
continent

 leather, titanium, iron and steel, styrofoam, cork

query: (soft serve ice cream, chocolate)

query: (Japanese style pub, private room)

query: (chair, wood)
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one hand, for the co-occurrence filter, we compared the number of Web search results 
for (o, al_pvj) and (o, t_pv). If Hw(o, al_pvj) >= Hw(o, t_pv), al_pvj was eliminated as 
a typical property value. In this work, we did not define an explicit threshold. For this, 
the number was very high when t_pv was too commonplace and the filter did not 
eliminate the al_pvj because it was atypical. Thus, the detection rate was not high. 
Based on these results, we need to improve the detection method in the future for 
typical property values to resolve these problems. 

5   Concluding Remarks 

We proposed a method for finding objects that have atypical property values by 
utilizing query suggestions. We first defined target atypical objects and then focused 
on syntax patterns that exist between an object and a typical property value in Web 
pages. Here, the patterns correspond to a relation between two words. Finally, we 
obtained alternative property values by using these patterns, and from this we detected 
atypical property values. In the future, we will improve the filters ability to detect 
typical property values. In addition, we will perform comparative analysis among 
existing methods. Furthermore, we plan to further examine various objects, and create 
a robust model. 
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Abstract. Mining repeated patterns from HTML documents is a key step for 
typical applications of Web information extraction, which require efficient 
techniques of patterns mining to generate wrappers automatically. Existing 
approaches such as tree matching and string matching can detect repeated 
patterns with a high precision, but their efficiency is still a challenge. In this 
paper, we present a novel approach for Web lists mining based on the indent 
shape of HTML documents. Indent shape is a simplified abstraction of HTML 
documents in which tandem repeated waves indicate the potential repeated 
patterns to be detected. By identifying the tandem repeated waves efficiently 
with a horizontal line scanning along an indent shape, the repeated patterns in 
the documents can be recognized, from which the lists of the target Web page 
can be extracted. Extensive experiments show that our approach achieves better 
performance and efficiency compared with existing approaches. 

Keywords: Repeated Patterns, Web Lists Mining, Indent Shape, Tandem 
Repeated Wave. 

1   Introduction 

Nowadays, Web data has become the largest public information source in the world. 
In a majority of cases, Web data is typically a description of objects retrieved from 
underlying databases and displayed in Web pages following some fixed page 
templates [15]. The various kinds of lists containing repeated data items are the most 
fundamental and common structures in page templates because of the intrinsic 
connection between repeated Web data items and relational database record lists. 
Figure 1 shows a Web page from sourceforge.net using three lists to organize its 
application data. The data item in each row usually holds valuable information for 
Web mining applications. Because rows in the same list are always generated by the 
same server-side HTML-generating component, their structures are usually similar or 
even totally identical. The formal expression of these row structures is called repeated 
patterns, which can also be treated as formal-defined templates such as regular 
expressions. 
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Fig. 1. Lists region of a Web page. The figure only shows three lists as an example. Actually it 
contains more than three lists. 

Repeated patterns mining is a hot topic in Web data mining area, and a lot of 
approaches have been proposed in the last decades [1]-[5]. String matching [2] and 
tree matching [3] are the two most important approaches. The time complexity of the 
two methods is at least O(N2), where the problem size N is the length of the HTML 
encoded string and the number of nodes in the HTML DOM tree respectively. 
Because of its time-consuming nature, this may not be acceptable for most of Web 
mining applications. As a result, some heuristic methods were also proposed in recent 
years. Two typical examples are tag based approaches [6] and vision based 
approaches [4]. The former uses pre-defined tags as heuristic rules, but they cannot 
detect lists with starting tags beyond the scope of pre-defined tags. The latter uses 
visual contents as heuristic rules, but they have to request visual data from browser 
rendering engines, which introduces additional overhead. 

In this paper, we introduce a novel Indent Shape based approach for Lists Mining 
(ISLM) efficiently from Web pages. Given an HTML document following the 
standard HTML indent style, tandem repeated waves in its indent shape can almost 
capture all the features of its repeated patterns. We propose an efficient algorithm to 
find all the greatest tandem repeated waves in the indent shape, which can be used to 
identify all the lists easily according to the unique mapping between indent shapes 
and the lines in HTML documents. 

2   Related Work 

Repeated patterns mining of HTML documents are the basis for automatic Web data 
extraction. Since 1998, there are several automatic extraction systems have been 
proposed, such as IEPAD [2], MDR [3], Dela [8], and NET [9]. 

IEPAD [2] models an HTML document as a decoded binary string of the tag 
sequence and tries to find maximal repeated patterns using a PAT tree, which is 
similar to a suffix tree. MDR [3] uses DOM tree to find repeated patterns in cases 
where data records have a complex or nested structure, which is not addressed in 

List B List A 

List C 
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IEPAD. MDR searches multiple generalize-nodes using edit-distance similarity 
between sub trees. DeLa [8] and NET [9] concentrate on finding nested lists, which is 
based on tree traversal (not tree matching) and node comparison during the traversal. 
[7] uses trees to do the alignment instead of strings, which exploits nested tree 
structures to achieve much more accurate data extraction. However, all the above 
approaches does not consider time complexity in depth. 

Many heuristic methods were proposed in order to improve performance. Diao et 
al [13] uses tags to identify boundary of list items, such as <div>, <P>, <TABLE> 
and <UL>. Lin et al [6] considers <TABLE> tags and uses an entropy based approach 
to discover informative ones. These methods are highly efficient but they do not work 
well when the lists are not distinguishable by the predefined tags. ViNTs [4] uses 
visual content features to identify boundary of the search result records, and then 
generates extraction rules combined with tag structure information. ViPER [10] 
identifies tandem repeats and visual context information for record segmentation, and 
enhances the extraction technique of MDR. VENTex [11] implements the information 
extraction from Web tables based on a variation of the CSS2 visual box model. ViDE 
[12] focuses on extracting regularly arranged data records and data items from deep 
Web pages. These methods mainly exploit visual features in the process of identifying 
data records or lists, hence they have to request visual data from browser rendering 
engines which introduce additional overhead.  

This paper gains inspiration from the visual information based approaches. We 
treat an indent shape as a new kind of visual information for HTML documents, and 
indent shape can be easily retrieved from the source codes of HTML documents and 
will have little influence on performance. The differences between our approach  
and existing approaches include: (1) We use indent shape to model Web pages (now 
only HTML-based Web pages are considered) instead of DOM tree or encoded string, 
which leads to obvious performance improvement compared with existing 
approaches. (2) We only use starting tags of each line for similarity score calculation 
among list items instead of relying on a specific set of tags or identifying types of tags 
as previous approaches do. 

3   Indent Shape Model 

Generally, an HTML document is organized as a hierarchical structure consisting of 
layered elements, and each HTML element contains three parts [14]: a start tag, 
content, and an end tag, indicated by <tag> element content </tag>. Between each 
pair of tags, the element content may contain sub elements at lower layers. According 
to the above HTML coding standards, the following assumptions called standard 
HTML indent style are made in this paper:(1) The start tag of an HTML element 
begins with a new line and a line begins with an HTML tag;(2) The tag of a sub 
element at a lower layer starts with one additional indent unit (such as two blank 
characters) compared with their direct parent element;(3) The start tag and the end tag 
of the same element have same indents.  

Note that some HTML documents do not follow the above assumptions. For 
example, HTML documents of Google (www.google.com.hk) have no line-break and 
are formatted into one line HTML code. In some other extreme samples, each line has 
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no indents at all. But fortunately, lots of HTML format tools like 
Tidy(http://www.w3.org/People/Raggett/tidy) can be used to convert HTML 
documents into the ones satisfying the above three assumptions, and the transform 
operation only needs to traverse the document once with the complexity of O(N), 
where N is the total number of tags in that document. According to our preliminary 
experiments, more than 94.5% of 5000 HTML documents in real Web sites follow the 
three assumptions above. 

For each line in a HTML document, the number of the blank characters before the 
first tag in this line is called its indent distance, and its starting tag (a start tag or end 
tag of an element) is called the skeleton tag of this line. Intuitionally, the combination 
of the line number of one line and its indent distance can be regarded as a point on a 
two-dimensional coordinate system, which is called the tag point of this line. Now we 
can give a formal definition of indent shape. 

Definition 1, Indent Shape. Given an HTML document with n lines, its indent shape 
is an n-dimension vector <(p1, t1), (p2, t2), …, (pn, tn)>, ti is the skeleton tag of line i, 
and pi is the tag point of line i and pi is denoted by a 2-tuple (i, idi) in which idi is the 
indent distance of line i, 1≤i≤n. A zigzag curve with points p1, p2, …, pn on a two-
dimensional coordinate system, which is called an indent shape curve in this paper. 
The part located between any two tag nodes is defined as a segment. 

Let w be a segment in indent shape, we use SLN(w) = i and ELN(w) = j to denote 
the start line number (SLN) and the end line number (ELN) of w respectively. If 
SLN(w′)≤SLN(w) and ELN(w′)≥ELN(w), w is called sub-segment of w′, which is 
denoted by w⊆w′. If SLN(w′) = ELN(w) +1 or SLN(w) = ELN(w′) +1, w and w′are 
contiguous. 

The similarity between the two sub-segments is calculated according to a classical 
method called Dice's coefficients. Also, there are many other methods, such as 
Jaccard’s coefficient and cosine similarity etc. Given two sub-segments wi and wj of 
the same segment w, the vectors st=<t1, t2,…, tk> and st′=<t′

1, t′2,…, t′k> are consist of 
distinct skeleton tags, the similarity of two vectors is calculated using formula (1) 
below: 

Dice(st, st′)=2*|st∩st′|/(|st|+|st′|) (1)

If the similarity is greater than or equal to the given threshold T, then it means wi is 
similar with wj, and the similarity equals to 1 means wi is identical with wj. The 
average value of each similarity between two contiguous sub-segments in w is greater 
than or equal to the given threshold T means w is a tandem repeated wave, otherwise 
it is not. This average value is defined with self-similarity. 

Definition 2, Tandem Repeated Wave. Given an indent shape α and a segment w, 
there exists k sub-segments wi(i=1,2,…,k),w =w1w2…wk, for each wi (i=1,2,…,k-1) if 
the following two conditions are met: (i) wi is similar with wi+1 or wi is identical with 
wi+1;(ii) wi and wi+1 are contiguous, then w is a tandem repeated wave. 

Definition 3, Greatest Tandem Repeated Wave. Given a tandem repeated wave w 
in indent shape α, w is a greatest tandem repeated wave if and only if the following 
statements is true: for every tandem repeated wave w′, if w ⊆ w′, then 
FLN(w)=FLN(w′) and LLN(w)=LLN(w′). 
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Based on the definitions above, segments corresponding to Web lists are tandem 
repeated waves, whose sub-segments are corresponding to records contained within 
the lists. The problem of mining Web lists is transformed to finding the entire greatest 
tandem repeated waves in the given indent shape. 

4   Indent Shape Based Approach 

This paper proposes a novel segmentation method by horizontally scan an indent 
shape with indent line. It has four basic steps:(1)divide indent shape into several 
segments.(2)calculate self-similarity among the segments.(3)detect tandem repeated 
waves based on self-similarity. (4) find greatest tandem repeated waves among these 
waves in (3). 

 

Fig. 2. The procedure of ISLM. SP stands for the start position, EP stands for the end position. 
EP and SP are shown with dotted lines, which are scanning boundary of intend line. The intend 
line is showed with solid line. 

Figure 2 shows the procedure of ISLM (pseudo code is given in Appendix). Given 
an HTML document α and a threshold T, the indent shape of α is denoted by λ. We 
use an indent line to scan λ along the y-coordinate from the start position SP (the 
minimum indent in λ) to the end position EP (the maximum indent in λ) at different 
indent values occurred in λ. First, for each indent value in λ, α is divided into 
segments by the intersections with the indent line and λ, all the contiguous segments 
above or on the indent line are merged into one single segment selected as candidate 
segment; Then, for each candidate segment, its self-similarity will be calculated; Step 
three, if the self-similarity is greater than or equal to T, then the segment is identified 
as a tandem repeated wave; For the final step, all tandem repeated waves in λ will be 
discovered, among which containment relationship are checked. The greatest tandem 
repeated waves which are not contained by any of the others will be found.  

In order to illustrate our approach, we give a case study. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) 
shows the home page of the Web site www.sourceforge.net and the indent contour of 
the different lines in its HTML document respectively. For each line in 3(b), its line 
number and the number of its indent characters (blanks) can be mapped to the x-
coordinate and y-coordinate of a point in an indent shape, as shown in Figure 3(c) 
where SP=1 and EP=36. When the indent line moves to the position p=18, it will cut 
the indent shape into seven candidate segments among which there is one above p 
composed of eight contiguous sub-segments w1, w2, …, w8. In this example, ISLM 
will identify two greatest tandem repeated waves. One corresponds to list B which 
starts at line 93 and ends at line 841, and the other corresponds to list A which starts 
at line 882 and ends at line 1165. 
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Fig. 3. A Case study of ISLM. (a) is lists region of A and B in a Web page.(b) is HTML source 
code of the Web page, also it shows the indent contour of the different lines.(c) is the procedure 
and result of processing the Web page with ISLM. p is the current position of indent line. 
S1,S2,…,S7 are candidate segments. w1, w2, …, w8 are sub-segments of tandem repeated wave 
S2. 

5   Experiment 

We compare our algorithm with existing methods MDR [3] and IEPAD [2] with two 
experiments using two data sets: data set 1 is from [5] and data set 2 is constructed 
from the home pages of practical Web sites, which are randomly selected from open 
source software (OSS) forges, whose pages mainly represent OSS project lists. The 
ground truth for data set 2 is manually constructed by experts of our research group. 
They identify all the lists contained in Web pages of data set 2, and compare the 
output results with the ground truth. We calculate the precision and recall by formula 
(2) and formula (3), where TP is the number of lists extracted from the pages 
correctly, FP (or FN) is the number of false positive (or false negative) lists extracted 
per page. Meanwhile we calculate F-score by formula (4). The algorithm in [5] is a 
successor of MDR and mainly focuses on nested lists, and we think MDR seems to be 
more convictive for this experiment. 

Precision = TP/(TP+FP) (2)

Recall =TP/(TP+FN) (3)

F-score = 2*Precision*Recall/(Precision+Recall) (4)

List A List B 

(a) (b)

(c) 

Indent Line
p 

Tandem Repeated Wave 

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 

93: start of B 

882: start of A

841: end of B

1165: end of A

Ep=36 

Sp = 1 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
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Table 1. Performance results on the two data sets 

Data Set Data Set 1 Data Set 2 
Approach IEPAD MDR ISLM IEPAD MDR ISLM 
Precision 67% 98.4% 98% 79% 96.4% 96.7% 
Recall 
F-score 

39% 
0.49 

99% 
0.99 

100% 
0.98 

61% 
0.69 

96% 
0.96 

96.7% 
0.967 

Table 2. Efficiency results on data set 2 

Page Total
characters 

Total
tags 

Execute Time(ms)
IEPAD MDR ISLM 

sourceforge.net 67624 3975 629154 2918 489
gitorious.org 11053 857 1433 109 9
appache.org 96876 4732 273 843 175
savannah.gnu.org 17358 832 400 48 21
gnome.org 17411 1206 1837 63 38
codeplex.search 105630 4624 919594 813 182
gna.project 15505 781 253 47 17
origo.project_list 23862 921 327 30 3
Average 44414.88 2241 194158.9 608.875 116.75 

Table 3. Accuracy metrics changing with threshold T 

 T<=0.3 T=0.4 T=0.5 T=0.6 T=0.7 T=0.8 T=0.9 T=1.0 
Precision 83.7% 88.6% 96.7% 92.4% 95.5% 98.7% 100% 100% 
Recall 99.6% 99.3% 96.7% 95.7% 36.7% 33.4% 5.6% 0.43% 
F-score 0.910 0.93 0.967 0.940 0.530 0.500 0.106 0.008 

The three algorithms are implemented with Java and tested on a PC (SONY VGN-
NW18H, Intel Core CPU T6500 2.1GHZ*2, 4GB of memory, 32bit OS Win7). The 
threshold is 0.5 for IEPAD and 0.3 for MDR following the suggestions of their 
authors. Table 3 shows the parameter setting about threshold T and its affection to 
accuracy of our methods. According to table 3, when T = 0.5, all metrics of accuracy 
reach the maximum at the same time, the threshold for ISLM is 0.5. Table 1 shows 
the result of the first experiment: (1) Our approach is much better than IEPAD in all 
performance metrics with both data sets. (2) For data set 1, our approach has 100% 
recall and its precision and F-score are very close to MDR. For data set 2, our 
approach has a better performance compared with MDR. 

Table 2 shows the result of the second experiment: our approach is significantly 
faster than IEPAD and MDR. Its average execution time is over 5 times faster than 
MDR and 1600 times faster than IPEAD.  

6   Conclusion 

Firstly, this paper proposes a novel indent shape model for HTML documents, based 
on which the problem of mining web lists is transformed to finding the entire greatest 
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tandem repeated waves in the given indent shape. Secondly, the paper proposes a 
novel segmentation method by horizontally scan indent shape with indent line to find 
all the greatest tandem repeated waves. Finally, the paper carries out some extensive 
experiments, the results show that our approach achieves better performance and 
efficiency compared with existing approaches. More perfect performance of our 
approach is under research. 
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Appendix: Pseudo Code of ISLM and Complexity Analysis 

ISLM (Indent shape λ, Threshold T) 
Output: set of greatest tandem repeated waves 
for each distinct indent value occurred in λ 
  get the intersections of the indent line and λ 

           merge contiguous segments above or on the indent 
 line into one segment, which inserted into set S 

   for each segment Si of S 
    if the number of sub-segments contained by Si ≥2 
      calculate self-similarity of Si 

      if self-similarity of Si≥ T 
        insert Si into set of tandem repeated waves TRW 

for each element of TRW 
if it is contained by any other element 
delete it from set 

return TRW  

 
The core idea of this algorithm is: tandem repeated waves capture all the repeated 
features of lists, these waves are different with other disorganized waves, so we can 
recognize lists by identifying tandem repeated waves. Line 4-5 divide indent shape 
into several segments, only contiguous segments above or crossed by indent line are 
corresponding to HTML elements. Line 6-10 calculate self-similarity of each 
segments, the self-similarity of which corresponding to the lists are more likely to be 
higher than the threshold value. Line 10 gets all the tandem repeated waves into the 
set TRW. Line 11-13 find all the greatest tandem repeated waves. After that we can 
extract all the lists easily. The complexity of ISLM is O(2kN1), where N1 is the 
number of distinct skeleton tags of a given indent shape, k is the number of distinct 
indent values, in others words k is the depth of DOM tree of the standard HTML 
document. The complexity of converting HTML documents into the standard HTML 
indent style format is O(N2), N2 is the total number of tags of the HTML document. In 
the worst case, each tag is different which means N1=N2, the total complexity of our 
approach is O(KN2),where K=2k+1. 
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Abstract. Research of data mining has developed many technologies of filtering 
out useful information from vast data, documents clustering is one of the 
important technologies. There are two approaches of documents clustering, one 
is clustering with metadata of documents, and the other is clustering with content 
of documents. Most of previous clustering approaches with documents contents 
focused on the documents summary (summary of single or multiple files) and the 
words vector analysis of documents, found the few and important keywords to 
conduct documents clustering. In this study, we categorize hot commodity on the 
web then denominate them, in accordance with the web text (abstracts) of these 
hot commodity and their accessing times. Firstly, parsing Chinese web text of 
documents for hot commodity, applied the hierarchical agglomerative clustering 
algorithm--Ward method to analyze the properties of words into themes and 
decide the number s of themes. Secondly, adopting the Cross Collection Mixture 
Model which applied in Temporal Text Mining and the accessing times( the 
degree of user identification words) to collect dynamic themes, then gather stable 
words by probability distribution to be the vectors of documents clustering. 
Thirdly, estimate parameters with Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. 
Finally, apply K-means with extracted dynamic themes to be the features of 
documents clustering. This study proposes a novel approach of documents 
clustering and through a series of experiment, it is proven that the algorithm is 
effective and can improve the accuracy of clustering results. 

Keywords: Documents Clustering, Temporal Text Mining, Extracting Theme. 

1  Introduction  

Due to the progress of network bandwidth and compression technology, the 
dissemination content of text, graphics, and sound has advanced to 2D and 3D 
animation and video. Through the Internet transmission, the computer not only 
enables messages to be received from all over the world, but also has become a 
favorite family entertainment medium. The well-known market research company 
Jupiter Research pointed out that global Internet advertising revenue in 2003 
transcended that of Cable TV, making the Internet be the second-largest media after 
Wireless TV, while in relation to the rate of broadband Internet access (including 
ADSL and Cable Modem), Taiwan ranks second in the world after Korea. So, the 
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competitive application of “online videos” by all industries and government 
departments is inevitable. The quality of playing online video will be enhanced along 
with the continual development of broadband network and compressed technology. 
From the experiences of Internet users, network media characteristics, and constant 
innovations, the form of digital video on the Internet will evolve to integrate more 
open and diverse thinking.. 

However, with the increased amount of Internet users, the challenge of website 
management is no longer how to obtain information from the vast amounts of data, 
but rather how to manage and classify the information. Because people generally lack 
sufficient time to analyze, digest, and absorb considerable information at a time, how 
to quickly and efficiently classify these huge amounts of online video with abstract 
(web text) and provide information to denominate category are the important issues 
for the website managers. 

Recently, some scholars of text mining proposed temporal text mining (TTM)[5] 
analysis of time series documents, extracting the themes and analysis of themes 
evolution. This study adopted similar model, text description documents of online 
video collections would be arranged according to the time, extracting themes would 
be the features of clustering. Zhai et al.[6] divided these themes into three types: 
background themes, common themes and specific themes. In our studies, we would 
adopt the approach of TTM, and adapted these three kinds of themes to be the 
thesaurus of clustering groups. Our studies suggested that background themes can be 
regarded as stop words, the specific themes can be recognized as noise, and keep the 
common themes to be features of clustering. 

This study is divided into five sections. Section 1 Introduction: explains the 
motivation, background, purpose, and scope of the study. Section 2 Related Work: 
review the related research, especially the TTM technology. Section 3 System Design: 
describes the research ideas, derives the study’s proposed algorithms, and describes 
the system framework of our study. Section 4 Empirical Analysis: examines the 
cluster experiment conducted based on the research model, analyze the experimental 
results. Section 5 Conclusion and future research: presents the finding of our study, 
the contribution to the relevant fields, and the direction of future research derived in 
this study. 

2  Related Work  

The TTM refers to the text information collected in a period of time, and found the 
related mode of time. Since most of the text information has certain time stamps, much 
of TTM has been applied in a variety of fields, such as the news reports’ summary of 
events and research trends revealed in scientific literature. 

In 2002, Roy et al. [4] published an article on the trend detection method, especially 
trend detection for the initial development. They used the citation search of thesis 
inquiries to acquire citations to generate documents collection or the trend collection of 
a specific topic, which was then used to detect the initial emergence point. 

In 2004, Morinaga and  Yamanishi [3] published an article on mixture model to 
handle text streams and to develop the dynamic topic trend analysis. They proposed 
that with a unified thematic structure point of view, the weighted average probability 
model, through dynamic learning and tracking of text stream x, can establish the 
mixture model. Assuming W = {w1,w2,…,wd} to be the term collection after all text 
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streams have been treated through the word parsing and stop-words removal 
processing, tf(wi) is  the frequency or the occurrence times of the term wi in a 
particular text stream x; idf(wi) is the idf value of the term wi ;  and t f -  idf(wi) i s  the  
t f -id f value o f term wi,  formula 1  represents the text stream x: ( ( ), … , ( ) ) Or ( ( ), … , ( ) )  (1) 

The author used the formula 2 to obtain probability P(x︱θ:K) of the text stream x in 
the topicθ, and equals to the degree of distribution πi of each topicθi (i = 1, ... , K) 
multiplied by the distribution probability P(x︱θ i: ) of the text stream, where  ∑ π ＝1 .  After that, we could identify the topic structure, detect the topic 
emergence and characterize the topic features. ( | : ) ∑  ( | )             (2) 

Supposing each Pi(x︱θi: ) meet with the Gaussian density, the data dimension d 
of each text stream Pi(x︱θi: ) can be expressed as follows: 

=  ( ) / |Σ | / exp   ( ) Σ  (x )      (3) 

Where  is the real-valued vector, Σ  is  the d x d space matrix. 
The TTM study in 2005 conducted by C. X Zhai and Q. Z  Mei proposed the Cross 

Collection Mixture Model (CCMM) [5], which not only took into account the text 
structure of the clustering documents, but also used the background theme, common 
theme, and specific theme to deal with the text message of time stamps, while the 
background theme replaced the manual processing of stop-words removal, and the 
common theme was further used to facilitate the dynamic topic trend analysis. 

3  System Design 

The system of this study applied CCMM method based on the terms information of 
documents content, to calculate the correlation between terms, and further analyze the 
dynamic themes by identification of the degree of discrimination of terms information 
for documents clustering.  

In this study, Chinese terms parsing process was adopted to analyze which terms w 
are in Content_title of each document d, and at the same time to inquire the number of 
times c(w, d) the terms w appeared in the document d. The practical operation 
adopted the term parsing process customer service program of Chinese terms system 
from the Chinese Knowledge and Information Processing (CKIP) of Academia Sinica  
for Chinese terms parsing. Usually the key words of documents would have some 
characteristics, because the verb and adjective have involved the application of 
vocabulary. When the subject under collection of a group of verbs and adjectives 
cannot be clearly expressed in its concept, this research intercepts the terms with 
characteristics of a noun as a dynamic theme for use, to facilitate nomenclature and 
description for the theme. Therefore, this study conducted term parsing process for 
the Content_title in all the documents, using terms beginning with N as filtering basis. 

According to this research framework, the occurrence  c(w,d)  o f all terms wij 
contained in document di is multiplied by the degree of discrimination in term  
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identification Kd,i. The results are used to measure the distance between the 
documents for conducting clustering. , ( , )                   (4) 

The Ward’s method of the Hierarchical method is adopted to cluster, while the 
Chebyshev distance is used to measure the distance between samples. 

If the Chebyshev distance between two samples di(wi1,wi2,…, w i ︱ V ︱ )  and 
dj(wj1,wj2,…, wj︱V︱)  is D, the formula is defined as follows:  , , … ,             (5) 

To judge by the agglomerative process, it is more appropriate to divide the documents 
content into Q clusters (Themes number = Q), and attribute theπdj initial value πdi0  1 of each documents to the number i theme cluster; the rest is πdi0  0,  in which  i ≠ j; ∑  π , 1  is expressed as follows:  πdi0  1  d ∈  θi0  d  θi   , i 1,2,3,4                           (6) 

The initial value of P(w︱θj)   is expressed as 

 =       ∑  ∈ ,  ,  ( , )∑  ∈ ∑  ∈ ,  ,  ( , )               (7) 

The initial value of P(w︱θji)  is expressed as: 

 =(1 )    ∑  ∈ ,  ,  ( , )∑  ∈ ∑  ∈ ,  ,  ( , )          (8) 

This study adopted the CCMM by means of the probability distribution to conduct the 
term collection work, including the no. of θ j(common theme), θ j i( speci f ic  
theme), and θ B  (background theme). The probability distribution for each term 
collection is expressed as follows: ( | ) (1 ) ,  (1 ) , ( | )

    (9) 

The variableλ B   was set to gather terms in the ratio or weight of θ B , while the 
variable λc was set as the model. The λc and λc is obtained through the researchers’ 
past experiences in adopting the model; so the researchers themselves set the 
parameters. In order to generate CCMM, the probability distribution of all the terms 
was expressed by log-likelihood as follows: ( )   ∈  ( , ) ,  log ∈ (1 ) ,                         (1 ) , ( | )             

(10) 

This study, based on the EM algorithm, expresses the probability function that 
belongs toθ B   (background theme) of terms contained in all documents’ content 
C={ d1,  d2,…,dk } as follows  
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( | )            ∑  ,     ( , )∈∑  ∑  ∈ ,     ( , )∈                 (11) 

The values of  λB ,,λc are to be set by the researchers themselves, and then using the 
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) [1] estimation method, the best parameter 
values are found for the log-likelihood         ( , , )     ,( )  ( ) ( ) ( ) ,  ∑  ,( )  ( ) ( ) ( ) ,     

 , , ,     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,                 ( , , )    ( | ) ( | ) ( ) ∑  ,( )  ( ) ( ) ( ) ,   

                   ,( )              ∑  ∈  ,  ( , ) ( , , )   ∑  ∑  ∈  ,  ( , ) ( , , )   
( )      ∑  ∑  ∈  ,  ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) , , ,  ∑  V ∑  ∑  ∈  ,  ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) , , ,  

( ) ,   ∑  ∑  ∈  ,  ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) , , ,  ∑  V ∑  ∑  ∈  ,  ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) , , ,     

            (12) 

This study adopts K-Mean [2] to cluster all  documents according to their features ,( ) , to analyze whether or not its clustering results are corresponding to the 
classification of the original documents. On implementing K-means, the k number of 
data points is randomly chosen firstly to be the center of clusters. Its center of mass mi 
and the total offset distance E are formulated as follows:  

        ∈                           (13)             ∑  ∑  ∈                  (14) 

In which x represents a data point, mi  represents the mass center of the cluster Si, 
︱Si︱ represents the number of data points covered by cluster  

The processing steps of this study shows in Figure.1 

 

Fig. 1. System Design Process 
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4  Empirical Analysis 

The data for this study were obtained from a domestic WAP online video website, of 
which the relevant data were created by the user in the daily hits. The website usually  
places the online video on the WAP page, when the user selects the online video, it 
immediately links the online video to the user’s receiver to play, while the server 
records the video category, the time of hits, title content, transaction amount, and 
other relevant data of this transaction. This experiment collected according to the 
website’s two categories of house keeper and female model all relevant data of 
transactions recorded in the database when users accessed that category by clicking a 
particular online video. Data used in this study were obtained from a year’s record 
from January 2009 to December 2009. In the house keeper class, 848 cases of data 
were recorded, and in the female model class, 352 cases were recorded. But after 
exclusion of the terms without attributes of nouns, 823 cases of data were recorded in 
house keeper categories with of a total of 22,355 hits, and a total of 343 cases with 
6,363 hits in the female model category. A total of 1166 cases of documents 
information can be expressed as C = { d1,  d2,…,d1166 }. The terms data with attributes 
refers to the requirement for at least one word to be a noun, but not other terms 
attributes such as verb, adjective, expletive, prepositions, and so on. The information 
of documents filtered out in columns for analysis listed as follows: 

1. Category: the original online video classification of documents came from the 
nomenclature type such as application type / content source / user types, etc  

2. Time interval  (m=4) : the documents for one year is to be quarterly divided into 
four parts, C = C1∪C2∪C3∪C4,  

3. Content_click (Kd,,i ):The number of hits of document d in Ci is  taken as  the 
user’s discrimination degree of identification on terms it contained, and the 
discrimination degrees of identification on all the terms the document d contains 
are equal 

4. Content_title: the text information for narrative online video documents is 
composed of some of the terms of the collection V = { W1,W2,…,W︱V︱}. 

Totally 993 nouns were collected and the terms collection V = {  W1,W2,…,W︱V︱} 
and ︱V︱=993 established to conduct the following analysis of this study.  

Based on Ward’s method of grouping process, the clustering results are shown in 
Figure 2. It is judged more appropriate to divide the documents into 4 groups (Q=4), 
and to divide the documents into Cluster 1:637documents , Cluster 2: 76 documents, 
Cluster 3: 190 documents, and Cluster 4: 263 documents. 

 

Fig. 2. Ward’s method clustering results 
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The CCMM collects the terms in the way of probability distribution, including 4 
sets of common theme θj, 4 x 4 sets of specific theme θji, and background themeθB  
The λB , λC must be set firstly, and the value of its parameters are to be set by the 
researchers themselves. This study sets out the model to gather terms inθB in 
proportion or weight ofλB =0.95, because Content_title of the original data are 
mostly 18–25 words, the number of terms to be contained are small. The documents  
will be relatively verbose or mostly noisy, so it is essential to set larger λB value.  
The model was set to gather the terms inθj  in the proportion or weight of λC,  with 
the hope that the common theme can be more concise in order to facilitate the theme 
nomenclature and description. 

Table 1. The top 20 ,( )
and documents 

 

This study adopted K-mean to cluster all documents in according with the themes 

features ,( ), to analyze whether or not the clustering results are corresponding 
to  the classification of the original documents. A total of 1166 documents were set 
up in two clusters (K=2) to conduct the comparison with the original classification 
of the documents – totally 22,355 hits in 823 documents were recorded in the house 
keeper category, and totally 6,363 Hits in 343 documents in the female model 
category. 

Table 2. Description of the experimental documents set 

 

case_ id      

C_1 0 0 1 0 

C_2 0 1 0 0 

C_3 0 0 1 0 

C_4 1 0 0 0 

C_5 0 0 1 0 

C_6 0 0 0.733309 0.266691 

C_7 0 0 1 0 

C_8 1 0 0 0 

C_9 0 0.5 0.5 0 

C_10 0.25 0 0.75 0 

C_11 0 0 1 0 

C_12 0.480186 0 0.519814 0 

C_13 0 0 1 0 

C_14 0 0 1 0 

C_15 0.333333 0 0.666667 0 

C_16 0 0 1 0 

C_17 0 0 1 0 

C_18 0.333333 0 0 0.666667 

C_19 0 0.5 0 0.5 

C_20 0 0 0.333333 0.666667 

Category t of tested 
documents 

Total number of 
documents 

Total number of Hits 

House keeper 823 22355 

Female model 343 6363 
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Our study adopted the measure indicators F-measure to evaluate the clustering 
accuracy. F-measure is the harmonic mean for measuring the effect of the cluster. 

    =    ∑ | |  ∈∑ | | ∈                        (15) 

Foverall  is calculated to find out the average F-measure for all categories, which is 
representative of the overall clustering results and in which T stands for  a collection 
of all documents (house keeper and female model), and｜t｜of traditional clustering 
method is the number of the specific category t  within the cluster. ｜t｜in this 
research model is the total number of hits of the specific category within the cluster. 

Table 3. Comparative description of experimental results (3) 

 

5  Conclusion and Future Research 

The human mind is often filled with a wide range of innovative ideas while 
technological advancement is one of the important influences. Therefore, as the 
network technology continues to progress, the future application of audio-visual 
media in the Internet is expected to be richer and more varied in form. Therefore, how 
to rapidly and effectively compile information needed from the vast amount of data 
remains a very important issue. In the research field of data mining, many 
technologies have been developed to extract useful information from the vast amount 
of data, of which the documents clustering is considered one of the important 
technologies. In this study, based on the associations among the words provided in the 
Internet documents, the popularity or number of hits of users’ identification of word 
information and the number of Q groups of the dynamic themes were analyzed to 
further provide documents clustering methods and the definitions and summary of the 
dynamic themes, which shall serve as a basis for documents cluster naming and group 
products or services consumers wish to find. This will in turn help the Internet 
management to quickly and accurately compile documents and information in 
response to consumers’ needs and preferences. 

In order to effectively improve the documents clustering quality, further research 
may strengthen the word association rule mining to identify co-occurring text phrases.    
Through the mining sequential patterns algorithm, the phrases in the text and the 
associations among the phrases have been found. The so-called “phrase” here refers to 
the sequential nature of the emergence of keywords instead of general phrases 
identified in grammar. The discovery of the associations among phrases is expected to 
enhance the quality of documents clustering. 

Test Documents Set  
(Traditional Clustering)

 
(Our research Model)

Upgrading % 

0.577967191 0.7262462 25.6553 % 

 
(Traditional Clustering)

 
(Our research Model)

Declining % 
female model + house 

keeper 

0.430531732 0.299150359 30.5161 % 
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Abstract. Blog is an important web2.0 application, which attracts many users to 
express their subjective reviews about financial events, political events and other 
objects. Usually a Blog page includes more than one theme. However the exist-
ing researches of multi-aspect sentiment analysis focus on the product reviews. 
In this paper, we propose a multi-aspect Chinese Blog sentiment analysis method 
based on LDA topic model and Hownet lexicon. At first, we use a Chinese Blog 
corpus to train a LDA topic model and identify the themes of this corpus. Then 
the LDA model which has been trained is used to segment the themes of Blog 
pages with paragraphs. After that the sentiment word tagging method based on 
Hownet is used to calculate the sentiment orientation of every Blog theme. So the 
sentiment orientation of the Blog pages can be represented by the sentiment 
orientation of multi-aspect Blog themes. The experiment results on SINA Blog 
dataset show our method not only gets good topic segments, but also improves 
the sentiment classification performance. 

Keywords: Sentiment analysis, LDA topic model, Hownet lexicon. 

1   Introduction 

In recent years, there have been many interests in sentiment analysis research on text 
reviews. The existing sentiment analysis methods usually can be divided into two 
categories: (1) One type is based on part-of-speech (POS) tagging of words and sen-
timent lexicons. This type is proposed earliest by Peter [1] , and both Linhong Xu[2] 
and Weifu Du[3] also adopted this type methods for the sentiment analysis. Qun Liu[4] 
proposes establishing a believable vocabulary on semantic knowledge named Hownet, 
and then getting the sentiment polarity of words through comparison with the similarity 
between the words. Yanlan Zhu [5] succeeds in judging semantic orientation based on 
the Hownet. (2) The other type is based on machine learning. Such as Whitelaw uses 
support vector machine (SVM) to classify the sentiment orientation of movie re-
views[6]. Weihao Lin proposes a learning method based on statistical model, which 
obtained that opinions reflected in the text through analyzing words[7]. Other machine 
learning methods also be used, such as Huifeng Tang adopts the SVM classification 
                                                           
* This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (60903114, 61003271, 

61001185), Natural Science Foundation of Guangdong Province (7301329), Science and Tech-
nology Foundation of Shenzhen City (JC201005280463A). 
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method [8], Xiangwen Liao makes use of the probability statistical model[9], Jun Xu 
uses the Naive Bayesian(NB) and maximum entropy[10]. 

With the development of the web2.0 technology, more and more popular users are 
willing to express their opinions on Blog. But few researchers pay attention to the 
sentiment analysis on multi-aspect Blog topic (topic also is called theme in this paper). 
In this paper, we propose a multi-aspect Blog sentiment analysis method based on the 
LDA topic model and the Hownet lexicon. 

2   The Process of Multi-aspect Blog Sentiment Analysis 

The process of multi-aspect Blog sentiment analysis is shown in Fig.1. At first we train 
LDA model with the Blog corpora and obtain some theme models. Then Kull-
back-Leibler (KL) divergence is used to calculate the similarity between the text pa-
ragraphs and theme models in order to determining the paragraph’s theme. After that 
we find out the sentiment sentence in this Blog theme. Finally use the sentiment words 
tagging method to calculate the sentiment orientation of the sentences in each theme, 
and summarize the sentiment orientation of the Blog theme.  

 

Fig. 1. The process of multi-aspect Blog sentiment analysis 

3   Identify Blog Topic Based on LDA Model 

3.1   Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [11] is a generative probabilistic model for the 
collections of discrete data, which is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model. LDA 
based on the assumption that documents are mixtures of topics, where each topic is a 
probability distribution over words. The LDA’s probabilistic graphical model is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The LDA’s probabilistic graphic model 

Let M is the total number of topics, N  is the number of features words, β de-

notes a M N× matrix, and α  is the super-parameter of prior distribution. dnw  de-

notes the feature word w which locates in the nth position of the document d . The topic 

is a distribution over words denoted by 1 2{ , , ..., }d d d dnz w w w= , dθ  subjects the 

Dirichlet distribution ( | )dDirichlet θ α . LDA model assumes the following generative 

process for each document w : 

(1) Choose ( )N Poisson ξ∼ . 

(2) Choose ( )Dirθ α∼ . 

(3) For each of the N words d : 
a) Choose a topic ( )nz Multinomail θ∼ . 

b) Choose a word nw from ( | , )n nP w z β , a multinomial probability conditioned 

on the topic nz . 

3.2   Identify Topic Based on KL-Divergence 

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is a measure of the difference between the distri-
butions P and Q . Usually P denotes the distribution of observed data, Q denotes a 

model or an assumed distribution. For the discrete distributions, the KL-divergence 
between P and Q  is defined as Equation (1). 

1
( || ) log /

n

KL i i ii
D P Q P P Q

=
=  (1)

We compute the distance between themes, and the distance between theme and Blog 
sentences using KL-divergence. In the trained LDA model, each theme can be 
represented by the weights of the feature words. The theme is denoted 

by 1 2( , , ..., )t t t tnTheme w w w= . With the vector space model, a collection of Blog text 

sentences can be denoted as 1 2( , , ..., )r r r rnω ω ω=p . According to Equation (1), the 

KL-divergence between rp  and tTheme can be computed with Equation (2). 

1
( || ) log /

n

KL r t ri ri tii
D P Theme wω ω

=
=  (2)
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Because the KL-divergence is non-symmetry, we use Equation (3) to compute the 
distance in our experiments. 

( , ) ( ( || ) ( || )) / 2KL r t KL r t KL t rD P Theme D P Theme D Theme P= +  (3)

4   Sentiment Calculation Based on Hownet Lexicon 

The sentiment orientation of Blog themes is based on the sentiment words tagging 
method. At first some sentiment words with positive and negative polarities are se-
lected as sentiment benchmark words, then the sentiment polarity of other sentiment 
words are calculated based on the relationship between words in Hownet lexicon, and 
then the sentiment orientation of a given sentence is determined by judging the senti-
ment orientation of the individual word or phrase in the sentiment sentence, finally the 
sentiment orientation of the paragraphs or article are calculated through the sentiment 
orientation of these sentences. 

4.1   Introduction to Hownet Lexicon 

Hownet is a concept of Chinese and English words represented as describing objects, 
which is a general knowledge base to reveal inter-concept relations and relations be-
tween the attributes of concepts. Hownet uses a series of sememes to represent every 
concept. Sememes are organized into a tree structure through contextual relationship. 
In Hownet the vocabulary similarity is calculated by the similarity between the re-
spective concepts of vocabularies, and the similarity between the concepts is defined by 
the similarity between sememes. The similarity between sememes can be calculated by 
the distance between two sememes in the sememe tree. 

For two Chinese words 1W and 2W , if 1W  with n  concepts denotes 

by { }11 12 1S ,  S , ,  S n… , 2W  with m  concepts denotes by 21 22 2{S ,S , ,S }m… , the 

similarity between 1W  and 2W  equal to each word concept similarity of the maxi-
mum value, as shown in Equation (4). 

( ) ( )1 2 1 2
,

, max ,i j
i j

Sim W W Sim S S=    1, 2, ...,i n=  1, 2, ...,j m=  (4)

The similarity between sememes can be calculated by their path distance 1p  and 2p  

in the sememe tree. So the sememe similarity is calculated with Equation (5). 

( )1 2,Sim p p
l

α
α

=
+

 (5)

Where l  is a positive integer which denotes the path length of 1p  and 2p  in se-

memes tree, α denotes an adjustable parameter. 

4.2   Calculation Method for the Sentiment Polarity of Sentiment Word 

First, we choose m  pairs of words with strong positive and negative polarity as the 
benchmark words [5], in which the polarity of the positive word is set as +1 and the 
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negative is set -1. The sentiment polarity of each sentiment word is calculated by the 
similarity between each benchmark word and sentiment word in Hownet. The senti-
ment polarity of words W is shown as Equation (6). If ( ) 0O W > , that means the 

sentiment polarity of W  is positive. If ( ) 0O W < , that means the sentiment polarity 

of W  is negative,  and ( ) 0O W = , that is the sentiment polarity of W is neutral. 

( )
1

O( ) ( , ) ( , )
m

i i
i

W Sim kp W Sim kq W
=

= −  (6)

Where ikp  denotes the polarity value of benchmark words with 1+ , ikq denotes the 

polarity value of benchmark words with 1− , m  indicates that there is m  pair of 

benchmark words, ( , )iSim kp W  is equivalent to Equation (4). 

We find that if the word is a positive word, the greatest similarity with the word will 
be get form the benchmark words with 1+ , and if the word is negative word, the 
greatest similarity with the word will be get from the benchmark words with 1− . Based 
on this idea, we improve Equation (6) to Equation (7). 

( )
1

1 1
O( ) ( ( ( , ) ( , ) )

3

( ( , )) ( ( , )))

m

i i
i

j j

W Sim kp W Sim kq W

MAX Sim kp W MAX Sim kq W

m =
= −

+ −
 (7)

Where 1, 2, ...,j m= , ( ( , ))jMAX Sim kp W  indicates the maximum similarity value 

between the sentiment word W with the positive benchmark words, 

( ( , ))jMAX Sim kq W  indicates the maximum similarity value between the sentiment 

word W  with the negative benchmark words. We use the maximum similarity to 
improve the sentiment polarity of the sentiment word. 

5   Experiments and Evaluation 

Because there are not authoritative datasets, the web crawler software MetaSeeker 1 is 
used to grabs Blog pages from the SINA Blog. We get a dataset with 2000 SINA Blog 
texts about “real-name system of train tickets (火车票实名制)”. These Blog page 
content includes the title, label, Blog text and comments. In our experiments, three 
persons are invited to label the sentiment orientation of the Blog text, which is tagged as 
positive or negative or neutral. We compare the maximum accuracy value of different 
methods in our experiments.  

5.1   The Sentiment Orientation over the Blog Article Level  

We judge the sentiment orientation O(Doc) of the whole Blog text in this experiment 

at first. O(Doc)  is a specific values between 1−  and 1+ . In the experiment, we set a 

                                                           
1 http://www.gooseeker.com/cn/node/product/front 
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threshold value k . If 1 O(Doc) k− ≤ < − , the blog text is classified to negative, else 

if O(Doc)k k− ≤ ≤ , the blog text is classified to neutral, else if O(Doc) 1k < ≤ + , the 

blog text is classified to positive. The results of the sentiment classification accuracy 
with different k are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Different threshold k sentiment orientation of blog text accuracy 

The value of k  0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 

accuracy（%） 54.33 65.96 73.28 70.03 64.54 

 
From Table 1, we can see that the maximum accuracy is only 73.28%. This result is 

not enough high. The reason may be that to determine the sentiment orientation of the 
blog text in document level is “too big”. So we compute the sentiment orientation of 
multi-aspect blog themes in the next experiments.  

5.2   The Sentiment Orientation over Multi-aspect Blog Themes  

In this experiment we use LDA model to find Blog themes, and then use KL-divergence 
to calculate the distance between the Blog themes. The value of M is set as 6. We can 
roughly summarize the semantic of each theme through analyzing the Blog text. All the 
themes respectively denote as Theme1 to Theme6. Theme1 can be summed up as “the 
cost of the real-name system of train tickets(火车实名制投入成本)”, Theme2 is “the 
real-name system of train tickets will lead to information loss(火车实名制导致信息丢
失)”, Theme3 is “the real-name system of train tickets will combat scalpers(火车实名
制打击黄牛党)”, Theme4 is “the experiments of the real-name system of train tickets  
(火车实名制试点)”, and Theme5 is summarized as “the certificates required to buy 
tickets and get into train station in the real-name system of train tickets(火车实名制进
站、买票所需要证件)”. In order to improve the identification accuracy, we also add a 
Theme6 for other themes which is not included in above five themes. 

We used respectively sentence, paragraph and dynamic sliding window to calculate 
the distance between test text and each theme. The experiment result shows that  
the accuracy of the first method and the third method are less than 50% , the accuracy of 
the method for using paragraph can achieve 72.9% . Hence, we use the paragraph as the 
basic unit to split Blog text in experiment. 

To better identify Blog themes based on paragraphs, we set the thresholds ε and 
θ of 1KLD  which shown in Equation (8). If both Equation (8) and 1KLD θ<  are sa-

tisfied, the tested paragraph will be classified into the theme pointed by 1KLD . 

1 2 1( ) /KL KL KLD D D ε− ≥  (8)

Where 2KLD  indicates the distance of the theme which is in the nearest the paragraph, 

1KLD  denotes the distance of the theme which is in the second near the paragraph. The 

experiment results show that when the value of ε equals to 0.2 and θ  equals to 0.05 , 
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the accuracy achieves 91.2254%. Table 2 shows the theme identification results. The 
number of paragraphs which are identified correctly is 1809. 

Table 2. Theme identification results in LDA model 

Themes Theme1 Theme2 Theme3 Theme4 Theme5 Theme6 
The number of paragraphs 

with theme labels 
213 365 670 408 327 625 

The number of Paragraphs 
identified correctly 

201 316 621 399 272 126 

 
With the 1809 paragraphs, we determine their sentiment orientation with Hownet 

lexicon. All the sentiment orientation of the 1809 paragraphs is labeled beforehand. 
The number of positive paragraphs is 593, the number of negative paragraphs is 789, 
and the number of neutral paragraphs is 427. The experiment results show that the 
sentiment orientation of 1613 paragraphs is identified correctly. The identification 
accuracy is 89.165%. The identification accuracy of each theme is list in Table 3. 

Table 3. Sentiment analysis results of various Theme 

Themes Theme1 Theme2 Theme3 Theme4 Theme5 
The number of paragraphs in each 

theme 201 316 621 399 272 
The number of paragraphs  

identified correctly 179 287 563 326 258 

Identification accuracy(%) 89.05 90.82 90.66 81.70 94.85 

6   Conclusions 

This paper proposes a multi-aspect Blog sentiment analysis based on LDA topic model and 
Hownet lexicon. This method adopts trained LDA model to split the Blog page text into 
multi-aspect themes. After that the sentiment word tagging method based on Hownet is 
used to calculate the sentiment orientation of every Blog theme. So the sentiment 
orientation of the Blog pages can be represented by the sentiment orientation of mul-
ti-aspect Blog themes. The experiment results on SINA Blog dataset show our method 
can get good topic segments and the sentiment classification performance.  
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Abstract. As a high dimensional problem, it is a hard task to analyze the text
data sets, where many weakly relevant but redundant features hurt generalization
performance of classifiers. There are previous works to handle this problem by
using pair-wise feature similarities, which do not consider discriminative con-
tribution of each feature by utilizing the label information. Here we define an
Approximate Markov Blanket (AMB) based on the metric of DIScriminative
Contribution (DISC) to eliminate redundant features and propose the AMB-DISC
algorithm. Experimental results on the data set of Reuter-21578 show AMB-
DISC is much better than the previous state-of-arts feature selection algorithms
considering feature redundancy in terms of MicroavgF1 and MacroavgF1.

1 Introduction

Feature selection, a process of choosing a subset of features from the original ones, is
frequently used as a preprocessing technique in text mining. It has been proved e�ective
in reducing dimensionality, improving mining eÆciency, increasing mining accuracy,
and enhancing result comprehensibility [1–3]. However, redundant features can not be
completely eliminated by commonly used feature selection algorithms. For instance, as
to analysis of text data sets, whose speciality is the huge amount of words (features),
it is believed that there are many weakly relevant but redundant words among the full
word set. Preserving the most discriminative words and reducing other irrelevant and
redundant ones is the target of feature selection. However, because the interactions and
correlations among features are not considered, common feature selection algorithms
fail to remove redundant words.

The issue of redundancy among features is recently raised in the literatures of feature
selection [4, 5]. Researchers have proposed several algorithms to reduce the redundancy
among features. Ding and Peng proposed the minimum Redundancy-Maximum Rele-
vance (mRMR) algorithm [5], which requires that selected discriminative features are
maximally dissimilar to each other. Yu and Liu proposed the Fast Correlation-Based
Filter (FCBF) algorithm [4], which eliminates redundant features by iterative selecting
predominant features from relevant ones.

However, all these algorithms estimated the pair-wise redundancy among features
by using normal feature distance (similarity) measures, which could not work prop-
erly. Because without consideration of the label information, the pair-wise redundancy

Z. Gong et al. (Eds.): WISM 2011, Part II, LNCS 6988, pp. 139–146, 2011.
c� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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scores solely calculated by the given two features do not faithfully reflect the similar-
ity of their discriminative abilities. For example, two highly correlated features, whose
di�erences are minor but happen to own di�erent critical discriminative ability, may
be considered as a pair of redundant features by the previous commonly used metrics.
Hence, reducing any one of them will decrease the final classification accuracy. Zeng
el al. proposed a novel metric of redundancy based on DIScriminative Contribution
(DISC) which estimates the feature similarity by explicitly building a linear classifier
on each feature [6]. Based on DISC, we define an Approximate Markov blanket (AMB)
for the searching of redundant features, and propose an algorithm named AMB-DISC,
which produces a compact feature set with high performance. We compare AMB-DISC
with other redundant feature selection algorithms on the data set of Reuter-21578, and
demonstrate its the outstanding performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the metric of discriminative
contribution. In Section 3, our proposed algorithm is presented in detail. Data sets and
experiment settings are described in Section 4. We show the results and discussions in
Section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 The Metric of Discriminative Contribution

Notions of feature redundancy are normally in terms of feature correlation. It is widely
accepted that two features are redundant to each other if their values are completely cor-
related. But in fact, it may not be so straightforward to determine feature redundancy
when a feature is correlated with a set of features. A widely used way is approximate
the redundancy of feature set by only considering the pair-wise feature redundancy,
i�e� the algorithms we mentioned above. The success of these algorithms relies much
on the e�ectiveness of pair-wise similarity measures. However, exist pair-wise simi-
larity measures do not faithfully reflect the similarity of their discriminative abilities.
For example, two highly correlated features, whose di�erences are minor but happen to
causing di�erent critical discriminative power, maybe be considered as a pair of redun-
dancy features. Reducing any one of them will decrease the classification accuracy.

One possible way of identifying the redundancy between feature’s predictive ablil-
ties is comparing the distributions of discriminative powers between them. Zeng et al.
proposed a metric of redundancy based on DIScriminative Contribution (DISC)[6]. Af-
ter building classifier on each sole feature, DISC refeeding the whole training samples
back to estimate the performance of each classifier. A high self-training accuracy score
means the corresponding feature has great discriminative power. In most cases, only a
part of the training samples can be correctly separated by this classifier, because only
one feature is used. Based on these classifiers, the di�erence of classification distribu-
tion is used to estimate the discriminative contribution. Given two features x and y, two
classifiers classi f erx and classi f ery are constructed. The di�erences of the correctly
classified training samples of classi f erx and classi f ery are recorded in Table 1.

In order to eliminate redundant features, we want to examine whether the contribu-
tion of the additional feature is significant to the given one. The additional feature is
considered as redundant one only when its contribution is tiny. Based on the pair-wise
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Table 1. Discriminative Cross Table

���������classi f erx

classi f ery true false

true a b
false c d

discriminative contribution, the DIScriminative Contribution (DISC) value of x to y,
which represents the y’s redundancy to x, is defined as follows.

DISC(x� y) �
d

c � d
(1)

where c � d is the samples which could not be discriminated by classi f erx, d is the
samples which could not be rightly classified even by the collaboration of classi f erx

and classi f ery. So the proportion of d
c�d is the useless extent of classi f ery to classi f erx.

The DISC score varies from 0 to 1, and takes 1 only when c is 0. The value of c takes
0 when all the discriminative power of classi f ery is coved by classi f erx and classi f ery

has no discriminative contribution to classi f erx. In this case, y is considered completely
redundant to x. On the other hand, when the DISC value is 0, both a and d are 0, the
discriminative power of y is supposed complementary to that of x. The computation
complexity of DISC is O(n).

3 The AMB-DISC Algorithm

It is not so straightforward to determine feature redundancy when a feature is correlated
with a set of features. We need formally define feature redundancy in order to devise an
approach to explicitly identify and eliminate redundant features. We first introduce the
definition of a feature’s Markov blanket given by Koller and Sahami [7].

Definition 1. Given a feature set F, a label C, and a feature Fi � F, let Mi � F(Fi �

Mi), Mi is said to be a Markov blanket for Fi i�

P(F � Mi � Fi� C�Fi� Mi) � P(F � Mi � Fi� C�Mi)

The Markov blanket condition requires that Mi subsume not only the information that
Fi has about C, but also about all of the other features. It is pointed out by Koller and
Sahami [7] that the optimal subset is obtained by a backward elimination procedure,
known as Markov blanket filtering: let G be the current set of features (G � F in the
beginning), at any phase, if there exists a Markov blanket for Fi within the current G,
Fi is removed from G. It is proved that this process guarantees a feature removed in
an earlier phase will still find a Markov blanket in any later phase, that is, removing a
feature in a later phase will not render the previously removed features necessary to be
included in the optimal subset. Then definition of redundant feature is given:

Definition 2. Let G be the current set of features, a feature is redundant and hence
should be removed from G i� it is weakly relevant and has a Markov blanket Mi

within G.
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The definition of redundant features relies on the computation of Markov blanket, which
is hard to be solved in real problem. In practical, when it comes to approximately de-
termine feature redundancy, the key is to find approximate Markov blankets for the
selected relevant features. Similar as what has been done in the FCBF algorithm [4], we
define a novel approximate Markov blanket based on the discriminative contribution of
feature. The definition is given as follows

Definition 3. For two features Fi and F j (i � j), F j forms an approximate Markov
balnket for Fi i� CHI j � CHIi and DIS C( j� i) � Æ

In definition 3, CHIi is the correlation between any feature Fi and the class C, and
it is believed that a feature with a larger CHI value contains more information about
the class than a feature with a smaller CHI value. The definition of CHIi is given as
follows.

CHIi �
n � (AD � BC)2

(A � C) � (B � D) � (A � B) � (C � D)

where A and B are the non-zero value counts of Fi for positive and negative examples
respectively, C and D are the zero value counts for positive and negative examples
respectively, and n is the size of training set.

We determine the existence of an approximate Markov blanket between a pair of
features Fi and F j based on their DISC value. When DIS C( j� i) � Æ, we believe Fi’s
discriminative contribution for F j is tiny. In other words, feature F j can form an ap-
proximate Markov blanket for feature Fi. Æ is a threshold given by users.

The approximation algorithm for redundancy analysis presented above is realized
by an algorithm, named AMB-DISC (Approximate Markov Blanket based on DISC),
which is illustrated in Figure 1. Firstly, the features are ordered by their CHI scores. As
we usually want to retain the more discriminative one between two redundant features,
AMB-DISC tries to preserve the top CHI score ranked features. Then, AMB-DISC
uses two nested iterations to eliminate redundant features whose discriminative abilities
are approximate Markov blanket covered by a higher ranked features. As the inner
iteration works in a backward way, it is guaranteed that each removed feature can find
an approximate Markov blanket cover in the final selected feature set.

The computational complexity of AMB-DISC is O(npk), where k is number of se-
lected features. When k is much smalller than p, the computational complexity of AMB-
DISC is O(np), which is the same as that of commonly used filter algorithms. As we
konw, in many large data sets, discriminative features with high CHI scores are always
rarely compared with other ones. Most redundant or weakly redundant features are eas-
ily to be approximate Markov blanket covered by few high discriminative features. So,
the size of final compact feature set produced by AMB-DISC is much smaller than that
of original feature set in most cases, which are examined in our experiments later.

4 Experimental Settings

The Reuters-21578 collection is used in our experiments, which is divided into a train-
ing set and a test set by the ModApte split as in the previous studies [8]. By removing
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Algorithm 1. The AMB-DISC Algorithm

Input: Feature set X � [x1� x2� � � � � xp]
Target label C
Threshold Æ

Output: Selected Feature subset S

1: begin
2: S �

� X
3: for i � 1 to p do
4: calculate CHIi for Xi

5: end for
6: order S � in descending CHIi value
7: for j � 1 to the size of S � do
8: for i �the size of S � to j � 1 do
9: if DISC(S �

j� S �

i) � Æ then
10: remove feature i from S �

11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: S � S �

15: end

some corrupted documents, we obtain 7,770 training documents and 3,019 test docu-
ments, which is the same with the data preprocess in some related works [8, 9]. There
are 90 di�erent categories. We preprocess the data in a formal way: all numbers and
stopwords are removed, words are converted into lowercase, word stemming is per-
formed using the Porter stemmer, some noisy words are removed. In the end, we obtain
6,883 unique terms.

The multi-label classification problem here is solved by training 90 binary classifiers
for each class. The feature selection model is built and applied for each classifier sep-
arated. To make the conclusions sound, five widely used classification algorithms are
employed in our experiments, which are list as follows.

– 5NN k nearest neighbor with k � 5.
– C45 The C4.5 decision tree.
– LG Logistic regression.
– SMO Support vector machines using Sequential Minimal Optimization.
– SVM Linear support vector machine with c � 10.

For the evaluation, we use the standard MacroavgF1 and MicroavgF1 measure [8]. MacroavgF1
measure gives the same weight to all categories, and thus it is equally influenced by the
performance of rare categories. On the contrary, MicroavgF1 measure is dominated by
the performance of common categories. All the experiments are performed on a PC ma-
chine with P4 2.0G CPU and 2G RAM. The programming language is JAVA, the open
source machine learning project of WEKA [10] is used.
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5 Results and Discussions

We compare our algorithm with several typical feature selection algorithms, which are
list as follows.

– CHI Commonly used filter feature selection algorithm with CHI values. Some top
scored features are retained for each separate classifer. The number of selected
feature has been tried for 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400 and 500. We found
500 is the best one, which is also used to compare with other algorithms.

– CFS [11] The Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) algorithm exploits best-
first search based on some correlation measure which evaluates the goodness of a
subset. The standard linear correlation is used in our experiments.

– mRMR [5] The minimum Redundancy-Maximum Relevance (mRMR) algorithm
requires that selected discriminative features are maximally dissimilar to each other.
The maximal number of selected feature is a parameter, which has been tried for
10, 20, 50, 80 and 100 in our experiments. The best result of mRMR is got when
80 features are selected.

– FCBF [4] The Fast Correlation-Based Filter (FCBF) algorithm, which eliminates
redundant features by iterative selecting predominant features from relevant ones.

– AMB-DISC Our proposed algorithm eliminates redundant features by approximate
Markov blanket and discriminative contribution between features. The parameter of
Æ is set to 0.95.

Comparative results of the size of the selected feautre set is given in Tables 2, where
Dim.�std is the statistical mean feature number with its standard deviation over 90
classes. The comparative MicroavgF1 and MacroavgF1 results are showed in Tables 3 and
Tables 4 respectively. The last row is the average scores over five di�erent classifiers.

Table 2. The number of selected features by using di�erent algorithms

CHI CFS mRMR FCBF AMB-DISC

Dim. 500.00 18.11�9.22 61.69�30.39 62.63�138.29 85.90�23.57

It can be seen from Table 2 that the numbers of selected features by using CFS,
mRMR, FCBF and AMB-DISC are both much smaller than that of CHI, which indi-
cating redundant features can not be excluded by filter algorithms without considering
redundancy. It is necessary to do redundancy analysis to get an optimal or sub-optimal
compact feature set.

From Table 3�4, we can see that no feature selection algorithm has overwhelming
performance with all classifiers. In average, AMB-DISC is the best one. Especially for
the MicroavgF1 scores, the averaged score of AMB-DISC is much better than that of
all other algorithms. Furthermore, AMB-DISC always has the top performance with all
classifiers. For the averaged MacroavgF1 scores, AMB-DISC is also the winner. But the
improvement is not so significant, and AMB-DISC is worse than CHI in some cases
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Table 3. Comparative results of MicroavgF1 by using di�erent algorithms

CHI CFS mRMR FCBF AMB-DISC

5NN 0.683 0.798 0.798 0.774 0.838
C45 0.807 0.799 0.806 0.784 0.807
LG 0.838 0.814 0.827 0.779 0.865

SMO 0.861 0.812 0.822 0.780 0.867
SVM 0.854 0.825 0.836 0.795 0.866

AVG. 0.808 0.809 0.818 0.782 0.849

Table 4. Comparative results of MacroavgF1 by using di�erent algorithms

CHI CFS mRMR FCBF AMB-DISC

5NN 0.285 0.376 0.356 0.342 0.516
C45 0.452 0.436 0.446 0.405 0.422
LG 0.452 0.451 0.401 0.425 0.543

SMO 0.555 0.364 0.352 0.360 0.488
SVM 0.590 0.501 0.471 0.452 0.603

AVG. 0.467 0.425 0.405 0.397 0.514

i�e� with the classifiers of 5NN and SMO. This shows that removing redundant features
by discriminative contribution has obvious postive e�ects on classification. The en-
hancements are more significant for common classes than rare classes. We believe this
is because identifing redundant features needs adequate label information, and feature
selection is easy to be trapped by noises when positive examples are rare.

The previous state-of-arts feature algorithms considering redundancy, including CFS,
mRMR and FCBF, are both not better than the filter algorithm of CHI. For the averaged
MicroavgF1 scores, the performances of CFS, mRMR and FCBF are similar with that of
CHI, although the corresponding feature numbers are much less. But for the MacroavgF1
scores, CFS, mRMR and FCBF are obviously worse than CHI, which representing
some useful features are mistakenly treated as redundant ones for rare classes. This
also confirms that identifing redundant features needs adequate label information. By
inadequate redundany meatures, removing redundant features obviously decreases the
classification performance. When classification is the final task, we believe redundancy
among features should be measured by the di�erence among discriminative powers of
features not the numerical values.

6 Conclusions

Redundant feature elimination is an important topic in the field of feature selection for
text mining. However, the measurement of feature redundancy is still an open problem.
Existing feature selection algorithms usually employ pair-wise feature similarity to rep-
resent feature redundancy. However, state-of-arts similarity measures including linear
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and non-linear ones calculate the redundancy only by the feature’s numerical values
without considering the label information, which is vital to the classification, while not
used to estimate the discriminative contribution of the di�erences of features. Here we
define an approximate Markov blanket (AMB) based on the metric of DIScriminative
Contribution (DISC) for the searching of redundant features, and propose an algorithm
AMB-DISC. Experimental results on the data set of Reuter-21578 show AMB-DISC
produces much more compact feature set than commonly used filter algorithms, and
show obviously better performance than other state-of-arts feature selection algorithms
considering redundancy, i�e� CFS, mRMR and FCBF.
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Abstract. This paper studies synchronization between hyperchaotic Rossler 
system and hyperchaotic Lorenz system with unknown parameters. Based on 
Lyapunov stability theory, active synchronization and adaptive synchronization 
make the different systems achieve synchronization. And numerical simulations 
show the effectiveness and feasibility of these methods.  
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Lyapunov stability theory component. 

1   Introduction 

In the last few years, chaos synchronization has received a lot of attention among 
scientists from variety of research field. The first idea of synchronizing two identical 
chaotic systems with different initial conditions was introduced by Pecora and 
Carrols[1]. Recently, many control methods have been developed to achieve chaos 
synchronization in two chaotic systems, such as adaptive control[2-4], linear balanced 
feedback control[5], impulsive control[6, 7], sliding mode control[8], fuzzy 
control[9], backstepping control[10], and so on. The aforementioned methods and 
some other existing synchronization methods mainly concerned the synchronization 
of two identical chaotic systems with known parameters or unknown parameters. 
However, it is hardly the case that a lot of hyperchaotic systems exist in real world, 
moreover, the system’s parameters are not exactly known in priori. Therefore, 
synchronization between two different unknown hyperchaotic systems is more useful 
in real-life application.  

In this paper, we propose a simple and general approach to synchronization 
hyperchaotic Rossler system and hyperchaotic Lorenz system with unknown 
parameters. Based on Lyapunov stability theory, active synchronization and adaptive 
synchronization make the different systems acheive synchronization. Simulation 
results show that the proposed method can be successfully used in synchronization of 
chaotic systems.  
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2   Active Synchronization between Hyperchaotic Rossler System 
and Hyperchaotic Lorenz System 

For acheive synchronization between hyperchaotic Rossler system and hyperchaotic 
Lorenz system, we consider hyperchaotic Rossler system as the drive system 
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and hyperchaotic Lorenz system as the response system 
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where 4321 ,., uuuu are controllers. We get the error system 
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where 
iii xye −= . The controllers were designed for synchronization drive system 

and response system, it is designed as      
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where 321 ,, VVV are the control input based on functions 321 ,, eee . Substituting Eq. 

(4) into Eq. (3), then we have a new error system 
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So the error system(3) is replaced by a linear syetem(5), where 321 ,, VVV are the 

control input based on functions ,1e  ,2e  3e . The drive syetem(1) and response 

system(2) are said to be synchronized, if the trivial solution of error system trajectory 
is asymptotically stable in mean square, in the sense that 
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For 321 ,, VVV  have some choose, thus, we may denote 
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where A  is a constant matrix. For the error system(5) is asymptotically stable in 
mean square, we select A ’s elements such as all eigenvalue of system(5) has 
negative part. For convenience, we choose  
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In this case, the error system(5)’s eigenvalue is 1,1,1,1 −−−− , the error ie  converges 

to 0 as time t approaches infinity. Therefore, hyperchaotic Rossler system and 
hyperchaotic Lorenz system acheive active synchronization. 

3   Adaptive Synchronization between Hyperchaotic Rossler 
System and Hyperchaotic Lorenz System 

3.1   The First Method 

In this section, in oder to realize the synchronization between the drive system(1) and 
the response system(2), we will choose a general and suitable synchronization 
controller, and then develop theoretical results of the adaptive synchron-ization 
scheme.  
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Theorem 1. If the nonlinear controller u  is designed as 
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the adaptive laws of parameters are taken as 4ke=β  (where k is a constant ), then 

the response system(2) can synchronize the drive system(1) asymptotically, where 
parameters are all unknown.  
Proof. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (3), then we get the error system 
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Define a Lyapunov function as  
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Differentiating both sides of Eq. (7) yields: 
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Here it is assumed that 0,0 11 <> ca , 0,0 <> kd , then differential quotient 

0)( ≤tV . Based on Lyapunov stability theory, the error trajectories converge to zero. 

So under the nonlinear controller u and adaptive laws of parameters, the response 
system (2) can synchronize the drive system (1).  

3.2   The Second Method 

Theorem 2. If the nonlinear controller u  is designed as 
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the adaptive laws of parameters are taken as 
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then the response system(2) can synchronize the drive system (1) asymptotically, 
where parameters 4321 ,,, kkkk  are positive and unknown, and dccba ˆ,ˆ,,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ 111  is the 

estimator of dccba ,,,,, 111 .  
Proof. Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (3), then we get the error system 
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let 111 ˆ~ aaa −= , 111
ˆ~
bbb −= , 111 ˆ~ ccc −= , ccc ˆ~ −= , ddd ˆ~ −= . Construct 

the following Lyapunov function 
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The stochastic derivative of V  along trajectories of (9) can be obtained as follows 
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So differential quotient 0)( ≤tV , the response system(2) can synchronize the drive 

system(1).  
Equations should be punctuated in the same way as ordinary text but with a small 

space before the end punctuation mark.  

4   Numerical Simulation 

In this section, numerical simulations show the effectIve-ness and feasibility of these 
methods. The hyperchaotic Rossler system and hyperchaotic Lorenz system take the 
parameters 25.0=a , 3=b , 5.0=c , 05.0=d , ,351 =a  71 =b , 121 =c , 31 =d ,  

51 =r . When t=10, ],2,7,4,5[)0( −−=e , ]2,1,4,8[)0( −=e , ]3,1,0,2[)0( −=e , it is 
observed that the error trajectories converge to zero.  
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Fig. 1. The synchronization errors with active method 
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Fig. 2. The synchronization errors with adaptive method (1) 
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Fig. 3. The synchronization errors with adaptive method (2) 
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Abstract. It is of great significance that summarizing the regular pattern of the 
user along the URL to find and browse the Web, mining user browsing patterns 
to help users reach the target page quickly for realizing the personalized 
navigation of search engine. In order to provide personalized service, an 
optimized matrix clustering algorithm is proposed, which can cluster the page 
users access, analysis and study the laws in the Web log records to improve 
performance and organizational structure of Web site according to browsing 
patterns of user accessing to Web, understand the user behavior, find user 
browsing patterns. The Experiment results shows that the algorithm has good 
practicability with accurately reflecting the Web visits. 

Keywords: User Access Pattern, Web Mining, User Access Matrix, Matrix 
Clustering. 

1   Introduction 

Web contains vast amounts of information, but its structure is complex, which is 
difficult for user to obtain information of interest, while browsing speed is also 
difficult to guarantee. It become an urgent and important subject that how to analysis 
requirements of user effectively and help users find information of interest resources. 
For this purpose, it should make the site according to user behavior patterns optimize 
organizational structures and forms to improve the quality of Web service, which will 
greatly facilitate users. 

Web log contains the information of user’s access, although different users at 
different times may have different access modes, its long-term trend should be stable, 
and in another word the interest should be reflected in the behavior of long-term 
access [1]. In a certain time interval, the behavior of user’s access can be recorded by 
a set of pages the user clicks when accessing the Web site, which are the composition 
of user session. All the user session in this period constitutes the access path set, and 
studying the similarity of between the access path set of user session will find user 
access patterns to the access behavior of user groups. Information such as some about 
user groups under similar sites will be found by user session clustering [2], which 
shows the law of behavior that user groups access Web, provide a reference site for 
optimizing organizational structure, and reduce user access time. It also can provide 
targeted resources to achieve personalized service. 
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2   Web User Access Patterns 

User access patterns are the access path which consist of the hyperlink that users click 
on when the user access site [3]. If different users have the same access sequence of 
pages hyperlink it means user access behavior has a certain similarity, which is an 
abstract to user access and it can be viewed as pages of knowledge. Path clustering is 
to find access behavior of users to access the path shown by the class of set process. 
Each collection represents one class user access patterns which has similar path. 
Clustering them can obtain the statistical sense of the dynamic user access patterns 
and needs, and then to adjust the site structure and provide the basis for further 
content organization. 

Web access pattern mining is the use of data by processing the Web to find user 
access patterns and understand user behavior. User access patterns mining process is 
through the use of data mining from the Web access patterns in the process of 
automatic extraction [4]. The preferences of user access patterns is not only reflected 
in its sequence of browsing the Web on the path, but also reflected in the user access 
in Web page timing. Cluster analysis of user groups with similar characteristics help 
understand the user access patterns [5]. Therefore, by mining the information of user 
access in a period, similar user groups and relevant page information in this site will 
be found.  

3   Algorithm Description 

3.1   Web User Access Patterns Mining Algorithm 

Improved matrix clustering algorithm is applied in this paper, which is relatively 
simple and extensive. Less demanding of its log file, no requirement of its session 
identification and transaction identification and no complex data make it more 
convenient. 

After preprocessing the original Log data, with L=<ip, uid, url, time> is expressed 
in Web server logs. Which, UserID that Web users ID, IP represents the users IP 
address, url that the users requested url, time indicates that the corresponding 
browsing time. Then, it’s further processing reflect the user browsing behavior within 
a certain period of time [6]. 

Definition 1: The user browsing behavior A: records of the information user browsing 
the site left behind, it has shown in Equation 1. 2 (n +1) tuple: 

{ } >=< n
AAA hitsurllIPUseIDA ),,(,,  (1) 

Among, lA_useid=UserIDA, lA∈L, lA_ip=IPA, n≥1, hits represent the times user 
UserIDA browsing the page lA_useid. 

Definition 2: Website model G: Website can be viewed as the topology of a directed 
graph, as shown in Equation 2: 

>=< PP EENNG ,,,  (2) 
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Among, N represent the node set; Np={Node∈N,{(UID,hits)n}}, n≥1, record the user 
UID and the number of access nodes Node for node attribute set; E represent to the 
directed edges set; Ep={(e∈E,{Number of path}p)m}, p, m≥1, for the directed edge 
attributes set, recorded the path to the directed edge of their number. 

Definition 3: urlID-UserID associated matrix Mm×n: According to the definition of a 
directed graph G from G's node set N can get all url of the site, from the 
corresponding nodes attribute set Np can gain access to each node’s UserID and the 
corresponding access value.Thus the urlID as rows, the UserID for the column to 
access the number of hits for the access value, can create urlID-UserID associated 
matrix Mm×n, as shown in Equation 3: 
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Among, hi.j is the number of page i is visited by the user j within the region for some 

time; each column vector [ ]jM ,⋅  indicates that the user j for all pages of the site 

visits; each row vector [ ]⋅,iM  means that all user access to pages i. Therefore, row 

vector reflects the type of user, describes the user personalized access sub-graph; the 
column vector represents the site structure, and also contains user access patterns in 
common. Then, measuring each row vector and column vector similarity can directly 
get similar user groups and related Web pages, but also realize the pages and user 
clustering. 

Definition 4: Weights associated matrix Am×n: Evolved from the correlation matrix 
Mm×n, as shown in Equation 4: 
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Among, ai.j is weight, ai.j=

i,j

i,j i

i,j i

0   h 0  

1   h

2   h

 =
 ≤ Λ
 ≥ Λ

, ai.j=0 means that the user does not access 

the page; ai.j=1, means that the user j interested in the contents of the page i; aij=2, 
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means that the user j is very interested in the content of the page i; Λi is threshold 
value (threshold value according to the clustering situation may be different). 

Definition 5: Similarity sim(pi,pj):Suppose pi and pj are two n-dimensional space 
vectors, pi=(ai1,⋅⋅⋅,aik,⋅⋅⋅,aim), pj=(aj1,⋅⋅⋅,ajk,⋅⋅⋅,ajm), 1≤k≤n, then the similarity sim(pi,pj) 
between vectors pi and pj shown in Equation 5: 
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Among, pi*pj means scalar product of two vectors, |pi| and |pj| are the vector norm of 
C and D. 

3.2   Steps of Algorithm  

Row vectors of urlID-UserID associated matrix Mm×n [ ]⋅,iM  is the description of all 

the user on each page visit, for all users that access the Web page the same or similar 
circumstances must have some similarities, so they can be clustered together. 

Clustering process is as follows: 
Input: preprocessed log database Webdatabase; 
Output: clustering results Clu. 
Specific implementation steps are as follows: 
1)urlID-UserID associated matrix Mm×n calculated threshold value for each line 

(the integral function), then D pretreatment. By definition 4, for any hij>Λi, can make 
aij=2; for any Λi >hij>0, can make aij=1; for any hij= 0, can make aij=0, thus generating 
the weight matrix Am×n. 

2) By definition 5, calculate the weight matrix Am×n the similarity Si.j between row 

vectors, similarity matrix Sim
m mA ×  generated. In the symmetric matrix Sim

m mA × , Random 

Si.j∈
Sim

m mA × (1<i≤m, i<j≤m) means the similarity between i-row vector and j-row vector 

, the diagonal element value is 1.Because similarity matrix symmetry, just consider it 
part of the inverted triangle (not including diagonal). Similarity matrix as follows: 
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3) Calculation of similarity matrix Sim
m mA ×  similarity threshold value Λ.. 


= =

=Λ
m

1i

m

1j
jis ,

Sim
m mA ×  (Matrix Sim

mmA ×  the number of non-zero). 

4) Complete the clustering operation. Output clustering results Clu. 
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3.3   Experimental Results 

Selecting the logs of Liaoning Technical University of Web server (www.lntu.edu.cn) 
as subjects, experimental data is the data for February 11, 2010 08:22:00-15:43:21 
user access the site, the entire site including the 9879 html, user access to a total of 
816M, identified a total of 8217 users access services, the average transaction length 
is 3.7 visits. Clustering results show that the calculation of similarity Sim to take into 
account the sequence of the path the user to access the page, draw a high similarity to 
the access path. Experiment results show that the interest people in the extent of the 
page more reflect in the retention time of the page. Therefore, Sim calculation method 
proposed in this paper fully take into account the time factor on the degree of user 
interest, this calculation method of similarity is more practical applications, user 
access and description of the level of interest of the more reasonable levels. By setting 
the threshold value Λi, the number of border objects can be controlled, which 
effectively solve the uncertainty that Web log user access targets, and the same user 
may belong to several different kinds of classes, Figure 1 shows the relationship 
between the threshold Λi and the number of boundary objects. 

Analysis shows that, with the threshold value Λi increases, the number of boundary 
objects in the continuous reduces, which shows that the original boundary objects 
with not clear classification is progressive realization classification. So that each 
boundary object has a defined indication, it is a effective solution to the user uncertain 
purpose of the browsing belong to multiple clusters of cases, and achieve stratified 
into categories the practical application of results. 

200
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Fig. 1. Relation between number of boundary object and Λi 

4   Conclusion 

Web user access pattern mining take the user browser preference as the time reference 
measurement, after a choice to the next page, the longer access, the user has greater interest 
in, the more preference in access to, and the shorter the browsing time the opposite.  
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Clustering algorithm can accurately reflect the user browsing interests, without 
additional burden, with the advantages of simple, efficient and better system 
scalability. Also consider Web log preprocessing with user identification to find a 
class or a user browser preference path to design personalized Websites. 
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Abstract. Link mining is also called social network analysis. It is a new study 
of data mining. It is different from the traditional data mining methods. Link 
information is used in link mining. Link information provides richer and more 
accurate information about the social network. In this paper, a representation is 
chosen by Graph, Dyad and Subgraph for the statistical inference of mining. 
And then based on the defining of the graph structure and link type, the model 
of getting the link features is built. Last a combining link-based and content-
based classification method is proposed, and this method is proved to improve 
the result of classification.  

Keywords: link mining, link-based classification, content-based classification. 

1  Introduction 

The traditional data mining tasks (such as association rules mining, shopping cart 
analysis) view data from data set as related and independent events. Mining abundant 
data set, which has the structure features of heterogeneous, is an important challenge 
in data mining. 

Link mining is also called social network analysis [1]. It is a new study of research 
area, which is located in multidisciplinary intersection: link analysis, Web mining [2], 
graph mining and social network analysis. Link mining belongs to the category of 
multi-relational data mining. With the deepening research of link mining, the new 
study task also appears, such as the prediction of the strength of link, prediction of the 
exist of connection, the discovery of joint quote and the mining of graph pattern, and 
the study of classification and clustering methods based on link of mining. All of 
those are hotspots of current researches. 

The content of this paper is node classification method based on link. Compared 
with the traditional classification methods, the classification method based on link 
joins link information, and proposes an effective combining link-based and content-
based classification method. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the data 
representation of link mining; Section 2 introduces the obtaining of link information 
model; Section 3 introduces combining link-based and content-based classification 
method; Section 4 introduces the use of data; Section 5 introduces experiments and 
results; and section 6 is the conclusion. 
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2  Data Representation of Link Mining 

In order to accomplish the link mining task efficiently, the social network should be 
formalized at first. Graph provides a visual representation for formalized social 
network. The social network analysis proposed by Freeman has 4 basic characteristics 
[3]: 

① The social network analysis takes more attention to the connection between the 
object, rather than the properties of itself. 

② The information tied between the objects must be collected by systematic 
method. 

③ Established above the graph model; 
④ Meaningful information is got from these relations by using mathematics 

method. 
Graph as a basic representation of social network is appropriate, social network is 

composed by the object (namely nodes of graph) and the relation tie between the 
object (namely the edges). Among them: 

Object: Social entity, which can represent specific individuals, clubs or other social 
units. 

Relation tie: Social entity contacts together through the relation tie. Different social 
networks have the different significance: the blood relationship between family 
members; the cooperation relationship between colleagues; Hyperlink between Web 
pages; Quote relationship between works, etc. 

In addition to the two basic elements above, there are more complex patterns: 
Dyad: Composed by two objects and the connections between them. 
Subgraph: Composed by part of the social network and the connections among 

them. The subgraph used for analyzing characteristics of groupuscule, which belong 
to social networks. 

Graph [4]: All objects and the relation ties among them, which used to analyze the 
characteristics of the whole. 

Although the choice of representation is not part of the link mining, it has very 
important influence on statistical inference of mining. Therefore, before solving a 
specific social problem, the first thing is to choose a good representation. It has the 
more important significance for a good link mining system. 

Through the introductions above, we have a basic understanding of link mining. 
The next is the core content of this paper: a combining link-based and content-based 
classification method. 

3  Obtaining of Link Information Model 

3.1  Definition Graph 

Usually, we think the object set based on link is a directed graph essentially, node 
represents object, edge represents link between objects. 
 
Definition 1 
Graph: g(O，L) is the directed graph definited between O and L: 
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O: Represent object set. O={X1,…, Xn}，Xi is an object or a node of graph, O is 
the set of nodes.  

L: Represent the set of the links between objects, Li→j represents a link between the 
object Xi and Xj. L is the set of edges. 

3.2  Definition Link Types 

Experience tells us the fact: users of network will always click on websites related 
with their own content; Thesis authors are always citing papers associated with their 
own theme; People always enjoy getting together with friends which have common 
hobbies... These give us a prompt that the content of two papers is likely to be similar 
if they quoted from a same paper; People who scan the same website will have the 
similar knowledge background extremely. Therefore, we define four basic link types 
as follows: 

Definition 2. Link Type： The class notation of the object is a finite set {c1,…,ck}, 
c(X) denote an object X of the class c. Link Type can be divided into the following 
four category: 

In(Xi): The in-links collection of object Xi , means the links point to Xi , {Xj | 
Lj→i∈L}. 

Out(Xi): The out-links collection of object Xi , means the links point to other 
objects, {Xj | Li→j∈L}. 

Co-In(Xi): The joint reference collection of object Xi , {Xj | Xj≠Xi ,the third object 
Xk  possess the links point to Xi and Xj }.We can consider Co-In links lke 
this： possess  the in-links point to Xk . 

Co-Out(Xi): The joint reference collection of object Xi , {Xj | Xj≠Xi , Xi and Xj  

possess the links point to the third object Xk }. We can consider Co-Out links like 
this： Xi and Xj possesses the out-links point to Xk . 

3.3  Feature of Links 

Getting the information of links is obtained through the implementation of getting 
features of the links. Based on the defining of the graph structure and link type, next 
we need to find the pattern or model of getting the features of the links. So we tried a 
variety of simple mechanisms, which are based on the statistical calculations. When 
describing the finite data collection, statistical calculations to be more compact than 
storing incidence matrix .In addition, when a new object entered, these models can be 
adaptive , so the applied range can be more widely. 

Notice that the following definition of the three models, we can get the link feature 
of one link type (In links, Out links, Co-In Links, Co-Out Links) at one time. 

Definition 3. Model-link: {c1,…,ck} is the finite set of class notation , (n1,…,nk) is a set 
of vectors corresponding the class notation {c1,…,ck}. ni (1≤i≤k) denote the number of 
the a certain link type which between class ci and the target object. If  nj, ni, j≠I and 
1≤j≤k, then the target object belongs to cj , the result of Model-link is class cj . 

Definition 4. Count-link: {c1,…,ck} is the finite set of class notation , (n1,…,nk) is a 
set of vectors corresponding the class notation {c1,…,ck}. ni (1≤i≤k) denote the 
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number of the a certain link type which between class ci and the target object .The 
result of the Count-link is a set of vectors:(n1,…,nk) . 

Definition 5. Binary-link: {c1,…,ck} is the finite set of class notation , (n1,…,nk) is a 
set of vectors corresponding the class notation {c1,…,ck}.If existing this kind of link 
type more than once between class ci and the target object ,then ni  =1,on the contrary 
ni = 0. The result of the Binary –link is a set of binary vectors: (n1,…,nk). 

The following are examples, Fig.1:A, B, C are three classes . X is the target object. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Link model of object X 

Fig.1 shows the link structure of target object X, and outputs the extraction results 
of the link feature about the three models. 

It is easy to find that the Count-link provides more accurate details about the link 
information than Model-link and Binary-link. Count-link not only finds the classes 
that are associated with the target object, but also announces the proportional 
relationship between these classes. 

In Links: 
  mode: A 
  binary: (1,1,1) 
  count: (3,1,1) 

Out Links: 
mode: B 
binary: (1,1,0) 
count: (1,2,0) 

Co-In Links: 
   mode: A 
   binary: (1,0,0) 
   count: (2,0,0) 

Co-Out Links: 
mode: B 
binary: (1,1,0) 
count: (1,2,0) 

A 
A 

A X 

A 

C B 

B B 

B 

A 
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4  Combining Link-Based and Content-Based Classification Method  

Link mining means mining the information of the links. Link-based classification, the 
task is not just tap the link information, what is more important is how to improve 
classification results using the link information. Among the link-based classification 
task, data sample to be classified belongs to those who always have some contact with 
their class, and this contact is the hidden information of the link. 

Among the link-based classification task, each data sample consists two pieces of 
information: link information and content information. The content information 
describes the properties of the samples; the link information describes the relationships 
between the samples. Among the tasks of link mining, the link information is more 
important than the content information. 

Classification method of merging link information and content is divided into the 
following two steps: 

① Dealing with the link information and content information separately (OA(X) 
denote the content information, LD(X) denote the link information). 

② Merging the two parts by a classification model. 

Traditional classification methods are based the content information, and the 
method has been very rich, among them the (Naïve Bayes) [5]，kNN [6] and Support 
Vector Machine(SVM) [7] are the three most well-known methods. The classification 
method based on the link information is the new research direction, through the 
introduction of Part 2, knowing that the link information can be obtained from the 
implement of getting the feature of the link, in which the Count-link is considered to 
be the most appropriate extraction model. 

In order to merge the link information and content information, we choose the 
Bayesian network model [8]. Bayesian network model is widely used in the 
information retrieval [9,10], especially for merging heterogeneous information [11]. 

Definition: {c1,…,ck} is the finite set of class notation ci∈{-1, +1} (1≤i≤k), given 
an unknown data sample X(that is ,no class notation),select Count-model to get the 
link feature of the sample X, then the probability of the sample X belongs to a certain 
class c can be expressed as: 

( | ) ( ( ( ) | ) ( ( ) | )){ , , - , - }P X c P OA X c P LD X ct In Out Co In Co Out t
η = ∈  (1)

Where this definition, t refers to different link type, η  is the normalized constant. 

4.1  Content Information 

( ( ) | )P OA X c : The probability of unknown sample X belongs to class c only 
considering the content information. 

Expressed by function：  

( ( ) | ) ( , )P OA X c class X ci i=       (1≤i≤k) (2)

Where X is the unknown data sample, ci is a certain class, class is a classification 
based on the content information (Native Bayes, kNN or SVM), ensuring 

0≤ ( , )class X ci ≤1. 
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4.2   Link Information 

( ( ) | ) ( ( ) | ){ , , - , - }P LD X c P LD X ct In Out Co In Co Out t
η= ∈  

Denote the probability of unknown sample X belongs to class c only considering 
the link information. 

Where η is the normalized constant， ensuring: 

0≤ ( ( ) | ){ , , - , - } P LD X ct In Out Co In Co Out t
 ∈ ≤1 

① Use Count-link to obtain the link feature of the unknown sample X, getting the 
following four vectors: 

(n1,…nk)In, (n1,…nk)Out, (n1,…nk)Co-In, (n1,…nk)Co-Out 

② Based on the link information, calculate the probability of the unknown sample 
X belongs to each class: 

( ( ) | )
...1 2

niP LD X ct i
n n nk

=
+ + +

 (3)

Combined ⑴，⑵，⑶，getting the probability of sample X belongs to class ci after 
combining the link information and content information. 

( | ) ( ( , ) ( ( ) | )){ , , - , - }P X c class X c P LD X ct In Out Co In Co Outi i it
η = ∈ (1 )k i≤ ≤ (4)

Classification allocates unknown data sample to the biggest probability class. 
Compare with structured Logistic Regression modem, the complexity of Bayesian 

network model reduced, when training parameters. It is important to emphasize that 
the belief network is a model frame, not a kind of reasoning mechanism. 

5  The Use of the Data 

The labeled data Dl (training set) and the unlabeled data Du (test set) compose the data 
set D. In the traditional classification method, first training classifier with the labeled 
data, then use the classifier to distinguish the unlabeled data. But the classification 
method based on link is different. As we know, the relationship in link is dynamic. 
When a classified numbered sample was joined in the labeled data successfully, it will 
bring new changes to the link information of the labeled set. 

First, create Bayesian network model for the labeled data set Dl (training set). Then 
classify the unlabeled data set Du (test set). Finally train the new model with the 
classified unlabeled data and the original labeled data set. 

It can be classified into the following two steps: 

Step1: initialization. Creating Bayesian network model and training classification 
according to the information of content and link only use the labeled data set. 

Step2: iterative (usually use EM-like iterative algorithm) 
1. Classify the unlabeled data use the classifier that is trained in step1. 
2. Recalculating the link features of the labeled data set sample. Reevaluate the 

Bayesian network model parameters. 
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By iteration and training all the unlabeled data classified successfully, unlabeled 
data and labeled data are used in the process of training classifier and parameter. 

6  Experiment and Result 

Experimental data from Cora [12] data set(a data set build by a CiteSeer); WebKB [13] data 
set(World Wide Web). 

Establish the experiment data set: CoraⅠ, CoraⅡ, SubWebKB (part data from 
Cora and WebKB). 

6.1  Define Experimental Metrics 

TP (true positive): sample x belonging to class ci, through the classifier identify, it 
assigned to class ci indeed. 

FP (false positive): sample x not belonging to class ci, but after identify by 
classifier, it assigned to the class ci. 

TN (true negative): sample x not belonging to ci, through the classifier identify, it 
assuredly did not belonging to ci. 

FN (false negative): sample x belonging to ci, but after identify by classifier, it did 
not belonging to ci. 

Accuracy is the percentage of the properly labeled sample, (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+ 
FP+FN). 

Precision, be marked in the same kind of samples, the percentage of correct marked 
TP / (TP+FP). 

Recall, belongs to the same kind of samples and the percentage of be properly 
labeled TP/ (TP+FN). 

6.2  Experimental Results 

The experiments show that combined link information and content information is 
superior than based on content only. The accuracy of Count model is better than 
Mode model, and they all better than Binary mode. The reason is the mode which is 
based on linking use a lot of adjacency sample attribute, Mode and Count model make 
full use of these information. In a sense, Binary model only describe the kind of 
existence, but lost the information about frequency. Especially in the reference field, 
the advantage of Count model is more apparent. 

Such as table 1, table 2, table3, three conditions are compared in Cora I, Cora II 
and SubWebKB: the result based on only consider the content; the result based on 
only consider Link information; the result after combine the content and the link 
information. 

Table 1. Classified re report table on Cora I data set 

Cora Ⅰ 
 Content Links Combine 

Avg accuracy 66.39 78.16 82.27 
Avg precision 68.07 79.11 85.26 
Avg recall 63.25 75.76 81.41 
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Table 2. Classified report table on CoraⅡdata set 

Cora Ⅱ 
 Content Links Combine 

Avg accuracy 62.98 79.96 81.57 
Avg precision 65.48 78.46 80.29 
Avg recall 48.37 75.26 77.34 

Table 3. Classified report table on SubWebKB data set 

SubWebKB 
 Content Links Combine 

Avg accuracy 82.12 56.44 88.39 
Avg precision 72.34 68.81 75.96 
Avg recall 78.91 59.33 80.82 

 
Experimental results show that model of combing link-based and content-based 

classification is better. But compare with only consider the content or link 
information, it show different results. When consider link information only, the 
results is better than consider content only based on Cora I data set and Cora II data 
set. But, based on SubWebKB data set, the result is opposite, and the result is not very 
ideal when only consider the link information. The reason is that content can supply 
better initialization entrance. It compensated the lack content when data focused on 
fully linked information. When link information rare of focused data, the performance 
maybe bad. 

Comparing the contribution of different type of optimization classification, it shows 
that all link type is good. But when consider one part, Out Links and Co-In Links 
seems supply more information, and when based on SubWebKB is not good. 

Table 4. Accuracy classified table labeled only and complete 

 Labeled links only Complete Links 

CoraⅠ 68.72 82.27 

CoraⅡ 70.36 81.57 

SubWebKB 85.66 88.39 

 
Table 4 Comparing the accuracy of classified results only use labeled data set and 

unlabeled data set. 
The classification results improved by use the increase unlabeled data set. Link 

information may improve the classified results, in terms of , we can change the error 
results based on content only according to the link information .And how to 
coordinate the percentage between link information and content information in the 
process of classify will be a potential research direction.  
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7  Conclusions 

Many data sets have complex structure, and something is always interacting in reality. 
Link mining is the best method in digging mass structured data. Mining link 
information and using model obtain information is the core task of link mining .In this 
paper, we focused on using the link information improve the classification results. 

This article put forward a kind of simple framework based of statistical method in 
order to mode the future of link. Bayesian network model played a very good effect 
role when merge the link information and the content information. It found four link 
types, analyzed their importance, and added the unlabeled data to the process of 
training classifier, and discussed the relationship between link information and 
content information. This content will provide important base for future research. 
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Abstract. Focused on the problem of numerous labeling works on the expert 
homepage in the procedure of Chinese expert entity homepage recognition, in 
this paper, a method of Chinese expert entity homepage recognition based on 
the Co-EM proposed. In detail, firstly, collect the names of Chinese expert 
entity and the corresponding web pages, and then label a small quantity of web 
pages. Secondly for Chinese entity characteristics, extract the hyperlink features 
and the web page content features as two independent feature sets. Thirdly train 
the hyperlink classifier using the hyperlink feature set and label the all the 
expert entity homepages, and then train the content classifier using the web 
page content feature set and the labels which were labeled by the hyperlink 
classifier. Use the labels which were labeled by the content classifier to update 
the hyperlink classifier. Repeat the procedure until the two classifiers converge. 
Finally, experiments were done by employing the method of 10-fold cross 
validation. The results show that the method based on the Co-EM semi-
supervised algorithm can uses the unlabeled web pages effectively and there is 
an increase of accuracy of recognition compared with using the labeled web 
pages only. 

Keywords: Chinese Expert Entity Homepage Recognition, Semi-supervised 
learning, Co-EM. 

1   Introduction 

With the increase demand of expert’s information, how to find out the expert entity 
homepages from a mass of Internet web pages quickly and accurately has gradually 
become people’s strong demand. Given an expert entity name, how to find the 
expert’s homepage and detail information directly has an important prospect. 

In the English expert entity homepage recognition, the famous international 
conference TREC [1] (Text Retrieval Conference) set the Enterprise Search task from 
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2005, besides, it set the English Expert Search as its sub-task. In the early 90s of 20 
century, Hewlett-Packard developed the CONNEX system which is used to find 
homepages of the employees [2]. Since then, Dawit Yimam [3] proposed a DEMOIR 
(Dynamic Expertise Modeling from Organizational Information Resources) approach 
to carry out the research on entity homepage recognition. Campbell et al. [4] also 
analyzed the link structure defined by authors and receivers of emails using a 
modified version of the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm to identify 
authorities and return information and homepages of experts. In addition, probabilistic 
approaches presented by Macdonald and Ounis [5] and formal methods proposed by 
Balog et al. [6] have been developed based on the assumption to search experts and 
the corresponding homepages. Lina Li et al. [7] defined the entity features related to 
the features of link and web page content, and then used the AdaBoost algorithm to 
train the classifier. Yi Fang, Luo Si et al. [8, 9, 10] also developed a search engine 
used for the Indiana Database of University Research Expertise (INDURE) to obtain 
the specific information and homepages of experts. Meanwhile, the SPUD (Skills 
Planning and Development) project [11] of Microsoft and the SmallBlue [12] System 
of IBM both are the typical applications in this area. In the Chinese expert entity 
recognition, Lina Li et al. [13] adopted the method which combines the feature of link 
and web page content and the J48 algorithm and the accuracy rate reaches 81.05%. 
The Chinese expert entity recognition can be transformed into the classification task. 
But collecting and labeling a mass of training data is necessary in the procedure of 
machine learning, in the real world application, labeling a mass of web pages 
manually is costly, but we can get a mass of unlabeled web pages through the search 
engine is easy. Therefore, the semi-supervised learning of how to combine labeled 
data with unlabeled data becomes the major concern of expert entity homepage 
recognition researches. 

Various semi-supervise learning methods have been proposed in the machine 
learning domain. Co-training introduced by Blum and Mitchell [14] is a semi-
supervised learning paradigm, which trains two separate classifiers with the labeled 
data and let them label the unlabeled examples with high confidence for each other. 
Each classifier is retrained with the additional training examples given by the other 
classifier. Kamal Nigam [15] proposed the Co-EM algorithm based on the Co-training 
and EM theory which solves the problem of “noisy data” when we used the Co-
training algorithm to train two classifiers and used the two classifier to label data in 
the same time. 

In this paper, with the help of search engine, we collected a mass expert homepage 
data and labeled a little data. And then for Chinese entity characteristics, defined the 
expert entity features related to the features of link and web page content as two 
independent feature sets. Finally we trained the expert homepage classifier by the Co-
EM algorithm. The result of experiment shows that the classifier which is trained by 
the algorithm we proposed can use the unlabeled data effectively and improve the 
accuracy rate. 

The organization of this paper is as follow: In section 2, we describe the 
characteristics of Chinese expert homepage and the method of extracting the features; in 
section 3, the method of Chinese expert entity recognition combines Co-EM algorithm 
is introduced; in section 4, we describe the result of Chinese expert entity recognition 
and analyze the result. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.  
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2   Feature Extraction in Expert Homepage 

2.1   Collection of Chinese Expert Entity Homepage 

In this paper, we collected the random expert entity names from several universities’ 
websites, and then input the names into search engine baidu (http://www.baidu.com) to 
get the top 5 web pages corresponding to every name. Next, we mark the order of the 
web pages in the search engine and labeled a little web page. In detail, 0 denotes the 
web page is not the expert’s homepage, 1 denotes the web page is the expert’s detail 
information but isn’t the homepage, 2 denotes the web page is expert’s homepage and 
99 denotes the web page is unlabeled. And then, the expert entity web pages can be 
described as a six-tuple SEU: ( , , , , , )SEU ID EN Content Rank Url Score= . In 

which, ID is the order number when we collected the web page, EN is the expert entity 
name, Content is the content of the web page, Url is the hyperlink corresponding to the 
web page, Rank is the web page’s rank number in the search engine’s list and the score 
denotes the type of the web page. 

2.2   Characteristics of Chinese Expert Homepage 

In general, there are a mount of features which is relevant to the expert’s homepage in 
the web page’s hyperlink. From the analysis of the hyperlinks of the Web Pages, we 
can see that, there are several special characters such as “?”, “/”, “=” et al, besides, the 
web page’s rank in the search engine is high. We also discovered that: the hyperlink 
which has the words such as “news”,”baike” is not the expert’s homepage’s hyperlink; 
the expert’s homepage’s hyperlink has fewer characters like “%” et al, a mount of 
expert’s homepage’s hyperlink has several numbers. So for the characters of expert’s 
homepage’s hyperlinks, we adopt 14 typical features (which are shown as feature 1-
14 in table 1 in subsection 2.3). 

Besides, the content of the web page also has several features can be used for the 
expert entity recognition. For example: there are several words such as “姓名(name)”, 
“研究 (research)”, “论文 (papers)”, “教授 (professor)”, “学院 (college)”, “报告
(report)”, “大学(university)” corresponding to the expert entity name, the hyperlink 
and the images in the web page content both are the typical features of expert 
homepage. We adopted 4 typical features in the web page’s content(which are shown 
as feature 15-18 in table 1 in subsection 2.3), besides, borrowed ideas from the text 
classification, we remove the html tags of the web pages , segment the words , 
remove the stop-words, and then calculate the information gain(IG) of every word. 
The equation of IG is shown as equation 1: 
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target space. ( )iP c is the probability of class  ic occurs in the train corpus. ( )P t is 
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the probability of term t  occurring in the train corpus. ( | )iP c t denotes the co-

occurrence probability of ic  and t  in the train corpus. ( | )iP c t  is the 

probability of t  not occurring in the train corpus. After the calculation, we adopt the 
top 10 words which have the higher IG values to extend the web page content features  

2.3   Feature Exaction of Chinese Expert Homepage 

After the analysis of subsection 2.2, in this paper, we adopted the hyperlink features 
and web content features as two independent feature sets separately. The feature list 
of the Chinese expert homepage is shown as table 1: 

Table 1. The feature list of Chinese expert homepage 

Feature id Feature Description type 

Feature1 Whether the hyperlink include “news” Num1 {0,1} 
Feature2 The length of the hyperlink Num2 integer 
Feature 3 The count of “/” in the hyperlink Num3 integer 
Feature 4 The count of “?” in the hyperlink Num4 integer 
Feature 5 The baidu rank of the homepage Num5 integer 
Feature 6 The count of “%” in the hyperlink Num6 integer 
Feature 7 The count of “=” in the hyperlink Num7 integer 
Feature 8 The count of “_” in the hyperlink Num8 integer 
Feature 9 Whether the hyperlink include “baike” Num9 {0,1} 

Feature 10 Whether existing whole numeric information between two “/ “ 
in HYPERLINK, such as “/888/” 

Num10 {0,1} 

Feature 11 Whether the hyperlink include “~” Num11 {0,1} 
Feature 12 The count of numbers in the hyperlink Num12 integer 
Feature 13 The count of numbers after the last second “/” of the hyperlink Num13 integer 
Feature 14 The count of “&” in the hyperlink Num14 integer 
Feature 15 The count of entity name in the web page content Num15 integer 
Feature 16 The count of images in the web page content Num16 integer 

Feature 17 The count of hyperlinks in the web page content Num17 integer 
Feature 18 Whether the web page content include the words “姓名(name)

、研究(research)、学会(academy)、论文(papers)、教授
(professor)、学院(college)、报告(report)、大学(university)、
协会(society)、学部(faculty)、研究所(institute)、博士(PhD)
、专门(specialist)、所属(belonged to)、讲座(lecture)、课题
(topic)、发表(publish)、出版(publishing)、领域(area)、项目

(project)” 

Num18 integer 

Feature 19-28 Term1-Term10 which were adopted by calculating the Terms’ 
IG values 

Num19-28 integer 

In the table 1, the feature 1-14 are the features based on the homepage’s 
hyperlinks, the feature 15-28 are the features based on the homepage’s content. 
Focused on the six-tuple SEU we get from the search engine in subsection 2.1, from 
the definitions in the table 1, we adopted the feature 1-14 as hyperlink feature set and 
adopted the feature 15-28 as the content feature set. 
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3   Chinese Expert Homepage Recognition Based on Co-EM 

3.1   Modified Bayesian Model 

Bayesian Model is a simple but effective text classification algorithm for learning 
from labeled data. The model c calculates the probability of a document belongs to a 
class. We choose the Modified Bayesian model as the fundamental classifier. In 
details, the algorithm describe as follows: 

Suppose that the training data is consist of features, 1 | |{ , , }j Cc C c c∈ =   

denotes the jth class, and then we can get the probability of document  iD belongs to 

jc  which is shown as Equation 2 
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In the equation 2, iw  is the feature of the document iD and the denominator is a 

constant when the training data is determined. The Modified Bayesian model 
supposes the features of the document are independent, so equation 3 is gained 
because of the independent probability. 

1 1 2( , , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )j n j j j nP c w w P c w P c w P c w= × × ×         (3) 

After deal with the weight of TF-IDF, the equation (4) is obtained: 
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In which ( , )j tn c w  denotes the number of times feature tw  appears in the 

class jc .   
1

( , )
V

j ti
n c w

= denotes the total number of the times feature tw  

appears in all the classes. V  is the count of classes, M  denotes the feature 

tw appears in M  classes, the 0.5 is smooth factor. 

At last, we can predict a document’s label by maximizing the equation 5 

1 1arg max ( | ) arg max ( , , , ) arg max( ( , ) ( , ))j i j n j j nP c q P c w w P c w P c w∝ ∝ × ×   (5) 

3.2   Co-EM Algorithm 

The Co-EM algorithm is a semi-supervised algorithm which combines EM theory and 
the Co-training theory. The algorithm’s procedure is similar with the Co-training, first 

train a classifier 1C  using a independent feature set, then use 1C  labels all the 

unlabeled data and use the other independent feature set and the labels which are 
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labeled by 1C  to train the classifier 2C , finally use 2C  labels all the data and use 

the labels which are labeled by 2C  to update the parameters of 1C , repeat the 

procedure until the two classifiers converge. The algorithm is described as the 
following: 

Algorithm 1. The Co-EM algorithm 

Input： labeled training set Ql, unlabeled training set Qu, number of iterations K 
Output： Two classifiers, C1 and C2. These predictions combined by multiplying together  
Process：  
For t=1 to K do 

Train the naive bayes classifier C1 using the hyperlink features of Q1 only. 

Predict the unlabeled set Qu using C1 and train the other modified bayes classifier C2 

using the content features of Ql and Qu 

Predict Qu using C2 and use the labels which were predicted by C2 to update the 

parameters of C1. 

End for 

The major difference between the Co-training and Co-EM is that, the Co-EM does 
not use the first classifier to classify the unlabeled data directly but use the posterior 
to classify the unlabeled data; the labels of the data can be changed in the following 
training procedure. In the Co-training algorithm, the original classifier’s accuracy rate 
has a big influence on the final accuracy rate. And the Co-EM algorithm solves the 
problem. 

3.3   Chinese Expert Homepage Recognition based on the Co-EM 

We get the Chinese expert entity name from the universities’ website at random, 
retrieve a mass of web pages from the search engine, and then label a little manually 

and build the six-tuple SEU. the data set marked as u lQ Q Q= ∪ , in which uQ  is 

the unlabeled web page, lQ  is the labeled web page. Next, we train the Modified 

Bayesian model 1C  using the hyperlink feature set, then label the uQ  by 1C ,train 

the other modified Bayesian model 2C  using the content feature and labels which 

are labeled by 1C , update the classifier 1C  using the labels which are labeled by 

2C , repeat the procedure and the number of times of repeating is 10. Finally we get 

two classifiers 1C and 2C , and for the prediction of a new data, we maximum the  

1 2( ) ( )p c p c×  , in which p ( 1C ) is the probability of classifier 1C  and the 

probability of classifier 2C . 
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4   Experiment and Analysis 

The experimental data is the expert entity names which are obtained from the 
universities’ website at random, and then with the help of search engine, 2113 
Chinese expert web pages are obtained. Next label 300 web pages manually, that is to 
assign the value of Score of the six-tuple SEU=(ID, EN, Content, Rank, Url, Score). 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of Co-EM, In this paper, the methods of feature 
extraction are choose as hyperlink feature, content feature, hyperlink feature and the 
content feature; the methods of classification are choose as SVM, Modified Bayes, 
J48, Co-EM. 

Experiment uses the method of 10-fold cross validation to verify the classification 
results with different classifiers. The specific classification results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The accuracy rate of different methods of feature extraction and classification 

Feature Accuracy
SVM BAYES J48 Co-EM 

HYPERLINK 65.54% 75.49% 80.17% _ 
CONTENT 63.12% 73.83% 77.84% _ 

HYPERLINK+CONTENT 66.21% 77.61% 82.49% 83.48% 

Note: The Co-EM algorithm can not be used only with the hyperlink feature or the content feature, so there 

is no accuracy rate in the table when used the Co-EM  

The result shows that: In the supervised learning, the accuracy rate of the feature 
extraction method which combines the hyperlink feature and the content feature is 
higher than the method which only uses the hyperlink feature or content feature. In 
which J48 method, combined with the feature of hyperlink and the content obtain a 
better result, the accuracy rate reaches 82.49%. In the semi-supervised learning, using 
the Co-EM algorithm, the accuracy rate reaches 83.48%, it proves that, Co-EM 
algorithm can use the unlabeled data effectively and reduce the labeling work; 
meanwhile, an increase of classification accuracy rate is obtained. 

In order to evaluate the convergent speed of Co-EM algorithm in the iterative 
procedure, the classification accuracy of 10 iterative procedures are shown as Figure 1. 

Accuracy of Co-EM With  Different Iterations
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Fig. 1. The classification accuracy of Co-EM algorithm in 10 iterative procedures 
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The results show that: in the previous iteration, the accuracy of classification is 
low. After several iterations, the accuracy of classification increases and changes to 
steady, in the figure 1, after 8 iterations, there is a little change in accuracy of 
classification. Therefore, Co-EM algorithm has a quick speed convergent speed; that 
is this model has a quick speed of training. 

In order to evaluate the influence of labeled data in the Co-EM algorithm, in this 
paper, we add some labeled data into the training procedure. The labeled web pages 
are 350,400,450,500,550,600; the number of iterations is 10. The result is shown in 
Figure 2. 

Accuracy of Co-EM With different labeled data
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Fig. 2. The classification Accuracy of different count of labeled data 

The result shows that: when the labeled data increases in the range of 350-500, the 
accuracy increases, and when the labeled data reaches 500, there is a little change in 
accuracy of classification. It shows that, in the procedure of Chinese expert homepage 
recognition, we can obtain a steady accuracy without labeling a mass of web pages; 
the Co-EM algorithm can use the unlabeled data effectively, reduce the work of 
labeling and improve the accuracy of classification. 

5   Conclusion 

Chinese Expert Entity Homepage Recognition is an important component of expert 
system, with the help of semi-supervised learning algorithm, there is less work on 
labeling data manually. The result of experiment shows that the Co-EM algorithm 
uses the unlabeled data effectively and improves the accuracy of classification. In 
future, we will focus on the feature optimization with hyperlink and web page and the 
optimal homepage learning algorithm improvement. 
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Abstract. Semi-supervised clustering uses a small amount of labeled data to aid 
and bias the clustering of unlabeled data. This paper explores the usage of 
labeled data to generate and optimize initial cluster centers for k-means 
algorithm. It proposes a max-distance search approach in order to find some 
optimal initial cluster centers from unlabeled data, especially when labeled data 
can’t provide enough initial cluster centers. Experimental results demonstrate 
the advantages of this method over standard random selection and partial 
random selection, in which some initial cluster centers come from labeled data 
while the other come from unlabeled data by random selection. 

Keywords: semi-supervised clustering, k-means, initial cluster centers, max-
distance search. 

1   Introduction 

In pattern recognition, machine learning and relative fields, supervised learning is a 
method based on a great amount of labeled data to supply training sets. However, 
there are a mass of unlabeled data compared with limited labeled ones in many 
practical problems, such as Web Page Classification, Gene Analysis, Voice 
Recognition and so on. It is a truth that limited training data can not provide 
sufficient distribution information of dataset, which leads to unsatisfied result in 
practical applications. Meanwhile, significant number of unlabeled data is useless in 
supervised learning. Unsupervised learning method tries to build classifier by 
means of detecting hidden structures in unlabeled data. But it is difficult to make 
sure the accuracy on dealing with mass data. Therefore, it begins to raise more 
concern and become a new hot research issue that semi-supervised learning method 
utilizes comprehensively a bit labeled data and massive unlabeled ones. 

For different learning tasks, semi- supervised learning can be divided into semi-
supervised classification and semi-supervised clustering [1]. Semi-supervised 
classification [2, 3] makes use of a large amount of unlabeled data to enlarge the 
training set, which can compensate the disadvantage due to the inadequate labeled 
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data. Semi-supervised clustering [4-7] utilizes some labeled data to obtain a better 
clustering. This paper explores the use of labeled data to generate initial cluster 
centers for k-means algorithm, which biases clustering towards a good direction. 
Semi-supervised classification algorithms cannot instead of semi- supervised 
clustering algorithms to complete some learning tasks, in which a small amount of 
labeled data can not reflect the structure of dataset [8]. 

This paper introduces a semi-supervised k-means clustering algorithm, called 
Seeded K-means (Basu etc., 2002), which uses labeled data to generates initial cluster 
centers. But this algorithm is proceeded in the assumption that the labeled dataset 
covers all categories (in other words, each category has one labeled data at least [9]). It 
is obvious that this hypothesis is very limited. A more common problem is that we 
only have some labeled data which come from a part of categories, and we have not 
any one labeled data which come from the other categories. Based on this situation, 
this paper presents a max-distance search approach to find some optimal initial cluster 
centers from unlabeled data. We present results of experiments which demonstrate the 
advantages of our method over standard random selection and partial random selection, 
in which some initial cluster centers come from labeled data while the other come from 
unlabeled data by random selection. 

2   Problem Description 

In this section, we definite some concepts used in this paper, and then introduce the 
background knowledge, finally describe the problem we are facing.  

2.1   Seed Set 

Given a dataset X as previously mentioned, k-means clustering of the dataset 
generates a k-partitioning k

llX 1}{ =  of X . Let XS ⊆ , called the Seed Set, be a subset 

consisting of labeled data (called the Seeds) which are provided as follows: for 

each Sxi ∈ , the user provides the cluster lX of the partition to which it belongs. The 

Seed Set is used to generate initial cluster centers for k-means algorithm. 

2.2   Complete Seed Set and Incomplete Seed Set 

We assume that corresponding to each partition
lX  of X , there is typically at least 

one seed Sxi ∈ . Note that we get a Seed Set with a k-partitioning k
llS 1}{ = , called the 

Complete Seed Set.  
However, in most cases we can’t get the Seed Set with a k-partitioning k

llS 1}{ =  but 

a j-partitioning )(,}{ 1 kjS j
ll <=

, called the Incomplete Seed Set, which means that 

corresponding to some partitions of X (actually j of k ), there is typically at least one 

seed Sxi ∈ , but corresponding to the other partitions (actually jk − of k ), there is 

not one seed Sxi ∈ .  
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An example of Complete Seed Set and Incomplete Seed Set is presented in Fig.1. 

 

Fig. 1. Complete Seed Set and Incomplete Seed Set 

2.3   Semi–supervised K-Means Clustering 

K-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967) is a method commonly used to automatically 
partition a dataset into k clusters. The algorithm is presented in detail in Fig.2 [9, 10].  

 

 

Fig. 2. K-means Algorithm 

It is well known that the most challenge of k-means algorithm is selection of the 
initial cluster centers. The traditional k-means algorithm randomly selects k data 
points as initial cluster centers from unlabeled dataset, which leads to the chances of it 
getting stuck in poor local optima. In the research of semi-supervised k-means 
algorithm, the outbreak is taking advantage of labeled data to obtain initial cluster 
centers.  

So the problem is how can we utilize the limited labeled data to obtain good initial 
cluster centers? 

3   Algorithms 

In this section, we explain how semi-supervision can be incorporated into the k-means 
algorithm by optimizing initial cluster centers. According to the two kinds of Seed Set 
mentioned in chapter 2.2, we can divide semi-supervised k-means into the semi- 
supervised k-means based on Complete Seed Set, called “CSK-means” for short and 
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the semi-supervised k-means based on Incomplete Seed Set, called “ISK-means” for 
short, and then we give the mathematical motivation behind the two proposed 
algorithms. 

3.2   CSK-Means 

In CSK-means, a complete seed set is used to initialize the k-means algorithm. Thus, 
rather than initializing k-means from k random data points, the initial center of the 

l th cluster is initialized with the mean of the l th partition lS  of the seed set. The 

calculation of the initial cluster centers kll ,...,2,1}{ =μ  can be written as: 

                     klx
S

lSxl
l ,...,2,1,

||

1 == 
∈

μ                         (1) 

 
The algorithm is presented in detail in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. CSK-means clustering algorithm 

3.3   ISK-Means  

In ISK-means, an incomplete seed set is used to initialize the k-means algorithm. Thus, 
rather than CSK-means, the key point of ISK-means is how to calculate the jk −  

initial cluster centers when j of k  initial cluster centers can be initialized with the 

means of the j  partitions )(,}{ 1 kjS j
ll <=

. 

Partial random selection. A simple method to initialize the jk − initial cluster 

centers is selecting them randomly from the unlabeled dataset, which is called 
partial random selection. We can call it ISK-means p, short for the ISK-means 
algorithm with the method of partial random selection. The algorithm is presented 
in detail in Fig. 4.  
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Easy to analysis, this algorithm has a better performance than unsupervised k-
means, but the method of partial random selection still can make it get stuck in poor 
local optima.  

 

Fig. 4. ISK-means p clustering algorithm 

Max-distance searching. In fact, the Seed Set covering j categories has provided a 

priori knowledge for the rest of the jk − categories. These jk − initial centers 

should be far away from the j initial centers calculated by equation (2), because the 

distance between different categories must be as far as possible in a clustering 
problem. So it is a better idea to choose the farthest data point away from known j  

initial centers as the )1( +j th initial center than random selection. This calculation 

method of initial centers is described as below. 

• For the j categories covered in kjSS l
j
l <= = ,1∪  

                     
∈

=
lSxl

l x
S ||

1μ ， jl ,...,2,1=                         (2) 

• Choose the farthest data point away from known j initial centers as the 

)1( +j th initial center: 


=

+ −=
j

l
lffj xwhenx

1
1 max,: μμ                         (3) 

• Repeat step b2 until that all of k initial centers have been obtained. 

An example of max-distance searching method is presented in detail in Fig. 5, and 
we can get a useful conclusion from it. These initial centers generated by max-
distance searching have very good dispersion, which is in accord with the most 
important feature of clustering: distances between different clusters need to be as far 
as possible.  
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Furthermore, these initial centers can improve the performance of clustering 
algorithm. We can call it ISK-means m, short for the ISK-means algorithm with 
method of max-distance searching. The algorithm is presented in detail in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 5. An Example of Max-distance Searching Method 

 

Fig. 6. ISK-means m clustering algorithm 
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4   Experiments 

In our experiments, we made use of five UCI datasets [11], i.e. wine, iris, balance, 
sponge and spectf heart, and one text dataset of practical documents which had been 
downloaded from the sohu.com website. Its distribution has been shown as table 1. 
For each dataset, we ran four algorithms: Unsupervised K-means, CSK-means, ISK-
means p, ISK-means m, and obtained a complete set (for CSK-means) and an 
incomplete set (for ISK- means p and ISK-means m) from the dataset by randomly 
selection. In all cases, results are averaged over 100 runs, and the accuracy was used 
to evaluate the performance of these algorithms. 

Table 1. Distribution of text dataset 

ID Category Name Total 

1 Finance and Economics 60 

2 Sports 80 

3 Cars 84 

4 Game 86 

5 Tourism 76 

6 Military affairs 65 

7 House Property 45 

8 Education 50 

9 Healthy diet 66 

10 Constellation 38 

4.1   Results on UCI Data Sets 

Table 2 presents the experimental results on five UCI datasets.  

Table 2. Results on UCI datasets 

Set C I D K-means CSK-means ISK-Means p ISK-means m 

wine 3 178 13 0.59 0.65 0.62 0.63 
iris 3 150 4 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.88 
balance 3 625 4 0.38 0.45 0.39 0.44 
sponge 12 76 45 0.35 0.59 0.38 0.51 
spectf 73 267 45 0.25 0.51 0.38 0.46 

 

Note: C-the number of categories, I-the number of instances, D-the number of dimensions.  
 

We can draw the flowing conclusions via analyzing these results: 
 

Conclusion 1: There are few differences among the performances of these four 
algorithms if the number of clusters is small such as wine, iris and balance datasets. 
The main reason is that usually unsupervised k-means can get the global optima 
through numbers of experiments (over 100 times) when the dataset is a convex 
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dataset with small number of clusters. It is difficult to learn more knowledge from a 
seed set unless the situation that dataset itself has some noise points which are ticklish 
in unsupervised k-means but noted clearly in the seed set. 
 

Conclusion 2: If the number of clusters is bigger, such as sponge and spectf heart 
dataset, the performance of CSK-means algorithm exceeds others. It illustrates that 
given more supervision can promote better performances of algorithms [12-13]. 
 

Conclusion 3: Especially when the seed set is incomplete, the performance of ISK-
means m is quite similar with CSK-means whereas higher than ISK-means p. It shows 
that the initial cluster centers derived from max-distance search method are good 
discrete, meanwhile they are nearly as good as initial cluster centers obtained by 
complete seed set.  

4.2   Results on Text Dataset  

For the documents dataset, a vocabulary of 7,162 words except the stop words was 
generated. Each document is represented as a vector in a 7,162 dimensional space, 
with TFIDF weighting [14].  

Table 3 shows the experimental results on the text datasets. We can conclude that 
CSK-means algorithm can get the global optima in the case of complete seed set, and 
ISK-means m algorithm can obtain better results than ISK-means p in the case of 
incomplete seed set. However, it is difficult to get a complete seed set actually. In 
contrast, it is easier to get incomplete one. Therefore, in practical applications it is 
more valuable to study the algorithms on incomplete seed set basis. 

Table 3. Results on text dataset 

Set C I D K-means CSK-means ISK-Means p ISK-Means m 

text 10 600 7162 0.52 0.81 0.62 0.74 

 
Incomplete seed sets are different in number of partitions and data quantity in per 

partition. So what effects would different incomplete seed sets have on ISK-means? 
Based on this question, firstly we changed the number of partitions but maintained 
seed quantity in per partition as 10%, and we got the experimental results as shown in 
Fig. 7 by means of operating ISK-means m and ISK-means p algorithms again.  

 

Fig. 7. Incomplete seed sets with different number of partitions 
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Fig. 7 shows that as the number of partitions increase in complete seed set, the 
performance of ISK-means p is a linear growth, whereas for ISK-means m, the 
improvement of performance is gradually weak when the number of partitions in 
incomplete seed set is close to that in complete seed set(actually when the number of 
partitions > 4). Thus, it can be seen that ISK-means m algorithm can exploit its 
advantages when the number of partitions in incomplete seed set is small. 

Then we maintained the number of partitions be equal to 4 but changed the seed 
quantity in per partition, and we got the experimental results as shown in Fig. 8 by 
means of operating ISK-means m and ISK-means p algorithms again.  

Fig. 8 shows that when the number of partitions is constant, increasing seed 
quantity in per partition can also improve performances of algorithms. ISK-means p 
can be improved significantly, because it has greatly narrowed down the random 
searching region with increase of seed quantity. However it is weak to assist ISK-
means m in searching the jk −  initial cluster centers by increasing the quantity of 
seeds in the j  seed sets of an incomplete seed set when 10% seeds in per partition 
have been obtained. 

 

Fig. 8. Incomplete seed sets with the same number of partitions but different number of seeds 

5   Conclusion  

In this paper, we explained how semi-supervision can be incorporated into the k-
means algorithm by means of optimizing initial cluster centers. We divided the 
supervised information into complete seed sets and incomplete seed sets, so that we 
could divide semi- supervised k-means into CSK-means and ISK-means. CSK-means 
can get the initial cluster centers by calculating means of a complete seed set. 

However, ISK-means can only get part of initial cluster centers by calculating 
means of an incomplete seed set. ISK- means m gets the other centers by max-distance 
searching method, while ISK-means p gets them by randomly selecting. Experimental 
results demonstrated that CSK-means has great performance on complete seed set and 
ISK-means m has more advantages than k-means and ISK-means p on incomplete seed 
set. 
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Abstract. Fuzzy decision tree induction algorithm is an important way with 
uncertain information. However, the current fuzzy decision tree algorithms do 
not systematically consider the impact of different fuzzy levels and simply 
make uncertainty treatment awareness into the selection of extended properties. 
To avoiding this problem, this paper establishes a generating Hartley measure 
model based on cut-standard, subsequently, proposes fuzzy ID3 algorithm 
based on generating Hartley measure model, finally, the results of the 
experiments indicates that the model is feasible and effective.  

Keywords: Generating Hartley measure, the level importance function, 
generating fuzzy ID3 decision tree algorithm. 

1   Introduction 

Classification is an important goal and mission of data mining, then the decision tree 
classification algorithm is an important way to implement classification. It originated 
in 60 years of the 20th century, was raised by Hunt and others [1] in researching the 
concept learning system. In 1986, Quinlan [2] proposed the famous decision tree 
induction algorithm (i. e. ID3 algorithm). The idea of the algorithm is that using 
information entropy theory based on Hartley measure to select the property with the 
maximum information gain value as extended attributes in the current sample set, and 
iterative method is used in growing a new leaf node in the nodes of corresponding 
subsets, until the non-separable samples, no the remaining property or samples belong 
to a category. However, this method has some shortcomings, such as tending to 
choose higher property values, anti-noise ability is poor and can not handle data with 
missing values and so on. On this basis, then scholars appeared C4.5 [3], SLIQ [4], 
SPRINT [5] and some scalability decision tree algorithms for the crisp set. However, 
these algorithms can only deal with data information whose property values and 
classification values are accurate, can not deal with uncertainty data information about 
people's thinking and feeling. To avoiding this problem, many scholars have 
researched some decision tree algorithms in fuzzy environment with fuzzy set theory 
(e.g. [6-9]), where, Fuzzy ID3 and Min-Ambiguity algorithms are typical. Fuzzy ID3 
algorithm uses fuzzy entropy to select extended properties, is an extension of ID3 
algorithm, however Min-Ambiguity algorithm uses the uncertainty of possibility 
distribution to select extended properties, is suitable for fuzzy classification database. 
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It is worth noting, the current fuzzy decision tree induction algorithms do not 
systematically consider the impact of different fuzzy levels, do not simply make 
uncertainty treatment awareness into the selection of extended properties. To avoiding 
the lack of current algorithms, generally considering the importance level and size of 
the cut set, this paper establishes a generating Hartley measure model with structural 
characteristics in fuzzy sets and uses it in uncertainty measure of fuzzy partition, then 
proposes extended attribute selection model based on generating Hartley measure 
model, finally, the results of the experiments indicates that the model is feasible and 
effective. 

In order to facilitate narration, let 1 2{ , , , }nx x xΩ =   be a finite set, F(Ω) be the 
family of all fuzzy subsets on Ω. For A∈F(Ω), let ( )A x represent the membership 
function of A, and { ( ) }A x A xλ λ= ≥  represent λ − cut of A. 

2   Generating Hartley Measure on Fuzzy Subsets 

In 1928, Hartley proposed Hartley measure [10], the basic idea is using ( )H A =  
2log | |A  to measure the non-prescriptive of the finite set A (where, | |A  represents 

the number of elements in A). In order to establish information treatment method in 
fuzzy environment, Shafer [11], Higashi and Klir [12] separately established Hartley 
measure model of fuzzy subsets on different angles (here we make the appointment 

2log 0 0= ): 

2 1( ) log ( )n
i iH A A x==  , (1)

1

20
( ) log | | dH A Aλ λ=  , (2)

and discussed the build problems of fuzzy decision tree. Although the two models 
were both the extension of Hartley measure model, they did not systematically 
consider the impact of different fuzzy levels. 

Because fuzzy set can depict its basic features by level cut set, cut-standard reflects 
the consistent degree between the elements of cut set and fuzzy concept, so, the 
reliability of fuzzy decision is different based on the cut set of different levels. 
Generally, the higher (lower) cut-standard is, the higher (lower) the reliability of 
fuzzy decision based on the cut set is. In order to reflect systematically the above 
characteristics of fuzzy information in fuzzy decision, we give the pseudo-elements of 
fuzzy set and the conception of generating Hartley measure as follows: 

Definition 1. Let W(λ) be a monotonous level importance weight function on [0,1] 
(i.e. W(λ) is a reflection from [0,1] to [0, )∞ , and satisfies: 1) Piecewise continuous, 
2) Monotonous nondecreasing, 3) 1

0
( )d 1W λ λ = ). For A∈F(Ω), we call (3) for the 

pseudo-elements based on the weight function W(λ) of A, and call (4) for the 
generating Hartley measure based on the weight function W(λ) of A. Where, | |Aλ  
denotes the number of elements in set Aλ , and we make the appointment 2log 0 0= . 

1

0
( ) ( ) | | dM A W Aλλ λ=  , (3)
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1

20
( ) ( ) log | | dH A W Aλλ λ=  , (4)

It is easily to see: 1) When A is the crisp set, ( ) | |M A A= , 2( ) log | |H A A= ; 2) 
When ( ) 1W λ ≡ , 1( ) ( )n

i iM A A x==  , (4) is namely (2); 3) When A B⊂ , ( )M A ≤  
( )M B , ( ) ( )H A H B≤ .  

Theorem 1. Let 1 2{ , , , }nx x xΩ =  , A∈ F(Ω), and ( ) 0, 1, 2, ,iA x i n> =  , 1Ω , 

2 , , mΩ Ω be a partition of Ω  which satisfies the following conditions: 1) For each 

kΩ , when , kx y∈Ω , ( ) ( ) kA x A y λ=  ; 2) For any different iΩ and jΩ , when 

ix∈Ω , jy∈Ω , ( ) ( )A x A y≠ ; 3) When 1 2 mλ λ λ< < < , for any level importance 
weight function W(λ), then  

1
1 1( ) ( )m j

j j k kM A w n n−
= == − , (5)

1
1 2 1( ) log ( )m j

j j k kH A w n n−
= == − . (6)

Where, 
1

( )dj

jjw Wλ
λ λ λ
−

=  , | |j jn = Ω  represents the number of elements in jΩ , here 

we make the appointment 0 0λ = .  

This theorem can be directly proved by the properties of integration. It gives a 

method of calculating generating Hartley measure value, when calculating ( )H A , let 

Ω  be supp { | , ( ) 0}A x x A x= ∈Ω > . 
Intuitively speaking, W(λ) depicts the impact degree of cut-standard λ to the 

research question. In reality, according to the properties of the research questions and 
different emphases, we can select the specific form.  

3   The Standardized Description of Fuzzy ID3 Algorithm 

In the recursive and structure process of decision tree, fuzzy ID3 algorithm [13] 
adopts the divide and conquer strategy, i.e. using the fuzzy classification entropy of 
the attribute-value as heuristic function of expanded attributes, selecting the smallest 
classification fuzzy entropy of the attribute as expanded attributes. Here, we make the 
appointment: E={1, 2,  , N} denotes the training set, A={A1, A2, , Am} represents 
condition attribute set, range (Ai)={Ai1, Ai2, ,

iimA } represents the range of the 
attribute Ai, range (C)={c1, c2, , cm}represents the range of the decision attribute, 
then: 1) In fuzzy environment, attribute-value can be considered as fuzzy set to the 
training set E={1, 2,  , N} (i.e. N dimensional fuzzy vector on E); 2) The nodes of 
the decision tree can be considered as fuzzy set on E. According to the above analysis 
and appointment, the following is the implementation process of fuzzy ID3 algorithm 
(where, for fuzzy set B on E, 1( ) ( )N

iM B B i∗
==   represents the cardinality of B): 

Step 1. For the current node D: a) For the given leaf criterion (0 1)δ δ< < , if there is a 
{1, 2, , }k n′∈   such that ( )kf D δ′ ≥ , then D is a leaf node; b) If father node of D 

has used all the condition attributes in branching process, then D is a leaf node. 
Where, ( ) ( ) ( )k kf D M D c M D∗ ∗=  .  
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Step 2. If D is not leaf node, then calculate the fuzzy classification entropies 
( , )iFE D A  of the condition attributes Ai which are not used by father node of D in 

branching process, and select the smallest classification fuzzy entropy to the attribute 
as expanded attributes( i.e. according to this attribute to branch).  

1( , ) ( )i ijk
i ijj

i

m
FE D A E D A

m== −  , (7)

2
1

( ) log
n

ijk ijk
ij

k ij ij

m m
E D A

m m=
= − , (8)

Where, ( )ij ijm M D A∗=  , 1
ik

i j ijm m==  , ( )ijk ij km M D A c∗=   , 1
n

ij k ijkm m==  . 

Step 3. Repeat step 1 and step 2, until did not branch. 
Step 4. Conversion the generating tree to the corresponding rules. 

4   Generating Fuzzy ID3 Algorithm 

From the implementation process of fuzzy ID3 algorithm, we can see this algorithm is 
the extension of classical ID3 algorithm, fuzzy classification entropy is the extension 
of crisp classification entropy. But because fuzzy classification is non-additivity, then 
modify (8) to 

2
1

( ) log
n

ijk ijk
ij

k ij ij

m m
E D A

m m=
= − . (8’)

Obviously, this formula more satisfies the objective situation, and (7) is still the 
extension of crisp classification entropy. But it is worth noting that whether (8) or 
(8’), (7) does not reflect the impact of different membership degree. With the 
discussion of Part 2, in order to reflect the impact of different membership degree, we 
can use (3) as the cardinality measure model of fuzzy set, use (4) as the non-
prescriptive measure model of fuzzy set, when adjust mij in (7) to (7’), adjust 

( )ijE D A∩  in (8’) to (8’’). 

1

0
( ) ( ) | ( ) | dij ij ijm M D A W D A λλ λ= =   , (7’) 

1
( ) [ ( ) ( )]

n
ijk

ij ij k ij
k i

m
E D A H D A c H D A

m=
= − −    . (8’’)

Where, 1

0
( ) ( ) | ( ) | dijk ij k ij km M D A c W D A c λλ λ= =     , 1

n
ij k ijkm m==  ,  

( )H B =  1

20
( ) log | | dW Bλλ λ . 

Obviously, after the adjustment, according to fuzzy decision tree algorithm which 
is formed from step 1 to step 4 in Part 3 (i.e. generating fuzzy ID3 algorithm), this 
algorithm is still the extension of classical ID3 algorithm, we can adjust the weight 
function W(λ) to reflect the importance of different membership degree. 
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5   Analysis and Comparison of Experimental Results 

In this section, with a fuzzy attribute-value learning problems from examples (Table 
1), we will compare and analyze the features and performance of generating fuzzy ID3 
algorithm, where, the fuzzy condition attributes are Temperature, Outlook, Humidity 
and Wind, the fuzzy decision attribute is Class. Figure 1 is the classification decision 
tree based on fuzzy ID3 algorithm [14], while the classification decision trees based on 
generating fuzzy ID3 algorithm are Figure 2~4, where, the leaf-standard δ  is 0.8. 

Table 1. Training Set with Fuzzy Representation 

 

Temperature Outlook Humidity Wind Class 

Hot Mild Cool Suny Cloudy Rain Humid Normal Windy
Not-

windy
Volley
-ball 

Swim
-ming 

Weight
-lifting 

1 0.7 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.4 

2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.0 

3 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.1 

4 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.1 0.0 

5 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 

6 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.6 

7 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 

8 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.7 

9 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.0 

10 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.7 

11 0.6 0.3 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.0 

12 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.1 

13 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.4 0.6 

14 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 

15 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.6 

16 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.0 

 
The related information (including the number of node, the number of leaf, depth 

and average accuracy ) from the above decision tree is listed in the Table 2. We can 
know from the table, the value of the decision tree based on generating fuzzy ID3 
algorithm is better than the value of the decision tree based on fuzzy ID3 algorithm. 
Where, for the three selected weight function W(λ), when 2 ( ) 1.5W λ λ= , the 

category superiority of decision tree is the strongest. This shows, when selecting 
appropriate weight function W(λ), that can generate the decision tree with more 
effective classification and higher accuracy. Thus indicates that the generating fuzzy 
ID3 algorithm is feasible and effective. 
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Fig. 1. The decision tree based on fuzzy ID3 algorithm 

 

Fig. 2. The decision tree based on generating fuzzy ID3 algorithm for 1( ) 2W λ λ=  

   
Fig. 3. The decision tree based on generating fuzzy ID3 algorithm for 2( ) 1.5W λ λ=  
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Fig. 4. The decision tree based on generating fuzzy ID3 algorithm for 2
3( ) 3W λ λ=  

Table 2. Database Summary 

Database Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
The number of node 7 7 6 6 
The number of leaf 11 11 7 10 

Depth 5 5 4 5 
Average accuracy(%) 88.25 89.10 87.63 86.45 

6   Conclusions 

In this paper, with the discussion about level importance and size of the cut set, we 
consider the different impact of different fuzzy levels and simply make uncertainty 
treatment awareness into the selection of extended properties. First, we establish a 
generating Hartley measure model in fuzzy sets and use it in uncertainty measure of 
fuzzy partition, then propose the extended attribute selection model based on 
generating Hartley measure model, i.e. generating fuzzy ID3 algorithm. Finally, the 
results of the experiments indicates that we can generate the decision tree with more 
effective classification and higher accuracy by using this algorithm. Thus illustrates 
the model is feasible and effective, preliminarily implements the optimization of 
fuzzy ID3 algorithm. Of course, about a more detailed discussion and more extensive 
example shows of this model, we will continue to work in the future. 

Acknowledgment. This work is supported by the National Natural Science 
Foundation of China (71071049, 70871036) and the Natural Science Foundation of 
Hebei Province (F2011208056). 
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Abstract. Naive Bayes classifier is widely used in text classification
tasks, and it can perform surprisingly well, it is often regarded as a
baseline. But previous researches show that the skewed distribution of
training collection may cause poor results in text classification. This
paper presents a new method to deal with this situation. We introduce
a conditional probability which takes into account both the information
of the whole corpus and each category. Our proposed method performs
well in the standard benchmark collections, competing with the state-of-
the-art text classifiers especially for the skewed data.

Keywords: Text classification; naive Bayes classifier; skewed data; con-
ditional probability.

1 Introduction

Text classification is a task which assigns the text documents with predefined cat-
egories, and it’s widely used in natural language processing. Naive Bayes is based
on an independence assumption that the features in a document are independent.
Although this assumption is violated in natural language, Domingos et al.[2] show
that the naive bayes classification can still perform surprisingly well.

There are mainly two models to model the generation of documents: multivari-
ate Bernoulli model and multinomial model. Multivariate Bernoulli model uses a
binary attribute to indicate whether the special word occurs in the document[5];
while multinomial model incorporates the frequency information compared with
multivariate Bernoulli model[9]. Recent researchers usually regard the multino-
mial model as a baseline in text classification.

Although the naive Bayes is frequently used in text classification, there exist
a lot of problems to improve. One systemic problem is that the training sample
may be not uniform, some researchers call this occasion as skewed data[4], when
one class has more training examples than another, or the training documents
in one class are longer than another, naive Bayes usually prefers one class over
the other[9]. Another problem is that the naive Bayes assumption ignores the
relationship between words, meanwhile the parameter estimation is too rough.
� Corresponding author.
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For skewed data, Sang-Bum Kim et al. [4] proposed a per-document length
normalization approach based on multivariate Poisson model to improve the in-
fluence by long documents and short documents. Jason D. M. Rennie et al.[9]
introduced a “complement class” to estimate parameters using data from all
classes except Cj . For parameter estimation, Kamal Nigam et al.[7] used max-
imum entropy to estimate probability distributions. katz et al.[3] found that
occurrences of the same word in a document are revelent, they called this occa-
sion burstiness. GuoQiang[8] proposed a transformation to the word frequency,
which aimed to push down the word frequency to some extent. Ben Allison[1]
advocated the use of a joint beta-binomial distribution for word counts in doc-
uments for Classification. Meanwhile feature selection is an important prepro-
cessing step for dimension reduction. A statistical methods CHIR was proposed
to select features[6]. Karl-Michael Schneider proposed a feature scoring function
named CRQ(Cluster Representation Quality) to select features, this function is
based on distribution clustering[11]. But with the feature selection method, one
should determine the number of feature selected for each class, while how to
determine the optimal number is still a challenge.

In this paper we propose a method to improve naive Bayes classification by
introducing a new conditional probability based on the Bayes’ theorem. We use
this probability to estimate the probability of a particular feature belonging to a
given class, and its estimation takes into account the global and local information
of the training data. The experiments show that our proposed method performs
well, especially for the skewed data.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the general framework
for standard naive Bayes classifier. Then our proposed approach is discussed in
Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes our paper and gives a future plan.

2 The Naive Bayes Probability Model

In the Naive Bayes probabilistic model, we define C as the set of predefined
categories, C consists of m components, C={c1,c2,. . . ,cm}, we define P (cj |di) as
the probability that a document di belongs to a class cj , the classifier selects the
class with the maximum probability as the result class, P (cj |di) is calculated by
the Bayes’ theorem as follows:

P (cj |di) =
P (cj)P (di|cj)

P (di)
(1)

where p(di|cj) represents the distribution of documents in each class, it cannot
be estimated directly. But based on “naive Bayes assumption”, the document di

is treated as a multinomial distribution of features wk with the length of di[5],
thus we estimate p(di|cj) as follows:

p(di|cj) =
n∏

k=1

P (wk|cj)Nki and
m∑

j=1

P (wk|cj) = 1 (2)
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Let Nki be the counts of wk in document di, m is the number of categories, n is
the vocabulary size of document di. Since di is constant and can be ignored:

P (cj |di) = P (cj)
n∏

k=1

P (wk|cj)Nki (3)

Where P (cj) and P (wk|cj) are priori probabilities estimated from the training
data. P (cj) represents the probability of category cj , P (wk|cj) represents the
probability of the feature wk in category cj , it can be calculated as follows:

P (wk|cj) =
Nkj + 1
Nj + m

(4)

Where Nkj is the counts of occurrence for wk in category cj , Nj is the numbers
of words for category cj .

We can see from formula (4), the multinomial model treats all the training
documents for a given class as a big document, and discards the affection by the
length of documents and the number of training documents in each category.

3 Proposed Method for Improving Naive Bayes Text
Classifier

In standard naive Bayes classifier, we mainly calculate the conditional probability
P (wk|cj). While in our approach we introduce a new conditional probability
P (cj |wk) by using the Bayes’ theorem again:

P (wk|cj) =
P (cj |wk)P (wk)

P (cj)
(5)

Since di is constant and can be ignored, (2) is rewritten using (5) as:

P (cj |di) = P (cj)
n∏

k=1

(
P (cj |wk)

P (cj)

)Nki

(6)

In traditional naive Bayes classification, we mainly estimate the probability of
a given class generating a word, this estimation is under the condition of a
given class. We can say it is estimated in a local view without considering the
whole training data, even in a local view, it still does not take into account
the distribution in each category. We know a short document usually consists
of more essential features to express its topic, and a long document usually has
more unnecessary words, it decreases the probability of category cj with more
long documents generating a feature wk. Our proposed method transforms to
estimate the probability of a given feature belonging to a category, which can
be calculated both in a global view and a local view, we will explain it later.

In (6), P (cj |wk) reflects the relationship between features and categories , that
is how likely a particular feature given belongs to a category, it is somewhat
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similar to the concept of dominance which is used in a temporal weighting func-
tion mentioned by L. Rocha et al.[10]. The normal way to calculate P (cj |wk) is:

P (cj |wk) =
dkj + 1
Dk + m

(7)

Let dkj be the number of the documents in category cj with the feature, and Dk

be the total number of the documents in all categories with the feature. We can
see that this calculation does not take into account the number of documents
in each category, if a category ci has more documents than another category cj ,
the probability for wk in ci is likely higher than in cj , even though wk is more
likely to be for cj . We list two other methods to calculate P (cj |wk) as follows:

P1(cj |wk) =
nkj + 1
Nc + m

(8)

P2(cj |wk) =
nkj + 1
Nk + m

(9)

Where nkj represents the total counts of occurrence for wk in category cj , Nc

and Nk represent the number of words in all categories and the total counts
of occurrence for wk in all categories. In order to smooth the effect of long
documents, we transform (9) to (10) with Ncj which represents the numbers of
words for category cj :

P2(cj |wk) =
nkj

(Nk + m) ∗ Ncj
(10)

Let’s analyze the above two formulas. Formula (8) treats the whole training data
as an entity, and calculates the proportion of the counts of occurrence for wk

in category cj to all words in the whole training data, we call it as global in-
formation here, Formula (10) is mainly affected by the numbers of words in the
category, and we call it as local information here. Then we estimate P (cj |wk)
using both global information and local information as follows:

P (cj |wk) = P1(cj |wk)αP2(cj |wk)1−α (11)

In (11), since the two parts have different intention in estimating P (cj |wk), we
use a parameter α to balance the effect of two functions, and α is determined
empirically, we will discuss the relationship between the distribution of corpus
and different values of α in the following experiments. Using (11) in (6) is:

P (cj |di) = P (cj)
n∏

k=1

(
P1(cj |wk)αP2(cj |wk)1−α

P (cj)

)Nki

(12)

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1 Data and Evaluation Measure

We run experiments on two commonly used Chinese corpus in text categoriza-
tion, one is supplied by Shanghai fudan University and the other is by Sogou
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Lab. The first collection consists of ten categories, it is separated to have 1892
training documents, and 934 test documents, each training category has obvi-
ously different number of documents, it is that the distribution is skewed. The
second collection consists of nine categories, 991 messages from each category
were chosen randomly as training set, and 7200 for testing, the second collection
is uniform relatively to the first . And we use F1 measure of each category to
measure the classification performance.

4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

We compare our classification performance with standard naive Bayes and a per-
document length normalization approach proposed by Sang-Bum Kim et al.[4].
This approach normalizes the term frequencies in each document according to the
document length, here we choose one simple and effective length normalization
method for the experiment:

N1
ki =

Nki

NF
(13)

In (13) NF indicates a normalization factor

NF = β ∗ avdl + (1 − β) ∗ dli (14)

Where Nki indicates the number of word wk occurrence in document di, avdl
and dli represent the average number of words in a document di and the number
of words in di. Here we make a small change for convenience. We use the average
number of words and the number of words in a category instead of in a document,
and the number of word wk occurrence in a category instead of in a document.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the performance of different classifications on collection from
Fudan University
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the performance of different classifications on collection from
Sogou Lab

In Figure 1, we observe that our proposed classifier significantly outperforms
the traditional multinomial naive Bayes and the length normalization method at
least when this collection is used. The highest improvement achieves to 11%. In
Figure 2, our method still outperforms the traditional multinomial naive Bayes
about 2% improvements, but not as significantly as the first experiment. Con-
sidering the data sets, the distribution of the second collection is uniform. Thus
from Figure 1 and Figure 2, it is possible to conclude that our method is effective,
especially for the skewed data set.

Fig. 3. Performance with various values of α on collection from Fudan University

We continue to discuss the relationship between the parameter α and the
distribute of collections. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the performance of our
method with various values of parameter α. Figure 3 shows that the micro F1
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Fig. 4. Performance with various values of α on collection from Sogou Lab

and macro F1 at α of 0.5 achieves the best performance for the first collection,
and the best range of α is between 0.2 and 0.9. Figure 4 shows the micro F1 and
macro F1 at α of 0.3 achieves the best performance for the second, and the best
range of α is between 0 and 0.6.

From the experiments we can see that when the training data is skewed, a high
value α means that is P (cj |wk) is mainly determined by the global information,
our explanation for this conclusion is that when each category has different num-
ber of training documents, the information each category providing is different
obviously, thus treating the whole data as a entity is more suitable than each
category, and when the number of each category is the same, the probability
P (cj |wk) is mainly determined by the local information.

5 Conclusion

Most of the recent text classification researches focus on addressing problems
such as feature selection, length normalization and dimensionality reduction.
In this paper, we propose a approach with a novel conditional probability by
using the Bayes’ theorems twice, our method combines the global information
and local information to smooth the influence brought by the distribution of
training data. Experiments on two collections show that our proposed approach
can significantly improve the performance of classification, especially for the
skewed data, and the importance of global and local information is related to
the distribution of training data.

Many researches of further work remain. Our experiments results indicate that
there is no remarkable effect when the distribution of collection is uniform. We
will develop more suitable method to estimate the novel conditional probability,
and break the limit for uniform distributed data set.
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Abstract. Through analyzing and researching traditional mapping data 
classification， and considering the fuzzy of classification, then a modified 
mapping data classification is put forward, which is based on fuzzy set. First, gain 
fuzzy sample set by expert system, and compute sample distribution function by 
statistical analysis. Then, utilize distribution function to gained fuzzy membership 
function, and working out the fuzziest point by membership function. Finally, in 
according to the most fuzzy point, and achieve to classify mapping data. The 
proposed method solves the problem of misconstruction of the original data, not 
being generally used, complexity of computing and fuzzy classification in the 
traditional mapping data classification method and practical process. 

Keywords: fuzzy set, fuzzy membership function, the fuzziest point, mapping 
data classification, Statistical Analysis, P-P probability map. 

1   Introduction 

Both classical formal logic and modern mathematical logic are accurate binary logics, 
which are applying for precision objects and phenomena research. If they are used to 
research fuzzy objects, a simplify operation are needed to change the fuzzy objects to 
precision ones. Some fuzzy attributes are abandoned in the operation and a manmade 
boundary line is designed to separate the object. However, the artificial separate line 
is a kind of distorts to objects and this distort will become seriously near the line 
especially. So a conclusion is made clearly that binary logics are not adapted to 
complex objects. Based on fuzzy set, a modified mapping data classification is put 
forward in the paper to avoid distort by hard-separate. 

2   Basic Definitions 

2.1   Mapping Data Classification Theory 

Actually, classification is the common method to generalize the characteristics of 
objects. Based on the classification of spatial and attribute data, thematic maps are 
designed to reveal the regulations of objects distribution and development. 
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(1) Mapping Data Classification Fundamental 
a. Get the number of classification 
• In order to fix the number of classification, the map use and the requirements 

of estimate accuracy should be taken into consideration.  
• In order to fix the number of classification, the emphasis of area distributing 

character should be taken into consideration. 
• In order to fix the number of classification, the influence of map scale should 

be taken into consideration. 
• In order to fix the number of classification, the distributing character of data 

should be keep well. 
• On condition of the map use requirements of statistical accuracy, the number 

of classification should be decreased. And 
• The method of data expression should be taken into consideration also. 

b. Get the boundary 
• The fixed boundary must meet the difference in the same class is minimum 

and the difference between classes is maximum. 
• There is at least one in any class and any data belong to a class. 
• The boundary might be contiguous or non-contiguous decide by the data 

character. 
• It is better to select a contiguous boundary to help user read and memory. And  
• Boundary should be nearest integer to enhance the readability. 

(2) The Traditional Methods of Mapping Data Classification 
The traditional methods of mapping data classification include sequence classification, 
series classification, mean-standard deviation classification, nested mean classification, 
quintile classification and stepwise pattern recognition classification. All of them will 
lead to hard plot to data and it is full of fuzzy in real classification problems and the 
detailed algorithms have been proposed in [2]. 

2.2   Fuzzy Set Theory 

If A  is mapping of discourse domain X  to [ ]0,1 ,  [ ]  ( ): 0,1 ,A X x A x→  , 

that A  is a fuzzy set of X  and  ( )A x  is member function of A . As we know, 

A -fuzzy set of X is a function of [ ]0,1X → , so that the first task is to define the 

member function  ( )A x . We can define  ( )A x  by the methods of fuzzy statistic, 

dualism-based comparing sort, set-valued statistics, interpolation and increment 
method, etc. 

3   The Method of Mapping Data Classification Based on 
Modified Fuzzy Statistical Analysis Selecting a Template  

3.1   Problems Existed in the Traditional Mapping Data Classification 

Both series classification and progression classification are simple to calculate and the 
change of boundary is regularly. They are suitable for understand and comparative 
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analysis. However, boundary is separated from data distributing character so that 
information of raw data might be distorted in these ways. Average value-standard 
deviation is only suitable for normal distribution or approximating normal 
distribution. Nested average value is suitable for average distribution and the number 
of class must be even number. Quintile distribution classification is suitable for the 
classification of level data. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications. 

3.2   The Traditional Multivariate Statistical Analysis Models Used in 
Classification [3] 

We set the research object as y  and the independent variables related with y  are  

1 2( , , , ), 1,2, ,i i i mix x x x i n= =  , 

where n  is the number of samples. The linear model is formally defined as 

0 1 1i i m mi iy b b x b x ε= + + + +  
(1)

Namely  

y XB ε= +  (2)
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Commit lest square estimation to formula (2) and we can gain the formula as 
follows: 

1( )T TB X X X y
∧

−=
 (3)

We achieve the estimation of y  by the formula y X B
∧

=  through putting the 

formula (3) into formula (2) in order to construct the liner membership function with 
multi-variables that is defined as  

0
1

( ) ( )
m

i i
i

A x c b b xα
∧ ∧

=
= + +

 

(4)

Where α  and c  are gained by experience on the premise of making ( ) [0,1]A x ∈ . 

Give the thresholds iλ , for example, we should gain the value of 1λ  and 2λ  if we 

would plan to get three classifications, and the first classification is{ }1| ( )y A x λ≥ , 

the second one is { }1 2| ( )y A xλ λ> ≥ , so the third one is { }2| ( )y A x λ< . We 

realize the classification of independent variables in terms of the thresholds iλ . 
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3.3   Proposed Model 

To the traditional classification based on the fuzzy statistical analysis, we need to get 
the correlated factors that affected the change of independent variable. Meanwhile, 
when the number of factors is too many, or correlation is existed between each factor, 
a series of data process such as projection, rotating and principal component analysis 
will be done before least square estimation in order to make the factors independent 
and the number of factors is suitable. It is too complicated and the processed factors 
can’t reflect all of the original information. And the parameters in the traditional 
methods are selected by experience in some cases as well, so the classification 
achieved by this method is uncertain, and furthermore, we can’t make vertical 
analysis to estimate the classification. In the modified method, we get the fuzzy 
region of each classification through expert knowledge. Then, get the approximate 
distribution through histogram of each fuzzy region in order to gain the fuzzy 

membership function  ( )nA x  based on hypothetical test not through finding the 

correlated factors. Finally, compute the fuzziest points of each fuzzy membership 

function through the equation  ( ) 1 2nA x =  and accordingly achieve the classification 

by the fuzziest points in order to avoid parameters selected by experience. For 
example, if we want to estimate the level of some cities’ industrial growth. Firstly, 
translate the concept of industrial growth level into a ten level rating system and make 
scores for each city in order to get the fuzzy regions of industrial growth level in 
cities. Secondly, gain the data distribution through each fuzzy region to achieve the 
fuzzy membership function. Finally, compute the fuzziest points to grade the 
industrial growth level in cities. The steps of modified method put forward in this 
paper can be summarized in the follows: 

Step 1: Gain the number of classification; 
Step 2: Gain data regions and concepts of each fuzzy set; 
Step 3: Gain fuzzy sample set in terms of expert system; 
Step 4: Compute distribution function of fuzzy sample set by statistical analysis, 

namely membership function  ( ) ( ) 1, 2, ,nA x n n=  ; 

Step 5: Work out all of the fuzziest points *
1nx  and *

2nx  ( * *
1 2 ,  1, 2 ,n nx x n n≤ =  ) 

in each fuzzy sample set by membership functions ( ) ( )1
 1,2, ,

2nA x n n= =  ; 

Step 6: Classify mapping data according to all of the fuzziest points, such as 

( )
( ) ) ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )

* *
1 2

* * * * * * * * * *
1̀ 12 21 12 21 22 31 ( 1)2 1 2

,   1

, 2   , 2, 2 ,  , 2,  2

n n

n n n

x x n

x x x x x x x x x x n−

  = 

   + + + + ≥    

. 
On the one hand, the proposed method makes full use of prior knowledge of region 
concept according to each fuzzy sample set gained by expert system in order to make 
the classification more generic and more objective. On the other hand, the fuzzy 
membership of each sample is defined by regulation of mapping data distribution, so 
the classification boundary is gained by data and make the classification more 
reasonable. Meanwhile, it isn’t be affected by the characteristics of mapping data 
distribution either, so the modified method in this paper can be used widely. 
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4   Experiments 

In the experiment below, we describe the proposed model by make a thematic map of 
the presentation of “children”, “junior”, “youth”,” middle age”, “old age” [5,6]. 

Namely 5n = , [ ]0,100X = , Fuzzy set means “children”, means “junior”, means 

“youth”, means “middle age” and means “old age”. Each population research expert 
has their opinion of the age of “youth”, we did a investigation of 129 experts and the 
results showed in Table 1.  

Table 1. The age of youth 

18~25 17~36 17~28 18~25 16~35 14~25 18~30 18~35 18~35 16~25 

15~30 18~35 17~30 18~25 10~25 18~35 20~30 18~30 16~30 20~35 

18~30 18~30 15~25 18~30 15~25 16~28 16~30 18~30 16~30 18~35 

18~25 18~25 16~28 18~30 16~30 16~28 18~35 18~35 17~27 16~28 

15~28 16~30 19~28 15~30 15~26 17~25 15~36 18~30 17~30 18~35 

15~28 18~30 15~25 15~25 18~30 16~24 15~25 16~32 15~27 18~35 

16~35 15~25 15~25 18~28 16~30 15~28 18~35 18~30 17~28 18~35 

16~25 18~28 16~28 18~30 18~35 18~30 18~30 17~30 18~30 18~35 

16~30 18~35 17~25 15~30 18~25 17~30 14~25 18~26 18~28 18~35 

18~28 18~30 18~25 16~35 17~29 18~25 17~30 16~28 18~30 16~28 

15~30 15~35 18~30 20~30 20~30 16~25 17~30 15~30 18~30 16~30 

18~28 18~35 16~30 15~30 18~35 18~35 18~30 17~30 18~35 17~30 

15~25 18~35 15~30 15~25 15~30 18~30 17~25 18~29 18~28  

Group by X , we can get 1A  membership frequency about median, the histogram 

is as Fig.1. 

 

Fig. 1. The histogram of 1A  membership frequency about median 
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P-P probability map is used to test the distribution [7]. If the data set be tested meet 
the specified distribution, sample data point will distributed in a straight line. The test 
of normal distribution and log - normal distribution to grouped data are as Fig.2 (a), 
(b), (c) and (d). 

From Fig. 2 we can know that grouped data meet normal distribution and 
3 33.1413, 0.19993μ σ= =

，membership function is: 


3

2
3

3

3

2
ln

21
( )
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x

A x e
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πσ

 
 
 

−
−

=
 (5)

     

                          (a)                                             (b)       

  

                        (c)                                               (d)       

Fig. 2. The test of normal distribution and log - normal distribution to grouped data 
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Namely3

1
( )

2
A x = , we can get 31 3217, 30x x= = , which means the domain of 

“junior” is[ ]17,30 . By the same rule, we can acquire sample data of1A , 2A , 4A  and 


5A  based on the experiments of experts, find the membership function by sample 

distributes and get domains of them: [ ]0,10 , [ ]8,16 , [ ]33,52 and [ ]50,100 . So the 

Fuzzy separate domains are [ )0,9 ,[ )9,17 ,[ )17,32 ,[ )32,51 ,[ )51,100 . The thematic 
map of age group rate in each region is designed based on the classification as Fig.3. 

 

Fig. 3. The thematic map of age group rate in each region 

5   Conclusion 

The method of mapping data classification based on modified fuzzy statistical 
analysis is an improvement of traditional multivariate statistical analysis. The 
proposed method solves the problem of misconstruction of the original data, not being 
generally used, complexity of computing and fuzzy classification in the traditional 
mapping data classification method and practical process, and results of classification 
are objective and reasonable also. 
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Abstract. Internet is a rich and potential information base. It needs scientific 
and effective methods in order to find interesting information. Researchers have 
proposed many web clustering algorithms, but it spends too much time using a 
simple kind of clustering algorithms, because the number of the web 
information is huge. Considering the efficiency and the effect of the clustering, 
in the paper, we use a two-layer web clustering approach to cluster for a number 
of web access patterns from web logs. At the first layer, we use the LVQ 
(Learning Vector Quantization) neural network to group the web access 
patterns to several representative clustering centers. At the second layer, the 
rough k-means algorithm is adopted to deal with the result of the first layer, 
producing the final classifications. The experimental results show that the effect 
is close to monolayer clustering algorithm the rough k-means, and the 
efficiency is better than the rough k-means by using the two-layer web 
clustering approach. 

Keywords: web clustering, LVQ neural network, rough k-means algorithm, the 
two-layer approach. 

1   Introduction 

With the rapid development of the network, there are a growing number of Internet 
users. We need to analysis and cluster users’ access patterns from web logs in order to 
realize users’ visiting activities more conveniently and exactly. 

In 1974, Tou and Gonzalez [1] proposed the k-means clustering algorithm, whose 
classifications are presented by their clustering centers. It has been widely used 
because of its better effect. Kohonen [2] brought forward the LVQ neural network, 
which is also important for clustering. 

Traditional clustering algorithms make a pattern completely belong to a 
classification or not. The results of the clustering are crisp classifications, which is 
unreasonable. So the theories of the fuzzy and rough are used to cluster by more and 
more researchers. Ruspini [3] gave conceptions of the fuzzy classification for the first 
time and systematically described the fuzzy clustering. Bezdek [4] proposed fuzzy  
c-means (FCM) algorithm, which uses the theories of the fuzzy set to group n patterns 
to c clustering centers with different subjections. 
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Lingras P [5] brought the theories of the rough to data clustering and proposed 
rough clustering algorithm. De [6] applied rough approximation method to cluster 
users’ access patterns from web logs. 

In order to improve the efficiency of the clustering, we use a two-layer web 
clustering approach. LVQ neural network is used to group users’ access patterns from 
web logs to several representative clustering centers. In addition, the rough k-means 
algorithm clusters for the result of LVQ. Using the approach, users’ access patterns 
can be clustered more effectively. 

2   Related Theories of the Fuzzy and Rough  

Definition 1. The membership function [7] Fμ  is defined as a function from 

domainU to interval ]1,0[ , where F is a fuzzy subset. The membership function Fμ  

shows the degree how much μ  belongs to F . 

Definition 2. Linguistic Variable [7] is defined as a multi-component 
),,),(,( MGUxTx , where x  is a variable name, )(xT  is the word set of x ,U  

is the domain and G  is the grammar rule. In the paper, put users’ access time t  as a 

linguistic variable and its word set )(tT  is represented by 

=)(tT },,{ longmiddleshort . 

Definition 3. According to Pawlak [8], upper approximation and lower approximation 
of X ⊆U defined as follows. 

}][|{ XxUxXR ⊆∈=  

}][|{ φ≠∩∈= XxUxXR  

Here ][x is the equivalence classification which includes the element x in the 

relation R . 

Definition 4. According to Pawlak [8] X is rough in relation R  if and only 

if XRXR ≠ , otherwise we say X  is identifiable. So the rough set of X  is defined 

as an interval ),()( XRXRXAR = .All the elements in XR  belong to X . But the 

elements in XR  may belong to X or may not. 

3   Data Pretreatment 

If a user visits a web page, it means that he is interested in the web page. And the 
longer time a user stays on a web page, the higher degree interest the user has. Thus, 

we use the two-dimensional array ),( turl to present a user’s access pattern. There, 

url  is the name of the web page which is visited by a user. And t  is the time stayed 
on the related web page url . 
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Definition 5. Url  is a set of web pages visited by users. 

1 2{ , ,..., }mUrl url url url= , where m is the number of web pages. 

Definition 6. S is a set of users’ access patterns 

},...,,{ 21 nsssS = , where n is the number of users’ access patterns. 

Definition 7. is is the ith  user’s access pattern. 

)},(),...,,(),,{( 2211 ipipiiiii turlturlturls =  

mp ≤≤1 , Urlurlij ∈ ， pj ≤≤1 ，where ijt is the ith  user’s time stayed on 

the web page ijurl . 

3.1   Equivalent Dimension Treatment 

Users’ access activities happen according to their interests. So the length of users’ 
access patterns is different to each other. In order to calculate more conveniently, we 
represent a users’ access pattern as an equivalent dimension vector using (1). 
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The ith  user’s access pattern is represented as follows. 

>=< imiii hhhs ,...,, 21  

3.2   Fuzzy Treatment 

We cannot exactly describe users’ access patterns and experts have certain 
subjectivity when they make decisions. So we choose a triangle membership function 
(Fig. 1) to establish the corresponding relationship between numerical value and 

linguistic variable. Finally a users’ access pattern is  is represented as if . 
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Here )(tTx∈ , mj ≤≤1  and )( ijx hμ is the triangle membership function which is 

showed in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Membership function of time durations 

And the distance between two equivalent dimension vectors is defined as (2). 
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4   Web Access Patterns Clustering Based on LVQ Neural 
Network and Rough k-Means 

In the two-layer web clustering approach, LVQ neural network is adopted, which can 
reduce the time complexity of the whole clustering and increase the efficiency. But 
the LVQ neural network is sensitive to initial parameters, which makes the result of 
the clustering is unsatisfactory. So we combine the LVQ neural network with the 
rough k-means to improve the effect of web clustering. 

4.1   Web Clustering Using LVQ Neural Network 

LVQ (Learning Vector Quantization) neural network is proposed by Kohonen, which 
can be used to cluster for web access patterns. LVQ is a winner-take-all and 
unsupervised neural network, which is composed of the input layer and the output 
layer. Its network structure shows as Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. LVQ neural network structure  
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The swatch is the set of users’ access patterns S  and n is the number of the 

swatch. The number of the input layer is m3  .The number of the output layer is c  
that is also the number of clustering centers. The connection between input layer 

neuron and output layer neuron is absolute. The set },...,,{ 21 cvvvV =  is used to 

describe weights between them. After training, the victorious neural will output 1, 
others will output 0.  

Algorithm 4.1. web clustering using LVQ neural network  
Input the set of users’ access patterns S  

Output c clustering centers iv , ci ≤≤1  

Step 1. Choose c users’ access patterns for the initial clustering centers 

0,lv , cl ≤≤1 .Set the number of clustering centers c ,the error value ε ( 0>ε )and 

learning factor ( )1,00 ∈α .Select a value for the maximum number of iterations 

maxη . 

Step 2. For η =1 to maxη  

For k =1 to n  

• Find the victorious neuron to kf  according to (3). 

}||{||min|||| 2
1,

1

2
1, −≤≤− −=− ηη jk

cj
ik vfvf  . (3)

• Update the weight of the victorious neuron using (4). 

ηη ,1, ii vv =+ + )( ,,, ηηα ikkji vfh −  . (4)

Here 




=
0

1
,, kjih     

)(

)(

jiif

jiif

=
≠

. 

Before updating the synaptic weight, we need to save the value of 1, −ηiv  for the 

following calculating. 
• Calculate the error value by (5). 

=−= − |||| 1ηηη VVE 
= =

−−
n

k

c

j
kjkj vv

1 1
1,,,, || ηη . (5)

If εη ≤E  stop Else  

)1(
max

1 η
ηαα ηη −= −

 . (6)

Next η  

The time complexity of LVQ neural network is )(nkO . 
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4.2   Web Clustering Using Rough k-means Algorithm 

If a users’ access pattern exactly belongs to a classification, we will put it to the lower 
approximation of the classification. If not, we will put it to its upper approximation. It 
is a soft clustering and the results will be presented by rough sets, which is more 
reasonable and understandable. 

Algorithm 4.2. web clustering by rough k-means algorithm 

Input c clusters iv ( ci ≤≤1 ) produced by LVQ neural network above 

Output K clustering results  
Step 1. Set the number of the clustering K  and the error value ε ( 0>ε ), the value 

of lw and uw .Select K ( cK ≤≤1 ) initial clustering centers iV ( Ki ≤≤1 ). 

Step 2. For 1=i to c  
Set the value of the minimum distance min . 
For 1=j to K  

• Calculate the distance between the ith  user’s access pattern and the jth  

clustering center, which is expressed by ),( ji Vvd . 

•  Compare ),( ji Vvd with the minimum distance min . 

If ),( ji Vvd min≤  then min = ),( ji Vvd . 

Next j  

For 1=j to K  

For )1( += jq to K  

If ε<− )),(),(( qiji VvdVvd  

Then ji ERv ∈ � qi ERv ∈  and iv don’t belong to the lower approximation of 

any fuzzy set. 

Else If ),( ji Vvd == min then ji ERv ∈ . 

If ),( qi Vvd == min then qi ERv ∈ . 

Next q   Next j  Next i  
Step 3. Recalculate clustering centers according to (7) and (8). 

If φ≠− || ii ERER  

=iV
||||
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ii

ERERv k
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Else  
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Here iv is an equivalent dimension vector, whose length is n . Parameter lw
 
and uw

 
respectively indicate the importance of upper approximation and lower approximation 

of a rough set. The value || iER
 
is the number of patterns that are included by the 

lower approximation of the classification iE  and || ii ERER −  is the number of 

patterns which is between the upper approximation and lower approximation of the 

classification iE . 

Step 4. Repeat step 2 and step 3 until convergence. For example there are not new 
clustering centers. 

The time complexity of rough k-means is )( 2nkO . 

5   An Experiment 

In the experiment, twenty groups of users’ access patterns are chose to cluster in order 
to test and verify the effect and efficiency of the two-layer web clustering approach 
we propose. 

Firstly, data pretreatment is used to handle with the primitive users’ access patterns 
include the equivalent dimension treatment and the fuzzy treatment. Then the users’ 
access patterns become the equivalent dimension fuzzy vectors. 

We respectively use rough k-means algorithm and the two-layer web clustering 
approach to cluster for the handled uses’ access patterns. 

The efficiency of algorithms is indicated by the time complexity of algorithms 
)(nT .In the two-layer approach, we use LVQ to cluster for all of users’ access 

patterns, but we adopt rough k-means to cluster for several representative clustering 
centers producing by the LVQ neural network. The results show as the following 
table. 

Table 1. Time complexity of algorithms 

clustering algorithm )(nT  

LVQ neural network )(nkO  

rough k-means )( 2nkO  

our approach )(nkO  

And we use Davies-Bouldin clustering validity index [9] to describe the effect of 
algorithms, which is defined as (9). 
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Here )( iCS  is the within-cluster separation and ),( ji CCd  is the between-cluster 

distance. The results show as following. 

Table 2. Clustering efficiency of algorithms 

clustering algorithm d  
rough k-means 0.631 
our algorithm 0.597 

6   Conclusion 

The users’ interests are related to the visited page and the time durations on it. Then 
we put the initial users’ access patterns into equivalent dimension fuzzy vectors. The 
two-layer web clustering approach is composed of LVQ neural network and rough  
k-means. After training, we see that the effect of the algorithm is close to the 
monolayer rough k-means clustering algorithm, but the efficiency of the algorithm is 
better. It can be used to cluster for web access patterns more quickly. And we can 
provide personalized service for users. 
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Abstract. Secondary Data Processing deals the information further by re-
crawling and categories based on the basic of structured data. It is the key 
researching module of Vertical Search Engines. This paper proposes an 
improved KNN algorithm for the categories. This algorithm achieves the 
responsiveness and the accuracy of vertical search by reducing the time 
complexity and accelerating the speed of classification. The experiment proved 
the improved algorithm has the better feasibility and robustness when it’s used 
in secondary data processing and participle of vertical search engines. 

Keywords: KNN, categories, similarity, search, vertical search. 

1   Introduction 

With the development of the Internet, search engines continue to meet the demand of 
great information resources, but cannot take into account the accuracy and 
responsiveness[1] of information search, so vertical search engines have emerged to 
meet the needs of users at this time. But how to classify web pages and texts in the 
searching process is critical. In this paper, we propose an improved KNN algorithm to 
reach the aim of categories. 

2   KNN Categories Algorithm 

A. The Basic Idea of KNN Categories Algorithm 
To represent the texts that need to be classified and web pages as vectors and 
calculate the similarity of vectors between web pages and samples from the space 
consisted by the training samples. Then we can obtain k pieces of nearest and most 
similar texts or pages. According to the type of these web pages to determine the 
category of the new ones, then compute the seniorities of classes in the k neighbors 
from the new version in turn. Assign the pages and texts to the class with the most 
powerful seniority. 

Texts are represented into a vector in the vector space model, so calculating the 
similarity of texts can be transformed into computing the cosine of the angle between 
vectors. Assume two pages or texts 

id  = (
1iw , 

2iw ,…, 
inw ),

jd  = 

(
1jw ,

2jw ,…,
jnw ), The formula of similarity between 

id  and 
jd is ),( ji ddsim . 
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The greater value of ),( ji ddsim  means the smaller angle between id and jd . 

When ),( ji ddsim = 1, id  and jd are parallel or coinciding. At this time they are 

most similar. If ),( ji ddsim  is near 0, it means vectors id  and jd are vertical. 

They have the smallest value of similarity. 

We can compute the seniorities of classes in the k neighbors from the new version 

in turn. The formula of seniorities is 
∈

=
KNNid

jiij CdydxsimCxP ),(),(),( . 

x is the basic characteristic quantity of new pages. ),( idxsim  is the formula of 

similarity. ji Cdy ,( ) is type property function, it means if class jC  includes id , 

then ji Cdy ,( )=1, else ji Cdy ,( )=0. 

B. Analysis of Common KNN Algorithm[2]  
The advantage of the traditional KNN arithmetic is that it can make use of the 
correlation directly between the two given samples, thus reducing the influence 
caused by inadequate choices from classification feature and also the error term 
during the process of classification. But this algorithm compares with every sample 
vector in sample space in order to find k neighbors of sample classification, so it 
causes computing times to increase and system performance degrades. 

3   Improved KNN Algorithm  

A. The Basic Idea of Improved KNN Categories Algorithm 
When searching k neighbors of one sample, only find those which have overlapping 
words with those unsorted pages, thus reducing the search scope and accelerating the 
speed of search.  

The structure of the improved algorithm includes term arrays and their lists. Term 
array is the ID of feature entry that stored in arrays undergone the feature extraction 
after dividing the training texts into words. 

Every entry（ti）in term arrays has its own pointer, which points to the list formed 
by all of the texts. The text list includes two parts, such as ID and the seniorities ti in 
text. After list of the text including ti is finished, sorting decreasingly according to the 
value of seniorities, then make a further optimization to narrow the search range of 
KNN algorithm. 
B. Description of Improved KNN Categories Algorithm 
Page d ready to be sorted is expressed as text vector V(w1, w2,… ,wn), search each 
document list li (1≤i≤n) of term ti(1≤i≤n) in vector V, then merge list li and remove 
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the ID of same texts in lists, so we can obtain the similarity between the set of texts 
ID and texts in the set. 

3.1   Analysis of Improved KNN Algorithm 

Similarity is only between the improved algorithm and the documents vectors of 
intersectional training texts ready to category. So it can reduce the time complexity[3] 
and accelerate the speed of classification on a certain extend. But the improved KNN 
algorithm is more similar with part of training samples, so there are many certain 
overlaps in sample vectors. The improved algorithm is a compromised algorithm 
compared with common algorithm and has a better practicability. 

4   Application of Improved Algorithm in Vertical Search Engines 

A. Theoretical Description 
Double Data Processing and Participle Module are the key modules of the model. It is 
a process of structured analysis that the mode separation of the text content on web 
pages stored in the database, adjustment of data[4] and analysis of related links[5]. It 
will deal the information further by re-crawling and categories based on the basic of 
structured data. This improved KNN classification algorithm stresses the 
responsiveness and the accuracy of vertical search when it’s used in vertical search 
engines model. 
B. Experiments 
This experiment designs two evaluation indicators, precision ratio and recall ratio, for 
the improved KNN algorithm. Precision ratio[6] is defined as the percents of texts 
which meet with the result of artificial classification in all given documents. Its 
mathematical formula is Precision ratio=(the number of correct classification texts/all 
classification texts). Recall ratio is defined as the rate of texts which meet with 
classification system in all the deserved results of artificial classification. Its 
mathematical formula is Recall rate=(a mount of correct classification texts/ deserved 
texts). Precision rate and recall rate reflect the quality of classification in two different 
aspects. We should balance the two aspects. Thus there is a new evaluation indicator, 
the value of F1, and its mathematical formula is F1[7]=(2*precision rate*recall 
rate)/deserved texts. 

This experiment conducts a test of 300 web pages of the given vertical search 
engine model. In the KNN algorithm experiment, we set the threshold [8] k=100 and 
the vectors dimension threshold V are given different values. 

The experiment results are showed as figure 1. 
C. Experimental results and analysis 
The precision and recall of KNN Algorithm are showed as figure 1 and figure 2. 

It can be seen from figure 1 obviously, the improved KNN algorithm is slightly 
more common in precision, but when the dimensions of vectors reached a certain 
value, the accuracy decreased significantly. So in the case of certain threshold, the 
vector dimension should be appropriate. We can discover from figure 2 that recall is 
less affected by the dimension of vectors and keeps balance overall, but recall of our 
improved KNN algorithm increases clearly.  
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Table 1. Experimental Results 

 
 

Precision（%） Recall（%） 
Common 

KNN 
Improved

KNN
Common 

KNN
Improved 

KNN 
V=10 80.21 80.78 80.45 92.90 
V=15 81.38 82.13 83.47 95.32 
V=20 85.63 86.14 85.92 96.13 

V=25 82.12 83.07 85.84 95.46 
V=30 81.08 80.56 84.35 95.38 

 

 

Fig. 1. Precision of KNN Algorithm             Fig. 2. Recall of KNN Algorithm 

5   Conclusions 

This improved KNN algorithm enhances the recall and efficiency of categories 
significantly on the basis of slight loss of precision. In the vertical search engines, 
improved KNN algorithm can achieve classification function of the secondary 
processing and Participle n module. Therefore, the improved algorithm has a better 
practicability for vertical search engines. 
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Abstract. Presently, each Web site has its own topics and formats to arrange the 
page structure and present information. Therefore, there is a great need for 
value-added service that extracts information from multiple sources. Data 
extraction from HTML is usually performed by software modules called 
wrappers. In many studies of constructing wrapper, concluding the pattern of the 
Web site is a importance task in the beginning. This paper studies the problem of 
concluding pattern from a Web page that contains several nested structure and 
repeated structure. In our method, the algorithm bases on string pattern matching 
can discover the nested structure and the repeated structure in a Web page. Then 
a regular expression will be generated as the pattern of the Web site.  

Keywords: hierarchical preorder traversal string, pattern of Web site, string 
pattern matching, nested structure, the repeated structure, concluding pattern. 

1   Introduction 

At present, each Web site has its own topic and formats to arrange the page structure 
and present information. Therefore, there is a great need for value-added service that 
extracts information from multiple sources. Data extraction from HTML is usually 
performed by software modules called wrappers. In many studies of constructing 
wrapper, concluding the pattern of the Web site is one of the most importance tasks. 

In this paper, we propose a novel and effective method to conclude pattern in a 
Web page automatically. The algorithm bases on string pattern matching can discover 
the nested structure and the repeated structure in a Web page automatically.  

Typically, every record in Html page is corresponds to an entity in real world. 
These records are represented by multiple data elements together in a particular mode 
of organization. They are semi-structured data. Fig. 1 is a HTML page from 
amazon.com. It contains much information about more than one book. In this page, 
each book is showed in the form of Web data record. Each record all contains some 
data elements associated with the book, such as book name, author, publishing 
company, introduction, and so on. It is obvious that these records are showed in the 
same pattern, the data items are organized with certain regular pattern.  
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Fig. 1. An example: www.amazon.com 

Usually, HTML-based sites contain large amounts of data and a fairly regular 
structure. It can be found by observing that the same type of records is showed with 
similar HTML codes in a certain data region of the page. Adding some records to the 
page or adding some data items to the record can be considered as adding some given 
HTML codes to given location of the page. And the corresponding block of similar 
records usually has the same parent in DOM tree. In Fig. 2, we show an instance.  

 

Fig. 2. The structure of web data 

Usually, there is some nested type[3] in HTML page. If O1, O2, ..., On are all 
nested types, then their ordered list <O1, O2, ..., On> is also a nested type. 

 If O is a nested type, then the set, {O}, is also a nested type.  
 If O is a nested type, then (O)? represents the optional type O. 
 If O1 and O2 are nested type, then (O1|O2) represents the disjunction of O1 and O2. 

Our method has four steps to conclude pattern in a Web page automatically: 

(1) Obtain hierarchical preorder traversal string from the DOM tree of web page. 
(2) Group the repeated structure by using the hierarchical preorder traversal string. 
(3) Reduce the hierarchical preorder traversal string to a regular expression. 
(4) Conclude patterns from a certain number of page, then fusion them.  

2   Obtain Hierarchical Preorder Traversal String of DOM Tree 

We can obtain traditional preorder traversal string of DOM tree easily. But we need a 
kind of preorder traversal string which is hierarchical. So we transform traditional 
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preorder traversal string as Fig. 3. In hierarchical preorder traversal string, tag TEXT 
map to text fields. And we use symbol {} to mark hierarchy between all tags. There is 
only one hierarchical preorder traversal string for a DOM tree. In turn, it is also 
established. 

 

Fig. 3. Hierarchical preorder traversal string 

3   Repeated Structure Clustering 

We have mentioned two discovery in the previous section: (1) the same type of records 
are showed with similar HTML codes in a page; (2)the corresponding block of similar 
records usually has the same parent in DOM tree. Therefore, we can consider that 
similar records are organized by adjacent repeated structure usually. 

 

Fig. 4. DOM tree of a web page 

In this paper, we define those HTML code blocks, which have Consistent Trees 
structure or Similar Trees structure, as repeated structure. In this step, we will look for 
repeated structure by comparing subtree structure of all sibling nodes with the same 
tag name. Here, we call the subtree whose root is node X as subtree of node X in 
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short. To further explain Consistent Tree structure and Similar Tree structure, we 
make use of an artificial tag tree in Fig. 4. For explanation convenience, we use ID 
numbers to denote tag DIV. 

3.1   Consistent Trees and Similar Trees 

From Fig. 4, we can obtain the hierarchical preorder traversal strings of the subtree of 
tag DIV2 and tag DIV 4. 

DIV2: DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}LI{P{B{TEXT}}}LI{P{TEXT}}}}① 
DIV4: DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}LI{P{B{TEXT}}}}}② 

The difference between them is only the string “LI{P{TEXT}}” of ①. And this 
string “LI{P{TEXT}}” is also a hierarchical preorder traversal string. We define such 
sort of two trees as Consistent Trees. String ② is contained in string ①, so we call 
the subtree structure of tag DIV2 contain the subtree structure of tag DIV4. And we 
can express this relation by expression: S(DIV4)＜S(DIV2)  

“LI{P{TEXT}}” is an optional part of a nested type. The subtree structure of tag 
DIV2 and tag DIV4 can be expressed as following: 

DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}LI{P{B{TEXT}}}(LI{P{TEXT}})?}} 

From Fig. 4, we can find the hierarchical preorder traversal string of the subtree of tag 
DIV1 and the hierarchical preorder traversal string of the subtree of tag DIV3 are 
same. So the subtree with root tag DIV1 and the subtree with root tag DIV3 is also 
Consistent Trees. And we can express this relation by expression: S(DIV1)=S(DIV3). 

In HTML page, the Consistent Trees probably contains some web records in the 
same format and type. The different parts probably show an optional data items. 

From Fig. 4, we can obtain the hierarchical preorder traversal string of the subtree 
of tag DIV2 and tag DIV 6. 

DIV2: DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}LI{P{B{TEXT}}}LI{P{TEXT}}}}① 
DIV6: DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}LI{P{SPAN{TEXT}}}LI{P{TEXT}}}}② 

The difference between them are the string “P{B{TEXT}}” of ① and the string 
“P{SPAN{TEXT}}” of ②. The two strings are also hierarchical preorder traversal 
strings. And the location of “P{B{TEXT}}” in ① is corresponding to the location of 
“P{SPAN{TEXT}}” in ②. We define such sort of two trees as Similar Trees. And 
we can express this relation by expression: S(DIV2)≈S(DIV6). 

“P{B{TEXT}}” and “P{SPAN{TEXT}}” is a disjunction part of a nested type. 
The subtree structure of tag DIV2 and tag DIV6 can be expressed as following: 

DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}(LI{P{B{TEXT}}}| 
P{SPAN{TEXT}})LI{P{TEXT}}}} 

In HTML page, the Similar Tree probably contains some web records in the same 
format and type. The different parts probably show a disjunctive data items. 

In some practical cases, some two tree accord to the standard of Consistent Trees 
or Similar Trees, but the amount of the different points is too big. We can consider 
they are not Consistent Trees or Similar Trees. The amount of the different points can 
be set by practical cases. 
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3.2   Clustering Algorithm 

This arithmetic will visit all nodes of DOM tree by breadth-first search, then deal with 
the children node of the current node which has the same tag name in two stages. In the 
first stages, the arithmetic will divided those nodes into different group by Consistent 
Tree compare. In the second step, the arithmetic will unite those groups, which are 
reserved in the first step by Similar Tree compare. Through the above two steps, the 
nodes in the same group have repeated subtree structure. The algorithm for repeated 
structure clustering is given as follows. 

Algorithm. Repeated structure clustering 

Input: DOM tree of a HTML page 
Output: The clustering result of all sibling nodes 

1 Visit all nodes of DOM tree by breadth-first search 
2   if current node have children nodes then 
3     Divide the node having the same tag name into 
        the same Set 

4     for all Seti of Sets  
5       Executive Function Clustering(Seti) 
6   end if 
7 Until all nodes have been visited, all repeated structure 

have be found 

Function. Clustering(Set) 

1 // Following is the first stage, Consistent Tree compare 
2 Divide all nodei of Set into Groupi and set nodei as the 

maxNode of Groupi (1≤i≤n) 
3 for (i=1; i＜n; i++) 
4   if Groupi hasn’t be unite to other Group then 
5     for (j=i+1; j≤n; j++) 
6       if Groupj hasn’t be unite to other Group then 
7         if S(maxNodei)＜S(maxNodej) then 
8           unite Groupi to Groupj 
9         else  
10           if S(maxNodei)＞S(maxNodej) then 
11             unite Groupi to Groupj 

and set maxNodej= maxNodei 
12           end if 
13         end if 
14       end if 
15     end for 
16   end if 
17 end for 
18 //Following is the second stage, Similar Trees compare 

Renumbered all reserved Group after the above step Assign 
a maxNodeSeti to all Groupi and put maxNodei into the 
maxNodeSeti(1≤i≤n) 

19 for (i=1; i＜n; i++) 
20   if Groupi hasn’t be unite to other Group then 
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21     for (j=i+1; j≤n; j++) 
22       if Groupj hasn’t be unite to other Group then 
23         if a maxNoder in maxNodeSeti  

      and a maxNodes in maxNodeSetj  
      S(maxNodes)≈S(maxNoder) then 

24           unite Groupi to Groupj  
25                 and unite maxNodeSeti to maxNodeSetj 
26         end if 
27       end if 
28     end for 
29   end if 
30 end for 

In the stage of Consistent Trees compare, maxNode denote the node whose has the 
maximal subtree structure in the Group. In any Group, it have S(node)＜S(maxNode) 
for any node of current Group.  

In the stage of Similar Tree compare, maxNodeSet is used to store maxNodes of all 
the Groups which are united to current Group. It any Group, it haven’t S(node)＞
S(maxNode) for any node and maxNode of current Group. And for any maxNoder and 
maxNodes of maxNodeSet of a Group, it have S(maxNoder)≈S(maxNodes).  

4   Concluding Pattern 

In this step, the hierarchical preorder traversal strings of Html page will be reduced to a 
regular expression base on repeated structure clustering. Regular expression can be 
employed to model the nested and repeated structure. Given an alphabet of symbols ∑ 
and a special token “TEXT” that is not in Σ, a regular expression over ∑ is a string 
over ∑∪{TEXT, *, ?, |, (, )} defined as follows: 

 The empty string ∈ and all elements of ∑∪{TEXT} are regular expressions. 
 If A and B are regular expressions, then AB, (A|B) and (A)? are regular 

expressions, where (A|B) stands for A or B and (A)? stands for (A|∈). 
 If A is a regular expression, (A)* is a regular expression, where (A)* stands for ∈ or A or AA or … 

SO we can reduce the HTML code of Fix. 5 to regular expression as follows: 

HTML{BODY{UL{…} (DIV{H3{TEXT}} DIV{UL{LI{IMG}LI{A{TEXT}}   
LI{P{(B{TEXT}|SPAN{TEXT})}}(LI{P{TEXT}})?}})* UL{…}}} 

The array of repeated structure has two status: 

(1) One kind of repeated structure successive appear, e.g. AAA->A* 
(2) Some kinds of repeated structure arrange with certain regulation, then 

successive appear, e.g. ABCABCABC-> (ABC)* 

When we conclude regular expression, we need to estimate the array status of 
repeated structure. The algorithm for how to estimate is given as follows. 
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Algorithm. estimate array status 

Input: Hierarchical preorder traversal strings 
Output: Maximal repeated substring 

1 Visit all nodes of DOM tree by breadth-first search 
2 if current node have children nodes then 
3   for all ChildrenNodei   
4     if ChildrenNodei be assigned to a Group in  
        Repeated structure clustering then 

5       Mark ChildrenNodei with tag name and  
    the num of Group of repeated structure  

clustering 
6     else Mark ChildrenNodei with tag name 
7     end if 
8   end for 
9 end if 
10 join all Marking of ChildNodes to a string S in the order 

of DOM tree 
11 search as long as possible repeated substring in S 

5   Maximal Pattern Fusion 

If we only conclude pattern from one page, the pattern may have some shortage. 
Because some structure may not exist in some page. In order to get the right and whole 
pattern, we need to conclude pattern from a certain number of page, then compare these 
patterns, and fusion them. The process of fusion patterns is actually a string processing 
constructing a string contains all patterns. 

6   Experiment 

Based on the four steps described above, we have developed a prototype of the pattern 
generation system and used it to run a number of experiments on real HTML sites.  

We examined three categories of web sites, book shopping, job advertisements and 
car advertisements, and collected nine web sites for each category. Table 1 show the  
 

Table 1. Special symbols contained in Web site 

 Book Job Car 
? | * ? | * ? | * 

Site1 Y N Y Y N Y Y N Y
Site2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Site3 Y N Y Y Y Y N N Y
Site4 Y Y Y N N Y Y N Y
Site5 N N Y N N Y Y Y Y
Site6 Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y
Site7 N N Y Y Y Y N N Y
Site8 Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Site9 N N Y N N Y Y N Y
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special symbols of “?”, “|” and “*” contained in the final pattern (the regular 
expression) for each web site, from which we can see that web sites do model their 
data region, navigation and adcolumn both in plain-structure and nested-structure. 

In order to test the astringency of fusing pattern, we use sample sets of one site in 
some different size form each category of web sites to conclude pattern.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Astringency of concluding pattern 

Table 2. Precision of different methods 

Used in RoadRunner Used in Dela 
P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%) 

Site1 82.7 79.4 79.4 92.6 94.3 94.3 
Site2 83.6 81.4 81.4 94.8 92.5 92.5 
Site3 81.2 78.3 78.3 90.6 91.2 91.2 
Site4 85.3 82.6 82.6 93.8 95.7 95.7 
Site5 71.2 79.4 79.4 89.6 92.5 92.5 
Site6 68.7 62.3 62.3 86.5 84.8 84.8 
Site7 83.3 78.5 78.5 91.8 89.1 89.1 
Site8 76.6 79.5 79.5 88.5 92.3 92.3 
Site9 69.5 71.7 71.7 81.6 83.5 83.5 
 RoadRunner Dela 

P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%) 
Site1 77.3 69.6 69.6 87.3 90.8 90.8 
Site2 85.7 78.6 78.6 92.6 89.4 89.4 
Site3 76.5 72.3 72.3 89.8 90.5 90.5 
Site4 79.6 72.9 72.9 90.3 92.1 92.1 
Site5 62.4 75.6 75.6 86.5 90.2 90.2 
Site6 65.2 56.3 56.3 83.7 81.9 81.9 
Site7 80.2 74.6 74.6 90.7 88.3 88.3 
Site8 64.1 68.3 68.3 85.3 89.5 89.5 
Site9 59.8 68.6 68.6 79.6 82.9 82.9 
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Then we observe stability of the pattern by observing the change of the amount of 
the special symbols of “?”, “|” and “*” contained in the final pattern in different size 
of sample set of one site. Fig. 5 shows the result of this experiment. We can find that 
the final pattern will tends to complete as the size of sample set increases. 

We reduce the hierarchical preorder traversal strings of Html page to a regular 
expression to conclude pattern. In this process, actually, we use the special symbols of 
“?”, “|” and “*” to express the repeated and nested structure of the web page. With the 
implementation of maximal pattern fusion, the amount of the special symbols of “?”, 
“|” and “*” in the final pattern will may increase. When we get the right and whole 
pattern, the amount of the special symbols will not change. From Table. 2, we can 
find that the final pattern tends to steady. 

Our method of concluding pattern is similar to RoadRunner and Dela. So we put 
the final pattern of our method in the system of RoadRunner and Dela to generate 
wrapper. Then we test the precision and the efficiency of our method in the system of 
RoadRunner and Dela. 

In Table. 2, columns labeled by “P” represent the precision of extraction results. 
Columns labeled by “R” represent the recall of extraction results. Columns labeled by 
“F” represent comprehensive evaluation of precision and 

recall------
RecallPrecision

RecallPrecision2

+
××=F . 

From the experimental results, we can find that our method have a good precision 
in RoadRunner and Dela. 

7   Related Work 

In order to improve the efficiency and reduce manual efforts, most recent researches 
focus on automatic approaches instead of manual or semi-automatic ones to analyze the 
structure of web page and extract data from web page. Some representative automatic 
approaches are RoadRunner [1], IEPAD [2], DELA[3], MDR [6], DEPTA [4], 
ViWER[7], VIPER[9], VIDE[11] and the method in [5], [10], [12].there are three 
approaches based on concluding pattern(regular expression).  

Crescenzi et al. develop in [1] a wrapper induction system, ROADRUNNER, 
which generates a wrapper based on a comparison of the similarities and differences 
between web pages. This approach can identify nested structures and repeated 
structures in an HTML page. However, ROADRUNNER assumes the wrappers are 
union-free regular expression, which cannot catch “the full diversity of structures 
presented in HTML pages.” [1]. 

Chang et al. propose a system called IEPAD in [2] that generates extraction rules 
by coding the HTML page into a binary sequence and then mining maximal repeated 
patterns in the sequence by building a PAT tree (Patricia Tree). This approach is 
deterministic and efficient for web pages containing plain-structured data objects. 
However, it cannot handle complex, nested–structured data objects. 

Jiying Wang et al. propose a system called Dela in [3]. It assume that data objects 
contained in HTML pages are generated by some common templates and the structure 
of embedded data objects may appear repeatedly if the HTML page contains more 
than one data object instance. The basic idea of their method is based on the iteration 
of building token suffix-trees and discovering C-repeated patterns. 
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8   Conclusion 

In this paper, we described a novel and effective method to conclude pattern in a Web 
page automatically. In our method, the algorithm bases on string pattern matching can 
discover the nested structure and the repeated structure in a Web page. The 
experimental results also demonstrate the feasibility of discovering the nested structure 
and repeated structure basing on string pattern matching in a Web page automatically. 
As future work, we plan to include some visual information into our method which can 
help us to discover the nested structure and repeated structure. And we plan to do some 
study of generating wrapper base on our method.  
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Abstract. Multiword Expressions (MWEs) have been the bottleneck in NLP. 
Particularly, the resource of fixed MWEs can improve the performance of tasks 
and implications of NLP. Due to complex characters of MWEs, it is hard to 
make difference between fixed MWEs and unfixed MWEs. This paper puts 
forwards an approach to extract fixed MWEs rapidly. First the definition of 
fixed MWEs is given. Features contributing to determinate fixed MWEs are 
considered both in statistic measures and in linguistic information. We extract 
fixed MWEs in the frame of multi-features and do manual evaluation. 
Experiment shows that the approach is effective. Our job can provide a desired 
list of fixed MWEs for NLP implication.   

Keywords: Multiword Expressions, Maximum Entropy, Semantic Rules, Stop 
Words. 

1   Introduction 

There is no uniform definition of MWEs. The definition of MWEs given by Sag is 
“any word combination for which the syntactic or semantic properties of the whole 
expression cannot be obtained from its parts” (Sag et al., 2002). Examples of MWEs 
are idioms (kick the bucket, rock the boat), phrasal verbs (depend on, go to), 
compounds (traffic light, police car), etc. MWEs is numerous in languages, which 
account for between 30% and 45% of spoken English and 21% of academic prose 
according to Biber et al. (1999), and by Jackendoff (1997) the number of MWEs in a 
speaker’s lexicon is of the same order of magnitude as the number of single words. 

In WordNet, almost half of entries are composed of MWEs. However, these figures 
are likely to be underestimated if we consider that for language from a specific domain 
the specialized vocabulary is going to consist largely of MWEs (three represents theory, 
dual processor) and new MWEs are constantly appearing (climate change, cloud 
computing). Hence, Helena de Medeiros Caseli et al.(2009) indicates that MWEs in a 
special domain are likely to be underestimated, if we consider MWEs consist of a 
number of terms and more new MWEs flow increasingly. MWEs have been the 
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bottleneck for high-quality NLP applications, which should not only identify MWEs but 
also to deal with MWES when they are found. For parsing, Baldwin et al. (2004) found 
that mistakes due to no identification of MWEs amounts to 8% in the experiment of 
randomly selecting 20000 sentences in British National Corpus. Therefore a robust 
method to extract MWEs automatically or semi-automatically is in an urgent need to 
build language resource for tasks of Natural Language Processing. MWEs play a vital 
role in Natural Language Processing applications, especially for Machine Translation. 
Moreover, many fields including word disambiguation, automatic text classification, 
lexical compilation, information retrieval need MWEs badly. 

MWEs can be classified into lexicalized phrases and institutionalized phrases 
which vary in their transparency and fixedness. In other words, generally MWEs can 
be classified into fixed type and unfixed type. However, the detailed standard of fixed 
MWEs is not given till now. 

The foundamental core of an MWE can be understood in this way that the whole 
meaning of a series of word sequence can not be directly obtained from the single 
parts. According to Baldwin et al. (2003), MWEs can be classified into three 
categories concerning the compositionality: (1) non-compositional MWEs, where the 
meaning is opaque; (2) idiosyncratically compositional, where the words of 
component are unavailable outside the MWE in semantics; (3) simply compositional, 
where the word sequence is institutionalized. However, the classification can only 
work as an approximation, not as a concrete division. As Moon (1998) points out that 
compositionality can be regarded as a gradient along a continuum with no sharp 
demarcations, ranging from conventionalized, fully transparent literal expressions to 
completely opaque idiom. 

In the literature, the fixedness of MWEs is set according to their compositionality 
and predictability. Many researchers were interested in noun compound, verb noun 
constructions, etc. For our purpose, a fixed MWE can be defined as a collocation of 
words that integrates closed and is used steadily.  

However, we do not set the collection of part of speech. We use syntactic rules to 
filter collection of part of speech. 

In this paper, we investigate experimentally the use of a multi-features frame for 
extracting fixed MWEs in domain-specific corpora. We put forwards the definition of 
fixed MWEs, calculate statistical measures including MI and entropy of a pos unit, 
filter MWEs candidates with the help of linguistics rules including syntactic rules, 
stop words. Finally, the fixed MWEs are obtained. This paper is organized as follows: 
Section II briefly discusses some previous works on methods for automatically 
extracting MWEs. Sections III presents the resources used in this paper. Section IV 
describes the approach to extract fixed MWEs. Section V presents the experiment and 
the result. Section VI finishes this paper with some conclusions and proposals for 
future work. 

2   Related Works 

Since 2003, a key workshop on MWEs has opened. A number of jobs has focused on 
the various aspects of MWEs, among which the identification and extraction are 
dominant. Due to the complex characters of MWEs, different approaches were 
adopted. In general, methods on the extraction of MWEs involve approaches: (1) 
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statistical methods (Piao et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006), (2) linguistic information 
(Baldwin et al, 2003; Bannard, 2007), (3) hybrid methods which combine the two 
approaches together(Baldwin and  Vilavicencio, 2002; Cruys and Moirón, 2007).  

A lot of energy has been put into the task of automatically extracting MWEs for 
English. A few papers focus on Chinese MWEs.(Duan et al., 2009, Zhixiang Ren  
et al., 2009). There is a new trend to extract Chinese MWEs.  

There is no omnipotent approach to automatically extract MWEs. Statistical 
measures are effective to bigrams and trigrams. Many statistical measures are used for 
automatically extracting MWEs. However, it is still unclear that which statistical 
measure is the best one to carry out the task. Villavicencio et al.(2007) did experiment 
to compare statistical measures (mutual information, permutation entropy and χ2) for 
extraction of MWEs. The result is that Mutual Information seemed to differentiate 
MWEs from non- MWEs. Pearce (2002) evaluated statistical measures including Z 
score, Pointwise MI, cost reduction, left and right context entropy, odds ratio. The 
result is left and right context entropy is useful to determine the boundary of a unit. 

However, statistical measures would bring much noise. Frequency is the core in 
some literature, which does not consider the syntactic and semantic information. In 
order to overcome the drawback, many statistical measures should work together. 

In this paper, we put forward a hybrid method to extract MWEs for Chinese. Our 
approach is combined with statistical measures and linguistic rules and can be applied 
to other languages. 

3   Data Resources 

The texts used in the paper are from the Dynamic Circulating Corpus(DCC) which is 
composed of newspapers from 15 print media of main streams including People’s 
Daily, Chinese Youth Daily, etc. Texts in the corpus are stored and filtered to remove 
ads. The size of DCC amounts to over 3 billion Chinese characters till now. 

The POS software is offered by Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of 
Science. The text classifier is offered by Institute of Applied Linguistics, Beijing 
Language and Culture University. 

The machine-readable semantic dictionary named Hownet is also offered by 
Beijing Language and Culture University. 

4   Extracting MWEs in the Multi-Feature Frame 

The foundamental core of an MWE can be understood in this way that the whole 
meaning of a series of word sequence can not be directly obtained from the single 
parts. According to Baldwin et al.(2003), MWEs can be classified into three 
categories concerning the compositionality: (1) non-compositional MWEs, where 
the meaning is opaque; (2) idiosyncratically compositional, where the words of 
component are unavailable outside the MWE in semantics; (3) simply 
compositional, where the word sequence is institutionalized. However, the 
classification can only work as an approximation, not as a concrete division. As 
Moon(1998) points out that compositionality can be regarded as a gradient along a 
continuum with no sharp demarcations, ranging from conventionalized, fully 
transparent literal expressions to completely opaque idiom. 
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Since Chinese is an isolated language which is different from languages belonging 
to Indo-European language. Types of MWEs(such as Light verb constructions, Verb 
Particle Constructions) in western languages can not apply mechanically to Chinese. 
Hence, we do not set the part of speech in advance, which is different from western 
researchers who employ syntactic rules.  

Among statistical measures, some measures(t-score, MI, x2, Log-likelihood) can 
determine whether the inner combination of a word sequence is close. We regard such 
measures as inner measures. Meanwhile, some measures (left and right entropy) can 
be used to determine the independence of a word sequence, that is to say they can 
judge whether it is the boundary of a MWE. We regard such measures as outer 
measures.  

Pecina(2010)  points out that there is not a single universal measure to rank 
collocation, and suggests that different measures produce different results for different 
tasks considering data, language, and the various types of MWE after evaluating 82 
lexical association measures to the rank the collocation candidates. 

To extract effectively MWEs in our large-scale corpus, we choose statistical 
measures of frequency, MI, to detect whether a word sequence is close in inner part 
and entropy to detect whether a boundary of a word sequence is independent. Then, 
we employ linguistic rules and stop words to filter MWEs candidates, which can filter 
MWEs candidates not legal in linguistics. 

In general, our approach is a hybrid method to combine statistical measures and 
linguistic rules. See the procedure: 

 

 

Fig. 1. Digram of Procedure 

With the help of statistical measures and syntactic rules, this paper judges the 
candidate MWEs from the perspectives of frequency, MI measures, left and right 
context entropy measures, syntactic rule to determine whether a MWEs is integrated 
closely; and judges whether candidate MWEs are legal in semantics. By means of 
diachronic analysis candidate MWEs are evaluated in the perspective of steady usage. 
After such extraction, over six hundred fixed MWEs are our result. 

Input� DCC Corpus 

Output: MWEs of high frequency 

Segmentation and POS 

Counting the frequency of string candidates 

Measuring the inner integration and outer indipendence

Filtering by regulations and stop words 
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5   Experiment and Result 

5.1   Identification of Seed Words in Special Domain 

In order to build MWEs resource for Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language and 
evaluate the result of MWEs, we select the special domain of education from texts of 
DCC in 2007. The size is 154M. First, we carry out text classification and part of 
speech. 

Words with high frequency in a domain are likely to represent some character of 
the domain. In the texts we choose, words such as “学生、学校” show the character 
of the education domain. However, the top five words with the highest frequency are 
“的、是、在、一、了” can not represent the character of education domain. In order 
to solve this problem, we use the method of ID Comparison to choose words with 
domain characters. 

ID Comparison method is to compare different ID of a word in different domains. 
The formula is as follows:  

 
(1)

I represents one word; a and b represent different word table, L(a,I) represents the 
sequence of word I in table a, L(b,I) represents the sequence of word I in table b, RI 

represents the ratio of word I between table a and table b. 
For example, the word “教育” hold the 11st place in the domain of education. 

After ID Comparison, ID of the word “教育” becomes the first. 

5.2   Extraction of Candidate Strings 

After seed words are fixed, we open windows with such seed words and emerge them. 
In this step, we find bigram strings occupy 65% in the whole strings. Then we use 
statistical measures to filter them. 

5.3   Filtering from Statistical Perspective 

A large number of candidate strings produced from seed words are without syntactic 
regulation or semantic meaning. We employ statistical measures to filter such 
candidate strings. Statistical measures can both detect whether a candidate string is 
closely integrated inside and has a clear boundary outside. We choose mutual 
information and entropy to calculate and set the threshold. 

5.4   Methodology to Judge the Internal Integration 

From statistical perspective, whether a string is closely integrated depends on the co-
occurance between words. If a string occurs repeatedly, it shows that the integration is 
strong. Therefore, a string with high frequency is likely to a MWE. 

The formula is as follows:  

 
(2)
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The higher the MI is, the higher the integration between word a and word b is. In 
other words, word a and word b can make up a phrase to great extent. The lower the 
MI is, the lower the possibility of phrase between word a and word b is. 

5.5   Methodology to Judge the External Boundary 

In order to make a MWEs acceptable in semantic perspective, it must be an 
unabroken linguistic unit. Hung et al(2009). points out that left and right entropy can 
detect the composition of a string. Left entropy and Right entropy refer to the entropy 
of left boundary and right boundary of a MWE. 

The formula is as follows: 

 (3)

 
(4)

Le and Re represent Left Entropy and Right Entropy of a string respectively; W represents a 
string of N-gram, W={w1,w2…wn}; A represents all words on the left of the string, a 
represents a word on the left, B represents all words on the right of the string, b represents a 
word on the right. The higher Le and Re, the more likely W is an decompositional MWE. 

5.6   Filtering from Linguistic Perspective 

To overcome the drawback of statistical measures, we use linguistic rules to filter 
continuously. 

Stop words are words that can not appear at the beginning or at the end of a string. 
In such strings as “把家长、是孩子”， “是、把” are selected as stop words. The list 
of stop words are made annually. 

By part of speech and stop words, we can filter more noise. 
The algorithm is as follows: 

Begin 
Step 1. Input a string, if there is no stopword at the beginning and at the end, go to 

step 3, else delete the string and go to step 2. 
Step 2. input next string. 
Step 3. output the string. 
Step 4. If input the last string, quit, else go to step 1, input next string. 

The word formation of Chinese determines there is at least one headword which lies 
at the left or at the right of a MWE. By observation, we find that some word 
categories can not appear at the very beginning or at the very end of a MWE. In 
detail, particles and quantifiers can not appear at the very beginning; adverbs and 
conjunctions can not appear at the very end. Considering the characters of texts and 
such syntactic rules, we use linguistic information mentioned above to filter noise. 

The algorithm is as follows: 
Begin 
Step 1. Input a string, if there is no limitation of particles at the beginning and at the 

end, go to step 3, else delete the string and go to step 2. 
Step 2. input next string. 
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Step 3. output the string. 
Step 4. If input the last string, quit, else go to step 1, input next string. 

According to statistics, candidates with frequency over 50 occupy 8.33% in the whole 
dataset. We think they are prominent. Of course, threshold of frequency can be 
changed to meet the need of special purpose. Mutual information reflects the degree 
of correlation of two characters, if MI≤0, then there is no correlation between two 
characters. Hence, we choose MI>0 after calculation. By observation, we choose left 
entropy>3 and right entropy>3. 

5.7   Results and Analysis 

By annual analysis, the result shows that our method is efficient. Among all data, the 
precision is 98%. If the thresholds are changed, the result would also change. Hence, 
we can extract what we want according to special task and special purpose. 

6   Conclusion and Future Works 

This paper presents a hybrid method to extract rapidly MWEs. Successful extraction 
from large-scale corpus shows our method and computational efficiency are 
practicable. Our result was evaluated by human judgment, the result is considerable 
acceptable.  

There are many directions to pursue in the future: (1) other measures should be 
calculated to find the best combination of association measures; (2) more combination 
of POS should be found and analyze; (3) Fixed MWEs larger than bigram should be 
examined. 
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Abstract. We propose a novel method to mine popular menu items from online 
reviews. In order to extract popular menu items, a crawler that uses the wrapper 
on search web sites was used to collect online reviews, restaurant names, and 
menu items. Then, unnecessary posts were removed by using the patterns. Also, 
post frequency was used to find the most frequently appearing menu items from 
online reviews in order to select the most popular menu items. In the result, the 
total average accuracy was 0.900.  

Keywords: menu item extraction, popular menu item selection. 

1   Introduction 

In the past, people acquired information for good restaurants from friends or other 
close people. However, these days, people acquire good restaurant information from 
the internet and smart phones. In order to select the most popular menu items at a 
restaurant, it needs more efforts. For example, if the name of a restaurant includes 
‘Food A’. Most people will assume that the most popular food is ‘Food A’, so they 
will order that one. However, sometimes, ‘Food B’ is more popular and more 
delicious than ‘Food A’. 

Most restaurant information services don’t provide the popular menu items, and if 
they do, it is only for a limited number of restaurants. Therefore, people need to 
search blogs, and communities on the internet to find other people’s reviews on menu 
items. Because they have to search many posts on the web and need to read every 
single review, it consumes time and effort. 

Moreover, current restaurant information services can be searched only with 
restaurant names or category information, and it is impossible to search the 
restaurants that provide certain kinds of menu items. In this case, the administrator 
needs to manually enter the menu items by each restaurant. Because the administrator 
needs to manually enter the menu items, it consumes lots of time and efforts to select 
the popular menu items. Therefore, restaurant information services are unable to 
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provide service about the entire restaurants but only provide restaurants in a certain 
scope that can be handled manually. 

Moreover, existing menu item recommendation methods reflected the website 
operator’s personal favorite menu item or the menu items that were being promoted 
by advertisers. Therefore, actually, the recommendation based on actual experiences 
without being engaged to companies is the most trustworthy information.  

In order to solve such problems, the methods to extract the menu items from online 
reviews and to select popular menu items based on the extracted menu items were 
suggested in this paper. 

In order to extract popular menu items, a crawler using the wrapper [1][2][3][4] on 
search web sites and websites was used to collect online reviews, restaurant names, 
and food menu items. There are many unnecessary review posts that decrease the 
accuracy of popular menu item selection, and these are removed using the pattern 
rules. 

There is a high possibility that the menu items that frequently appeared in online 
reviews for restaurants are the menu items from that restaurant. Also the menu items 
that are mentioned most frequently may be the most popular menu item of that 
restaurant. Therefore, online reviews for certain restaurants were collected and the 
menu items that appeared most frequently were extracted. Then, the menu items that 
appeared most frequently were selected as the popular menu items. 

In Chapter 2 of this paper, related works are analyzed. In Chapter 3, online 
restaurant review post collection is described. In Chapter 4, selection and extraction 
methods of menu items are described and in Chapter 5, the popular menu item 
selection methods are described. In Chapter 6, the performance evaluation results are 
described through experiments. Chapter 7 is the conclusion. 

2   Related Works 

In order to select popular menu items from online reviews, the crawler needs to be 
used on existing searching websites and blogs to collect the online reviews, restaurant 
names, and menu items. 

Generally web crawlers go to web servers to analyze webpage contents and extract 
the included URLs. Then, it moves to the next URL to collect web posts. The various 
and high volume of web posts collected are used by the search engine.  

Meanwhile, there are crawlers that can only collect a certain subject of posts. 
Focused Crawler [5] and Topical Crawler [6][7] are equipped with post classifiers or 
rules of posts to be collected. However, if the classifier’s performance is poor and the 
volume of rule is insufficient, it can’t collect enough of the data that users want. 

Due to such reasons, a research on wrappers that can analyze the website structure 
to directly collect data has been performed. Crawlers that use wrappers establish rules 
in order to extract needing data and automatically collect the contents of websites. 
However, such contents contain high volume of unnecessary information which 
decreases the accuracy. Therefore, in this paper, the rules were used again for re-
classification.  
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In order to find popular menu items, restaurant names and menu items need to be 
collected from the posts that have been collected through crawler. When extracting 
information from unstructured text, information such as restaurant name and menu 
items are very important. Such information is called a ‘named entity’, and recognizing 
the named entity from text is called ‘named entity recognition [8]’. 

Studies on ‘named entity recognition’ have been conducted not only in English but 
in various languages, and been utilized in various domains. Usually the studies were 
regarding the proper nouns, time, and number recognition. However, these days, 
studies on movies, email addresses, phone number, books, jobs, product brand names, 
and bioinformatics recognition have been conducted. 

In addition, there are also studies on named entity recognition for open domains 
[9]. In [10], newspaper corpus, existing systems, and thesaurus were used to create the 
rules and 200 named entity categories were classified. 

Since there are high volumes of products and service related reviews on the web, 
many opinion mining studies have been actively conducted. Opinion mining 
[11][12][13][14][15] finds effective information from high volume review data. The 
representative use of the opinion mining is to extract product reviews.  

In [14], the product related characteristics were extracted by means of the rules that 
were created based on the number of frequencies from users’ reviews. Then, reviews 
were classified into positive and negative review posts by each extract characteristic. 

[15] collected comments from shopping mall purchasers. Then reviews were 
classified into positive and negative review posts by each extract characteristic to 
summarize user’s opinions.  

[16] found comparative sentences from online reviews and analyzed the 
components of the sentences to extract the comparative targets and characteristics. 
Then, the targets that are on comparative advantage were extracted. For this, 
comparative sentences were divided into 4 types and appropriate rules for each type 
were applied to extract the targets that have comparative advantage.  

Various studies have been conducted to collect online reviews and to acquire 
necessary information. However, there have been no studies extracting menu items 
and selecting popular menu items based on the extracted menu items. Therefore, in 
this work, menu items were extracted from online reviews and popular menu items 
were selected based on the extracted menu items. 

3   Collecting the Online Restaurant Reviews 

It is difficult to collect online reviews for restaurants from the high volume of posts 
online. Therefore, a somewhat roundabout method was used in this work. First of all, 
restaurant names were collected by means of web crawler from restaurant searching 
websites. The way to accurately collect is using html code of the website to analyze 
the website structure. Then, the access should be made only to the areas where the 
data is. The program that collects the data based on the website structure information 
is the wrapper. In this paper, the restaurant names and menu items were collected 
from the restaurant searching websites based on the wrapper model. 
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Then, restaurant names were given as a query to a portal searching engine then, the 
web crawler was used again to collect the results. There are various types of online 
restaurant reviews however, in this work it is limited to blog posts. 

In the result of searching, many posts that were irreverent to restaurants were 
collected even though restaurant names were given as query. In order to solve such a 
problem, phone numbers of the restaurants in addition to the names were collected 
from restaurant searching websites. Both restaurant names and phone numbers were 
used as a query.  

After collecting the online reviews, the listing type of restaurant posts were 
removed from the collected posts. Since the posts that listed good restaurants include 
various menu items and restaurants, it highly decreases the extracted menu item 
results quality. Examples are ‘good restaurants near A station’, ‘Good restaurants list 
in B area’, and ‘Good restaurants that were on TV’. These posts include 
recommended menu item of restaurant1, recommended menu item of restaurant2, …, 
restaurantn. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the recommended menu item of the 
restaurant before dividing the contents to each segment. For this reason, listings were 
excluded in this research.  

Various restaurant listings have common elements. Most listings include the 
restaurant phone numbers. Since more than one restaurant is introduced, it includes 
more than two phone numbers. Therefore, the posts that include more than two phone 
numbers were excluded in order to exclude restaurant listings. 

4   Menu Item Selection and Extraction 

In order to extract menu items from online restaurant review posts, a menu items 
dictionary were established in advance. Menu items were extracted among the words 
from the restaurant review posts by using the pre-established menu item dictionary. It 
takes a lot of time to manually establish the menu item dictionary. Therefore, 
restaurant search engines [17][18][19][20][21] were used to collect the menu items by 
using a web crawler. Total 34,506 of menu items were collected without duplication, 
and these menu items were sorted by the frequency. It is because the frequently 
appeared menu items are more popular and common menu items. Top 1,000 menu 
items were selected among the collected menu items. The reason of selecting the 
menu items with high frequency was because the menu items with low frequency 
were not common menu items for most restaurants. For example, let’s say that ‘Menu 
item1’ is called ‘A restaurant’s Menu item 1’ at A restaurant. Even though these are 
the same food, because ‘Menu item 1’ is a commonly called name, the frequency is 
high, and the frequency of ‘A restaurant’s Menu item 1’ is low because the name is 
used only at A restaurant.  

Among the top 1,000 menu items, some menu items were beverages or alcohols 
which don’t qualify the study criteria. Therefore unqualified menu items were 
removed and remaining were registered to the menu item dictionary.  

In order to extract menu items from the online restaurant review posts that were 
collected by using the web crawler, first morpheme analysis[22] was conducted. 
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Then, only the nouns were selected to compare with the pre-established restaurant 
menu item dictionary. At this time, the matching nouns were extracted from titles, 
tags, and body text. The extracted menu items and frequencies were saved in DB. 

5   Popular Menu Item Selection 

In the previous restaurant information service, administrators manually entered the 
menu items of restaurants. Although Wingspoon[17] manually provides popular menu 
item information, most restaurants information websites don’t provide popular menu 
item information. It is because it takes too much efforts and time to manually enter 
the menu items and choose popular menu items.  

In order to solve such problem, frequencies were used to choose popular menu 
items of each restaurant. There are many online reviews on evaluations that people 
made after visiting the restaurant. Restaurant review posts not only evaluate 
restaurants but also mention and evaluate the menu items that were provided by that 
restaurant. Therefore, the menu items that often appeared from online reviews 
collected for a certain restaurant are most likely the menu items provided by that 
restaurant. Moreover, the menu items that are mentioned the most are most likely the 
most popular menu item of that restaurant. Therefore, the online reviews on certain 
restaurants were collected and the menu items that appeared most frequently were 
extracted. And these menu items were selected as the most popular menu items of that 
restaurant. 

At that time, if the term frequency is used, there is a high possibility to induce 
incorrect results due to certain restaurant review posts. For example, let’s say that 
there are three review posts on restaurant A and the frequencies of each menu item are 
as in Table 1. 

Table 1. Example of using term frequency 

Division 
Frequency of 
Menu item 1 

Frequency of 
Menu item 2 

Frequency of 
Menu item 3 

Post 1 8 1 0 

Post 2 0 2 4 

Post 3 1 2 3 

Even though Menu item 3 had the most frequency among 2/3 of the entire posts, 
menu item 1 shows the highest frequency 9 in the aspect of the sum of the entire 
frequency. It is because post 1 mentioned menu item 1 too many times. Therefore, if 
term frequency is used to calculate the frequency, incorrect results can be induced.  

To avoid such a problem, post frequency rather than term frequency was used. 
Therefore, the number of review posts that included certain menu items was counted.  

Fig. 1 shows the system structure extracting menu items from online reviews and 
selecting the popular menu items. 
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// load data 
menu_db = loadDB(type_menu)  
blog_data=blogCrawling() 
 
// data processing  
result = preprocessing(blog_data) 
pos_result = POSTagging(result) 
menuList = menuExtracting(pos_result, menu_db) 
menu_struct = menuFrequencyCounting(menuList) 
menu_struct = sort(menu_struct , freq_asc)  
 

loadDB (): load the pre-established restaurant menu item dictionary 
blogCrawling():collect the online restaurant review posts 
preprocessing():exclude review include more than two phone numbers 
POSTagging(): tag the part of speech 
menuExtracting(): extract the matching nouns from titles, tags, and body text 
menuFrequencyCounting(): count the frequency of menu 
sort():menu items are sorted by the document frequency 

 

 

Fig. 1. Algorithm of popular menu items selection 

6   Experiment 

In this chapter, the performance evaluation results are described through experiments. 

6.1   Experiment Data 

For the experiment, blog posts were collected from various web posts. 42,126 
Restaurant review blog posts were collected by using crawler. Among them, there 
were 24,882 review posts after excluding restaurant listing type of posts. There were 
14,803 review blog posts that included menu items, and there were 39,990 menu 
items extracted from restaurant review blogs. Up to 5 menu items were extracted from 
each blog to prevent the extraction of too many menu items.  

Among the extracted menu items, 7,620 were extracted from blog titles, 7,049 
were extracted from blog tags, and 25,321 were extracted from blog body text. A total 
of 3,184 restaurants were used for the experiment and a total of 14,507 popular menu 
items were extracted from the restaurant review blogs. 

6.2   Performance Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the extracted popular menu items from the restaurant review 
blogs, those were compared with the actual restaurant menu items. 

The accuracy of the popular menu items extracted from review post titles was 
0.885 and 0.936 from tags, 0.878 from body texts, and the total accuracy was 0.900. 
The accuracy of the menu item extracted from tags was the highest and the accuracy 
extracted from body text was the lowest.  
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Many menu items of which post frequency was only 1~3 were not actual menu 
items from the restaurants. Therefore, only 5 menu items per restaurant were selected 
as the popular menu item to remove less frequently appeared menu items. However, 
since most restaurants have more than 5 menu items, reproduction ratio was not 
acquired and only the accuracy was measured. Accuracy of Popular Menu items. 
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of popular menu items 

In many cases in which incorrect popular menu items got selected, the crawling of 
restaurant review posts were incorrect. Therefore, in order to increase the 
performance of selecting popular menu items, the most important thing is improving 
the web crawler. Also phone number pattern was used to remove restaurant listing 
type of posts, however, the listing type of posts that didn’t have that exact pattern 
were not removed. For example, if there is a space after the hyphen (‘777- 2269’), this 
is out of the phone number pattern. Therefore, it is necessary to make a rule that can 
cover more cases by assuming more various cases. 

7   Conclusion 

In this study, methods to extract menu items from online reviews and select popular 
menu items based on the extracted menu items were suggested.  

Existing menu item recommendations reflected the website operator’s favors or 
advertiser’s promotions. Therefore, actually, the recommendation based on actual 
experiences without being engaged to companies is the most trustworthy information. 
So, the popular menu items that are indirectly recommended by consumers can be 
found through the menu items that are most frequently mentioned from online 
restaurant reviews.  

In order to extract popular menu items, restaurant names and menu items were 
collected from existing restaurant search engines by using a crawler that uses a 
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wrapper. Then, unnecessary posts were removed by using patterns. Then, post 
frequency was used to select the most frequently appeared menu items on the online 
reviews as the most popular menu items.  

Review posts were classified into title, tag, and body text to select the popular 
menu items. In the experiment result, the popular menu items from tag showed the 
highest accuracy and the entire average accuracy was 0.900. 

In this time, the online reviews that contain both restaurant names and phone 
numbers were collected. And many online reviews that only include restaurant names 
were not collected. Therefore the accuracy is poor for some restaurants due to the 
small number of collected online reviews or some only reflected the tastes of a small 
number of reviewers. In order to improve this issue, the online reviews that include 
only the restaurant names will be collected for future studies, which will increase the 
whole volume of review posts as well as the accuracy. 

Also, only blog posts were targeted for this study; however, regular web posts and 
social network posts also need to be considered in the future. 
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Abstract. Information extraction is important in web information retrieval. In 
case of news information extraction, because news information does not have 
representative keywords pointing out its beginning and ending, it is difficult to 
specify the news title and body automatically. Our approach is based on an 
adaptive weighting factor using Bayesian algorithm to solve this problem. We 
divided a news page into text fragments, and represented them with a set of 
content features and layout features. We used an adaptive weighting factor to 
make features fit in different pages. Experiments show that our method results in 
a higher precision than the original algorithm without a weighting factor on the 
task of news information extraction. 

Keywords: information extraction, adaptive weighting. 

1   Introduction 

Internet is becoming a more and more important source of information. Information 
extraction is to automatically extract factual information from web pages and convert it 
into well-structured format for later analysis. We studied news information extraction 
in this paper. Base on our result, we can later extract factual information such as the 
time and place of an event, or product information from newly present finance news. 
Also, the screen reader users and mobile device users will feel more convenient with 
the extracted news information from our work.  

Our approach is based on adaptive weighting factor using unsupervised Bayesian 
algorithm. It can efficiently extract the news title and content. We divide pages into 
text fragments and represent them with a set of layout and content features. 
Considering that each feature has different ability on describing different web pages, 
we add adaptive weighting factors to the features. Experiment shows a good 
performance of our approach. 

2   Related Works 

Early approaches like wrapper induction systems [7, 14] and Roadrunner [5] retrieved 
templates by analyzing page similarity. They could not handle when new templates 
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occurred. MDR [10] identified the similarity of page blocks with their edit distance, but 
it made mistakes when noise was interposed. Zhai, Y. and B. Liu [27] developed a 
method based on partial tree matching. Simon, K. and G. Lausen [18] introduced extra 
information to extend MDR. Zhai, Y. and B. Liu [26] proposed a method based on 
instance study and it could learn a new template when new instance came up. Zhao, H., 
W. Meng, and C. Yu [28] recorded the templates by a graph model. Shoubiao, T., F. 
Jin, and J. Yuan [16] eliminated the conception ambiguity basing on a label library, and 
used MDR to find the repeating mode. Shuyi, Z., et al [17] proposed an algorithm based 
on the distance between the page and the wrapper. Tak-Lam, W. and L. Wai [19] 
developed a wrapper to learn features from the source site which can apply on new sites 
through modeling the dependency between different web sites. 

Many researches were based on machine learning and statistical learning methods. 
Miao, G., et al. [12] recognized the similarity of two label paths through the 
comparison of occurrence mode of the label paths. Carlson, A., et al. [3] used a 
semi-supervised method to train wrappers for different class relationship. Approach of 
Xiao Jian-Peng, Z.L.-S. and Ren Xing [25] was based on TSVM. It only classified 
new data vectors related and needed very few labeled sample. Labský, M., et al. [8] 
tried to develop a tool based on well-structured ontology to construct the model 
semi-automatically. Junfang, S. and L. Li [6] developed a news extraction method 
based on news domain ontology. Wong, T.-L. and W. Lam [23] modeled the 
dependency between text blocks from one or several pages with an undirected graph 
model. Michal Mared, P.P., Miroslav Spousta [13] classified page fragments with 
conditional random field algorithm. Pasternack, J. and D. Roth [15] developed a 
maximum sub-string division method to find the fragment containing the article. 

A different kind of methods analyzes visual features of the pages. VIPS [1, 2] was 
a classic unsupervised algorithm. It could extract the text precisely but it consumed a 
lot of system resource. Ma, L., et al. [11] chose to divide the page by the <TABLE> 
tag and Lin, S.-H. and J.-M. Ho [9] introduced the measure of entropy based on word 
features to make division more precisely. Chen, L., S. Ye, and X. Li [4] clustered 
fragments by similar style and position. Vadrevu, S., F. Gelgi, and H. Davulcu [20] 
organized the pages like XML and introduce domain knowledge to build a statistical 
model. Wang, J., et al. [21, 22] learn the horizontal and vertical relationship of 
positions from a few training samples, and extract the news with its spatial features.  

3   Unsupervised Bayesian Method with Adaptive Weighting 
Factor 

3.1   Unsupervised Bayesian Algorithm 

We consider a web page as a sequence of text fragments, and can be represented by a 
set of features, both content and layout features. Depending on the characteristic of 
job information, Wong, T.-L., W. Lam, and B. Chen [24] proposed an unsupervised 
method based on the Naïve Bayesian Theory to discover headings of job information. 
They used variable h to represent whether a text fragment f is a heading or not. 
Assume that f can be represented by a set of features A a , a , … , a . The classic 
Bayesian algorithm gives out a method to compute the probability of f to be a 
heading P(h|f) basing on the prior probability P(h). By observing P(f|h) in given 
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case, we can learn that, P(h|f) P( | )P( )P( ) .The Naïve Bayesian Theory is based on a 

supposition that all a  are exclusive. So we know that P(h|f)  P(h) ∏ P(a |h). 
As different web pages have different layouts, an iterative algorithm based on the 

Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm was introduced in [24], 
E-STEP 

 P (h|f)  P (h) ∏ P (a |h)|A| , f ∈ F      (1) 

M-STEP  P (A ( ) 1|h)  ∑ A ( )P ( | )∈F∑ ∑ A ( )P ( | )∈F,      (2) 
 P (h) ∑ P ( | )∈F F      (3) 

Where F  represents the text fragments of the i-th page, δ is the smoothing factor to 
avoid zero probability. In E-STEP, P (h|f) in the (t+1)-th iteration of all f ∈ F  is 
computed, and then in M-STEP P (A ( )|h) and P (h) are updated.  

3.2   Algorithm with Adaptive Weighting Factor 

This algorithm performed well on job information extraction, but in news 
information, a feature may have different abilities on describing different pages. For 
example, word “company” may be important in business related pages, but normal in 
other pages. We introduced a weighting factor to deal with this problem. After 
division of a page, the task of information extraction is actually the classification of 
text fragments. The feature weight is the ability of a feature classifying different 
categories. 

TF-IDF is a normal weighting technology. TF represents term frequency, which is 
usually defined as tf(t, d)  ,∑ , . n ,  is the occurrence number, and ∑ n ,  is 

the normalization factor.IDF represents the inverse document frequency. It can be 

obtain as idf(t) log |D|| : | . Here, |D| means the amount of documents, and | d: d t | means the amount of documents containing word t. However, TF-IDF 
only considers the occurring frequency of a word and its distribution in a page. This 
makes it more likely to classify a fragment to a larger category. Because there is much 
noise in a page, it could result in interruption. Our weighting factor would adjust 
adaptively. If a feature is more likely to be owned by a target, we increase its weight, 
and otherwise we decrease it. We modify the algorithm in [24] as follow,  

E-STEP 

 P (t|f)  P (t) ∏ (P (L (f)|t)|L| W (L ) )      (4) 

          ∏ (P (C (f)|t)|C| W (C )), f ∈ F   
M-STEP 

 P (C ( ) 1|t)  ∑ C ( )P ( | )∈F∑ ∑ C ( )P ( | )∈F,       (5) 
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 P (L ( ) 1|t)  ∑ L ( )P ( | )∈F∑ ∑ L ( )P ( | )∈F,      (6) 
  P (t) ∑ P ( | )∈F F      (7)  W (L )  W (L ) P (L ( ) | )P (L ( ) | )      (8)  W (C )  W (C )  P (L ( ) | )P (L ( ) | )      (9) 

Here, F  represents the text fragments of the i-th page, and δ is a smoothing factor 
avoiding 0 probability. In E-STEP, we compute  P (t|f) for all f ∈ F  according 
to the result in the k-th iteration. In M-STEP, according to P (t|f) learnt in the 
E-STEP, we update P (C ( )|t) and P (L ( ) 1|t) and  P (t). W (L ) 
and W (C ) represent the weight of the layout feature L  and the weight of the 
content feature C  in the k-th iteration respectively. The iteration repeats until we get 
a best result or a specific number of loops are reached. 

3.3   Preprocessing and Initialization 

In this paper, we divide a page by the minimum text nodes. A minimum text node is 
the smallest sub-tree only containing text. If a node does not contain any script like 
nodes, we consider it and its children nodes to be a minimum text sub-tree. Else, we 
divide it by its children nodes and until the page is totally divided. The layout feature 
set L includes features like bold, italic, color, long-text, short-text, and etc. It was 
manually preset whereas the content feature set is learned with a feature extractor.  

For document independent content features, we have learnt their weights during the 
feature extraction process. To avoid too small value in the later calculation, we added 
a smoothing factor ε. The initial weight of the content feature is as follow,    W (C ) tfidf(C )  ε.   (10) 
On the other hand, the layout feature is manually given and they are document 
dependent. We calculate their initial weights for every single page as follow,   W (L )  L ( ) ,F (L ( ) )∑ L ( ) ,F (L ( ) )|L|    (11) 
Here, tf(L (f) 1, F )  L ( )∑ L ( )|L| , and idf(L (f) 1)  log |F |L ( ) , where tf(L (f) 1, F ) represents the term frequency of the m-th feature L  in F , and idf(L (f) 1) is the inverse document frequency, nL ( )  means the occurrence 
number of L  and |F | means the total number of page fragments. The denominator 
of (14) is the normalization factor. P (t|f) is also unknown. Wong, T.-L., W. Lam, and B. Chen [28] used a seed 
word set to do the initialization. However, it is more complicated in news 
information. We use a simple binary classifier to initialize. If the classifier classifies a 
fragment to be a target, we set P (t|f) to greater than 0.5 and otherwise smaller than 
0.5. 
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After we get a best result or a specific number of loops are reached, we return the 
final P (t 1|f). For all fragments with probabilityP (t 1|f) P (t 0|f), 
we consider them to be probable output. News content may be contained in several 
text fragments, so we output all these fragments. But news title can only have one, 
and we consider the fragment which has the highest probability as the final output. 

4   Experiments and Analysis 

To verify the availability of the adaptive weighting factor, we designed several 
experiments. The test pages used in the experiments were crawled from three famous 
news websites, which were Yahoo! News, NY Times, and China Daily respectively. 
We sorted these pages into 8 categories, including society, entertainment, sports, 
education, technology, health, business and politics. We randomly choose several 
extracted news pages to construct the training sets of the feature extractor and the 
binary classifier. The two training sets are exclusive to each other, and also to the 
testing set. We manually labeled the correct news for all pages in the test set to 
contrast with our extracting result. 

Table 1. Contrast of Accuracy with Separate Training Set and Unified Training Set 

 Precision with Separate 
Training Set 

Precision with Unified 
Training Set Page 

# 
Title Content Total Title Content Total 

Society 99.5% 99.3% 99.0% 100% 99.3% 99.3% 404 
Entertainment 100% 99.1% 99.1% 100% 98.8% 98.8% 339 

Sports 100% 99.1% 99.1% 100% 99.4% 99.4% 674 
Education 99.4% 99.1% 98.7% 99.7% 99.1% 98.7% 319 

Technology 99.7% 100% 99.7% 100% 99.7% 99.7% 339 
Health 99.8% 99.8% 99.8% 99.8% 99.6% 99.4% 494 

Business 99.1% 98.9% 98.6% 99.5% 98.6% 98.2% 435 
Politics 99.7% 98.7% 98.7% 100% 99.7% 99.7% 378 
Total  99.7% 99.2% 99.1% 99.8% 99.3% 99.2% 3382 

We knew that the content feature is independent on the websites, but it should be 
dependent on the domain. We first choose 30 pages for each category to train separate 
content feature sets. Then we mix them together to train a unified content feature set. 
Table 1 is the contrast of the precision with separate training set and unified training 
set. The result shows that a unified training set do not reduce the accuracy. Although 
the unified trained features can be quite different from the ones trained separately, the 
adaptive weighting factor performed well to make a good result. With the adaptive 
weighting factor, the features can perform differently in different categories. Thus we 
don’t need to train them separately and they can adjust by themselves. 

Then we test the performance of our algorithm on different templates. We use a 
unified training set for the content feature and only observe how the layout feature 
affects the result. Table 2 contrasts the performance of the weighting factor on 
different web sites. The result shows that templates do not influence much. The 
iterative learning process of the probability of the layout features and their 
corresponding weighting factor performs well, and totally get accuracy at 99.2%. 
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Table 2. Contrast of Accuracy of Different Web Sites 

Title Precision Content Precision Total Precision Page # 
Yahoo! News 100% 99.7% 99.7% 1127 

NY Times 99.9% 99.3% 99.1% 1242 
China Daily 99.8% 98.9% 98.7% 1013 

Total 99.9% 99.3% 99.2% 3382 

To observe the advantage of the adaptive weighting factor, we make a contrast 
between our method and the original unsupervised Bayesian algorithm without a 
weighting factor on news information extraction. Table 3 is the contrast of the 
original algorithm and our approach with the weighting factor.  

Table 3. Contrast of Original Unsupervised Method and Our Method with Weighting Factors 

 

Precision of the original 
unsupervised Bayesian 
algorithm 

Precision of our method with 
the weighting factor Page # 

Title Content Total Title Content Total
Society 97.5% 94.8% 94.6% 100% 99.3% 99.3% 404 

entertainment 98.2% 97.4% 96.7% 100% 98.5% 98.5% 339 
sports 95.2% 94.2% 93.8% 100% 99.3% 99.3% 674 

education 91.2% 84.6% 84.3% 99.7% 99.1% 98.7% 319 
technology 93.8% 93.5% 93.2% 100% 99.7% 99.7% 339 

health 94.8% 92.1% 88.9% 99.8% 99.6% 99.4% 494 
business 98.8% 97.7% 97.3% 99.5% 98.9% 98.4% 435 
politics 92.3% 92.6% 90.5% 100% 99.7% 99.7% 378 
Total 95.4% 93.6% 92.6% 99.9% 99.3% 99.1% 3382 

The result shows that the adaptive weighting factor improves the extraction result 
obviously. Without the weighting factor, content features cannot well specify texts of 
different domains. In our approach, the weighting factor adaptively changed when it 
could not match with the probability of the content feature. The content features that 
are not related to the current page would have a smaller weight. In the case of layout 
feature, because features could have different importance in different websites, the 
layout feature weight would differ in different web pages. Hence, our method reaches 
a much higher accuracy than the original algorithm on the news information 
extraction task. This is also the reason why the result in table 1 does not diverse a lot. 

In our experiments we also found that the mistaken news contents are usually a 
missing of text fragments among continual content fragments. However, noises are 
seldom misjudged to be targets. We consider that it is because granularity we chose 
was small enough to avoid noises. But we did not consider the relationship among 
text fragments, so we sometimes missed fragments not continually. 

5   Conclusions 

According to the characteristics of news information, we improve the unsupervised 
algorithm based on naïve Bayesian algorithm to fit in news information extraction task. 
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Each feature has a weighting factor and this weighting factor adjusts adaptively. This 
makes a feature performs differently in different domains or templates. Experiments 
show a higher precision of our algorithm than the normal algorithm. However, there 
were also some shortages. In the future work, we would take the relationship among 
text fragments into consider. Also, we would research in the entity extraction and go 
into the information extraction task more deeply.  
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Abstract. This article proposes a new model for clustering individual nodes 
based on node’s interrelation with a real-life mining application. The model is 
capable of detecting a network topology based on information flow and 
therefore could be easily extended and applied in a variety of today’s research 
fields. E.g. discover audience group sharing similar attitude, or retrieve authors’ 
academic referencing group or plot active friend society in social networks. An 
effective algorithm: Boundary Growth Algorithm is proposed through which 
people can find the underlying structure of networks. Extensive experimental 
evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.  

Keywords: Information Diffusion, Social Networks, Community Mining. 

1   Introduction 

A social group is set of any number of people who share common goals and/or beliefs. 
Characteristics shared by members of a group may include interests, values, 
representations, ethnic or social background, and kinship ties. It is believed that the 
group’s behavior is, under certain circumstances, determined by the shared 
characteristics: in academic field, researchers shared similar academic interests tend to 
quote each other’s article; in social network, people possessing similar hobby would 
normally form a group. With today’s booming of online social network phenomenon, 
the research on the social group is becoming increasingly popular [1,2,3]. 

There are two major problems in this field when trying to create a network 
topology:  

Hierarchy problem, or the max boundary problem, that is how to plot the sub-
network topology inside an existing group. [7, 4] E.g. certain researchers are more 
“close” to each other and shared more research interests among a relative large portion 
of researchers that has the same Artificial Intelligence research interests. 

Overlapping problem: how to avoid generate groups of node that is a sub-network 
of an existing group and contains no desired information itself. [5] E.g. intersection of 
two social groups from a virtual community does not necessarily provide useful 
information. 
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical Structure in Social Group 

 

Fig. 2. Overlapping Structure in Social Group 

Aside from the topology, information diffusion within the network is yet another 
intriguing field. [8,9,10] While quite a few progress has been made, there is still a 
gigantic space for further exploration. Several principle problems such as the 
interrelation of certain piece of information’s boundary when being spread within the 
network and the network’s structure remain unsolved.  

In the article, we believe that in addition of the relation with individual node, there 
is relationship between a piece of information’s boundary when being spread within 
the network and the network’s sub-group topology structure. The hypothesis is based 
on the phenomenon that several nodes in network, especially social network, form a 
group and it is highly likely that the information would only been spread within the 
group. In other words, it’s been limited by a boundary set by the group. According to 
the hypothesis, we consider the whole network as a whole, relative loosely organized, 
group which explain the fact there is certain message that could spread across the 
entire network. 

The proposed method plots the network topology based on the behavior information 
spread among the network. 

One of the problems encountered during the work is the individual node’s behavior 
in social network having certain degree of random aspects, therefore both the input 
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data and the output prediction, or network topology, contain a considerable bias. The 
problem of inaccurate information delivery could be categorized into two types of 
situation: 

1. For a group, the outsider node may receive the information through the 
individual with the group. E.g. an author could have his paper being cited by 
researchers in other research field. 

2. For a particular piece of information, the spread may not cover the entire 
group. E.g. an author does not necessarily cite every other researcher in his 
research field. 

Probability is used in proposed approach to bypass the inaccurate message deliver 
problem in the network. We consider each message spread as a random event and 
concentrate only the boundary of the event instead of the source and path of the 
message. We say if the probability of information to be spread outside to a larger group 
is small, then the group is considered as a “community”. Information is bounded within 
the group and the member nodes share certain communal aspects. 

Based on the assumption, we propose the Boundary Growth Algorithm. The 
algorithm start from individual node and increment the group side based on 
information spreading. The algorithm takes the situation of group hierarchy and 
overlapping into account and could plot a full network topology. 

 

Fig. 3. Ideal Generated Network Groupings 

2   Related Work 

The proposed algorithm aims to infer community structure in diffusion network. 
Related work includes diffusion network and community detection. 

2.1   Diffusion Network 

We consider specifically how new behaviors, practices, opinions, conventions, and 
technologies spread from person to person through a social network, as people 
influence their friends to adopt new ideas. The process’s mechanism is built on a well 
known empirical work in sociology: diffusion of innovations [115, 8]. Two of the most 
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influential early pieces in research area to capture such informational effects were 
Ryan and Gross’s study in adoption of hybrid seed corn among farmers in Iowa [9] and 
Coleman, Katz, and Menzel’s study in the adoption of tetracycline by physicians in the 
United States [10]. In Ryan and Gross’s study, farmers were interviewed to determine 
how and when they decided to begin using hybrid seed corn; the result shows the 
neighbors’ experience of choosing hybrid seed served as the key factor in the decision. 
In [11], the principle of “homophily” can sometimes act as a “barrier” to diffusion: 
since people tend to interact with others who share the same social characteristics, 
while new innovations tend to arrive from “outside” the system, it can be difficult for 
these innovations to make their way into a tightly-knit social community. This idea 
shares mutual aspect with our assumption. However in [11], the barrier is used to study 
diffusion in network itself not the underlying structure of community, which also 
attracts a lot of attentions recently. J. Leskovec etc. study outbreak detection problem 
which in [12] is modeled as selecting nodes in a network, in order to detect the 
spreading of a virus or information as quickly as possible. In [13], Manel and  
J. Leskovec etc. developed a method for tracking paths of diffusion and influence 
through networks and inferring the networks over which contagions propagate. Given 
the times when nodes adopt pieces of information or become infected, identifying the 
optimal network that best explains the observed infections times. And a linear 
influence model for predicting which node will influence which other node in the 
network was proposed by J. Yang etc. [14]. 

All previous works, though some are similar to our work in this paper, focus on 
diffusion itself while ignoring the community structure underlying which affect the 
propagation of information in network most. 

2.2   Community Structure Detection 

Online social networks are recognized as complex networks which are characterized 
by high clustering coefficient and short average distance [6]. Data clustering is one of 
the earliest techniques for community detection, which can be divided into partition-
based method such as k-means clustering [15], model-based methods [16], spectral 
clustering algorithm [19, 17] and hierarchical clustering [47]. Grivan and Newman 
then introduced several community detection algorithms based on “Centrality” [1]. 
Modularity-based techniques was introduced in [18] as a measure to evaluate the 
quality of a set of extracted communities in a network and has become one of the 
most popular quality functions used for community detection. 

However, the majority of works in community detection attempt to discover non-
overlapping communities. In [5], X. Wang etc. proposed a method based on tags in 
social media to find overlapping communities.  Ahn et al. [7] apply typical hierarchical 
clustering to line graph in order to find hierarchical overlapping communities. 

The proposed method would be the first time diffusion network concept is 
extended in community detection field.  

3   Problem Formulation 

The proposed algorithm aims to overcome the uncertainty from individual behavior by 
using the information diffusion model. The model is able to focus on information flow 
behavior within the network therefore bypass the uncertainty brought by individual as 
well as extend the data space for network structure plotting.  
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Mathematically, assume we have unit set , , … ,  where  (1<=i<=n) 
is a client that evolves in multiple information diffusion event. We also have 
information diffusion event , , … ,  where  (1 i n) is the unit the 
particular diffusion event’s “infects”, thus is a subset of U. also we have community , , … ,  where  (1   i n) is a group, or a set of individual unit. So  is a 
subset of U. 

In hierarchical and overlapping situations, we may have: 

(1)     (1 i, j n)  for hierarchical sturcture 

(2)         (1 i, j n) for overlapping structure 

Our goal is: given individuals set  and diffusion set , the proposed algorithm could 
calculate community set  with hierarchical and overlapping topology structure 
support. 

4   Methodology 

4.1   Infection Accounting 

Assume  is a set of individuals, thus  . If a message M is spread across the 
entire set, that is, every member in the set get the message, as say this message infects 
whole set X. Infection accounting ( ) is the total number of messages that infect . 
We have: ( )  ( ) ∈  

Where for each  ∈   ( )  1 (   )0 (   ) ( ) represents the active level of the group: the higher ( ), the more information  
holds.  

Theorem 1. Assume v  U and v U, if   , we have  ( )  ( ) 
Proof: 
Since  is a subset of , for every message M counted in ( ), M infects . 
Therefore M infects every member in . M infects , it is also counted in ( ). 
So ( )  ( ). 

4.2   Diffusion Proportion  

Assume   and  , if    then diffusion proportion ( , ) is the 
probability for a message M spread to v from v. In other words ( , ) is the 
probability for  to be a subset of  where   .  

We have: ( , ) ( | )  ( )( )  
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If for every super set  of  , ( , ) is relatively small, obviously, the information in 
set v is not likely to spread beyond or “bounded” by v. 

Definition 1. (Bounded Diffusion Pattern)  
Assume   and , , … ,   and   (1 ), v is a 
Bounded Diffusion Pattern  if and only if: (  ∈ )  ( ,  )  

Note that a Bounded Diffusion Pattern is a community in the network. 

4.3   Boundary Growth Algorithm 

However, for detecting whether a set  is a Bounded Diffusion Pattern, all its supersets 
needs to be calculated which is computationally infeasible. a simpler and faster model 
is required. 

Theorem 2. Assume  , |  | = . if for every superset  of  where | | = 1, 
we have:  ( , )  

 is a Bounded Diffusion Pattern. 
Proof: 
Assume there is an ’s superset , | | > 1. Then there is at least one ’s 
superset  where, | | = 1 and       . According to Theorem 1, we have ( )  ( ), thus  ( , ) ( , ). Since ( , )  , for any superset v  of 
X, we have ( , )  . So X is a Bounded Diffusion Pattern. 

Theorem 2 tells for a set , we only need to calculate all the superset with 
cardinality greater than  by one unit to determine if the set is a Bounded Diffusion 
Pattern.  

The Boundary Growth Algorithm is based on theorem 2. It starts at each node of  
and build all Bounded Diffusion Patterns includes . The pseudo code is as follow: 

 
Boundary Growth Algorithm 
Input: Individuals set U, Diffusion set D 
Output: Community set C 
Process: 
(1)   Set C= ϕ; 
(2)   for each subset v of U; 
(3)       Calculate h(v); 
(4)   end for; 
(4)   for (i = 1; i ≤ largest size of diffusion; i ++) 
(5)       for  each set v which |v|=i 
(6)          boolean flag = ture; 
(7)          for each superset v' which |v^' |=i+ 1 

//to check whether v is a bounded pattern, we  only 
//calculate the supersets with cardinality  greater 
//than X by one unit 

(8)           if (g(v,v^' )>ε) 
(9)                flage = false;  
(10)               break; 
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(11)           if (flage)  
(12)               put  v into C; 
(13)              end for; 
(14)       end for; 
(15)   end for; 

5   Evaluation 

The data set Arxiv HEP-TH1 is used to evaluate the model. Arxiv HEP-TH (high 
energy physics theory) citation graph is from the e-print arXiv and covers all the 
citations within a dataset of 27,770 papers with 352,807 edges. If a paper i cite paper j, 
the graph contains a directed edge from i to j. If a paper cites, or is cited by, a paper 
outside the dataset, the graph does not contain any information about this. The data 
covers papers in the period from January 1993 to April 2003 (124 months). It begins 
within a few months of the inception of the arXiv, and thus represents essentially the 
complete history of its HEP-TH section. Arxiv HEP-TH was originally released as a 
part of 2003 KDD Cup. 

5.1   Setup 

We define:  

• A link between two authors, if an author cites another researcher’s paper in his 
article.  

• An information diffusion event, for an author, each of his paper being cited by 
any other papers counts as one information diffusion event.  

The link distribution from data pool shows a significant heavy-tailed behavior: rather 
seldom author has a vast citation of his article while the majority of researchers have 
less than twenty citations, which is about 0.1% of all researchers in the data set. Based 
on the observation we can conclude while well-known authors and their articles behave 
as a trivial and dominance factor in the society. Similar to the flooded information 
entire social network demonstrate the network, as a whole, form a loose community, 
the obvious pervasive citations of famous articles merely reflects the loosely bound in 
the data set. This evaluation focuses on the subtle yet particular structures in the 
network, thus only community structure within researchers of less than fifty citations is 
considered. After setup, the raw network is trimmed to 27,770 papers with 12,390 
authors. Two major parameters are used in evaluation: ( )  threshold and  value. 
Different ( ) function threshold is set so that single citation is eliminated to utilize 
the probability sampling, and  is used for tune the “sharpness” of the community edge 

5.2   Result 

5.2.1   Run Time 
All set is able to provide a satisfactory run time. Different ( ) threshold and  value 
result a monotonously distribution: run time increases along with  and decreases with ( ) almost linearly.  
                                                           
1 The data set can be downloaded from url:  
  http://snap.stanford.edu/data/cit-HepTh.html 
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Table of run time distribu
 

       h(v) = 0.3 278,810.5 292,710.7 310,870.9 323,59
 
 

5.2.2   Community Group
The result demonstrates the
and  value.  
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Overall, the data shows there is a rather significant amount of small communities 
with node less than four in the network. However, there is no community with size 
greater than thirteen in all threshold  combinations.  

As previously proved, the result shows that  determines whether the existing group 
is growing, or the “sharpness” of the community edge. Larger  means a blurred edge, 
or more combinations nodes. As in the table above, when  is raised from a range [0.3, 
0.9], the valid communities of each size keeping increasing. However, although the 
total group numbers vary due to the  value, as the group size grows, the total valid 
groups tend to become smaller and converge to same result despite the  value.  

The result shows that more than ninety-five percent of the group is of size smaller 
than five regardless of the choosing of threshold and ε value. Providing the total 
citations of each individual author are less than twenty, about thirty percent of the total 
information diffusion event each node participate in is connected and represents a 
community. Giving the total number of authors is greater than ten thousands; the group 
size in this network is less than 0.1%. It is confident to say the communities in the 
network have a rather local and tight relation; or the authors from this journal tend to 
form a small community and it is not likely that different communities have much 
communications with respect to article citation.  

As result demonstrates, ( )  threshold serves as a filter to eliminate undesired 
random effects. With higher threshold, more events lesser information diffusion event 
support is filtered out, thus results in a more concrete topology.  

Also, hierarchical community structure is observed during evaluation: when ( ) 
threshold is set to ten, no community of size ten is generated while one community of 
size eleven is plotted. This demonstrates that the model is capable of generate 
hierarchical structure.  

6   Conclusion 

Due to the extensive involvement of human behavior, the biased input and the 
unpredictable group behavior are two of the major limitations of today’s researches in 
social network. The existing models for social network structure plotting suffer from 
poor input quality and performance is limited, particularly in the expression of the 
hierarchy and overlapping situation among subgroups in network. 

The article introduces, illustrate and evaluate a new algorithm that uses information 
diffusion model to plot a community structure within a network. The model is able to 
distinguish the hierarchical and overlapping structure among the group and is able to 
generate the group topology without using any node information or detailed message 
information. 

Due to the little information requirement, the method is suitable to a variety of field 
to generate group structure. It is believed that this algorithm would contribute in future 
research and applications in social network mining and beyond. 
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Appendix  

In this section we show the group size of several ( ) threasholds with different  
value obtained from experiments. 
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Table of group size when ( ) 7 changing  value: 
 

Group Size h(v) = 7, ε 0.3 h(v) = 7, 0.5 h(v) = 7, 0.7 h(v) = 7, 0.9 
1 3300 3983 4386 4386 
2 1754 1918 2249 2249 
3 1148 1177 1313 1350 
4 719 725 785 805 
5 411 416 421 427 
6 211 211 215 219 
7 108 108 111 111 
8 46 46 46 46 
9 15 15 17 17 

10 4 4 4 4 
11 3 3 4 4 
12 2 2 2 2 
13 2 2 2 2 

 
Table of group size when ( ) 8 changing  value: 
 

Group Size h(v) = 8, 0.3 h(v) = 8, 0.5 h(v) = 8, 0.7 h(v) = 8, 0.9 
1 3006 3653 4109 4293 
2 1381 1467 1648 1959 
3 752 773 835 1067 
4 421 424 439 570 
5 204 204 208 269 
6 89 89 93 109 
7 28 28 28 36 
8 7 7 7 12 
9 5 5 6 7 

10 4 4 4 4 
11 2 2 2 2 

 
Table of group size when ( ) 9 changing  value: 
 

Group Size h(v) = 9, 0.3 h(v) = 9, 0.5 h(v) = 9, 0.7 h(v) = 9, 0.9 
1 2782 3759 3959 4101 
2 1200 1559 1679 1867 
3 641 788 824 897 
4 283 332 342 371 
5 98 118 118 124 
6 30 38 40 45 
7 14 16 16 17 
8 4 5 5 5 
9 2 2 2 3 
10 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 
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Table of group size when ( ) 10 changing  value: 
 

Group Size h(v) = 10, 0.3 h(v) = 10, 0.5 h(v) = 10, 0.7 h(v) = 10, 0.9 
1 2522 3053 3255 3399 
2 1029 1096 1141 1271 
3 561 567 581 625 
4 171 173 176 192 
5 50 50 50 51 
6 19 19 19 22 
7 2 2 2 3 
8 2 2 2 3 
9 3 3 3 3 

10 0 0 0 0 
11 1 1 1 1 
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Abstract. With the amount of textual information massively growing in various 
kinds of business systems and Internet, there are increasingly demands for 
analyzing both structured data and unstructured text data. Online Analysis 
Processing (OLAP) is effective for analyzing and mining structured data. 
However, while handling with unstructured data, it is powerless. After working 
on several information integration and data analysis applications, we have 
realized the defect of OLAP on text data analysis and use technical ways to 
handle this issue. In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised algorithm to 
extract dimensions and their members from textual information for the purpose 
of analyzing a huge set of textual data. We use straightforward measures to 
express analysis results. Experiment result shows that the extracting algorithm 
is valid and our approach has a high scalability and flexibility. 

Keyword: OLAP, unstructured data, extracting algorithm. 

1   Introduction 

Since many of business intelligence systems have been utilizing structured data for 
analysis and decision-making, data warehouses are widely used for organizing and 
analyzing large amounts of data. A useful technology to exploit data warehouse is the 
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) technology [1][2][3], which provides a more 
flexible representation of multidimensional data in different granularities. The OLAP 
systems categorize data either as facts with associated numerical measures or as 
dimensions that characterize the facts. For example, in a recruitment system, 
recruitment information would be fact, recruitment number would be a measure, work 
place and recruitment time would be dimensions. OLAP aggregates measures over a 
range of dimensional members to provide results such as recruitment amount per month 
in order to analysis changing trend.  

On the other hand, with the unstructured text data grows explosively in business 
systems and Internet, it becomes more and more desirable to extend the traditional 
OLAP on structured data analyzing as well as text data mining and knowledge 
discovery [4][5][6]. Generally, these text data exists either in database as data records 
or in a separate place with links to the documents as description. Here we use 
multidimensional text databases to represent the form. In order to fully take advantage 
of all the knowledge, both structured data and unstructured data should be analyzed 
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simultaneously, thus bringing more challenges in knowledge acquisition. 
Unfortunately, traditional OLAP is powerful in dealing with structured data but faces 
challenges for analyzing unstructured text data. 

In the past, when we want to analyze unstructured text data in a multidimensional 
data model, we would first choose different dimension member and fetch 
corresponding documents, and then we use text mining tools to mine these documents 
in order to acquire knowledge we are interested in. This method has obvious 
shortcomings, as a decision maker, we must have the professional knowledge of text 
mining, and, the two steps are taken separately, not in an integration system. 

In summary, a more powerful OLAP should integrate text mining with traditional 
OLAP, and allow the decision makers to drill-down/roll-up/slice/pivot on text 
dimensions. For example, it would be very useful if we post a query (time=”2010”, 
jobName=”computer software”) and obtain the recruitment requirements in the domain 
of computer software, then we drill down into the lower-level categories in jobName 
dimension, like “software engineer”, to obtain the quality a “software engineer” 
needed, even we can post two queries (time=”2010”, jobName=” computer software”, 
education background=”bachelor”) and (time=”2010”, jobName=” computer 
software”, education background=”master”) to compare the recruitment requirements 
on different dimension members. 

In this paper, we propose a new model to integrate textual information with 
multidimensional model to achieve the goal of analyzing a huge set of textual 
documents. This paper describes: 

 How we extract dimensions and their members from text data; 
 How we efficiently express measures of our analysis model; 

2   Related Work 

According to the ways on construction of text data hierarchy, we could group the 
researches of integrating text with OLAP into three categories: 

Term as Hierarchy: This kind of approach takes term hierarchy as text dimension 
which is built to specify term’s semantic levels [7]. Each node in the hierarchy is 
called a generalized term, represented by a subset of terms. For example, the 
computer is divided into internal and peripherals, while internal can be divided into 
memory/CPU/motherboard and so on. When we execute the pull-up operation, given 
term level L and generalized term v ∈L, add v’s parent node u in L and delete u’s 
descent nodes from L. The result is a higher term level L’. With the term hierarchy 
pull-up or push down, the document do the corresponding aggregate operation.  

Document Classification as Hierarchy: Most representative of this method are 
BIW[8] and Polyanalyst[9]. They use classification methods to classify documents 
into categories and attach documents with class labels. Through the category labels, 
the analysts would drill-down and roll-up along the text dimension. 

Topic as Hierarchy: This method mines the topics of the text data then builds a 
hierarchy for the topics [10]. In DBPubs[11], the Content Management Systems 
metadata provide traditional OLAP static dimensions that are combined with dynamic 
dimensions discovered from the analyzed keyword search result, as well as measures 
for document scores based on the link between structured data and the documents. For 
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example, a user may post a query:"+venue: SIGMOD +year: 2005", then the system 
will return the paper topics in SIGMOD 2005, the numbers of each topic are 
measures. In TopicCube [12], the author use PLSA to mine topics of anomaly event 
in aviation reports, and then map these topics to a hierarchical topic tree which is 
defined by domain expert.  

The analysis based on topic integrates tightly with OLAP, but the drawback is that, a 
hierarchical topic tree must be constructed by experts, so this has adverse effects on 
scalability of systems. 

3   System Overview 

Figure 1 depicts the system overview. The multidimensional text database stores 
structured data as well as unstructured text data, the text data is the description of 
structured data. Take recruitment system for example, the structured data such as 
time, location, and so on. For obtaining OLAP functionality in analyzing text, our 
goal is to create a new multidimensional schema by adding additional dimensions into 
original dimensions. Firstly, structured and unstructured data are stored in 
multidimensional text databases, they are treated separately, and the structured data 
are used to construct static dimensions. The second is our core problem, in our 
approach, text data are processed as dimension extracting and measure computing. 
We use a semi-supervised learning of dimension-member pairs extracting algorithm 
to extract dimensions from text, and category dispersion and correlation algorithm to 
calculate measures. The measures are presented as related phrases frequency which 
phrases would best reflect job descriptions under different dimension members. 

       Fig. 1. System overview               Fig. 2. Example of a recruitment information 

4   Extraction of Dimension and Member 

The basic idea of our model is to use a semi-supervised learning of 
dimension-member pairs extraction algorithm to construct Additional Dimension. In 
other words, the additional dimensions were extracted from document and could be 
treated as standard dimensions.  
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4.1   Concept of Additional Dimension 

The additional dimensions are constructed based on multidimensional text database. 
The purpose to do so is extracting dimensions from unstructured documents. Figure 2 
shows a piece of recruitment information. Due job description is no theme document, 
analyze them by mining topic, is senseless.  

Definition 1. Additional Dimension is a dimension which extracted from text data and 
can be treated as standard dimension. Drill-down and roll-up along additional 
dimension make it available for users to view the data from different granularity of 
measures. 

4.2   A Semi-Supervised Extracting Algorithm 

In this section, we describe an approach to extract dimension-member pairs from text 
[13], like job descriptions, product recommendations and product descriptions etc. 
This approach uses a semi-supervised algorithm and treats the extraction problem as 
classification problem. The algorithm uses labeled seeds as training set and needs 
little user supervision. Firstly, we extract an initial seeds that serves as training data 
for the semi-supervised classification algorithms. Then, the extracted dimensions and 
their members are linked by using heuristic rules. 

4.3   Seed Generation 

The step is to generate labeled seeds for the learning algorithms to learn from. The 
seeds can be generated in two ways, with small amounts of known dimensions and 
members by artificially customization, as well as with an unsupervised, automated 
generate algorithm that extracts seeds from the unlabeled data. Both of these seed 
generating strategies are aimed to facilitate scaling to other domains. The first way 
uses small amounts of labeled training data defined by domain experts. Consider the 
following sentence: 

Bachelor’s degree in CS/EE or equivalent and 8+ years related work experience. 

We use three seed lists: one for education background, one for work experience and 
one for language requirements. The second way is an unsupervised way. In this 
method, we consider all bigrams wiwj as candidates for dimension-member pairs, 
where wi is a candidate member, and wj is a candidate dimension (e.g., bachelor 
degree/8+ experience.), although it is not always the case that the member occurs 
before its dimension in job description. Suppose word wj occurs with n unique words 
w1…n in position i, we rank the words w1…n by their conditional probability p(wi|wj), wi ∈w1…n , where the word wi with the highest conditional probability is ranked highest. 

The highest ranked word wi are candidates for members for the candidate 
dimension wj. Noteworthy is, frequent words and stop words such as the, though 
occur with many different words, they should be abandoned. So, one dimension 
generally has more than one member and do not occur with a wide range of words. 
What we interested in is that, few words account for a high proportion of probability. 
The idea can be divided into two stages: in the first step, use conditional probability to 
compute candidate dimension by (1), where c is the threshold and 0 < c < 1; In the 
second step, compute the mutual information for all candidate dimension-members 
pairs. If there are a few words that together have high mutual information with the  
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candidate dimension, then we are likely to regard them as the members of dimension. 
The mutual information can be computed as (2)(3), where λ is a user-specified 
parameter, where 0 <λ<1.  
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After the two steps, some dimension-member pairs maybe generated along with noisy 
and inaccuracy pairs, in order to ensure correctness, we correct manually.  

4.4   Dimension and Member Extraction 

After some initial seeds generated, we use the initial seeds as training data and extract 
dimensions and members from unlabeled data. The extraction issue can be regarded 
as a classification problem because of each word or phrase can be classified as 
dimension or member or neither. This can be viewed as a semantic tagging process. 
We use four classes to classify words into: dimension, member, unassigned or neither. 
Initially, each word is labeled unassigned as default, if the unassigned words match 
the labeled data, then we assign it as the matched label. On the other hand, if the 
unlabeled words do not match the labeled data, we input them to the classification 
algorithm. 

The algorithm we use is co-EM which is a multi-view semi-supervised learning 
algorithm [14]. The labeled words are used as training data for co-EM that classifies 
each word to the unlabeled data as dimension, member, or neither .The co-EM 
combines features from both co-training and Expectation-Maximization (EM), it is an 
iterative algorithm just like EM, but uses the feature split present in the data, just like 
co-training. The features we use for classification are the words of each unlabeled 
data item, the surrounding n words, and their corresponding parts of article. The data 
are expressed in two views; view1 includes each word itself, along with 
part-of-speech assigned by semantic analysis tools, here we use Stanford Log-linear 
Part-Of-Speech Tagger [15]. View2 is the context size n, that is to say, n/2 words 
ahead or after the word in view1. For example, view1 includes the word years, n=3, 
view 2 has CS/EE, equivalent, 8+, related, work, experience while interference words 
have be removed. 

In the initial state, view1 uses the labeled data only. Then the classifier labels all 
unlabeled data item probabilistically. The view2 is then trained using the original 
labeled data along with the unlabeled data with the labels provided by the view1 
classifier. Similarly, the view2 classifier relabels the data labeled by the view1 
classifier, and this process iterates for several times until the classifiers converge. 

If a wordi in view2 does not match the labeled training data, use view1 classifier to 
train view2 is done by (4), otherwise, the initial labeling is used.  

( | 2 ) ( )* ( 2 | )k i k i kp c view p c p view c∝
                   

(4)
 

In this formula, P (ck) is the class probability of class ck which is estimated using the 
current labels in another view. View2i is the wordi in view2, P (view2i|ck) is the word 
probabilities which estimated using the current labels in another view as well as the 
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concurrence times the view2 data item view2i and view1 data item occurs. The 
opposite direction is done similarly. The final probability distributions <view1i, 
view2j> can be assigned as (5): 
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The tagged word with high probability as dimensions or members will be extracted as 
the following rules. 

4.5   Find Links between Dimensions and Members 

The former section assigns a probability distribution over all the labels to each data 
item, and then we need to find links between dimensions and members to form 
dimension-member pairs. We use a heuristic method to do this:  

Rule1: Link if dimensions and members match a seed pair. 

Rule2: If the words of the same label have a threshold exceeding correlation 
scores, merge them. 

Rule3: Link if dimension and member exceed a co-location threshold. 

Rule4: Link if dimension and member are adjacent. 

Rule5: If the data item labeled as dimension appears frequently or if the unlabeled 
data item consists of only one word, extract binary dimensions. Like experienced, its 
member is true or false, but the member not evidently indicated. 

4.6   Generate Additional Dimension 

After the steps are done, we would get the dimension-member pairs as bachelor degree, 
master degree, 5 years experience, etc. and classify descriptions according to 
dimension members. The left work becomes simple: we could construct dimensions 
such as degree dimension, work experience dimension and so on. 

5   Measure Calculation 

Measure calculation is also an import work, which portrays the characteristic 
intuitively. When taking a different dimension of member, the corresponding 
documents are doing aggregation operations. Common text characteristic evaluation 
functions are method based on characteristic of word frequency/document frequency, 
document information extraction, information gain, mutual information gain, etc.  

Characteristic of Word Frequency/Document Frequency: statistics the 
word/document frequency of a characteristic word. According to the threshold decide 
whether to retain or remove the characteristic. Disadvantages: rare words may contain 
important information; lack of theoretical basis. 

Information Gain: the average information of a category when a document includes 
the characteristic, defined as the entropy difference when a feature appears in the text 
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before and after. Disadvantages: When the sample distribution and characteristic 
distribution are not balance, there is data sparseness problem, which greatly reduce the 
effectiveness of information gain. 

Mutual Information Gain: in statistics, it is used to characterize the correlation 
between two variables. The mutual information gain between characteristic t and 
document category c is defined as: MI(t,c)=log(p(t|c)/p(t)). Disadvantages: impacted 
much by the critical characteristic probability, when the p(t|c) of characteristic are 
equal, the rare words have a higher score than average score, therefore, text feature 
probability that much difference of mutual information value is not comparable. 

In our model, we have explicit classification according to different dimension members. 
For example, the document belongs to year=2010.04, location=Beijing, education 
background=bachelor), we consider that the importance of characteristic not only with 
the times it appears in document, but also related to its category degree of correlation 
and its distribution in category. We proposed an improved characteristic calculating 
algorithm based on category degree of correlation and category degree of dispersion. 

Category Correlation: The characteristic words should appear in one category or 
several categories, not scattered appear in various documents. 
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m is the number of feature words, DFn(f,c) is the number of documents that 
characteristic word f appears at least n times in category c. The bigger ρij, the higher 
degree of correlation between feature word fi and category cj. 

Category Dispersion: Once a characteristic word is important to a category, it would 
widespread distribute in this category other than frequently appeared in this category of 
individual text. We use Sij to express it. 
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TF is the number a characteristic appears in a document. The smaller Sij indicates 
characteristic word f only appears in category c individually. 

So the comprehensive importance is: 

* *ij i j ijW a b Sρ= +
                            

(8)
 

where a, b are coefficients given by user. In our experiment, both of them are set to 0.5. 
By (8) we could compute eigenvalue of each word and select the highest scoring 

characteristic as our measure.   

6   Experiments 

In this section, we present evaluation of our OLAP analysis model. The dataset we 
used was extracted from http://www.51job.com/, which contains recruitment 
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descriptions as unstructured data and structured data like location, job name and so on. 
The data set contains 77470 records. Two dimensions were extracted from job 
descriptions: experience and education background. 

In extracting algorithm, we automatic generated 82 seeds. Table 1 shows the 
example of the automatic generated seeds. After seeds generated automatically, we still 
need to manually correction. For example, we might do not need the dimension java 
application, then we delete it form candidate seed list. 

Table 1. Example of automatic generated seeds 

source phrases dimension member 

java application application java 

experienced experienced true 

5+ years experience experience 5+ years 

senior java developer java developer senior 

master’ s degree degree master’s 

minimum 3 years client server experience experience 3 years 
 

Fig. 3. Algorithm evaluation on precision         Fig. 4. Evaluation on recall 

 

Fig. 5. Spending time during calculating  
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6.1   Extraction Algorithm Evaluation 

Our extraction algorithm has two steps: (1) Generate seed list base on probability. (2) 
Use co-EM for dimension extraction. As figure 3 and figure 4 shows, recall and 
precision differs much in different algorithm. But the same algorithm in different 
document scale recall and precision rate differs less. The seed generation algorithm 
performs poorly, only few seeds were correctly extracted, the efficiency is very low. 
But as we know, it is not designed to have a high recall rate, because we have to 
correct the seeds manually. Also we can know that the co-EM performs better than 
basic classification algorithm- Naïve Bayes. 

6.2   Measure Calculating Time 

Measure mining evaluation: in (8), we set a=0.5, b=0.5. The setting is tested by 
experience and experiment. We do not know that beforehand. Figure 5 shows the 
spending time during calculating, with the size of the aggregated documents rising, the 
cost time is almost linear growth.  

6.3   Case Study 

Table 1 gives a typical example of our analysis model. The Time, Location, Job Name 
are standard dimensions which have been omitted, Work Experience and Education 
Background are additional dimensions extracted from document. The measures are 
most reflecting characteristics of one category. We can get difference between 
descriptions of bachelor degree and master degree under the same job position as 
systems analyst.  

Our analysis model not only expands the dimension for analysis, but also provides 
reference for analysis. 

Table 2. A typical example of our model 

Additional Dimension Measure 
Work Experience Education 

Background 
+All -All SQL, algorithm, logical thinking ability, 

system optimization, coding 
+All bachelor Daily reports, business rules, J2EE, SQL, 

requirement analysis, system analysis 
master Data mining, calculation method, business 

statistics, commercial index, Linux 
… … 

7   Conclusion 

In this paper, we combine structured data analysis with unstructured data mining. We 
propose a new analysis model of OLAP which extracts dimensions from text. This 
expands the range of analysis, provides meaningful measures for analysis. We use a 
semi-supervised extracting algorithm and a new measure calculating method based on 
category correlation and category dispersion. We use a materialize strategy which 
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generate candidate views to be materialized and this strategy could reduce the 
calculation cost of view benefit. Experiment result shows that the extracting algorithm 
is valid and our approach has a high scalability and flexibility. 
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Abstract. Virtual Integration systems require a crawling tool able to
navigate and reach relevant pages in the Web in an efficient way. Exist-
ing proposals in the crawling area are aware of the efficiency problem,
but still most of them need to download pages in order to classify them
as relevant or not. In this paper, we present a conceptual framework for
designing crawlers supported by a web page classifier that relies solely
on URLs to determine page relevance. Such a crawler is able to choose
in each step only the URLs that lead to relevant pages, and therefore
reduces the number of unnecessary pages downloaded, optimising band-
width and making it efficient and suitable for virtual integration systems.
Our preliminary experiments show that such a classifier is able to distin-
guish between links leading to different kinds of pages, without previous
intervention from the user.
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Virtual Integration aims at accessing web information in an automated manner.
The virtual integration process starts with queries, in which users express their
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to those queries from the web (probably from different sites), and present it
uniformly to the users. By relevant page, we mean a page that contains the
information required to answer a user query.

Automated access to the web requires a crawler, that is, a tool able to nav-
igate through web sites, looking for relevant pages, from which to extract the
information that is returned to the user. Note that this process is online, which
means that bandwidth and efficiency are important issues regarding virtual in-
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is mandatory.
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the Deep Web; then, as we said before, the crawler must be efficient, that is, it
should minimise bandwidth usage and number of irrelevant pages downloaded.
To accomplish this, features for classification must be located outside the page
being classified; finally, creating large labelled training sets is burdensome for
the user, so we focus instead on training the crawler using an unlabelled set
obtained automatically.

Our goal in this paper is to present a conceptual framework that supports the
design of crawlers supported by URL-based classifiers. These crawlers determine
a page relevance from its URL without having to download it, which reduces the
bandwidth and makes them efficient and suitable for virtual integration systems.
Even though there are other crawling techniques and tools available that improve
traditional crawlers efficiency, our proposal is different, since it is based on link
classification to avoid downloading irrelevant pages. We focus on crawling web
sites that are designed following a certain navigation pattern, which is the most
common pattern in the Web [12]. This pattern consists on a form page that
allows issuing queries, followed by a hub page that contains a list of responses
to the queries, each of them containing links that finally lead to detail pages.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related
work; Section 3 presents the conceptual framework proposed to solve the afore-
mentioned problem; finally, Section 4 lists some of the conclusions drawn from
the research and concludes the article.

1 Related Work

Next, we describe the related work in the area of web crawling, enumerating the
existing theoretical techniques, and analysing them according to the previous
requirements.

1.1 Crawling Techniques

Crawlers are designed considering different requirements, according to their pur-
pose. We distinguish between traditional crawlers, recorders, focused crawlers,
and others.

Traditional crawlers [18] collect as many pages as possible from the Web,
starting at a given entry point and following links until they meet some stopping
conditions. These crawlers have many applications, being the most obvious to
create a cache of all visited pages so that a search engine can index them later.
Other typical crawling tasks are related to web site maintenance, like validating
HTML or performing stress testing.

A recorder is a crawler in which each navigation step is defined by the user.
Some examples of recorders are [3], [4], [6], [15], [21]. All of them rely on the user
to define which links should be followed in every step, what forms to be filled,
and which words to be used for that purpose, so that the crawler reaches exactly
the pages targeted by the user. To help the user in the definition tasks, many
proposals include a supporting graphical interface [3], [15]. However, in non-GUI
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proposals, the user has to know HTML code details, and define a step-by-step
script, including the references to fields that must be filled in, the actions needed
to submit the form (i.e., clicking on a button or a link), and the indication of
what links to be followed. In both cases, the user has to provide the values for
the different form fields.

Focused crawlers [1], [7], [5], [14], [16], [17] are crawlers which retrieve all pages
belonging to a certain topic. They are used, for example, to create a corpora
of documents for information retrieval purposes. Their behaviour is similar to
that of a traditional crawler, but every retrieved page is analysed to check if it
belongs to the topic, usually, with the help of a content-based web page classifier.
If the page belongs to the topic, all its links become new seeds for the crawler.
Otherwise, the page is judged not relevant and discarded.

Content-based classifiers use either: i) features in the page itself, often a bag
of words; or ii) features that are in neighbour pages (pages that either link to
or are linked by the target page), like words in the text surrounding the link,
the link anchor, and the URL itself. Getting features from the linking page for
classification avoids downloading the page beforehand. If the text surrounding
the anchor or the anchor text itself contain descriptive words, it is possible to
decide the page topic prior to downloading it.

Other crawlers consider different selection criteria for retrieved pages. For
example, features like page structure or its location inside the web site directory.
Furthermore, they are automated, requiring little intervention from the user,
which distinguishes them from recorders. Some examples are [12], [13], [20].

1.2 Analysis

In Table 1, we present a comparison of existing crawling techniques, regarding
the following requirements:

– Form filling: either user defined (UD) or applying intelligent techniques. As
for the source of keywords for filling, it can be either values from a database
(DB), provided by the user (UD), or extracted from the site itself (FA, TDF-
IDF) (Column 1)

– Efficiency: Optimisations made to the crawler to reduce the number of irrel-
evant pages retrieved (Column 2)

– Features: whether they are obtained from the page itself (TP) or from the
pages linking to it (LP) (Column 3)

– Training set: labelled (L) or unlabelled (U) (Column 4).

2 Conceptual Framework

We first present an overview of the framework, as shown in Figure 1. Then, we
present the details of each module, including a definition of its responsibilities,
an example of a typical use case, a list of the possible issues that should be
considered in the design, and a discussion of the alternative solutions.
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Table 1. Related work (UD = User Defined, ML=Machine Learning, FA=Frequency
Analysis, LP=Linking Pages, TP=Target Pages, L=Labelled, U=Unlabelled)

CRAWLING 

TECHNIQUE 
PROPOSAL 

FORM FILLING 
EFFICIENCY 

FE

AT 
TS 

TECHNIQUE KEYW 

TRADITION. 

Ravaghan01 Matching fields - values DB - - L 

Barbosa04 Automated FA - - U 

Madhavan08 Automated TF-IDF - - U 

Ntoulas05 Query selection algorithm DB, FA - - U 

FOCUSED 

Chakrabarti98 - - - LP U 

Chakrabarti99 - - 
Content classifier & hubs and authorities 

location 
TP

L 

Aggarwal01 - - Multiple features classifier LP L 

Mukherjea04 - - 
Nearness in directory structure and discarding 

useless directories 
TP

L 

Pant05 - - Pre-crawled classifiers TP L 

Barbosa05 - - Link classifier LP L 

Pant06 - - Link context classifier LP L 

Assis07 - - No training, genre & topic classifier TP - 

Partalas08 - - Reinforcement Learning TP L 

RECORDER 

Anupam00 UD UD UD - - 

Davulcu99 UD UD UD - - 

Pan02 UD UD UD - - 

Baumgartner05 UD UD Links matching XPATH given by user - L 

Blythe07 UD UD Links matching model from users actions - L 

Bertoli08 Discard password and keyword forms - Links matching model from users actions - L 

Wang08 Automated UD Paradigm Page-Keyword-Action - L 

OTHERS 

Liddle02 Default Query (empty fields) - - -  

Lage04 Matching fields - values UD Object-rich page classifer; detect Next links - 

Vidal07 Automated FA Structural classifier TP L 

A virtual integration process starts with an enquirer, which translates the user
interests into queries that are issued to forms. Usually, responses to queries are
hub pages, lists of results ordered and indexed, each of them showing a link to
another page with detailed information. Relevant pages, when found, are passed
on to the information extractor, which obtains and structures the information,
that is returned to the user.

We distinguish two phases: the training and the normal execution phase. In
the training phase, the keyword manager and form filler focus on obtaining
automatically a set of links from the site under analysis, which is later used to
train the classifier. In the latter phase, the form filler is used to reach pages
behind the forms, and then the crawler uses the trained classifier to select which
links to follow. In this paper we focus on the training phase of the framework,
namely in the setup and classifier modules.

The only requirement for the training set is to be representative of the site
under analysis, hence it is extracted from hub pages, which contain a high num-
ber of links in comparison with the rest of pages in any site. Furthermore, they
are pages linking directly to pages containing the relevant information, so they
assure that we have examples of links leading to relevant pages.

2.1 Keyword Manager

The keyword manager is responsible for finding a list of keywords that allow to
obtain a representative collection of links when performing the corresponding
searches in a given web site. As an example, to obtain a collection of links from
Amazon.com, which offers a variety of products, the keyword manager chooses
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a list of the most common English words [9]. Instead, another site like Microsoft
Academic Search belongs to a more specific domain, so a list of the most cited
authors, for example, would be more useful for this purpose.

The main concerns in this module are related to the language and type of
words that are accepted by each site, specially stop words. For instance, stop
words tend to have a higher frequency, and they usually yield a higher number of
links, but not every site takes stops words into account. Consider Wordpress.com,
which is unable to find any result related to the keywords ’a’ or ’the’, while
the same words in Youtube.com yield respectively 32,800,000 and 40,000,000
results. Furthermore, stop words may deviate the search and deteriorate results.
The lexical type of word must also be considered, given that verbs are not as
frequent as nouns, for example, so they may yield a smaller number of results.
Other important factor is the domain to which the site belongs, since it defines
a specific vocabulary.

The simplest solution consists of finding a public or well-known corpus, like
the Oxford English Dictionary [9]. In some specifical domains, it may be more
difficult to find such a list. For example, to search in Apple Store, we need to
find a list of the most frequent words in English related to media and technology.
If we try to use the list of English most common nouns, we find that for ’week’
(17th position), the Apple store is unable to find any related results. However,
in a more general site like Amazon, the same keyword yields 61,494 results.

The last resort is to use the pages of a site to extract the list of keywords, by
performing a frequency analysis of the words in the site pages.

2.2 Form Analyser

The form analyser is responsible for visiting a given site, obtaining all the infor-
mation about the forms and fields that it contains and using that information to
build a site form model. For example, to extract information from Amazon, the
form analyser opens the Amazon home page, where it finds the following form:
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The analyser then obtains a model that includes the form, with a name attribute
with value site-search, and no id attribute, its three fields, and its submission
method, which consists of clicking over the image.

One of the main issues to be solved by the analyser is the lack of standardis-
ation in forms and fields identification. The analyser (and later, the form filler)
has to deal with the problem of referencing that HTML element for later pro-
cessing. HTML standard includes identification attributes for each element (“id”
and “name”), but actually in some web sites we find form elements with none of
them. In the latter case, the analyser needs to use a different location strategy,
usually in the form of an XPATH expression.

However, although XPATH is flexible and allows to define an expression for
every element, this expression can be hard to understand and handle, and also
sensitive to small changes in the HTML page. Of course, changes in an element
id or name can also invalidate the former location strategy, but it is more usual
to change an HTML page by inserting a new paragraph, or deleting an image,
than to alter an element id or name attributes.

Youtube.com is a good example of the variety of ways to identify form ele-
ments. In its home page we can find, amongst others, a form with id and no
name: <form id=”masthead-search” action=”/results” >, a form with name and no
id <form name=”logoutForm” action=”/”>, and a form without name nor id <form

action= ”/addtoajax”>

There are many form modeling proposals, ranging from simple models that
just keep a record of all the fields to more complex models that add semantics
to each field, analysing field tags [2], [10], [12], [18] surrounding text, identifying
mandatory fields [19] or relationships between fields [10].

2.3 Link Extractor

The link extractor is responsible for the extraction of links from hub pages. In
the Amazon example, for every page retrieved by the form filler, the extractor
analyses all the anchors in the page, including the following:
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The main issue for the extractor is that a single URL may be written in different
formats, either in relative or absolute form. For example, in Amazon, link 1 can
be written http://www.amazon.com/ref=logo, /ref=logo or ./ref=logo. Therefore, the
system needs to transform all links to their absolute form.

A related issue are links that do not lead to a page, e.g, links to JavaScript
functions (in the previous example, line 6), and hence should be discarded, as
they are not useful for our purposes. Duplicated links have to be discarded as
well.

2.4 Link Prototyping

Its goal is to build a collection of prototypes from the set of extracted links.
Each prototype represents a subset of URLs, hence it is defined by a regular
expression, and the set of all prototypes is later used to build a link classifier.
In traditional machine learning approaches, prototype based classifiers classify
elements by computing the distance between the element to be classified and
each prototype, and assigning the element to the cluster of the prototype whose
distance is lower. In our case, instead, whenever a link matches the regular
expression of a prototype, it is assigned to its related cluster. In addition, for each
prototype, a coverage value is estimated that gives a hint about the importance
of the cluster, by counting the number of URLs in the link training set that
match its regular expression. In the Amazon example, analysis of training links
yields the prototypes in Table 2.

The link analysis is supported by a tokeniser, which parses every URL and
splits it into its different components according to RFC 3986. Sometimes URLs
include special characters, spaces and other symbols that make it difficult pars-
ing URLs. Furthermore, URL query strings contain parameters, which may be
optional or mandatory, and which may be arranged in different orders. The gen-
erator has to detect this in order to make a more accurate regular expression.

URL rewriting makes things worse by eliminating the structure of a query
string in exchange for ’friendly’ URLs with a better readability. URL rewriting
is not a standard procedure, but only a concept that is being adopted lately by
many popular web sites, each of them defining their own friendly URL format.
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Table 2. Prototypes obtained from Amazon.com, before user labelling

Id Prototype (Regular Expression) Coverage
P0 ^http://www.amazon.com/.+/product-reviews/.+?ie=UTF8$ 30%
P1 ^http://www.amazon.com/.+/dp/.+?ie=UTF8&s=dvd$ 17%
P2 ^http://www.amazon.com/.+/dp/.+?ie=UTF8$ 13%
P3 ^http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/ref=olp?ie=UTF8$ 14%
…
Pn ^http://ad.doubleclick.net/.+/feature.html?docid=.+$ 0.5%

Table 3. Labelled prototypes obtained from Amazon.com

Label Prototype (Regular Expression) Cov.
Product Reviews ^http://www.amazon.com/.+/product-reviews/.+?ie=UTF8$ 30%
Product Descriptions ^http://www.amazon.com/.+/dp/.+?ie=UTF8$ 30%
Buy New Products ^http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/ref=olp?ie=UTF8&condition=new$ 8%
Buy Used Products ^http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/ref=olp?ie=UTF8&condition=used$ 6%

2.5 Prototype Analyser

Once the prototyping is complete, the prototypes are analysed and improved so
that the result is more accurate. Finally, the analyser helps the user to assign
a label to each prototype, defining the semantic concept contained in the links
of the cluster that the prototype represents. Moreover, the user selects from the
set of prototypes those representing relevant concepts, which will be considered
during later crawling.

In the Amazon example, after processing the prototypes the analyser outputs,
amongst others, the labelled prototypes included in Table 3.

There are some ways to improve prototypes accuracy, mainly: prototype join-
ing, prototype splitting and prototype discarding.

Joining two different prototypes representing the same concept results in a sin-
gle prototype with a more general regular expression. For example, prototype P1
is composed of pages with DVD products information, while P2 represent pages
about any other type of products. They are joined to form Product Description
prototype in Table 3.

Splitting a prototype results in two smaller and more cohesive prototypes.
For example, in Amazon prototype P3 includes both links to buy new and used
products. The analyser splits this prototype into two different prototypes: one
for buying used products and one for buying new products.

URLs that appear only a few times in the training set and whose format is
completely different from the other URLs, lead to a prototype with low coverage,
which are seldom helpful for the crawler, (e.g., advertising URLs), so they can
be discarded without diminishing the classification power of the prototype set.
For example, the last prototype in Table 2, whose coverage is low in comparison
with the others (0.5 %), is excluded from the labelled prototype set in Table 3.
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3 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a conceptual framework for designing crawlers sup-
ported by a prototype based link classifier, that classifies pages according to
their URL format without downloading them beforehand. Parting from an unla-
belled set of links, a set of prototypes is built, each of them representing one of
the different concepts embodied in a particular web site. Then, the user selects
those concepts that are relevant, and the crawler uses the related prototypes to
reach only pages containing those concepts. With respect to the requirements
we mentioned in section 1, we observe the following:

Efficiency: Our proposal classifies web pages depending on the link URL for-
mat, it is not only efficient, but also generic and applicable in different domains.

Traditional crawlers browse the whole site, retrieving all pages, and spending
a significant time and bandwidth while downloading them. Focused crawlers
retrieve pages belonging to a topic more efficiently than traditional crawlers do,
but still a page has to be classified to know if the crawler must follow that path,
and that requires the page to be downloaded in most cases.

In general, using features located on a page to classify it requires downloading
it previously, which results in wasted bandwidth. There are, some proposals that
classify pages according to the anchor text and text surrounding the link in the
referring page. However, not all sites include in their links and their surroundings
words useful for classification. The same problem of specificity can be noted in
ad-hoc techniques (classifiers designed for a specific site), and also in recorders.

Form Filling: Our goal is to adapt existing form modeling proposals and inte-
grate them into our crawler. As we explained in Section 1, form filling has been
studied thoroughly in the literature, so it is not our matter of research.

Unlabelled training set: In this proposal, the classifier is trained using a set
of links collected automatically. The system analyses them and gives the user
a list of prototypes representing concepts, while the user is only responsible for
defining his or her interest, by labeling and picking one or more prototypes. Users
intervention is unavoidable, given that the relevancy criteria depends solely on
them. Recorders provide efficient crawlers that retrieve only relevant pages, but
they depend entirely on the user.

As a result, we designed an efficient crawler, able to access web pages auto-
matically, while requiring as little intervention as possible from the users. Some
preliminary results of our implementation of the link classifier are shown in [11].
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Abstract. Data Integration becomes more and more important with the rapidly 
spread of the internet and the study on entity trace becomes more and more 
important as a part of it. The entity trace is mainly extracted from the text 
fragments. There will be much duplication in the records because of the large 
scale, strong autonomy and the high redundancy features of the web sources. The 
processing of this problem often carries semantic features, which results in that 
the traditional integration method cannot be applied on it directly. In this paper, 
we propose a web trace duplication detection method based on unsupervised 
learning and context. We address the problem above by a new process on 
computing the comparison vector between two records based on the context, then 
acquiring the sample data automatically, training the classifiers with the sample 
data, and finally classifying the records.  

Keywords: semantic features, web trace, duplication detection, unsupervised 
learning. 

1   Introduction 

As the rapidly spread of the internet, the web has drawn more and more attention for its 
vast amount of information. Sufficient analysis, mining and processing on the vast 
amount of the data can access to affluent information and knowledge, which can be 
widely applied to Public Opinion Analysis, E-commerce, Market Intelligence Analysis, 
and so on.  

In the previous studies on web data integration facing analysis, they mainly deal 
with the more structured content in the web pages, but rarely pay attention on the 
unstructured text which contains deep information, such as the entity trace. This 
information plays a very important role in Market Intelligence Analysis System.  

Entity trace is a certain activity of a certain entity happening at a certain time and a 
certain location [8]. Many entity traces can construct an enterprise’s development 
trace. In Market Intelligence Analysis System, one enterprise’s development trace is 
very important for applicants to refer to. 

But web sources carry some special features, such as large scale, strong autonomy, 
and high redundancy; these features result in that (1) the same object has different 
expressions in different web sources, such as the named entity has full name, 
shortened form, alias, abbreviation; (2) the sentences with the same ideographic 
meaning will have different structures; (3) one entity trace may miss some attribute 
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values or have some uncertain attribute values. For example, from Fig. 1(a), we may 
see that the time we extract from the text fragment is ambiguous and the location is 
missing. Comparing Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1 (b), we may see that, the agentive has two 
different forms: Dragon’s Back Island Construction Co., Ltd and Dragon’s Back 
Island Company. And obviously, the entity traces extracted from the two text 
fragments are just representing one same trace. 

 

 
(a)                             (b) 

Fig. 1. Two web traces can be extracted from the two text fragments separately. But some of their 
attributes may be missing or ambiguous. And we may see that the two records represent the same 
entity trace. 

What we will do in this article is to put the entity traces who have the same 
ideographic meaning but different structures extracted from these unstructured text 
fragments together, a process that compares the records from different web sources 
and then determine which pairs of records represent the same entity trace, which is 
called web entity trace duplication detection. 

In the whole data integration process, we extract many entity traces from many 
different web sources, these trace records are untreated. Some of them are imprecise, 
and some of them are incomplete. If we submit these records to the users to analyze 
directly, the result they reach will be imprecise, and even wrong because of the noises 
existing in the records, which is unacceptable for us. So, the data fusion before 
analysis becomes very significant. Data fusion aims at making up the missing 
attributes of the records, finding the true value and resolving the data conflicts, then 
merging the records representing the same entity trace to one record, finally providing 
complete, concise, and correct trace records for users. As the basis for data fusion, 
entity trace duplication detection can provide all the records that can be merged 
possibly, which can make the data fusion more simplified. 

The traditional record duplication detection methods mainly deal with the records 
extracted from the structured part in the web pages. These records often appear in the 
form of label-attribute, and in the database, there is no semantic association between 
the different dimensions of a record. However, the entity traces are mainly extracted 
from the text segments, so there is a certain semantic relationship between a record’s 
dimensions. Therefore, the traditional duplication detection methods cannot be 
applied to the entity traces duplication detection directly.  

In this paper, we resolve the duplication detection problem in four steps: first, we 
divide the records in the database to several blocks; second, we will get the 
comparison vector of every two records in the same block, and this part is our 
emphasis that is different from others; the third step, we cluster the comparison 
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vectors to three clusters – the matched cluster, the unmatched cluster and the possibly 
matched cluster; the last step, we utilize the matched cluster and the unmatched 
cluster as samples to train a SVM classifier, and then classify all the records. 

The contribution of this paper is that we raise a process of calculating the 
comparison vector based on the context, because semantic relationship exists among 
the dimensions of a trace record, and they are affected by each other. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will talk about the 
related work. In Section 3, we will give the ideas to compute the rough similarities 
and then make it precise by an iterative method based on the context. And we will 
show the other steps too. In section 4, the experiments are conducted, and section 5 
will give our conclusion on the study. 

2   Related Work 

A lot of work has been proposed to solve this question. [1] uses the binary model to 
express each component xi of the vector x. If it is matched on attribute i, then xi=1, else, 
xi=0. Expectation-maximization (EM) Algorithm is used to compute the probability p 
(xi = 1|M). [2] uses the svmlight algorithm to learn how to combine the results of the 
comparison of more than one field in the records. [3] finds that the distance threshold of 
different duplicated records is different, and proposes an efficient algorithm to compute 
the different thresholds of the different entities. Ling Yan-yan  [4] computes the 
duplication detection directly, she uses the VIPS algorithm to divide the page to several 
semantic blocks, and then computes the similarity of the record A and B by adding up 
the weights of all the similarities between each semantic block in A and B. The weight 
can be gained by means of iterative inequalities method. Kou Yue [5] proposes a deep 
web entity identification mechanism based on semantics and statistical analysis 
(SS-EIM), it is composed of text matching model, semantic analysis model, and group 
statistical model. By matching the text roughly, obtaining the representation 
relationship, and group statistical analysis, the author refines the recognition results 
using the text feature, semantic information, and constraint rules. Su Weifeng [6] 
proposes an Unsupervised Duplicate Detection (UDD) method, which is focusing on 
the duplication detection about instant enquiry. He treats all the two records in a single 
source as unmatched pairs. Then he trains a classifier with similarity weight on the 
basis of the unmatched pairs, which is then used to classify all the records to be 
matched between two query results, and concludes that all the records whose weight is 
greater than a threshold are matched. Next, he trains a SVM classifier using the 
matched and unmatched records. Finally, he re-trains the classifier with similarity 
weight by the SVM classifier until no new matched records are found. Huang Jian-bing 
[7] raises a conditional probability undirected graph model with a hidden variable to 
train the string edit distance among different fields. Based on this, he uses the SVM to 
combine the similarity weight of different fields, which can improve the accuracy of 
duplication detection. 

At present, the study of duplication detection is mainly on the relational schema 
and the XML schema, which is in the initial stage on the deep web field. 
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3   Entity Trace Duplication Detection 

3.1   Definition and Notation 

Definition 1. Entity Trace: T= {time, location, agentive, objective, activity, context,  
URL,  p} ,  where agentive is the initiator of the activity and objective is the entity 
affected by the activity, and both of them represent a real-world entity separately. 
Content is the text fragment where this trace is extracted from. URL is the page link 
where the content is from. P is the possibility of the reliability of this trace. [8] 

Definition 2. Comparison Vector (CV) : CV (a, b) = (sim (a.a1, b.b1), sim (a, a2, 
b.b2)…sim (a. an, b.bn)), where a and b are records in the database, ai and bi are the 
dimensions of the record a and b separately. 0≤sim(a.ai, b.bi)≤1. 

Definition 3. Entity Trace Duplication:  we call two records A and B duplicated if 
and only if their comparison vector CV (A, B) ∈M, unduplicated if and only if CV 
(A, B) ∈U, where M represents the matched cluster and U represents the unmatched 
cluster. In addition, a third set P, which is called possible matched, is introduced here. 

Through abundant observation, we may see that not all the attribute value is 
explicit and the missing of the attribute value is frequent. So, we use the rule bellow 
to calculate the similarity:  

                0 if a or b is missing 
              Sim (a, b) =   x while both a and b exist                          (1) 
                1 if both a and b are missing 

3.2   Block 

Due to that there will be a lot of entity traces in the database, if we compute the 
comparison vector between every two records directly, the time complexity will be 
very large, which will affect the efficiency. Therefore, we divide the records to blocks 
before we compute the vector to reduce the time complexity. This part is not this 
paper’s emphasis and existed methods like [9] are good enough to meet our needs. 

3.3   Comparison Vector 

In this paper, the vector can be composed of four components where we regard 
agentive and objective as the named entity. The four components are time, location, 
the named entity and activity. First, we need to calculate the similarities of the four 
components separately. Because the components’ semantic role and their value’s data 
type are different, we need to employ different methods separately. Second, we use 
them to compute the similarity of the text fragment by giving them different weights. 
Then, we compute the similarity of the four components using the similarity of the 
text fragment in return. This is an iterative process. We stop it until the range of the 
text fragment similarity is less than a threshold. 

On the time dimension, we may get some uncertain value, such as yesterday night, 
several days ago. In this case, we desert this value and regard it as a missing case, 
then compute it using “(1)”. On the other conditions, we firstly change the time 
format to a uniform format, and then compute the similarity according to the detail 
size of the expression of the time. 
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Fig. 2.  The frame of the computing of the comparison vector 

On the location dimension, we can create a location dictionary, using which we can 
calculate the similarity. For the cases of value missing, we can use “(1)”. 

We can get a conclusion easily that the named entity (including the agentive and 
the objective attribute) and the activity are the two most important dimensions, and 
they can almost determine whether two records represent the same one trace. 

Here, because that not every trace contains an objective, we consider to combine 
the agentive and objective together to the named entity. The similarity of the named 
entity is affected by the similarities of the agentive and the objective, but they have 
different weights (Fig. 2). We define it as follow:  sim(entity , entity ) α sim(agent , agent ) β sim(object , object )   (2) 

Where  α β 1. [5] proposes a deep web entity identification mechanism called 
SS-EIM, which is an assistant we can use to compute the similarity. 

Activity, which is the main component of a trace, is the most important dimension. 
The synonymous action verbs in the activity are the main reason in causing the 
duplication problem, such as “purchase” and “buy”. We can use word breaker to 
handle the activity sentence first, and then calculate a rough similarity of the activity 
based on the WordNet [10] and HowNet [11] methods. 

After getting these similarities, we can begin to create the iteration. In the initial 
stage, we assume that the similarity of the context is 1. In the next step, we can 
compute the similarity of the context with the four similarities and their weights 
because the importance of them are different, the more important, the bigger the 
weight will be. We can compute it by the follow formula: 

              s(c , c ) a s b s c s d sA                     (3) 

s(c1, c2) is the similarity of the two contexts, st is the similarity of time, sl is the 
similarity of location, se is the similarity of the named entity, sA is the similarity of the 
activity and a, b, c, d is the weight of time, location, the named entity and the activity 
separately. a + b + c + d =1. 

In the common case, if the similarity of the agentive and the objective is high, the 
activities of the two traces may represent the same one in all probability, in other 
words, the similarity of the activity can be affected by the agentive and the objective. 
So, we give the below formula: 

                 sA m se n s(c1, c2) sA                         (4) 
Now, we give the whole comparison function below: 
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Algorithm 1. COMPARISON (A, B) return CV 

Input: entity trace A and B  
Output: the comparison vector of A and B 
Procedure  
[1] //initialize the similarity of the contexts with 1  
1:= the similarity of the contexts  

[2] St := the similarity of time   
Sl := the similarity of location 

     Sa := the similarity of agentive   
So:= the similarity of objective 

     Se:= α*Sa+(1-α)*So //the similarity of the named entity 
[3] 1:= △Sc //initialize the range of the context similarity 
[4] while (△Sc>m )  //m is a threshold 
[5]    Sc:=a*St + b*Sl + c*Se + d*SA  
[6]    SA:=(m*Se + n*Sc)*SA  
[7]    compute △Sc 
[8] end while 
[9] output the comparison vector CV 
End procedure. 

From the formula (3) and formula (4), we may see that in the iterative process, Sc is 
decreasing and SA is decreasing affected by Sc. In return, SA affects Sc to decrease. 
This process will continue until the range of the text fragment similarity is less than a 
threshold. 

3.4   Cluster 

In the paper [12], two regular patterns are raised:  (1) if two records to be compared 
represent the same entity, the probability of high similarity on most of the dimensions 
will be high, and the similarities will not be high on every dimension if they represent 
two different entities. (2) If two records to be compared represent the different entities, 
the probability of low similarity on most of the dimensions will be high, and the 
similarities will not be low on every dimension if they represent the same entity. The 
two rules above are also applied to our problem, based on which we can choose the high 
probabilistic matched cluster and unmatched cluster as the samples of the next step 
automatically. 

On this step, we use K-means algorithm to cluster the comparison vectors to three 
clusters:  the matcher cluster, the unmatched cluster and the possibly matched 
cluster. K-means is a classic cluster algorithm. First, it chooses k centers, and then 
alters the k centers on the basis of the distance of the similarity iteratively. Finally, it 
stops until there is no alteration or some conditions are satisfied. In this paper, we can 
set k=3 and initialize the center with matched M, unmatched U and possibly matched 
P where Pi=0.5. The vectors closed to m belong to the matched cluster XM and the 
vectors closed to U belong to the unmatched cluster XU. 

Here, because of the different weight of the dimensions, we modify the method of 
choosing the center: 

            centerk
1
nk

(a ∑ Sti , b ∑ Sli , c ∑ Sei , d ∑ SAi)              (5) 
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Where (Sti, Sli, Sei, SAi) ∈ clusterk, and a, b, c, d are weights. a + b + c + d=1. 
The cluster algorithm is below: 

Algorithm 2. CLUSTER (the set of CV) return XM , XU and XP 

Input: the set of comparison vectors 
Output: XM , XU , XP 
Procedure 
[1] Choose M, U and P as the cluster centers 
[2] Classify the vectors to the cluster whose cluster center 

is the nearest 
[3] Use formula (5), recalculate the cluster centers 
[4] Repeat [2] [3] until there is no alteration or some 

conditions are satisfied 
[5] Output XM, XU, XP 
End procedure. 

3.5   Train the SVM 

SVM is the support vector machine, which is a classification method based on 
supervise learning. It needs a trained sample to train the sorter, and then gain a 
classification model, finally classifies the test set with the model.  

Before the last step, we have already had the matched cluster sample and the 
unmatched cluster sample. To make the result more precise, we use the SVM 
iteratively. First, we set the matched sample and the unmatched sample as input to 
train an initial SVM model, and then classify the rest comparison vectors, and put the 
most possibly correct ones in the XM and XU cluster separately. Then we use the new 
clusters to train a new SVM model. Repeat the process until there is no comparison 
vector to be classified. The comparison vectors belong to the last cluster XM is the 
matched ones. 

We describe the process as algorithm 3: 

Algorithm 3. TRAIN_SVM (XM, XU, X) 

Input: the set of comparison vectors X, the matched sample 
XM, the unmatched sample XU 

Output: the final matched cluster XM and the final unmatched 
cluster XU 

Procedure: 
[1] TM:=XM  TU:=XU 
[2] XN := X-(XM∪XU)   //XN is the set to be classified 
[3] svm0:=svm_train(TM, TU) 
[4] k:=0 
[5] while XN is not empty 
[6]   (WM, WU):= svm_classify (svmk, XN) 
[7]   TM := TM∪WM 
[8]   TU := TU∪WU 
[9]   k++ 
[10]  svmk := svm_train(TM, TU) 
[11]  XN := XN-(XM∪XU) 
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[12]end while 
[13]output XM, XU 

  [14]End procedure 

4   Experiment 

This section is about our experiment study, and the main purpose is to find the best 
weights distribution when we compute the comparison vectors by experiments. Then 
we will compare our study with the traditional method. 

In section A, we want to find a better allocation plan on how to distribute the 
weights by experiment. We will set different combinations and observe the result. In 
section B, we will use the weights we get in section A to compare our method with 
the traditional methods. 

Here, we use A to represent the numbers of the duplicated records we recognize, 
use B to represent the number of the correct ones in the duplicated records we 
recognize, and use C to represent the number of the duplicated records that we do not 
recognize.  

The definition of Recall and Precision is below: 

           
BA      

BB C                       (5) 

Where Precision represents the reliability of the result and Recall represents the cover 
of the correct result. 

4.1   Section A 

During the computing of the comparison vectors, we can analyze that the importance of 
the different dimensions is different when we decide whether two traces are the same 
one. So, we should give them different weights, and the more important the dimension 
is, the high weight it will have. We can get a better allocation plan by experiment. 

We first fix the weights of time and location with different values, and we 
distribute the rest weights on the named entity and activity. (0.1,0.1,*,*) means that 
the weight of time and location are both be fixed to 0.1 and we will distribute the rest 
0.8 weights on the named entity and activity. 

 

Fig. 3 and 4. They show the recall and the precision when we set different weights on the four 
dimensions 
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From Fig. 3 and 4, we may see that when we give high weight on the named entity 
and activity, the results of precision and recall are better. But too high weight will 
reduce the precision. 

4.2   Section B 

In this section, we will compare our method with the traditional methods. In traditional 
methods, the comparison vector is computed on the dimensions separately. There is no 
relationship between each other. In our approach, we should consider the semantic 
relationship between the dimensions besides the similarities of the dimensions 
themselves. 

  

Fig. 5. The comparison on recall of the traditional method and our method 

From Fig. 5, we may see obviously that the traditional methods cannot be applied 
to the duplication detection of the entity trace. The consideration of the semantic 
relationship among the dimensions is very important. 

5   Conclusion 

Along with the improvement of the importance of the internet, data integration is 
increasingly easier to draw our attention. The entity trace is also becoming more 
attractive as a component of the data integration. These traces are always hidden in the 
unstructured text fragments in the web pages, which results in that the relation of a 
trace’s dimensions is not independent. When we compute the comparison vectors, we 
should also consider the semantic relation. Therefore, we should make some 
modifications before we use the traditional methods directly. In this paper, we raise a 
method to compute the comparison vector based on the context and the experiments 
show that it is more effective.  
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Abstract. With the Web grows rapidly, more and more data become available in 
the Deep Web．But users have to key in a set of keywords in order to access the 
pages from some web sites. Traditional search engines only index and retrieve 
Surface Web pages through static URL links, because Deep Web pages are 
hidden behind the forms. However, the amount of information contained in the 
Deep web is not only far more than the Surface Web, the information of Deep 
Web is more valuable than the Surface Web. As Deep Web Pages change rapidly, 
how to maintain the Deep Web pages which were crawled fresh and to crawl the 
new Deep Web pages is a challenge. A framework for incremental Deep Web 
crawler based on URL classification is proposed. According to the list page and 
leaf page, the URL that is related with the page can be divided into two parts: list 
URL and leaf URL. The framework not only crawls the latest Deep Web pages 
according to the change frequency of list page, but also crawl the leaf pages 
which often change. 

Keywords: Deep Web, Incremental Crawl, URL Classification. 

1   Introduction 

The World Wide Web include Deep Web and Surface Web, Surface Web is defined as 
follows: traditional search engines can index the pages in the Surface Web through 
hyperlink, the pages mainly composed of static pages. However, the Deep Web is 
qualitatively different from the surface Web. Deep Web sources store their content in 
searchable databases which only create dynamic contents in response to a user request. 
According to the recent study, 50% of Deep Web is domain-oriented. 

The Deep Web cover almost all areas which includes  Education, economy, sports 
etc, have a large amount of information and contain high valuable information. But 
these information resources are hidden behind query form, so there should be a special 
crawler to crawl the Deep Web pages. It should be able to download query forms, fill 
them, submit them by users and crawl the related page according to the URL [1] that is 
created by the form submitted. The general architecture of Deep Web crawler is shown 
in fig1.In order to save time and resources, the Deep Web crawler should crawl new 
pages and those pages which often change in the content [2]. This paper proposes a 
novel framework to incremental crawl Deep Web pages using URL classification. It 
crawl those pages whose contents are latest in the Web and try it best to update those 
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pages which have been crawled and stored in the local repository by re-crawling the 
pages[3],[4],[5]. The above method can reduce the times of crawling the unchanged 
pages. In this paper, the contents are organized as follows: the second section describes 
related work which has been carried out in this area; the third section describes how the 
framework for incremental Deep Web crawler based on URL classification to work; the 
fourth section describes the performance of the framework; the last section concludes 
proposed work. 

 

Fig. 1. Deep Web crawler crawl the Deep Web pages 

2   Related Work  

Nowadays, more and more researchers work at the field of crawling the Deep Web, and 
there are lots of related works associated with crawling technology. 

At present, the Hidden Web Exposer (HIWE) [6] leading by Stanford University is 
the most classic prototype system. This project designs and develops a crawler which 
can extract the contents of Deep Web. In this system, crawler’s manager takes charge of 
the searching process. It analyzes the Web page then delivers the page which 
containing the forms to the form processor. The form processor extracts forms from the 
pages first, then fills the forms automatically according to information from prepared 
data set, and then submits the synthetic URLs to crawler's manager for downloading the 
related pages. In view of the need for filling the forms automatically, this system need 
the users prepare the corresponding form data sets first. HIWE can only be used for a 
particular area, and must be completed in artificial help. 

ShopBot which developed by Washington university uses heuristic methods in 
specific field to fill out a form in order to contrast the goods in this field. The operation 
can be divided into two stages: learning-offline stage and online product comparison 
stage. In learning stage, ShopBot determines how to fill forms and how to analyze the 
result page, so that, it gets the model information for this site. In the stage of 
comparison, ShopBot extracts result information using the model information created 
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by the first stage, then looks for the price optimal product which must meet user 
requirements .We can see that its narrow research fields does not apply to large-scale 
integrated information. 

Panagiotis G� Ipeirotis in the research team of Columbia University [7] work at 
finding a method to classify automatically by backend database connected. first it 
create a set of rule-based Classifier (Classifier) using the technology of machine 
learning ,then it transformed classifier  into  the URL and query the backend database 
by these URLs, Finally ,classify the data according to the query result, but only for text 
database classification. 

However, despite the crawler above can crawl the Deep Web pages, but it do not have 
an explicit way for crawling the page incrementally. Obviously unchanged web pages 
not need to crawl again and it’s important to find intervals between the page changes. 

3   The Architecture of an Incremental Deep Web Crawler 

This section proposes the architecture of an Incremental Deep Web Crawler and 
describes how this crawler to efficiently incremental crawl Deep Web Pages in detail. 
Deep Web pages can be divided into the list page and the leaf page according to the 
content of the pages, so the URL that corresponds with the page also can be divided into 
list URL and leaf URL. The list page refer to the page which composes of a number of 
different data records from Web database, but the leaf page refer to the page which 
composes of the details of a data record in the list page. The list page can connect to a 
certain leaf page through the URL-link that corresponds with one data record. Most of 
information which needs to be extracted and analyzed is mainly from the leaf page, it 
requires separately dealing with the leaf page. This crawler makes a prediction about 
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the frequency of submitting query form according to the change frequency of the list 
page which is created by the same type of query form and resubmits the same type of 
query form to crawl the list page at a certain time interval. The crawler makes a 
prediction about the change frequency of leaf page and re-crawl the leaf page. The 
crawler starts work with the query form initialization; submits the query form to the 
crawler. The crawler will do different things according to the URL that is created. If the 
URL belongs to the list URL, when the list page is crawled, there will be three steps, 
first, the calculator of change frequency of list page calculates the change frequency of 
list page which belongs to the same type of query form, so the frequency of submitting 
the kind of query form will be obtained. Second, if the list page contains the form that is 
different from the query form of form repository and the above form belongs to query 
form, the form will be download and stored in the form repository. Third, The URL 
extractor will only extract the leaf URL from the list page according to certain rules, 
then the leaf URL will compares with the URL of AllURLs, if the same URL exists, the 
corresponding leaf page will be checked to see whether there have been changes, if the 
leaf page changes, the page will be re-crawled, Otherwise, the leaf page will be 
abandoned. Back to top, if the URL belongs to the leaf URL, then the crawler will crawl 
the leaf page, store it in the leaf repository and record the crawling time. The crawler 
will adjust strategy itself. It deals with the URL that is created by the query form with 
the ability of the N%, and the remaining deals with the leaf URL. These two abilities 
will change to make the crawler continue working. 

The architecture of the Deep Web crawler includes the following modules: 
Deep Web crawler module 

Query form extractors 
The calculator of change frequency of list page 
URL extractor 
The calculator of change frequency of leaf page 
Leaf URLs Buffer 

3.1   Deep Web Crawler Module 

Deep Web crawler is a kind of search engine crawling the Deep Web pages. What it 
deals with is a six-tuple. The six-tuple is defined as follows: 

{type, URL, urlfresh, crawltime, formtype}. 
type: the type is divided list URL and leaf URL in all. 
URL: the URL that is created by the query form or the leaf URL that correspond with 
the leaf page. 
urlfresh: it is used to logo page. ”new” Page includes the pages that never appear until 
now and the change pages. ”old” page is the unchanged pages. 
crawltime: when page is crawled is considered the crawltime. 
formtype: formtype is a static n-tuple, it is compose of n different form items. Each 
form item includes one label name, label type, value. It is defined as follows:{label 
name, label type, value}.Different formtype includes different form item, the same 
formtype not only includes the same numbers of form item, but also the corresponding 
form item is the same, of course the order of the form item doesn’t matter. Take looking 
for job for example,  
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Table 1. formtype1  

label name label type value 
education select undergraduate 
workplace select Beijing 

keywords input java 

Table 2. formtype2  

label name label type value 
workplace select Beijing 
education select undergraduate 

keywords input java 

Table 3. formtype3  

label name label type value 
education select undergraduate 
salary select 5000 

keywords input java 

Table 4. formtype4  

label name label type value 
education select undergraduate 
workplace select Beijing 

keywords input java 
Work time checkbox 8 hours 

      formtype1=formtype2, the remaining are different. 

The crawler crawl the Deep Web pages according to URL. If the type of URL is list 
URL, when the list page is crawled, the change frequency of the list page which 
belongs to the same type of form will be calculated. If the type of URL is leaf URL and 
urlfresh is new, then crawl the leaf page and record the crawltime. At the same time, 
calculate the time interval between the leaf page that is just crawled and the leaf page 
that has been crawled. 

3.2   Query Form Extractors 

Form Extractor is a rule-base extractor. It mainly extracts query form. Because there 
are some login forms, Mail forms in the Deep Web pages, these forms’ existence bring 
difficulty in extracting query form. In order to solve this problem, three rules are 
proposed: 

There is a form s, if the s contains the element tag name which is related with the 
user name, password etc, s will be ignored.     
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There is a form s, the element attribute of s is “input”, but the number of non-button 
field is less than 2,s will be ignored. 

There is a form s, if s only contains a checkbox or a select list, and s is a limited easy 
form, s will be ignored. 

Rule-a mainly removes the login form, registration form, purchase form; Rule-b 
mainly removes the forms of common search engines; Rule-c mainly removes easy and 
limited form. As formtype is composed of different form items, when a form is 
extracted, the form will be divided to get form items, then classify according to label 
name and label type, at last integer a wide coverage search form. Because Deep Web is 
field-oriented, the same topic of search form commonly shares some same or similar 
pattern structure. For example, a job search form commonly is designed as follows: 
first is search classification, like keyword search. Then advanced search, it includes 
some form items like functional category, release date� work place. In the integrated 
query form, filling a form more accurate will reduce the times of crawl the unchanged 
pages.  

3.3   The Calculator of Change Frequency of List Page  

The frequency of submitting search frequency is obtained by calculating the change 
frequency of list page which belongs to the same type of search form. The calculating 
method will be described in the follows. The URL is a six-tuple, after filling the form 
and submitting form, the crawl can recognize the formtype and the type of the URL. 
After crawling the corresponding list page and store in the list page repository, this 
page will be compared with the list page which belongs to the same type of query form. 
Because the list page is shown as list data record, therefore, changes range of list page is 
based on the number of changed data records. Here set the threshold in the list page 
change range. When the list page just being crawled compare the list page of list page 
repository which belongs to the same type of query form, if the change range is greater 
than the threshold, then the list page is considered changed and record the crawl time in 
order to calculate the crawl time interval. If the change range is less than the threshold, 
the page is considered unchanged. For the changed list page , when the crawl time 
interval is calculated, the frequency of submitting the same type of query form will be 
achieve. For example, there is a form whose formtype is f, the list page just being 
crawled is p1, and the latest list page belonging to f in list page repository is p2. 
Compare the p1 with p2, if p1 changes, then the time interval of submitting f are the 
crawltime difference of p1 and p2.of course, the threshold is best set close to the 
number of list data record in the list page. Then the crawler will crawl the list page 
which includes all new leaf URL. The algorithm that associates with the frequency of 
submitting the same type of form is as follows:  

Algorithm1: Step of an incremental crawler about the frequency of submitting the 
same type of form. We assume list page repository is not empty from the beginning. It 
concludes new URLs and old URLs 

[1] while (submitting time arrives) 
[2]Submitting form X 
[3]Page <— Crawl (URL) 
[4] if (Page∈ X and Page changed)then 
[5]     calculate (change frequency) 
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[6]     achieve the re-submitting time 
[7]     submitting time <— re-submitting time 
[8] else 
[9] ; 

3.4   URL Extractor 

URL Extractor extracts URLs which index leaf pages from certain list page, then 
compare with the URLs of All URLs, if the same URL exists in the All URLs, the 
urlfresh of the URL which is extracted is assigned old. If not, the urlfresh is assigned 
new, at the same time submit the URL to the URL Buffer.  

3.5   The Calculator of Change Frequency of Leaf Page 

This calculator mainly deals with the leaf pages whose urlfresh is old. When the URL is 
extracted, the URL is submitted to the URL Buffer until the related leaf page is 
crawled. After that, record the crawl time and compare the leaf page just being crawled 
with the leaf page of leaf page repository that has the same URL. Here set the threshold 
in the leaf page change range. Assume that the change range is greater than the 
threshold, the page is considered to have been changed, if not, the page is considered 
not to be changed. Base on the above suppose, if these two pages are the same, and then 
discard the leaf page just being crawled. If not, then update the leaf page, in fact, to 
replace the leaf page of repository with the leaf page just being crawled. At this 
moment, achieve the change interval by calculating the crawltime difference. If the leaf 
page changes frequently after that, the Leaf URL Buffer will send message to the 
AllURLs to get the leaf URL in a certain time interval. 

3.6   Leaf URL Buffer 

The leaf URL Buffer is designed to increase the efficiency of the Deep Web crawler. In 
order to keep the URL Buffer not empty,  When the number of the URL in the leaf 
URL Buffer reduced to close to one , the URL Buffer will send message to the AllURLs 
to get the new URL and the old URL  satisfying crawling time interval. In above case, 
the crawler will never be at rest as a result of obtaining not URL from the URL Buffer. 
Of course, in the case of submitting form, the crawler will not be at rest. The algorithm 
that associates with leaf URL is as follows: 

Algorithm 2: Step of an incremental crawler about leaf page .We assume AllURLs is 
not empty from the beginning. It concludes new urls and old urls. 

[1] while (true) 
[2]URL <— select(AllURLs) 

                        [3] if (urlfresh=new) then 
[4]    Page <— Crawl (URL) 
[5] else 
[6]    Page <— Crawl (URL) 
[7]    if(Page changed)then 
[8]        calculate (change frequency) 
[9]     else 
[10]       discard (Page) 
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4   Performance Evaluation  

As the Deep Web pages dramatically increase, fresh or updated information retrieval 
has becomes a difficult problem for the traditionally search engines. With the size of 
Deep Web contents increasing, the above problem becomes more and more hard. The 
number of web pages which have gone under up-dation increases, with the increase in 
web size, the results decreased. The proposed incremental Deep Web crawler can crawl 
the new pages and update the Deep web pages that are already crawled and make the 
page repository fresh. To evaluate the performance of the proposed crawler, freshness 
of leaf page repository is considered an important measure. In order to evaluate the 
freshness, several experiments are done. First define the freshness [8] of leaf page 
repository at the time t: 

F (D, t) = 1/NΣF (e , t),  F(e , t) 1, if page e  is up to date at the time t0, otherwise                                                    

And N is the total number of leaf page belonging to the same type of query form of the 
leaf page repository.                                         

 

Fig. 3. The difference between the fresh without incremental crawling and the fresh with 
incremental crawling 

The frequency of submitting form and change frequency of leaf page are tested 
separately. Two Deep Web sites [9] www.51Job.com and http://www.ganji.com are 
selected as the crawling target website. The above figure shows the difference between 
the fresh without incremental crawling and the fresh with incremental crawling. The 
more fresh leaf pages are crawled by the proposed incremental Deep Web crawler.  

5   Conclude 

In this paper, an incremental Deep Web Crawler based on URL Classification has been 
designed. It not only crawls the  new Deep Web pages but also keep the leaf page 
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repository updated with the new and updated pages. It is based on calculating the time 
period between the two successive revisits for leaf pages and between the two 
successive resubmitting the same type of query form. As the future work, the 
architecture of Incremental Deep Web crawler which can crawl many different 
domains will be study. After that, the crawler can crawl efficiently Deep Web pages of 
different domains. 
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Abstract. Query classification can improve the query results of search engine, but 
the existing query classification methods which use extra web resources to enrich 
query features easily result in high delay. In this paper, a query classification 
based on index association rule expansion (IARE-QC) is proposed. IARE-QC 
uses an index based query classification framework to reduce the response time 
through transforming the query classification problem in online phase to the 
equivalent index term classification in offline phase. Moreover, in order to get 
more accurate feature enrichment of index term, we propose a novel algorithm 
which called index association expansion based on similarity voting (IARE-SV) 
to determine the category labels of index term. The experiment results on the 
search engine simulation environment show that IARE-SV can get much better 
query classification performance than the common simple voting (SV) method. 

Keywords: query classification, query expansion, association rule analysis. 

1   Introduction 

Because we usually can not get satisfactory query results from search engines with the 
simple query words matching, researchers propose the idea of query classification 
which map the queries submitted by users to a pre-specified target category through a 
certain method [1-3]. The existing query classification methods usually use extra web 
resources, such as the search results of the query or other open taxonomies, to enrich 
the query and create the target taxonomy [4]. For example, Broder[5] proposes a 
method to classify the query terms into the navigation, information and transaction 
category. Dou Shen[6, 7] enrich query by the search results, and classify the query 
terms into the intermediate ODP Directory by SVM, then map the intermediate 
taxonomy into KDDCUP’s pre-defined 67 categories. These approaches have obtained 
good classification effects, however the shortcoming is that they will cost much time. 
So they are intolerable to the high speed response of search engine’s request. 

To solve the high delay problem, some improved methods are proposed. For example, 
Gabrilovich[8] analyzes the architecture of search engine and proposes an offline 
classification model. Grati[9] presents a classification model that can pre-calculate the 
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features of query. Other studies such as Beitzel[10, 11] use the query logs as the training 
dataset to reduce the processing time and computing resource consumption.  

In this paper, we propose a novel query classification method which is based on 
index association rules expansion (IARE-QC). Moreover, in order to get more 
accurate feature enrichment of index term, we propose a novel algorithm which called 
index association expansion based on similarity voting (IARE-SV) to determine the 
category labels of index term. Experimental results show that our method can get 
better query classification result. 

2   Query Classification Model Based on Indexes 

Search engines return search results with the keyword matching technology. When the 
search engine receives a query 1 2 | |{ , ,..., }QQ q q q=  , it finds the web pages 

1 2 | |{ , ,..., }
ii p p p=  , which indexed by one query word iq  in the search engine at 

first, and then returns the intersection 1 2 | |... Q∩ ∩ ∩    as the query results. The search 

procedure essentially is to find the same index term k (k=q) in search engine’s indexes 
with some query word q. So if we can classify the index term k in advance and tag the 
category labels to the index term k, then the classification result of the query word q can 
be obtained directly from k’s category labels when users input the query. According the 
above analysis, we propose a novel query classification model based on indexes, where 
the query classification is transformed to index term classification. The model has three 
distinct components, which are described as follows: 

(1) To construct the text classifier for a giving target taxonomy. 
(2) To obtain the text of the top n pages of every index term of the search engine 

index, and input them into the text classifier and get the classification result, 
then compute the category of the index term a voting strategy, and at last add 
the category labels to the index term. 

(3) To search the category labels of corresponding index keyword in the search en-
gine, and determine the category labels as the classification result of the query 
when the user inputs a query. 

The component (1) and (2) are accomplished offline, and the online component (3) 
will be executed very quickly.  

3   Index Terms Classification Based on Similarity Voting 

Our main objective is to classify each index term and obtain their category labels. Be-
cause all the index terms are single word, we need to enrich their features expression 
before classifying them. The method to enrich features of an index term k is to choose 
full text information of the web pages which indexed by k. We only select the top n 
web pages which return from search engines with high page rank.  

3.1   Index Term Classification 

Given an index term k  and a category label set  , selecting the top n web pages 
indexed by k as a document set { }1 2, , ,k nd d d= …… , the index term classification is 

a function 2 :
k kf →    , which determine the category label kc  of k .  
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The function 2 :
k kf →     is usually implemented by calculating the conditional 

probability ( )iP c k at first and then selecting the category kc  with the largest condi-

tional probability max arg max ( )
jc kc P c k∈=   

[8, 12, 13]. Generally ( )jP c k  can be 

calculated by Equation (1): 

( ) ( , ) ( | )
i k

j j i i
d

P c k P c k d P d k
∈

= ⋅


 (1)

Supposing ( , ) ( | )j i iP k c d P k d≈ , Equation (1) can be transformed to Equation (2): 

( ) ( | ) ( | )
i k

j j i i
d

P c k P c d P d k
∈

= ⋅


 (2)

Given a document id , the probability ( | )j iP c d  can be calculated by the text classifi-

er. Moreover, because id  belongs k  which indexed by k, we can simple 

set ( | ) 1iP d k = . Then Equation (2) can be transformed to Equation (3): 

( ) ( | )
i k

j j i
d D

P c k P c d
∈

=   (3)

Equation (3) is a relatively simple, so we call it the simple voting method (SV). In the 
simple voting method, each web page used in query enrichment is supposed to have 
the same weight that viz. ( | ) 1iP d k = . Actually, the correlation between the index 
term and the enrichment web pages is different. So we propose a new voting method: 
voting based on similarity, this method calculates equation (2) with the similarity of 
the index term and the web pages. 

3.2   Voting Based on Similarity 

In order to calculate the similarity of the index term k and a web page di which is used 
to enrich the feature, we first try to expand the index keyword k to obtain an expanding 
feature vocabulary 1 2 | |{ , ,..., }

kk e e e=  , and express k with k , and then calculate the 

cosine similarity between k  and each page in the set k . The similarity value will 

act as voting weights to calculate ( | )iP d k  in equation (2).  

The similarity of k and di is equal to the similarity of k and id , which can be calcu-
lated as Equation (4). 

| |

1

| | | |

1 1

( , ) ( , )

k

j ij
j

k k

j ij
j j

w w

i k i
w w

Sim k d Sim d =

= =

×

×


= =

 



 
  (4)

Where{ }1 2 | |, , ,
k

w w w……   is the weight vector of k , ijw is the weight of each word 

in id . With ( , )iSim k d  as conditional probability, Equation (5) can be derived the 
from equation (2) as follows. 
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( ) ( | ) ( , )
i k

j j i i
d

P c k P c d Sim k d
∈

= ⋅


 (5)

Now, the key problem is how to expand k with k  in Equation (5).  

4   Index Term Expansion Based on Association Support 

The expansion of the index term 1 2 | |{ , , ..., }
kkk e e e→ =   is similar to the query expan-

sion. We consider implementing it with the association rule mining of words [14]. In 
order to getting the association support of the index term and the expanding feature 
word on the search engine’s index, here we propose an index term expansion based on 
the association support.  

Supposing each document in k has a specific ID, and  is the feature word set 

of k , then the inverted index of k  can be denoted as ( , )  . 

{ }1 2 | |( ), ( ), , ( )ind t ind t ind t= ……   is the index table, where ( )ind t  contains a doc-

ument ID list of documents that having word t ( t∈ ), and other related information. 

( ),1 ,2,1 ,2( ) , , , ,
l ll t l tind t ID w ID w=     … , where ,1lID  is the ID of the first document 

which have feature word t , and 
,1lt

w is the weight of t in the document which ID is 

,1lID . 

The association support of index term k  and the feature word t  can be calculated 
according the invert index. Firstly, we take ID as a collection element to calcu-

late ( ) ( )ind t ind k∩ , and get the index items ( ),1 ,2,1 ,2, , , ,
l ll t l kID w ID w    ……  in which 

( ),1 ,2, ,l lID ID ……  are both appeared in ( )ind t and ( )ind k . Then we can calculate the 

association support between the index term k and the feature word t by Equation (6):  

, ,

, ( ) ( )

1
support( , )

l j l j

l j

t k
ID ind t ind k

k t w w
n ∈ ∩

=   (6)

Equation (6) can be used to determine the expanding feature vocabulary k  of the 

index term k . We also define an expansion parameter α, which is the percentage of 
the number of the expansion k  with all the feature word of the index table. α is use-

ful to control | |k . In this paper we call the voting method based on Equation (5) and 
(6) as the Similarity Voting Based Index Association Rule Expansion (IARE-SV). 
Since the inverted index is a widely way of the index in information retrieval and 
search engines, the IARE-SV is hopeful to improve the query classification efficiency. 

5   Experiment and Evaluation 

We take some queries as the inputs of search engine and get their first 100 web pages. 
Then we establish the index of these queries to simulate the search engine’s inverted 
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index. The taxonomy of the portal site’s news channels is chosen as the target 
taxonomy of query classification tasks. Moreover the news web pages of different 
channels from Tencent1 are crawled to train the LIBSVM2 classifier. The experiment 
dataset is shown in table 1, which includes the target categories, the number of web 
pages for training in each category, the number of queries before labeled for testing in 
each category, and the number of queries labeled for testing in each category. The 
queries for testing are selected from Baidu Search Billboard3.  

Table 1. Target category and the number of pages 

Target   
category 

The number of web 
pages for training 

The number of queries 
before labeled for testing 

The number of queries 
labeled for testing 

car 2156 125 125 
news 2890 40 87 
sport 7453 30 41 

finance 6132 55 56 
game 2276 100 100 

military 737 17 22 
movie 1512 54 71 
music 1962 36 44 

IT 2984 218 218 
TV 2017 62 68 

variety show 1276 50 53 
stars 2216 217 220 

 
We designed two experiments with different voting method. The first is the simple 

voting method (SV) mentioned, the second is our method IARE-SV. The evaluation 
measures include the precision, recall and F1-measure. α is set as 0.3 in our experi-
ments. And then we comprise experimental results of two methods of SV and IARE-
SV. We chose the web pages of the 12 categories in Table 1 to train the LIBSVM 
classifier. All the query words having been labeled in Table 1 act as test data. To ana-
lyze the influence of the parameter n, we set n with 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100. 

Figure 1 is the average value of precision of SV and IARE-SV in all data. Figure 1 
shows that with the increase of n, the precision of classification becomes higher. 
When n is 40, IARE-SV get the max value of 90%. SV get the max value of 77% 
when n is 60. But when n is larger, the precision will decrease, we think the reason 
may be the quality of web pages returned by search engine decreases. In addition, 
Figure 1 shows IARE-SV is better than SV 13% in the best precision result. 

Figure 2 is the average value of recall of SV and IARE-SV in all data. Figure 2 
shows that with the increase of n, the recall of classification get higher. When n is 
40� IARE-SV get the max value of 82%, and SV get the max value of 78% when n is 
60. IARE-SV raises 4% in the best recall result. 

 

                                                           
1 www.qq.com 
2 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/ 
3 http://top.baidu.com/ 
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Figure 3 is the result of F1-measure in recall and precision, IARE-SV is better than 
SV in all the value of n. When n is 40, IARE-SV get the max value of 84%, SV’s max 
value is only 77% when n is 80. IARE-SV raises the result 7% in the best F1- meas-
ure result and need less enriched features. Thus, IARE-SV is more effective than SV.  

6   Conclusion 

We propose a query classification method based on index association rules expansion 
in this paper, according to the structure of search engine. Our method transforms 
online query classification to offline index term classification to improve the response 
time. In order to get better precision of index term enrichment, we propose novel 
algorithm which called index association expansion based on similarity voting 
(IARE-SV) to determine the category labels of index term. After feature words which 
have high support are selected to expand the index term, the similarity of the index 
term expansion and the web pages acts as the weight to select good web pages as 
feature enrichment of the index term. The experiment results show that our method 
can get better results in recall, precision and F1-measure than the simple voting 
method. However, because we have no actual search engine environment, our 
approaches can’t be tested in large scale data. In future work, we will experiment with 
large scale data to evaluate our approaches. 
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Abstract. As information technology has advanced, people are turning to 
electronic media more frequently for communication, and social relationships 
are increasingly found on online channels. Traditional on-line social network 
researches are based a certain comment interaction. Though some interest 
conclusions have been obtained, the understanding of the entire on-line social 
network is one-sided. In this paper, we compare four different types of 
networks proposed by previous researchers. Statistical analysis reveals that 
those four networks are consistent in nature (both the “small-world effect” and 
skewed degree distributions are found in them). To discover the mechanism 
behind these network observations, we propose a single-factor model with a 
single parameter κ ; using this model, various networks can be obtained when 
we change the parameter κ  in a given range. Simulation experiment based on 
this model show that the simulation results and the real data are consistent, 
which means that our model is valid. 

1   Introduction 

Although the first message boards (USENET) date back to 1979, the social networks 
defined by the comment interaction among their users have been studied only recently 
[1, 2]. Unlike personal weblogs, which receive few replies, the threads of BBS 
discussions reveal a rich complexity in their structure. Studies of USENET and other 
social-network services, such as Friendster and MySpace, have focused mainly on 
visualization techniques for understanding their social and semantic structures [2, 3]. 
Kou and Zhang proposed a model of interest space and showed that hierarchical and 
clustering structure in the interest space of BBS reply networks exhibits not only 
small-world characteristics but also preferential attachment, which is a common 
explanation for their scale-free properties [4]. K.I. Goh and co-workers proposed a 
simple network model to identify the chief statistical characteristics of message-board 
networks [1]. In Vicenc Gomez’ work, a simple measure is used to evaluate the 
degree of controversy provoked by a post [2]. In previous studies of on-line social 
network, the research process follows the old stereotype: proposing some kind of 
network construction method; taking necessary statistical analysis; summarizing 
different statistics to get corresponding conclusions. Sometimes, community structure 
and network evolution are incidentally considered. Those network construction 
methods are basically based on two types: comment interaction and comment content. 
The former has been studied extensively [1, 2, 4], while the latter attracts increasing 
attentions recently [5, 6]. Though some interest conclusions have been obtained, the 
understanding of the entire on-line social network is one-sided. Here, we compare 
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four different types of networks proposed by previous researchers. Statistical analysis 
reveals that no matter what kind of construction method we take, those four networks 
are consistent in nature (both the “small-world effect” and skewed degree 
distributions are found in them). Only subtle variations exist in clustering function, 
nearest-neighbor degree distribution, strength distribution, etc. To confirm this 
conclusion, we propose a single-factor model with a single parameter κ ; using this 
model, various networks can be obtained when we change the parameter κ  in a given 
range. Simulation experiment based on this model show that the simulation results are 
consistent the real data, which means that our model is valid. 

2   Networks Derived from BBS 

To study the Tianya social network, we began by adopting the formalism in [2]. 
Every registered user identification (ID) corresponds to a node i∈V in a graph G=<V, 
E>. An edge (i, j)∈E represents a social relation between two users that results from 
their comment activity. Let nij be the number of times that user i writes a comment to 
user j. Links between two users can be defined using nij in several ways. In Vicenc 
Gomez’ work, three network types were discussed systematically; here, we focus on 
undirected networks defined as: 

Undirected dense network: An undirected edge exists between users i and j if either 
nij>0

 
or nji>0. The weight of that edge wij equals the sum nij+nji. 

Undirected sparse network: An undirected edge exists between users i and j if nij>0 
and nji>0. The weight of that edge wij is defined as wij=min(nij, nji). 

We propose two additional networks, one based on the comment interaction, the 
other based on the comment content: 

Interest network: An undirected edge exists between users i and j if if nip>0 and if 
njp>0 where user p began a thread. The weight of an edge wij is defined as 

min( , )ij ip jp
p P

w n n
∈

=  where P  is the set of users who have begun a thread. The 

average number of follow-up postings on Tianya is about 50 per thread; thus, the total 

number of network edges is 
2( 50 )PO n ⋅  where Pn  is the number of BBS threads. 

Since that number is huge, we introduce a threshold k , such that an undirected edge 
exists if and only if wij>k. 

Semantic network: An undirected edge exists between users i and j if nij>0 and nji>0 
and also if there are emotional words in the replies between them. Emotional words 
include two basic types: supportive and opposing. For example, phrases such as 
“好贴，顶起来”, “支持楼主” or “经典” are supportive, whereas words such as 
“NND”, “TM” or “鄙视 ” are opposing. We identified roughly 50 terms or phrases 
from the public discussions on Tianya.com as either supportive or opposing and 
assigned each a value between 0 and 1 according to their tone. A higher value 
corresponds to a greater degree of support; every phrase has an associated numerical 
“trust”. Thus, the semantic network is defined as follows: 
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1) The undirected dense network is initialized with every edge given a “trust” 
value of 0.5; 

2) Analyzing every comment between two users and updating the “trust” value 
of every edge (if there are several emotional words in one comment, we can 
roughly take average); 

3) Discarding edges whose “trust” values between 0.5 ξ−  and 0.5 ξ+  ( ξ  
will be seen as a threshold). 

3   Statistical Analyses of the Four BBS Networks 

Here, we discuss network characteristics from a global perspective. Table 1 shows the 
statistics describing the four networks. 

Table 1. Statistics of the Tianya social networks 

 

We see that, for all graphs, The average clustering coefficient C is much higher 
than the randomized counterpart Crand [9,10]. Large C values indicate that 
discussions can be begun among bunches of users easily. Small l values indicate that 
ideas and opinions can propagate rapidly from one person to another. Hence, the 
small-world topologies of BBS networks ensure the propagation of discussions 
among users. This is consistent with other real-world networks, which exhibit similar 
deviations from the random graph, and adds to the collection of networks having the 
“small-world” property [11]. Table 1 also shows the correlation coefficient r [12,13] 
(also called the Pearson correlation coefficient) for our three networks. Interestingly, 
unlike traditional social networks, which exhibit significant assortative mixing, the 
undirected dense network and the undirected sparse network  are characterized by 
disassortative mixing. In the interest network, the Pearson correlation coefficient is 
greater than 0.1, meaning that the interest network is assortative 

The most basic topological characterization of a graph G can be expressed in terms 
of its degree distribution P(k), which is defined as the probability that a node chosen 
uniformly at random has degree k or, equivalently, as the fraction of nodes in the 
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graph having degree k. The analysis of this degree distribution describes the level of 
interaction between users and provides a robust indicator of the degree of 
heterogeneity within the network. In this section, we discuss the degree distributions 
of the four Tianya networks.  

 

Fig. 1. Degree and strength distributions of the four networks 

The degree ki of a user i is distributed according to a power law followed by an 
exponential cutoff , as shown in Fig. 1(a). The cumulative distribution function (cdf) 
of the degrees is shown in Fig. 1(b). The strength si of a user i is the sum of the weight 
of each edge attached to i . As shown in Fig. 1(c), the strength distribution is also 
followed by an exponential cutoff.  

 

Fig. 2. c(k), knn(k), c(s), knn(s) of the four networks 
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The clustering function C(k) is defined as the average of Ci over all vertices 
with a given degree k. For the undirected dense network, the undirected sparse 

network and the semantic network, C(k) decays as log( )kα β+ , with 0α < , 
which is consistent with Ref. [10]. However, for the interest network, C(k) decays 

as keβα ⋅⋅ , with 0β < . The average nearest-neighbor degree function ( )knn k
 

[14,15], which is defined as the average degree of the neighbors of vertices of 
degree k, also follows a logarithmic distribution for all of these networks. The 
upward curvature of knn(k) obeys the Matthew effect, implying that the friends of 
the hub members are more likely to be hub members themselves, in agreement 
with typical social networks. The nonlinear relationship between s and k implies 
that hub members tend to post messages considerably more frequently than other 
people. The average shortest-path degree function l(k) obeys a logarithmic 
distribution, which means that hub members are more likely to be acquainted with 
other people. 

4   A New Model 

After analyzing the chief statistical characteristics of the four networks, we reach the 
qualitative conclusion that those four networks are consistent in nature (both the 
“small-world effect” and skewed degree distributions are found in them). Only subtle 
variations exist in clustering function, nearest-neighbor degree distribution, strength 
distribution, etc. To test these results and to help form a more complete picture of the 
properties of BBS networks, we carried out computer simulations on a simple 
network model. First, we randomly generated N nodes and assigned every node a 
degree according to a desired degree distribution. Consider the symmetric binomial 

form 2
max

( )i j
ij

k k
e

k
κσ

⋅
= , where eij represents the probability that an edge exists 

between a node of degree i and a node of degree j, with 0κ > , and where 

2
max

( )

( 1) ( )

i i
i

i j

i j

k P k

k k
N

k
κ

σ

<

⋅
= ⋅

− ⋅




 is a normalization constant. By changing the value of  

κ , we generated different network topologies and studied their corresponding 
characteristics such as <k>, C, P and L. To validate our model, we compared these 
simulated results with the real data of our database. Figure 3 shows the topology 
changes of different network types as κ  is varied from 0 to 10; here, N equals 
100000. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we obtain the best fit for the undirected sparse 
network when κ  lies between 0.1 and 0.2. The best-fitting interval for the undirected 
dense and semantic networks lies between 0.1 and 1, as shown in Fig. 3(b, c). By 
contrast, the best-fitting κ  for the interest network is significantly different from the 
other three values, being greater than 1 as shown in Fig. 3(d).  
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Table 2. The maximum values for the four network types 

 

 

Fig. 3. Plot of various statistics as κ  is varied for the four networks. Here, avgdegree ~ 
represents the ratio of the current avgdegree of value κ  to the maximal avgdegree; the rest 
may be deduced by analogy. The maximum values for the four networks are given in Table 3. 

To verify the validity of our model, we conducted a large number of computer 
simulations and property comparisons: we generate four artificial networks with the 
model; then statistical analysis is implemented; property comparison is carried out 
between the real data and simulation data finally.  

Figure 4 shows comparison results between the real data and the simulation data for 
the four networks respectively. As we discussed in Section 3, The clustering function 
C(k) quantifies how well connected are the neighbors of a vertex in a graph, which 
has been taken as a signature of the network hierarchical structure. And the average 
nearest-neighbor degree function knn(k) is a vital distribution which can lead to the 
Pearson correlation coefficients. The distributions of these two functions are almost 
overlap: they all obeys the logarithmic distribution, and parameters in the logarithmic 
formula change little between the real data and the simulative one, which means that 
our model can restore them beautifully. While for the average shortest-path degree 
function l(k), our model performes just passable: although the relative trends of the 
real data and the simulation data stay the same, the later is always better than the 
former, which means the artificial networks with our model are over idealistic, some 
random factors in real networks may not be considered. This will be further improved 
later. 
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Fig. 4. The Comparison between real data and simulation data in the clustering function, the 
nearest-neighbor degree distribution and the strength distribution. (a, b, c) Comparison results 
of the undirected dense network. (d, e, f) Comparison results of the undirected sparse network. 
(g, h, i) Comparison results of the interest network. (j, k, l) Comparison results of the semantic 
network. 

5   Conclusions and Discussion 

Previous researches are basically based on two types: comment interaction and 
comment content. In this paper, we prove that no matter what kind of construction 
method we take, networks constructed according these two type are consistent in 
nature: both the “small-world effect” and skewed degree distributions are found in 
them. Only subtle variations exist in clustering function, nearest-neighbor degree 
distribution, strength distribution, etc. To test these results, we proposed a simple 
network model. For different networks, P(k) is fixed while the parameter κ  is 
changed to obtain different network topologies. As seen in Fig. 3, when κ  is lower 
than 0.2, our model resembles the undirected sparse network; if κ  lies between 0.1 
and 1, it resembles the undirected dense network or the semantic network; and when 
κ  is greater than 1, the model resembles the interest network. Simulation experiment 
based on this model show that the simulation results and the real data are consistent 
largely, which means that our model is valid. The model not only helps to 
characterize different network types, but can also provide a more complete picture of 
the properties of BBS networks. 
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Abstract. The paper defined an information measure associated with a topic or 
semantics for a keyword based corpus. Firstly, the topic-based corpus was 
obtained. Then the latent semantic vector space model of the corpus was 
established. After that, the information measure of the keyword was defined 
through the vector space model. Accordingly, it could be calculated that the 
amount of the topic information any document contained. Lastly, the 
membership degree which measured the degree of membership of the document 
belonging to the topic was introduced. Set a measurement threshold, thereby it 
was determined whether the documents belonging to the topic or not. 
Experiments show that the definition of the information measurement can get 
over the difficulty of the word-match search and real reach the goal of the 
Semantic-match search. 

Keywords: Latent Semantics, information measurement, metric distribution, 
membership degree. 

1   Introduction 

Petri pointed out that the information should be regarded as physical quantity like the 
energy, momentum, angular momentum, and should have its own conservation law 
and other laws of physics. Petri considered that be a new discipline, referred as the 
information dynamics [1]. 

Well-known shannon's information theory is based on the statistical theory and 
take the information entropy as the amount of information. It is triumphantly used in 
some fields, such as telecommunication technology [2]. However, a lot of scholars, 
even Shannon himself, realized shannon's theory can not meet the needs of many 
fields [3]. 

W. Weaver pointed out that there are three levels of communication: the technical 
level, the semantic level and the utility level of communication [4]. Shannon's 
information theory is at technical level. 

In order to consider the semantics of information, R. Carnap et al put forward a 
method which used logical probability with the replacement of ordinary (random) 
probability and then measured semantic information with shannon's entropy of 
information content [5]. However, this method has many restrictions required and 
therefore of little value. 
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Considering the fuzziness of information, fuzzy sets, rough sets and other sets were 
presented [6-7].  

Currently, the most information retrieval systems are based on the word-match 
method [8]. However, because of the broadly synonymy and polysemy problem, the 
returned documents may not match with the conceptual topic that user want. All the 
semantic-based search algorithm must solve this problem [8]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to study on the semantic information measure of the keywords. 

The so-called semantic-based retrieval is defined as the retrieval that the retrieved 
information and the user's query must have the same conceptual topic, but may not 
have the common terms or keywords [9]. 

T. K. Landauer [10] et al take shannon’s measure method of the information as the 
measure method of the semantic information of keywords based on corpus. 

Shannon's theory can not be copied to the knowledge of the macro-information 
structure, because Shannon's study is based on the bit level [1]. The information 
theory over bit level, such as semantic level, should require more research. 

The paper studies on the semantic information measure of the keyword of the 
corpus. The corpus is based on a topic. So, there should be a significant association 
between the keyword’s information measure and the topic. The information measure 
like this is the semantic information measure. The same keyword has different 
semantic information measures in different topic corpora. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, briefly review the vector 
space modelling of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model of information retrieval. 
The semantic information measure is defined and analyzed in section 3. In Section 4, 
the membership degree of any document belonging to theme C is defined. Test and 
evaluation are in the section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 

If no special instructions, corpus, corpus theme, document-keyword matrix are all 
expressed as C. Bold letters denote vectors or matrices. 

2   Vector Space Modelling 

LSI is an important extension of the Vector Space Model (VSM) and the one of most 
efficient information retrieval models in recent years [11-12]. 1990, Deerwester et al 
applied the singular value decomposition (SVD) to information retrieval [8]. Then 
LSI become a new research hotspot [13-14]. LSI takes advantage of the implicit 
relationship of terms within a document to improve the retrieval performance. 
Furthermore, LSI is a method of dimensionality reduction [15]. 

Let C={d1,…,dm} be the corpus with respect to topic C, T={t1,…,tL} be the set of 
all the keywords of the corpus C, fi(tj) be the frequency with which keyword tj occurs 
in the di, f(tj) be the total number of the documents including tj in the corpus. 

The i-th document di is expressed as a vector: di=(wi1,…,wiL), where wij are the 
TFIDF weight values, i.e., wij=l(i,j)·g(j). 

l(i,j), called the local weight, denotes the ability strength of tj to describe the whole 
document di. Generally, take fi(tj) as l(i,j), i.e., l(i,j)= fi(tj). g(j), called the global 
weight, denotes the ability strength of tj to distinguish between the documents. Take 
the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) of tj as g(j), i.e., g(j)=log2m-log2f(tj). 
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The j-th keyword tj is expressed as a vector: Tj=(w1j,…,wmj)
T

 correspondingly. Tj 
reflect the weight distribution of the tj in the corpus. 

Definition 1 Core Keyword. Given a threshold value wmin, if 1
m
i ijw= >wmin, tj is 

called a corpus core keyword, core keyword for short. 
Might as well supposition TC={t1,…,tn}(n<<L) is the core keyword set. 
Let C=(wij)m×n=(d1,…,dm)T, called the keyword-document matrix of the corpus C. 
In order to make documents of different lengths equal importance in the same 

corpus, document vector must be normalized as follows: 

||di||= 22
1 ini ww ++ , di

0= di /|| di ||=(wi1
0,…,win

0), C0=( win
0) m×n. 

For convenience, the following document vector di and keyword-document matrix 
C all denote the normalized vectors and matrix. Keyword denote the core keyword. 

Definition 2 Partial order relation. Let tj and tk be any two core keywords, 
Tj=(w1j,…,wmj)

T and Tk=(w1k,…,wmk)
T be two vectors of tj and tk respectively. 

J={i|wij>0, i=1,…,m}, K={i|wik>0, i=1,…,m }, 

(1) tk is said to include tj, (denoted by tj ⊆ tk), if and only if J⊆ K. 
(2) Tj is said to be less than or equal to Tk, (denoted by Tj‚Tk), if and only if 

wij≤wik for any i(1≤i≤m). 

Obviously, ⊆ is a partial order relation of core keyword set TC, and ‚ is a partial 
order relation of core keyword vector set TC. 

For any two keywords tj and tk, the following triangle inequality and Cauchy 
inequality are always true, i.e.  

||Tj+Tk|| ≤ ||Tj||+||Tk||; 0 ≤ Tj·Tk ≤||Tj||·||Tk||. where Tj·Tk denotes the dot product. 

Definition 3 Latent Semantic Similarity Degree. For any two keywords tj and tk, 
S(tj,tk) = Tj·Tk /(||Tj||·||Tk||), call S(tj,tk) the latent semantic similarity degree of tj and tk. 

tj and tk are said to be approximately latent semantic similarity, if there exists a 
small threshold value ε≥0 such that ||Tj||·||Tk||- Tj·Tk≤ε.  

If tj and tk are approximately latent semantic similarity, there must exist a real 
number a>0, such that Tj≈aTk, and vice versa. 

3   Semantic Information Measure 

For a document, it is the use of the corpus core words that make the document’s 
theme converge to the corpus theme. 

Definition 4 Semantic Information Measurement. Let C=(wij)m×n denote the row 
normalized keyword-document matrix, Tj=(w1j,…,wmj)

T the vector of the tj 

correspondingly, I(tj)=||Tj||= 22
1 mjj ww ++ , call I(tj) the semantic information 

measurement of keyword tj. 
Because it is unlike other similar literatures that I(tj) is taken as the semantic 

information measurement of keyword and I(tj) runs through the paper, the following 
discussion of I(tj) will be necessary. 
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Let Tj= (w1j,…,wmj)
T be the keyword vector of the tj, where 

 = 







= n

k
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jiij tf

m
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log)(

)(
log)( ( i=1,…,m). 

Tj reflects the weight distribution of tj on the documents in the corpus C, as illustrated 
in Figure.1(might as well supposition the sort order is descending by tj’s weight). 

 

Fig. 1. Weight distribution of keyword on the documents 

For any two keywords tj and tk, let 
J={i|wij>0, i=1,…,m}, K={i|wik>0, i=1,…,m}, |J-K|=n1, |K-J|=n2, |J∩K|=n3,  
ei=(0,…,1,…,0)T, where only i-th component is 1,  
V(j-k)=span{ ei | i∈J-K}, V(k-j)=span{ ei | i∈K-J}, V(j∩k) =span{ ei | i∈K∩J}, then Tj 

can be decomposed two parts: Tj=(w1j,…,wmj)
T= Tj

(j-k) + Tj
(j∩k), where Tj

(j-k) 

= ij i
i J K

w
∈ −
 e , Tj

(j∩k)= ij i
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w
∈ ∩
 e  (i∈J). As a matte of fact, Tj

(j-k)
 and Tj

(j∩k)are the 

projection of the Tj
 on space V(j-k) and V(j∩k) respectively. 

Similarly, Tk = Tk
(k-j) + Tk

(j∩k), where Tk
(k-j)= ik i

i K J

w
∈ −
 e , Tk

(j∩k) = ik i
i K J

w
∈ ∩
 e  (i∈K) , 

Tk
(k-j) and Tk

(j∩k) are the projection of the Tk on space V(k-j) and V(j∩k). 

Definition 5 Add operation. For any two keywords tj and tk, J and K as definition 2, 
n1, n2, n3 as above, if tj and tk are to be taken as one abstract word, represented as th= 
tj)tk, its vector denoted as Th= (w1h,…,wmh)

T, where 
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 and 

f(th)= n1+n2+n3, f(tj)= n1+ n3, f(tk)= n2+n3. 

Corollary 1. For any two keywords tj and tk, th= tj)tk, Tj=(w1j,…,wmj)
T , 

Tk=(w1k,…,wmk)
T and Th=(w1h,…,wmh)

T are their vectors respectively, then 
||Th||≤||Tj||+||Tk||.  

Proof: Th can be decomposed three parts: Th = ih i
i J K

w
∈ ∪
 e = Th

(j-k) + Th
(k-j) + Th

(j∩k), 

where Th
(j-k)= ih i

i J K

w
∈ −
 e , Th

(k-j)= ih i
i K J

w
∈ −
 e , Th

(j∩k)= ih i
i K J

w
∈ ∩
 e .  
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When i∈J-K, fi(tk)=0, so wik=0. f(th)≥f(tj), ( ) ln
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That is every component of Th
(j-k)

 is less than or equal to corresponding component 
of  Tj

(j-k). 
Therefore, Th

(j-k)‚ Tj
(j-k), consquently, ||Th

(j-k)||≤||Tj
(j-k)||. 

Similarly, when i∈K-J, wih ≤ wik, Th
(k-j)‚ Tk

(k-j), || Th
(k-j)||≤|| Tk

(k-j)||. 
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That is Th
(j∩k) ‚ Tj

(j∩k)
 + Tk

(j∩k). Therefore, || Th
(j∩k)||≤|| Tj

(j∩k)
 + Tk

(j∩k)||. 
As a whole, for any i∈J∪K, wih ≤ wij+wik , thus, Th ‚ Tj+Tk, ||Th|| ≤ ||Tj+Tk|| ≤ 

||Tj||+||Tk||. 

Corollary 2. For any two keywords tj and tk, th= tj)tk,  Tj=(w1j,…,wmj)
T , 

Tk=(w1k,…,wmk)
T and Th=(w1h,…,wmh)

T are their vectors respectively, (1) If tk ⊆ tj, 
then ||Tj||≤||Th||. (2) If tj ⊆ tk, then ||Tk||≤||Th||. (3) If tk ⊆ tj and tj ⊆ tk, then 
max{||Tj||,||Tk||}≤||Th||. 

Proof is omitted here for limited space. 
Case (3) as shown in Figure 1. 
The results above mean that a keyword combined with its included keyword can 

increase the semantic information measurement. 
Given a keyword tj, a number w>0 and a small positive number ε>0, L(tj)= 

{di|wij>w+ε}, U(tj)={di|wij>w-ε}, B(tj)= U(tj) - L(tj) ={di|w-ε<wij≤w+ε}, as shown in 
Figure 1. Call L(tj) the keyword tj’s lower approximation� U(tj) the tj′s upper 
approximation and B(tj) the tj′s border. The documents of the set L(tj) means the 
required documents searching with the keyword tj and the documents of the set C-
U(tj) means not. The smaller the |B(tj)| (cardinal number ) is, the stronger the ability of 
tj′s distinguishing documents is, and vice versa. 
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It is assumed that tj and tk are latent semantic similar based on C, as shown in Fig 
1, i.e., Tk= (w1k,…,wmk)

T≈ (w1j,…,wmj)
T =aTj (a>0). Therefore, I(tk)≈aI(tj). 

It is assumed that tj and tk are latent semantic similar based on C, i.e., Tk≈aTj. Take 
tj)tk as a abstract keyword th, whose keyword vector Th is larger than or equal to Tj or 
Tk . So, tj)tk has a stronger distinguishing ability than tj or t k. 

Under the selected the corpus C and the core keywords, The term-matrix C is 
uniquely determined by the corpus C and the core keywords except for the order of 
the rows and columns. Therefore, I(tj) is determined by C. 

4   Thematic Membership Degree 

Different keyword has the different semantic information measurement. Thus, in the 
same document, the contribution of different keywords to the thematic membership 
degree of the document is different. 

Definition 6 Information Measure Distribution. Let C be some thematic corpus, TC 
the set of all the core keywords. F(C)={(tj,I(tj))| tj∈TC, j=1,…,n}, Call F(C) the 
information measure distribution of the corpus C. 

F(C) is uniquely determined by corpus. 

Definition 7 Thematic Similarity Degree. Let TC1 and TC2 be the two sets of core 
keywords of the themes C1 and C2, IC1(tj) and IC2(tj) be the information measures of 

the tj in the themes C1 and C2 respectively. S(C1,C2)= C1 C2

C1 C2

C1 C2
T T
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T T
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Call S(C1,C2) the thematic similarity degree of C1 and C2. 
Obviously, 0≤S(C1,C2)≤1 for any two themes C1 and C2. 
C1 and C2 are said to be the same or approximately similar if there exists a small 

threshold value ε≥0 such that S(C1,C2)≥1-ε. 
If C1 and C2 are the same or approximately similar, then F(C1)≈F(C2). 
Let T={t1

(i),…,tki
(i)} be the set of all the keywords of the document di(i=1,…,m). 

Might as well supposition t1
(i),…,tpi

(i) (pi<ki) are core keywords. 
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Definition 8 Document Information Measure. For any document X, let TX be the set 
of all the keywords of X, fX(t) be the word frequency of t, among them TX∩C is the set 
of all the core keywords. S1(C|X) = 

∩∈ CXTt

t)(I , S2(C|X)= 
∩∈

⋅
CXTt

X ttf ))(I)(( , call S1(C|X) and 

S2(C|X) the first and second information measure of X based on theme C  respectively. 

Definition 9 Document Membership Degree. X(t1,…,tl) , TX,  fX (t1) ,…, fX (tl) ,  C, 
TX∩C , S1(C|X), S1(C) , S2(C|X) , S2(C) are the same as above, P(C|X)= |TX∩C|/|TX|, 
ρ1(C|X)= P(C|X) S1(C|X)/ S1(C), ρ2(C|X)= P(C|X) S2(C|X)/ S2(C), call ρ1(C|X), ρ2(C|X) 
are the first and second membership degree of X belonging to theme C respectively. 
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The definition of the document membership degree shows that the more core 
keywords, the bigger the ρ1(C|X) and ρ2(C|X). The bigger the information measure, 
the bigger the ρ1(C|X) and ρ2(C|X). 

Document classification is very important content in knowledge discovery. 
Suppose that the information measure distributions of theme C1,…,Cm are 

F(C1),…,F(Cm) respectively. For any document X, it is evaluated as belonging to the 
theme Ci, which makes ρ2(Ci|X) maximum. 

5    Evaluation 

The empirical data come from the open platform for CNLP 
(http://www.nlp.org.cn/docs/doclist.php?cat_id=16&type=15). There are 19637 
documents, divided into 20 categories in the data set. Training / test documents ratios 
are basically 1:1. 

Due to the limited space, The following part only introduce the results of the 
experiment of the theme “Computer”. 

There are 1024 documents in the computer corpus. Select only the top 600 
documents as the training corpus. After word segmenting,  a total of 7199 keywords 
are obtained. 

The core keywords set of the computer corpus is defined as: TC =  

1{ | [ ( ) (log log ( )) 250}m
ij i j jt f t m f t= ⋅ − > =  { "B超", "IP组", "Petri网" , "一切" , "一

致性" , "一起" , "上下文" ,……}, totally come to 1055. 
F(C) = {( "B超", 0.5000), ( "IP组", 0.1170), ("Petri网", 0.6957), ("一切", 0.4048), 

("一致性", 0.6401), ("一起", 0.1992), ("上下文", 0.3179), ……}.  
The results of the performance of the ρ1(C|X) and ρ2(C|X) are shown in table 1. The 

threshold values of ρ1(C|X) and ρ2(C|X) are set at 0.2236 and 0.0680 when 90% of all 
training documents are determined to belong to the training theme “Computer”. 

Table 1. Test results of document Membership Degree 

Tested theme Number ρ1� �avg.  ρ1>0.2236  ρ2� �avg.  ρ2>0.0680  
C3-Art 50 0.1183 0.00% 0.0410 12.00% 
C4-Literature 26 0.0458 0.00% 0.0066 0.00% 
C5-Education 50 0.0456 0.00% 0.0079 0.00% 
C6-Philosophy 45 0.0680 0.00% 0.0146 0.00% 
C7-History 50 0.1194 2.00% 0.0446 20.00% 
C11-Space 49 0.2607 59.18% 0.1046 59.18% 
C15-Energy 33 0.0361 0.00% 0.0047 0.00% 
C16-Electronics 28 0.0692 0.00% 0.0116 0.00% 
C17-Communication 27 0.0594 0.00% 0.0100 0.00% 
C19-Computer 50 0.3935 96.00% 0.2001 94.00% 
C23-Mine 34 0.0296 0.00% 0.0042 0.00% 
C29-Transport 50 0.0276 0.00% 0.0035 0.00% 
C31-Enviornment 50 0.1757 22.00% 0.0589 40.00% 
C32-Agriculture 50 0.1744 14.00% 0.0553 24.00% 
C34-Economy 50 0.1796 22.00% 0.0654 42.00% 
C35-Law 50 0.0427 0.00% 0.0103 0.00% 
C36-Medical 50 0.0212 0.00% 0.0026 0.00% 
C37-Military 50 0.0209 0.00% 0.0034 0.00% 
C38-Politics 50 0.1539 14.00% 0.0607 30.00% 
C39-Sports 50 0.1683 18.00% 0.0523 20.00% 
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The testing results show that 12% documents of the theme C3 are determined to 
belong to the training theme C (Computer) with the set threshold values. This is 
because the theme C3 is similar to the training theme C in some extent. The theme 
C7, C11 etc are also similar to the training theme C in some different extent. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper defines the keyword information measure based on the corpus. 
Experiments show that the corpus-based information measure of the key words and 
the membership degree of the documents are effective and have stronger ability to 
distinguish different themes of documents. 

In future work, we plan to train more different theme corpora to get their 
corresponding distributions of information measure, and establish a backup 
information measure distribution database for real applications. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on the development of a new similarity 
measure based robust possibilistic c-means clustering (RPCM) algorithm which 
is not sensitive to the selection of initial parameters, robust to noise and outliers, 
and able to automatically determine the number of clusters. The proposed 
algorithm is based on an objective function of PCM which can be regarded as 
special case of similarity based robust clustering algorithms. Several 
simulations, including artificial and benchmark data sets, are conducted to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 

Keywords: Fuzzy c-means clustering, Possibilistic c-means clustering, Automatic 
merging, Robustness, Noise and outliers. 

1   Introduction 

Cluster analysis is a method for finding groups within data with most similar objects 
in the same cluster and most dissimilar objects in different clusters. Since Zadeh[1] 
proposed fuzzy sets that produced the idea of partial memberships described by a 
membership function, fuzzy clustering has been widely studied and applied in a 
variety of key areas [2-5]. In fuzzy clustering, the fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering 
algorithm, firstly proposed by Dunn [6] and then extended by Bezdek [2], is the best 
known and used method. Although FCM is very useful clustering algorithm, its 
membership does not always correspond well to the membership degree of data point. 
It may be inaccurate in a noisy environment. 

To improve this weakness of FCM, and to produce memberships that have good 
explanation of the membership degree for data points, Krishnapuram and Keller [7] 
relaxed the constraint on the sum of memberships to create a possibilistic approach to 
clustering where they called it a possibilistic c-means (PCM). Krishnapuram and 
Keller showed that algorithms with possibilistic c-memberships are more robust to 
noise and outliers than FCM. However, Barni et al. [8] presented that PCM may 
sometimes produce coincident clusters. Afterwards, Krishnapuram and Keller [9] 
provided more insights and recommendations where they made a conclusion that PCM 
can be seen as a mode-seeking algorithm. to improve PCM, several researchers such as 
Zhang and Leung[10], Pal and Keller [11] proposed a combined way of PCM with 
FCM. However, these PCM algorithms still face parameter selection, initialization, and 
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cluster number determination. Vincent et al. [12] combined PCM and mountain 
method together, proposed a similarity based PCM algorithm which selected the 
optimal parameters by experiments. By embedding a robust merging algorithm into a 
modified PCM algorithm, Yang and Lai [13] proposed a robust automatic merging 
possibilistic clustering (AM-PCM) algorithm which considered all data points as initial 
cluster centers and discussed the robustness of the AMPCM algorithm to noise and 
outliers by simulation. The quantitative analysis of its robustness is not given.  

In this paper, we firstly point out that the objective function used in [13] can be 
regarded as a special case of the total similarity measure defined in [14], and then 
propose a new special case of the total similarity measure which corresponds to a new 
objective function of PCM algorithms. Combining the objective function and the 
automatic merging approach discussed in [13] together, a new similarity measure 
based RPCM algorithms is proposed.  

2   Objective Function of AM-PCM Algorithm 

Let { }1 2, , , N=X x x x be a set of N  data points in s -dimensional space where the 

jth data point
1

T
j jd s

x
×

 =  x . Clustering analysis is a technique used to partition the data 

set X into C  subsets that can well represent the data structure of X .  The partition 
of C  clusters can be described by a possibilistic membership matrix =U  

{ }1 2, , , Cu u u { }ij N C
u

×
=  , where iju represents the possibilistic membership of ix  

belonging to the jth  cluster. 
The objective function used in [13] is given as follows: 

( ) 2 1
1

1 1 1 1

, 1
1

C N C N

ij ij ij ij
i j i j

J u d u u γγη
γ= = = =

 
= − − + 
 U V  (1)

where { }1 2, , , C=V v v v  is the set of C  cluster centers;  ijd  is a dissimilarity 

measure where ( ),ij j i j id d= = −x v x v  is the Euclidean distance between   jx  and 

iv ; 0γ > , and η  is the maximum squared Euclidean distance of the data points in  

X .  
By differentiating (1) with respect to iju  and iv , respectively, and set them to 0, we 

obtain the update equations for iju and iv  as follows 

2
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From the above construction, only the parameter γ  is remained and necessary to be 
estimated.  In [13], the equation of estimating γ  is as follows: 
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1
log 1

log

p

D
γ

η
η
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 =
 −
 
 

 (3)

where p is chosen between 3 and 4;   D can be obtained by using these ( )1 2N N −  

squared Euclidean distances of all data points. The detailed derivation of  D  can be 
found in [13]. 

3   Proposed RPCM Algorithms 

In this section, we firstly discuss the relationship between the objective function used 
in [13] and the total similarity measure defined in [14], and then proposes a new 
RPCM algorithm. 

Substituting (2) and into (1), the objective function can be rewritten as 
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Hence, minimizing the above objective function can be regard as maximizing the 
following similarity measure function 
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C N
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s
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ηη

γ η

+

= =

 −
=   +  

V  (5)

For fixed γ , the above equation can be regarded as a special cases of the following 
robust similarity measure discussed in [14]. 

( ) ( )2

1 1

C N

s ij
i j

J K S d
λ

= =

 = ⋅  V  (6)

where 0λ > and ( )S ⋅ is a monotone increasing similarity measure function with the 

decrease of squared Euclidean distance 2
ijd . The constant K is introduced to simplify 

the update equations of iju and iv . When we set ( )1K η γ= + , 1λ γ= +  and 

( ) ( )2 2
ij ijS d dη η= − , the equation (5) can be found. 

Base on equation (6), we will define a new similarity measure function which 
corresponds to Gaussian similarity measure based objective function. 

Substituting K η γ= , λ γ= , and Gaussian similarity measure ( ) ( )2 2expij ijS d d η= −  

into (6), the total similarity measure function can be given by 
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V  (7)
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which corresponds to the objective function 

( ) ( )2
2

1 1 1 1

, log 1
C N C N

ij ij ij ij
i j i j

J u d u u
η
γ= = = =

= + − U V  (8)

where 0γ > , and η  is the estimated sample variance, that is, η could be defined by 

2
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N N
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j jN N

η
= =

= − = x x x x  (9)

By differentiating (8) with respect to iju and iv , respectively, and set them to 0, we 

obtain the update equations for iju and iv  as follows 
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The equivalence of (7) and (8) can be easily proved by substituting (10) into (8). 
Based on (10), the parameter γ  can be estimated by using the same derivation 

discussed in [13]. The equation of estimating γ  is as follows: 

1
log 1

p

D

η
γ

 
− − 

 =  
(11)

where the parameters p  and D  is defined as these in [13]. 
Combining the automatic merging approach discussed in [13] and the equations 

(10) and (11), a Gaussian similarity measure based robust possibilistic clustering 
(GRPCM) algorithm can be created. 

4   Experimental Examples 

In this section, we use some experimental examples to demonstrate effectiveness and 
superiority of the proposed GRPCM algorithm. In all examples, we give 3p = , 

0.9ρ = , and 310ε −= . 

Example 1:  The data set as shown in Fig.1 (a) is generated from a three-component 
Gaussian mixture distribution where each component has 300 data points. We use this 
data set to illustrate behaviors of GRPCM under different running steps. We start 
implementing GRPCM with all data points as initial cluster centers. After the first 
iteration, some clusters are merged such that the cluster number is reduced from 900 
to 215. After the 61st iteration, the GRPCM converges with 3 identified clusters. The 
final 3 identified clusters are shown in Fig. 1(b). In the procedure, we can find that the 
cluster number decreases quickly when it merges those data points with coincident 
cluster centers. 
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Fig. 1. (a) the data set used in Example 1; (b) the final identified three clusters from GRPCM 
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Fig. 2. (a) Iris data set used in Example 2; (b) AMPCM; (c) GRPCM 

Example 2: This example uses Iris data as a test set that is a benchmark data set 
frequently used in the pattern recognition literature. The Iris data set consists of four 
input measurement: sepal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width. Three 
species of Iris are involved and each kind of Iris contains 50 instances. Fig.2 (a) 
shows the Iris data projected into the axes of the first, second, and third 
measurements. The optimal cluster number of clusters is 2 or 3, because there exists 
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two overlapped clusters. Suppose that we do not know what the cluster number is. We 
try to use cluster validity indexes to find optimal cluster number estimates by using 
FS[16], XB[17], AMB[18], Kwon[19], Tang[20],  PCAES[21], FPBM[22],  NZ[23], 
and CY[24]. The values of FS, XB, AMB, Kwon, Tang, PCAES, FPBM, NZ, and CY 
are shown in Table 1. The indexes FS, XB, Kwon, Tang and CY give optimal cluster 
number estimates C = 2 or 3, but the index FPBM gives an optimal cluster number 
estimate 9C = , the index PCAES gives an optimal cluster number estimate 5C =  and 
the indexes NZ and AMB give an optimal cluster number estimate 10C = .  As shown 
in Fig. 2 (b) and (c), the AMPCM and GRPCM algorithms give optimal cluster 
number estimate 2C = , and can not process overlapped clusters. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The data set used in Example 3; (b) AMPCM; (c) GRPCM 

Example 3: The data set as shown in Fig.3 (a) includes four clusters. The first three 
clusters are generated from a three-component Gaussian mixture distribution where 
each component has 180 data points and the fourth cluster is an outlier set generated 
from a uniform rectangle-shape data set with sample sizes 60. The identified noise 
and outliers are marked with pentagrams. The cluster results of the above mentioned 
two algorithms are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). It can be seen that the proposed 
algorithms are robust to noise and outliers. 
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Table 1. Values of nine cluster validity indexes 

Q  FS XB AMB Kwon Tang PCAES FPBM NZ CY 

2 -370.6 0.0542 0.1018 8.387 8.857 2.600 0.2267 -8.077 0.0119 
3 -443.7 0.1371 0.0580 21.98 22.29 2.707 0.3503 -0.747 0.0642 
4 -432.1 0.1957 0.0446 32.04 31.04 4.164 0.3823 -4.449 0.0513 
5 -374.5 0.3997 0.0265 68.31 59.22 1.961 0.3619 0.910 0.0017 

6 -381.6 0.3016 0.0205 54.23 51.17 7.443 0.3670 3.147 0.0016 
7 -342.6 0.5435 0.0157 100.64 82.67 6.354 0.4113 3.385 0.0012 
8 -335.4 0.4406 0.0143 84.16 73.65 6.092 0.3990 3.348 0.0011 
9 -321.0 0.3836 0.0132 75.24 69.18 7.164 0.4145 -2.971 0.0016 
10 -299.3 0.6620 0.0107 134.62 105.6 5.583 0.4116 3.535 0.0016 

5   Conclusion 

This paper proposes a new objective function of PCM whose relationship with the one 
discussed in [13] is described in detail. All these objective functions can be regarded 
as special cases of the robust similarity based clustering method studied in [14]. 
Combining the objective function and automatic merging approach together, this 
paper also proposed a new robust PCM algorithms-GRPCM. Simulation results show 
that the proposed algorithm and the AMPCM have very similar performance. In 
addition, the proposed algorithm can use the same processing method as AMPCM 
algorithm for very large data sets. 
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Abstract. Web pages usually contain much irrelevant information that 
customers don’t need. Thus, in order to extract relevant information from the 
complicated information heap, effective methods to extract information are 
required. Aiming at the semi-structured characteristic of HTML, theme-relevant 
information in web pages could be extracted by semantic pruning, in the 
adoption of DOM-presentation, combined with the feature of web structure and 
the fuzzy classification of keywords.  

Keywords: DOM Tree, Information extraction, Partition, Semantic expansion, 
Correlativity, Fuzzy classification. 

1   Introduction 

The rapid development of Internet greatly enriched the number of information on the 
Internet. All kinds of information glut in our information word, exactly to the worlds 
in every page contain much "noise information" such as navigation and the 
advertising messages, pictures, etc. At the same time, it bring us a question, how to 
extract the WEB theme information from the local downloaded WEB pages that 
extracted from the open-domain question answering system. This information 
extraction technology has become one of the popular research fields.  

2   Related Research  

A great deal of research work about Web information extraction has been done at 
home and abroad.  

Literature [2] combined the semantic tree in STU described with DOM tree, and 
the STU - DOM model will convert HTML to STU –DOM Tree, meanwhile it 
introduced the partial relevancy and context relevancy to filter and prune the DOM 
tree, and get the information related to the theme. The method only considered the 
partial relevancy and the context relevancy. It has certain limitations.  
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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Literature [3] completed the conversion from HTML page to the DOM tree, 
considering the influence of label type and the tag of DOM tree to the theme, 
expanded the node and calculated its semantic effective factor and compared to 
extract Web pages in order to prune the tree and get the information content. But the 
method emphasize labels and tags attributes and it is not suitable to the WEB page 
with no significant tag characteristics.  

Literature [4] filtered the irrelevant content by setting filter structure. But in the 
progress of deleting the uncorrelated content with the theme, without considering the 
statements context relevancy, the useful information may be deleted.  

Literature [5] put forward the extraction method based on parallel fuzzy 
classification of web pages, using corresponding words to replace the web page 
words, accelerate the extraction rate and raise the extraction accuracy. In fact, the 
HTML structured was not extracted in the method, thus the extraction accuracy is not 
high.  

Refer to the above theme information acquisition methods, combined with the 
statistic and observation of HTML pages, this paper proposed a new extraction 
algorithm of web page subject information. This algorithm is the characteristic of 
structure, relying on DOM label type and comprehensive consideration of the 
effective factors of node properties, and the fuzzy matching method. It does not delete 
the useful node. The experimental results prove that the theme information method 
has high accuracy and integrity.  

3   Algorithm Described 

3.1   Basic Definition 

Definition 1: DOM (Document Object Model), is the standard interface formulated 
W3C specification. Web pages are usually transformed into DOM tree via 
HtmlParser, for example figure1. Every node in the tree is a object. DOM model 
shows the document structure, and defines the behavior of the node object. According 
to the method and attribute of the node object, DOM tree node can be visited, 
modified, added and deleted.  

Definition 2: Zadeh proposed the Fuzzy set theory in 1965. U stand for a data base. 
{ }nuuuU ,,, 21= . A is a fuzzy set based on U, A can be expressed as: 

{ }))(,(,)),(,()),(,( 2211 nAnAA ufuufuufuA=                       (1) 

[ ]1,0:, →Uff AA  is a subordinate function on fuzzy sets; ( )iA uf  is the 
membership in A.  

Definition 3: The effection node, show the relative influence on the content with Inf 
(node),  Inf (node)∈ [0, 1]. The higher the value, the higher level of that affect.  

The factors determined the effective node contain the node category and tag. Initial 

value go down follow title, content, vision , block , link and other. )( inodeInit  
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stand for the effective factors. And its value can be passed. Therefore, the effective 
value of leaf nodes under can be made in calculation: 


=

=
k

i
iAncestorInfleafInf

1

)()(                          (2) 

)( iAncestorInf  is ancestors node, k is the number of Ancestor nodes.  

<html> 

   < head > 

<title>The article’s title</title> 

   </head> 

   <body> 

     <href>………</href> 

     <a>………..</a> 

     <h1>……….</h1> 

    </body> 
  

pages 

html 

head 

title 

text 

   body 

href   a   H1 

text text 
 

Fig. 1. HTML source code and DOM tree 

3.2   Algorithm Review 

The extraction Web page subject information system is divided into six parts: the 
HTML parsing, filtering, fuzzy classification, semantic analysis, semantic expansion 
and pruned. As shown in figure 2 is frame-chart information extraction.  

 

Fig. 2. Information extraction frame-chart 

HTML analyzing is transforming Web pages into the DOM tree used by HTML 
Parser. The second step is to filter the nodes has nothing to do with in the DOM tree, 
such as pictures < I mg >, links < href >, table<form > and the HTML tags. Delete all 
these nodes, and if no found, return.  

Fuzzy classification is to use the corresponded words stored in words base to 
replace the web words, making the expressions of web information obtained 
normalized. Filtered DOM tree no longer have pictures and link information, and 
contain a large amounts of information in words. Fuzzy classification technology can 

Web page parse filter Fuzzy classy 

analysis expand pruninformaton 
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bring q&a system problem analysis extracted keywords make trade-offs. Because a 
lot of web information show in different forms but same meaning words, such as "计
算机" and "电脑". These two words have same meaning, can set them for "计算机" in 
unified description.  

As to the words not covered, the choice is to choose the most co-occurrence rate 
word as its concept. The words with many semantics, such as "软件", can be labeled 
as "computer software" and "social environment", etc. Choosing the concept tagging 
appeared many times. This system adopt fuzzy set theory give the web pages a 
information description, make the text extraction more easier and accurate.  

Semantic analysis is add semantic attribute value to the DOM tree node, including 
two types of values, the partial relevancy and text relevancy. Partial correlation is 
determined by the unlink Chinese characters in block and the total amounts of links. 
The calculation formula can be expressed as: 

)(

)(
)(

i

i
i blocklinks

blockwords
blocklocal =                       (3) 


=

=
N

j
iji blocklinksblocklinks

1

)()(                    (4) 


=

=
N

j
iji blockwordsblockwords

1

)()(                    (5) 

ijblock is the j of the iblock sub-tree. )( iblocklinks  is the link property values 

of iblock . )( iblockwords is the word property values of iblock . If 

Lblocklocal i ≥)( (L is partial relevancy threshold), then the node local related. 
The context relevancy is the correlation judgment about father nodes and child nodes 
of local relevance, only when all three local related, can judge the node is associated 
with theme information.  

DOM tree semantic expand take advantage of the influence of theme information 
from HTML tags categories and labels, and add the influence to the relevancy 
computation. The node use node effective factor depicts the important degree. Web 
pages are information carrier, and show the grounds with markers of discrete text 
composed of string. The markers control the sequence of information, decided how to 
display definition of the text, pictures and etc. In order to increase the DOM tree node 
and the related page semantic theme information, HTML tags categories (Category), 
the link text (WordNum) and the effect of Influence factors (Influence) attribute value 
are added to expand its semantic. According to the correlation, HTML tags can be 
divided into five types: (1) describing the title and page summary information , such 
as < title > , < meta >, etc. (2) planning web page layout label, such as< table>, < tr >, 
< td >, < p >, < div >, etc. (3) describing the display characteristics of key content , 
such as the labels, < b >, < I >, < strong > , <h>, tec. (4) hyperlinks related tags. (5) 
other tags(in text extraction will ignore such labels). Above 5 kinds of page subject 
important tags in turn decrease.  

The main information of Web page contained in the most of the DOM tree leaf 
nodes, the other DOM nodes are mainly used for partition and display the appearance 
characteristics. In the existing page information extraction methods, for these people 
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only consider content block action, and ignored node can reflect the important degree 
by characteristics of text label. For example, properties of < b > < font > tags. In 
addition, different classes node has different effect on its sons. For example, the block 
with a title for the ancestors nodes, the content of the block importance should be 
higher.  

The pruning device judge the DOM tree node’s local relevancy, the effective 
factor, the context relatedness accumulative get through practice in advance, and 
numerical comparison, the threshold value obtained from tree which deleted the small 
correlation of nodes information, finally small web page subject information was 
output.  

The pruning device judge the DOM tree node’s local relevancy, the effective 
factor, the context relatedness accumulative get through practice in advance, and 
numerical comparison, the threshold value obtained from tree which deleted the small 
correlation of nodes information, finally small web page subject information was 
output.  

3.3   Fuzzy Classification Algorithm 

Set { }nXXXXX ,,, 321= to stay classification of the collections of objects, 

each object iX
stand for a set of characteristic data. Firstly, formula (1) is to explain 

iX
 and jX

 distance, and to establish fuzzy distance matrix.  


=

−
=
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jkikf
ij m
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1
                       (6)                

For every iX  ∈ X, according to the given threshold to build similar [ ]RiX .  

[ ] { }ASXXXX f
ijjjRi ≤∈= ,                                (7) 

Setting threshold for A: 
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For every jX ∈ X, according to a given threshold build a similar set. Put S divided 

into category，if AS f
ij ≥ . Then merge the public elements with same class, and get 

the corresponded equivalent matrix. These equivalence classes are the results of 
clustered. Keywords contained in the Equivalence class can be interchanged without 
changing their semantic.  

3.4   DOM Tree Expand Algorithm  

DOM tree semantic expanded can divide into two steps: firstly, to traverse DOM tree, 
according to the effect factors of Init (node) to initial each node,  identify the tag 
attributes and add the type; Then, for each leaf node in leaves set find its ancestors 
node bottom-up, accumulate the effective factor value of the ancestors , and calculate 
the value of the leaves nodes.  
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DOM Tree Expand(t) 
for  each node ∈t do 
node. Category={title︳topvision︳block︳link︳other} 
node. Attribution=[name, value] 
node. Influence=Init(node) 

end for 
value(leaves) 
for each leafnode∈leaves do 
sum=leafnode(i) The accumulative influence of 
ancestors nodes 
Leafnode. Influence=sum 

End for 
end ∥DOM Tree Expand 

4   Experimental Results and Analysis  

In order to test the system’s actual effect, the following experiment is designed. The 
question answering system in baidu-zhidao involves questions in education, culture, 
sports, entertainment and various fields (as shown in figure 3). Test system extracts 
the accuracy of answer source related to the theme. Experimental results are shown in 
table 1.  

 

Fig. 3. Page examples 

Artificial inspection analysis was carried out on 350 web pages in this experiment. 
The results indicate that a lot of web page noises are removed, theme information 
screening rate is high, so that web page subject information extraction effect is 
achieved. Figure 4 gives results of extraction examples in figure 3.  

pages sourceanswer  ofnumber  The
pagesn informatio  themecompleted ofnumber  The

Integrity =               (9) 

pages sourceanswer  of size the

pagesresult  of size the
ilitycompressib =                   (10) 
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Table 1. Experimental results 

type amount integrity compressibility 

sports 100 94% 35% 

education 50 96% 40% 

culture 50 90% 46% 

amusement 100 93% 30% 

life 50 90% 44% 

 

Fig. 4. Instance of extraction results 

5   Epilogue 

This paper proposes a kind of automatic question answering system answers Web page 
subject information source method, by irrelevant information filtering through the 
DOM tree, fuzzy words classifying, local and context semantic analysis and calculation 
of nodes, semantic expansion of the effect factor, then cut the correlation based on 
node, in order to extract Web pages with relevant information. Experimental results 
indicate high integrity and compression ratio. However, this experiment was based on 
the answer library of the question answering system in baidu-zhida, in which the 
answer library Web information was limited. If this experiment broadens to all of the 
Web pages in the Internet, information acquisition coverage could be extended and the 
information could be extracted more completely, this method obtains a wider 
application.  
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Abstract. Web-based enterprise applications (EAs) have become the 
mainstream for business systems; however, there are enormous challenges for 
EAs development to meet the software quality and delivery deadline. In this 
paper, we propose a domain specific language, called WL4EA, which combines 
components with generative reuse and targets for popular application 
frameworks (or platform) and supports high interactivity. With WL4EA, an EA 
can be declaratively specified as some sets of entities, views, business objects, 
and data access objects. Such language elements will be composed according to 
known EA architecture and patterns. Such a DSL and code generation can 
lower the development complexity and error proneness and improve efficiency. 

Keywords: Domain Specific Language, Enterprise Application, Generative 
Programming, Web Application. 

1   Introduction 

Web-based application becomes the main stream of current enterprise application 
(EA) that deliveries business services through the web [1, 2, 3]. However, the 
development of such applications is still a complex system engineering and 
challenging, especially for those large ones [3, 4], e.g., budget overruns, timeline 
overdue, and unstable software, which even leads to projects cancelation. This is 
mainly due to two causes. One is unstable and implicitly requirements; the other is 
web application development is still an emerging and shifting paradigm [5, 6] that 
many established software engineering principles are not incorporated [6, 7, 8]. 

From the technological perspective, an EA typically involves many technologies, 
e.g., html/JavaScript/JSP/PHP, Java/C#, XML, SQL, etc. And usually the consistence 
among these technologies is not assured in the current development environment, 
which makes it hard to find a consistence bug [9]. Furthermore, the advent of Web 2.0 
improves user experience, which appeals that an EA should have high interactivity 
and responsiveness like the desktop counterpart. Thus, Asynchronous JavaScript and 
XML (Ajax) becomes popular. Such a technical complexity makes it very difficult to 
develop an EA with quality. 

Z. Gong et al. (Eds.): WISM 2011, Part II, LNCS 6988, pp. 351–360, 2011. 
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Abstraction is the key to software construction [10], which encapsulates low level 
technology details with higher specifications or models. By using models, we can 
make software easy to understand and extend its life to a different (technological) 
platform with model transformation and refinement [11], which is the soul of model-
driven development (MDD) [12]. As a lightweight and pragmatic MDD approach, 
domain-specific languages (DSLs) [13] got considerably adoption both in the 
academic and industry. Different from general purpose languages (GPLs, e.g., Java or 
C#), DSLs represent things in a specific domain with problem concepts, which lets 
developers perceive themselves as working directly with domain concepts rather than 
those of GPLs’ if the DSL follows the domain abstractions and semantics as closely 
as possible. Such a domain orientation and abstraction can improve productivity 
greatly and lower cost of software development, which is evident from the example 
shown by SystemsForge that a web application (WA) can be constructed in a couple 
of days with DSLs and components [14] and other examples [15]. 

In this paper, we propose a DSL (actually a DSL family), called WL4EA—Web 
Language for Enterprise Application, for interactive EA development. WL4EA 
targets current main technology platform for EAs, i.e., the Java EE platform [16], and 
relies on some open source frameworks which are popular in EA community, as well 
as an Ajax library incorporated to support high interactivity for client computing. Our 
goal is to lower the technology threshold for EA developers and produce an EA with 
comparable quality to those written by skilled programmers.   

The main contributions of this paper are: 

 A DSL family for lightweight EA development. 
 A DSL support high interactivity with the Ajax way. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss the design and 
technical detail of WL4EA in section 2. Related work is in section 3. We conclude 
this paper with future work in section 4. 

2   WL4EA 

A DSL is essentially composed of three components [15, 17], namely: 

 Abstract syntax. The set of language and their relationships. 
 Concrete syntax. The language notations used by end user to specify 

programs conforming to the abstract syntax. 
 Semantics. The meaning of the language’s constructs. 

In the following subsections, we first show the technical and platform architecture 
for WL4EA to illustrate its semantics on a high level (the detail meaning of the 
elements are illustrated in the concrete syntax subsections of 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5), 
followed which we propose the metamodel of WL4EA for its abstract syntax, and 
finally discuss its concrete syntax in detail, as well as some implementation issues.  

2.1   Technical and Platform Architecture 

We target for interactive EAs, which are popular in recent years with the advent of 
Web 2.0. Therefore, we use Dojo, a famous Ajax-based open source framework with 
rich widgets and supported by many industry leaders—to implement the so called rich 
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internet applications (RIAs) 
because Ajax is the main 
stream technology for 
realizing RIAs by our 
experience. We made some 
extensions and performance 
optimization on Dojo to 
make the UI widgets more 
intelligent and responsive. 
For example, we extended 
the original event mechanism 
of widgets listening for data validation for an efficient client computing, e.g., we 
rewrite the onBlur() for the controls so that we can validate the value of the control 
when the control is losing the focus. On the server side, we target for Java EE platform 
with lightweight open source frameworks—Spring, Struts, and Hibernate (SSH).   

Fig. 1 shows the target platform architecture, in which we make a clear layered 
style for an application, i.e., UI, business logic, and data access, thus, the goal of 
WL4EA is how to define the UI elements, actions, business objects, and data access 
objects backed by the Dojo and SSH. The elements with a yellow background in Fig. 
1 are the target elements to be defined and generated, while the elements with a light 
gray background are the supporting techniques.  

2.2   Metamodel 

MDD provides a foundation to build DSLs by applying metamodeling. Metamodels 
provide a unified and expressive way to define the concepts of the domain. The use of 
metamodels to define abstract syntax helps reasoning about the domain and makes it 
possible interoperability with MDD tools [18].  

A typical EA usually contains three layers, i.e., user interfaces (UI), business logic, 
and data persistence. And each contains some domain concepts. In WL4EA, we 
mainly model four categorized elements: 

 View. The UI models elements which span client and web server covering 
page presentation with theme and controls, and interactions between client 
and server in the 
Ajax way through 
some controls’ 
events. 

 Business Object 
(BO). The model 
of business logic 
which 
concentrates on 
the static part of 
an EA, i.e., the 
skeleton of a 
service method. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Technical & platform architecture for WL4EA 
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Fig. 2. Simplified metamodel of core WL4EA concepts 
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 Data Access Object (DAO). The model of data persistence objects that create, 
retrieve, update, and delete (CRUD) business data. 

 Entity. The model of domain business data which contains the properties and 
metadata.  

Figure 2 shows the main model elements of WL4EA. Our model elements for an 
EA conforms to several EA patterns [19], e.g., the DAO and data transfer object 
(DTO) which aggregates several entities to communicate between client and server to 
reduce the number of net traffic. In the following sub-sections, we will discuss these 
elements in detail in a data-driven way that begins with data model. 

2.3   Data (Entity) Model 

The data model stands for the business data to be processed in an application and 
needs to be persisted in databases. Generally, we call this business data an entity 
which will be mapped to a database 
table. The syntax for expressing an 
entity is shown in Listing 1. 

The syntax of data model focuses 
on properties an entity has, as well 
as constrains on it and relationship 
to other entities. We classified five 
kinds of properties: 

 Id is the identity of an entity, 
which can be generated 
automatically or manually 
assigned. 

 Common atom property 
stands for the basic attribute 
of the entity. 

 A one-to-many (Reference) relation to other entities denoted by “<” and “>”. 
 A one-to-one relation (Reference) to other entities denoted by “(” and “)”. 
 A many-to-one relation (Reference) to other entities denoted by “[” and “]”. 

We can declare constraints on the property to conform. An 
entity will be mapped to a POJO with Hibernate annotations 
for OR mapping and property validation. For example, a 
simplified entity Employee may be declared as Listing 2. 
Using term rewrite technique [20], the generate Java code will 
be shown as Listing 3 (we omit some Hibernate annotations 
which can be default as the field name (e.g., @columm for 
field-column mapping). 

 
 

However, for a real program generation, there is still some other information to set. 
For example, the package where the entity class be generated to, and the mapping rule 
from the entity to table (e.g., the table name will be the entity name with a prefix 
“T_”). In the code above, we use an implicit rule for foreign key property mapping 
(for example, @JoinColumn(name="manager_id") with a suffix “_id” for manager). 

EntityUnit ::= “Entity” name [“extends” name] “{ 
 “Id” name “:” (“GUID”|”Sequence”|”Assigned”) 
Property + 

 “}”; 
Property ::= name “:” (BasicType|Reference); 
BasicType ::= (“int”|“string”|“float”|“long”|“date”|“bool”) [“(“ 

(“max”|“min”|“length”) “(” int “)” | 
(“past”|“future”) “(” date” “)” | 
“range (” int “;” int “)” |  
“pattern (” regularExperssion “)” | 
“not-null” | “email” | “password” “)”]; 

Reference ::= “<”|“(”|“[” name “>”|“)”|“]”; 
int ::=   digit 1-9 [digits]; 
digit ::=  0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9; 
digits ::= digit [digits]; 
date ::=  <date formatted as YYYY-MM-DD>; 
name ::=  <an identifier>; 
regularExperssion ::= <a regular expression>; 

Listing 1 

Entity Employee { 
Id :   Assigned 
name : String 
age : int (min(18))  
manager : [Manager] 
projects : <Project> 

} 

     Listing 2 
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Usually, such information will be set in a 
context configuration before the application 
generation. Another important issue is the 
abstraction and expressiveness of the data 
model. There are still many configurations 
(annotations) to instruct Hibernate for OR 
mapping, for example, the CRUD policies. 
We don’t model them in our data model to 
keep it concise because in most cases the 
default values are OK for these 
configurations. The tuning operation can be 
done in some refinements if necessary. 
Otherwise the data model would be too 
complex and low level. So, the balance 
should be considered. 

The entity data with metadata (i.e., format and constraints, etc.) are transformed 
into JSON format to be manipulated by JavaScript in the client. To make the data 
processed in the client to be propagated in the server side, the data processing traces 
should be kept. To support this 
requirement, we designed a model 
for data history to record the 
changed data (i.e., new added, 
deleted, and modified). Fig. 3 
illustrates our model, in which we 
extend the usual POJO model with 
extra methods to gain the data 
history information in the UniPojo 
class, each of which is an element 
of the RowSet class contained in 
the DataStore (see next subsection).  

2.4   UI Model 

Usually, UI in a WA is page centric; such a page in our mode is called a View. A view 
is a quintuple of < entry, Processor, DataStore, Exit, Presentation>, where 

 An entry models the accessing point (URL) of a view. A view can have only 
one entry which can have different arguments for the view. 

 Processor is a set of CRUD operations over the view on the DataStore. 
Processor = ),(')(|{ DataStoreStatusDataStoreStatusp p⎯→⎯   

}},,,{' DLDMRDRAStatusStatus ∈p , in which, RA means “row added”; RD 
means “row deleted”; DM means “data modified”; and DL means “data 
reloaded”. A processor corresponds to one action in the server side to 
exchange needed data. 

 A DataStore is a dataset (a data structure) with metadata information for 
client computing over the view. Such a dataset can be created from both of 
the server side and the client side. 

@Entity 
public class Employee implements Serializable { 

@Id 
private String Id; 
private String name; 
@Min(value = 18) 
private int age; 
@ManyToOne 
@JoinColumn(name="manager_id") 
private Manger manager; 
@OneToMany(mappedBy="Employee") 
private List <Project> projects; 
 
public void setId (String id) {this.Id = id;} 
public String getId() {return Id;} 
/*omitting other fields*/ 

} 

                      Listing 3 
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+...

0..*
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Fig. 3. Data histroy implmentation model 
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 Exit is the set of links for out-
going to other views from the 
view, i.e., Exit (v) = {e | ∃ u 

∈Views, f (e)  entry ∈u  u 
 v}, where v is the current 

view, Views is the set of views 
of an application, and f is a 
relation of (e, entry) that u can 
be reached from e via entry of 
u.  

 Presentation is a quadruple of 
<style, layout, Controls, 
Events>. The elements of 
Presentation are self-
explanatory. Style is for 
visualization effects realized 
by CSS, layout is for controls 
arrangement, and Controls are 
UI widgets which bind to 
some UI event methods. 

The simplified syntax for view is 
shown in Listing 4. 

The target technologic 
architecture for view model are 
JSP (Html), Dojo, and Struts. 
Therefore, the title and style 
represent html header title and 
CSS declaration, respectively. 
The entry and processor 
represent Ajax methods to be 
executed before the view is 
loaded (for entry) and interacted 
with user (for processor) via 
controls’ events which are bound 
to the processors. The controls are Dojo UI 
widgets which are constrained by the layout 
and bind to the entity of the DataStore. For 
example, the view declaration fragment for 
the window of Fig. 4 is shown in Listing 5. 

A typical view will be transformed to six 
target files, namely, one JSP file for 
presentation, three JavaScript files for user 
interaction, and two Java class files for 
actions control interacting with client end in 
an Ajax way, thus, an entry or a processor 
declared in the view model will generate a 
pair, one is the stub on the client, and the 

 

 Fig. 4. A window for employee information mantainance 

View name { 
title : string 
DataStore * name (entity_type ?) { 

columns ? { 
column + : name (label) ? 

} 
parameter * name (type) 
page_size ? : int_number 

} 
entry name ((name : type) *) { 

execution ? string 
} 

   processor * name ((name : type) *) { 
onSuccess ? : string 
onError ? : string 

   } 
   style ? : string (for CSS location) 
     container ((border | table | tab | stack | flow)) { 
       control * name ((button | checkBox | comboBox  

| img | dateTextBox | dropDownButton | form 
| radioButton | grid | tree | label | textArea  

| menu | fileInput | titlePane | borderPane  
| contentPane| stackPane | numberTextBox   
| textbox | password | link)) { 

 operationBind * processor_name, control_event 
 dataBind ? DataStore_name[[.columns].column] 

} 
} 

} 

                     Listing 4 

View Employee_Maintenance { 
title : “Employee information maintenance” 
DataStore emp (Employee) { page_size : 10 } 
DataStore query (Employee.Meta) 
processor search (condition : string) { 

… 
queryObject.setQueryObject (condition); 
queryObject.query(emp); 

} 
form (border) { 

queryForm qf { 
operationBind search, qf.b_search.onclick 
dataBind c_condition, query 

} 
viewerForm vf { 

dataBind emp, vf.grid 
} 

} 
} 

                  Listing 5 
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other is the skeleton on the sever. For example, the generated code fragment for 
search processor (for simplicity reason, we use a specific search instead of a general 
one, which gets all employees of a specific department) will look like as Listing 6. 

 
 

 
The generated artifacts technical architecture for a view is depicted in Fig. 5. In 

runtime, the view.jsp (actually, the corresponding html) will create a view JavaScript 
object (declared in view.js) before it is loaded, during which, the view object will 
create an entry and a processor JavaScript objects (declared in entry.js and 
processor.js respectively) in its 
constructor method. After that, the init() of 
the view will be invoked to realize some 
initialization work, e.g., to create some 
DataStores and invoke the entry method of 
the entry object to get some data from the 
Entry Java object on the server side.  

2.5   Business Logic Model 

Business logic refers to the business 
services or operations for filling the business 
goals of the application. Since the diversity of 
the business, a DSL is not competent for it 
like a general purpose language, such as Java. 
In WL4EA, we only support some basic 
business logic patterns like CRUD and 
general Java methods operations. Thus we 
can generate default CRUD operations and 
skeletons of other custom business 
processing services automatically and refine 
these business custom services manually. 
Listing 7 shows the business logic (we call it 
a BO) declaration specification. 

 

use

use

 

Fig. 5. Generated view (UI) architecture 

dojo.provide (“Employee.Processor”); 
dojo.declare (“Employee.Processor”, view.Processor, { 

search : function (department,_load,_error) { 
var emp = new DataStore(); 
ds.setParameter(“department”, department); 
return base.Action.requestData ({ 

url : “Employee_processor!search.action", 
sync : true, 
load : function(emp) { 

_load&&_load (emp); 
getDateCenter (emp); 

}, 
error : function (xhr) { 

_error&&_error (xhr); 
} 

},emp); 
} 

}); 
 

@Namespace("/Employee") 
public class EmployeeProcessor extends BaseProcessor{ 

@Autowired 
private EmployeeBO empBO; 
public void setEmployeeBO (EmployeeBO bo) { 

empBO = bo; 
} 
@Action("search") 
public void search () { 

ViewContext context = generateContext(); 
String dept = context.getString(“department”); 
DataStore ds = DataStoreFactory.getInstance(). 
createDataStore(“emp”); 
List emps = empBO.getEmployeeByDept(dept); 
// transform a List to a DataStore. 
ds = PojoUtil.toDataStore(emps,ds); 
write(ds); // write the DataStore to the client. 

} 
} 

Listing 6 

BusinessObject name (entity e) { 
operation + ( C | R [Id] | U | D) | name { 
parameter * name : type 
exception * name : type 
return ? returnType 
transactional ? { 

propagation : (required | supports | mandatory 
| requires_new | not_supported | nested | 
never) 

isolation : (serializable | read_uncommited | 
repeatable_read | read_commited | default)  

} 
body ? operationBody   

} 
} 

                    Listing 7 
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This specification shows that users can 

declare CRUD operations on an entity (a 
special method is R [Id] that indicate a 
method with the signature of getXXXById 
(long id) will be generated where XXX 
represents the actual entity type and we 
also assume the Id type for such entity is 
long, otherwise a general method with the 
signature of getXXX (String str) where 
the str is a where clause constructed in 
runtime). All the CRUD method 
implementations of a BO are proxies of the 
counterpart methods in a Data Access 
Object (DAO) class with same method 
signature. The difference between a BO and a DAO is that we can add transactional 
declaration (the propagation and isolation) in a BO method implemented by 
corresponding Spring annotations. A DAO is responsible for the actual business data 
retrieval and persistence in the Hibernate way. Thus, Action (controller), BO, and 
DAO form a strict layer architecture which assures that an application can be more 
extensible and maintainable. For example, the generated code fragments of save 
(Employee emp) in EmployeeBO and EmployeeDAO may look like Listing 8. 

Similar to many existing approaches, we don’t model the dynamic aspects of an 
EA, i.e., the body of a business service, since it is still difficult to do and usually 
written with manual refinements. However, we do support this refinement in the 
concrete syntax with escape characters, thought it may complicate the DSL programs 
and make it hard to maintain. 

2.6   Implementation 

The separated DSL models form a language family that instructs the models 
composition under the constraints and composition rules of the metamodel. For 
example, the inclusion of an entity in a view is captured by the DataStore construct, 
and we check whether such an entity type exists or not in a validation activity.  

Currently, we use XML as an intermediate model and XML Schema as the 
metamodel for syntax validation for our DSLs to be transformed to the target code 
since XML has a well structural semantics and can be easily manipulated by many 
tools and libraries. Before the final code generation, we first union the separated DSL 
programs to form a complete one and then check the integrity and coherence of the 
model elements, and finally, transform these DSL programs to target code (Java, JSP, 
JavaScript, etc.) by the template-based model transformation [21] using Eclipse JET  
and XPath. The main role played by JET is transformation control and formatting, 
while XPath is used to locate needed elements.  

3   Related Work 

General MDD. In [22], the author proposed a web modeling approach with UML 
stereotype and tagged value mechanism, and separated a web page into a client one 

public class EmployeeBO { 
@Autowired 
private EmployeeDAO dao; 
public void setEmployeeDao (EmployeeDAO dao) { 

this.dao = dao; 
} 
@Transactional(propagation=Propagation.required) 
public void save (Employee emp) { 

dao.save (emp) 
} 

} 
 

public class EmployeeDAO extends 
HibernateDaoSupport { 

public Serializable save (Employee emp) { 
return getHibernateTemplate().save(emp); 

} 
} 

                     Listing 8
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and server one. WebML [23] is a modeling language with ER model and provides a 
platform-independent conceptual model for data-intensive WA. Autoweb [4] provides 
code generation mapping between relational data schema and web pages, which 
targeted for a CGI runtime. The approach in [9] is a MDD approach for WA and 
targetes for a MVC framework. However, it does not address the interactivity aspect 
of an application. The authors of [24] proposed a MDD approach for WAs based on 
UWE method, which is JavaServer Faces (JSF) oriented, while, our approach is JSP 
oriented, which is dominant in EA development. 

DSLs.  In [25], the authors proposed a mapping and navigation rule set between 
data schema and web pages. Such a mechanism can be seen in Rails. HypeDe [26] is 
an environment underpinned by Rails, which combined SHDM [27] and Ruby to 
construct a WA rapidly. WebLang [28] is a DSL using Java syntax to encapsulate 
Java EE elements (servlet, EJB, JSP, etc.) as building blocks. WebDSL [10] is a DSL 
family for modeling entity, page, access control, and even workflow in dynamic WAs 
and is divided into a core level and an extended level to make an extension easily. Our 
approach also supports access control with a security utility implemented in the 
technical platform performed on a view’s entry when it is being called.   

4   Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a DSL approach for interactive EAs development. Such a 
language family includes entity, view, business object, and data access object 
elements, which form a typical EA. We incorporate an Ajax library to model the Ajax 
interactions for support high interactivity. We approach targets on lightweight EAs 
based on some open source application frameworks. Preliminary results showed that 
our approach can lower the technical complexity and improve the productivity. For 
future work, we are going to give a parameterization mechanism for our DSL 
programs to support models reuse. With the advancement of MDD and its synergy 
with a systematic reuse (e.g., software product line) approach, we hope more mature 
or even disciplined software development practices in the EA domain. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a framework and a description language to 
ensure application interoperability for heterogeneous IPTV client devices with 
different capabilities by providing application scalability. To support device 
independent application in IPTV service environment, we suggest a new XML 
schema (named Scalable Application Description Language: SADL) based on 
MPEG-21 DIDL (Digital Item Declaration Language). 

Keywords: Application Scalability, IPTV, MPEG-21, Digital Item, XML. 

1   Introduction 

In IPTV service environment, various kinds of applications based on XHTML, 
JAVA, or Flash with bi-directional interactive functionality are deployed. Many IPTV 
service providers are targeting to provide their services through various consumer 
devices such as high-definition TVs with IPTV set-top box, personal computers, 
mobile phones, etc. For the success of services through different types of devices, 
suitable multimedia contents for various IPTV client devices should be provided.  

In this paper, we propose a new description language to provide scalability of 
IPTV applications in a form of XML schema called Scalable Application Description 
Language (SADL). We design SADL to accommodate functionality of selecting and 
filtering applications or fragments of an application based on the factors such as 
user’s viewing states, or delivery context based on MPEG-21 DIDL [1], [2]. Fig. 1 
shows the concept of scalable application framework[4]. In this framework, an 
application is divided into items and items are further divided into components, which 
can be considered as fragments of an application. This set of items and components is 
reconstructed to be optimally presented at each individual environment in the 
adaptation process, based on the delivery context. 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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Fig. 1. Concept of Scalable Application Framework 

2   Scalable Application Description Language 

SADL is a new description language in a form of XML schema, and can describe 
functions of selecting and filtering applications or fragments of an application based 
on the factors such as device capabilities, user’s viewing states, the user profile, or 
service policies. In addition, we design SADL to be harmonized with MPEG-21 
DIDL easily. 

2.1   DCConditions 

We define a new complex type named DCCondition to describe conditions for 
selecting and filtering Digital Items to present an adapted application. DCCondition 
type is extended from StatementType type of DIDL for the harmonization with DIDL. 
StatementType type provides a textual value that contains descriptive, control, 
revision tracking or identification information [1]. Also, to minimize the number of 
letters used in a XML document and the depth of the XML tree of the condition 
description, it is proposed to use the Reverse Polish Notation (RPN), which can be 
easily implemented using stack-based functions[5], to express complex conditions 
based on mathematical expressions such as Boolean expressions, comparison 
expressions or arithmetic expressions. Fig. 2 shows the structure of DCConditionType 
type. DCConditionType type can contain StackEntry elements to describe condition 
expressions for selecting and filtering Digital Items as the RPN form[6][7][8]. 

 

Fig. 2. The structure of DCConditionType type 
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2.2   StackEntryType 

StackEntryType type is a base abstract type to represent an operator or an operand for 
describing stack entries that are members of the stack operation. In SADL, an operand 
of the stack function may contain a constant value, or a DCFunction that is a function 
for describing the characteristics of the device, the network, the user profile, and any 
other aspects that affect execution and presentation of applications on a client device.  
Fig. 3 shows the classification of the stack entries and how to extend the 
StackEntryType type. 

The stack entries are classified into three groups of types based on the data type of 
the stack entry or the return value type of the stack entry, when the stack entry is used 
as a stack operator or DCFunction, or. These three new groups of entry types that are 
extended from StackEntryType type are BooleanEntryType type, StringEntryType 
type, and NumericEntryType type. 

 

Fig. 3. The classification of the stack entries and the extension rule of the StackEntryType type 

2.3   Operator Types 

The operator types are subclasses of the stack entries, and allow building the stack 
operation trees. There are three groups of operator types: the Boolean operator group, 
the string operator group, and the numeric operator group. Each group is composed of 
the operators that have the same return value type as a result of the operation. In 
SADL, only the return value type is considered as the criteria of grouping operators, as 
it is not straightforward to identify the operand data types of a specific operator before 
actual stack operations are performed due to the characteristics of stack operations. 

2.4   DCFunction Types 

The DCFunction types define the functions that check and return input factor values 
that may influence the application adaptation of the SADL filtering engine in the 
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server, the intermediary, or the client. Table 2 shows the characteristics of DCFuction 
types. It is not an exhaustive list of the DCFunction types, but is a list of minimum set 
of DCFunction types used in our system.  

Table 1. List of operator types 

Class Operator Type Return Value 
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR Boolean 
Comparison EQ, NEQ, GT, GTE, LT, LTE Boolean 
String Contains Boolean 
String UpperCase, LowerCase String 
Numeric Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, 

Modulus,Abs, Ceiling, Floor, Round 
Numeric 

Table 2. The Characteristic of the DCFunction types  

Characteristics Information 
Device Capability Client Device type, Operation System, Supporting Codec 

(Video, Audio, Image, etc), Input Interface,  Output 
Interface, Screen Resolution, Virtual Machine, etc 

Device State Power Level, Orientation of Screen, etc  
User Information User Profiles, User Preference, Usage History 
Connection Bandwidth, Network Protocols, Latency, etc 
Location Geographic Coordinates, Time of Day 
Locale Local Language, Local Time Zone 
Environment Noise, Light, Temperature, etc 
Service Policy Subscription Status, Content Restriction, Security, 

Privacy, etc 

Because there are many aspects of the input factors, we categorize the DCFunction 
types for the easy extensibility and manageability of the SADL schema. Fig. 4 is the 
diagram of categories of the DCFunction types of four levels. In the first level, we 
divide the DCFunction types into three categories of Client, Intermediary and Sever, 
according to the device expected to process the function described in the DCFunction 
type. In the second level, each category of the DCFunctions is subdivided into two 
subcategories of Static Return Value and Dynamic Return Value based on the 
flexibility of the return value of function. The DCFunction is categorized as Dynamic 
Return Value if the return values can change dynamically. Otherwise, it is categorized 
as Static Return Value. In the third level, each of the categories at the second level is 
categorized further into four subcategories of Device Capabilities/State, User 
Information, Viewing Environment/State, and Service Policy based on the 
characteristics of the functions. The Device Capability/State category includes the 
information concerned with the device capabilities, the device state and the connection; 
the Viewing Environment/State category includes the information of the location, the 
locale, and the environment. In the last level, the DCFunction types are categorized 
into three categories of Boolean DCFunctions, String DCFunctions, Numeric 
DCFunctions, based on the type of the return value, in the same way as the constant 
value type, and the operator type. 
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Fig. 4. The categorization of the DCFunction type 

The DCFunctions are classified into sub-types using the typing mechanism of the 
XML schema to enable the validation mechanism of the SADL parser for the validity 
check of the function types in the process of parsing a SADL instance document.  

Boolean DCFunction Types. The Boolean DCFunction types are the functions that 
should return a Boolean value of TURE or FALSE. These types are extended from the 
BooleanEntryType type, which is a base abstract type. Fig. 5 shows a snippet of the 
Boolean DCFunction types in SADL XML schema. Fig. 6 shows a snippet of SADL 
instance document, in which the condition given in the following example is 
described. 

 
((Has the device a keyboard interface?) & 
                        (Are there color keys in keyboard?)) 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Snippet of the Boolean DCFunction types 

<complexType name=" DCSupportKeyboard"> 
 <complexContent> 
  <extension base="sadl:BooleanEntryType"/> 

 </complexContent> 
</complexType> 
 
. . . 
 
<complexType name=" DCSupportHTTP"> 
 <complexContent> 
  <extension base="sadl:BooleanEntryType "/> 
 </complexContent> 
</complexType> 
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<Selection select_id="Support_Keyboard">    
  <Descriptor> 
    <sadl:DCCondition> 
     <sadl:StackEntry xsi:type= 
                "sadl:DCSupportKeyboard"/> 
     <sadl:StackEntry xsi:type= 
                "sadl:DCSupportColorKey"/> 
     <sadl:StackEntry xsi:type="sadl:AND"/> 
    </sadl:DCCondition> 
  </Descriptor> 
</Selection> 

Fig. 6. An example of using the Boolean DCFunction type 

String DCFunction Types. The String DCFunction types describe the functions that 
should return a String value. These types are extended from the StringEntryType type, 
which is a base abstract type. Fig. 7 shows a snippet of the string DCFunction types in 
SADL XML schema. Fig. 8 shows a snippet of SADL instance document, in which 
the condition given in the following example is described. 

 
(Does the device support the MP3 audio codec?)    
 

Numeric DCFunction Types. The numeric DCFunction types describe the functions 
that should return a numeric value. These types are extended from the 
NumericEntryType type, which is a base abstract type. Fig. 9 shows a snippet of the 
Numeric DCFunction types in SADL XML schema. Fig. 10 shows how to describe 
the following example condition in a SADL instance document. 
 

((Available memory size of the device) > 1024000) 
 
 

 

Fig. 7. Snippet of the String DCFunction types 

<complexType name=" DCOSName"> 
 <complexContent> 
  <extension base="sadl:StringEntryType"/> 

 </complexContent> 
</complexType> 
. . . 
<complexType name=" DCSupportAudioCodec"> 
 <complexContent> 
  <extension base="sadl:StringEntryType "/> 
 </complexContent> 
</complexType> 
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<Selection select_id="MP3_Supportable ">    
  <Descriptor> 
    <sadl:DCCondition> 
     <sadl:StackEntry xsi:type= 
          "sadl:DCSupportAudioCodec "/> 
     <sadl:StackEntry xsi:type= 
          "sadl:StringValueType" value="MP3"/> 
     <sadl:StackEntry xsi:type= 
          "sadl:Contains"/> 
    </sadl:DCCondition> 
  </Descriptor> 
</Selection> 

Fig. 8. An example of using the String DCFunction type 

 

Fig. 9. Snippet of the numeric DCFunction types 

<Selection select_id=" High_Bandwidth "> 
  <Descriptor> 
    <DCCondition> 
     <StackEntry xsi:type="sadl:DCAvailableMemorySize "/> 
     <StackEntry xsi:type="NumericValType" value="1024000"/> 
     <StackEntry xsi:type="sadl:GT"/> 

</DCCondition> 
  </Descriptor> 
</Selection> 

Fig. 10. An example of using the numeric DCFunction type 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a new framework to provide scalability of IPTV applications 
in a form of XML schema called Scalable Application Description Language (SADL). 
We design SADL to accommodate functions of selecting and filtering applications or 
fragments of an application based on MPEG-21 DIDL. 

<complexType name=" DCTotalMemorySize"> 
 <complexContent> 
  <extension base="sadl:NumericEntryType"/> 

 </complexContent> 
</complexType> 
. . . 
<complexType name=" DCDisplayColorRange"> 
 <complexContent> 
  <extension base="sadl:NumericEntryType "/> 
 </complexContent> 
</complexType> 
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Currently, we are implementing the SADL authoring tool, a SADL delivery server 
and SADL client parser modules. Also, we are trying to deploy the proposed 
technologies on a Korean commercial fixed and mobile IPTV convergence service in 
the near future.  
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Abstract. Recently, the Web has been rapidly “deepened” by many searchable 
databases online, where data are hidden behind query interfaces. Automatic 
processing of a query interface is a must to access the invisible contents of deep 
Web. This entails automatic segmentation, i.e., the task of grouping related 
components of an interface together. The segmentation is divided into two 
steps: interface component labeling and interface component grouping. In this 
paper we present a new approach to perform query interface segmentation using 
two-phase Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). At the first phase, one CRFs 
model is used to tag each component with a semantic label (attribute-name, op-
erator, operand or other); at the second phase, another CRFs model is used to 
create groups of related components. Experiments show that our approach 
yields high accuracy. 

Keywords: Query Interface Segmentation, Two-Phase Conditional Random 
Fields, Deep Web. 

1   Introduction 

In recent years, the problem of retrieving and integrating information available in on-
line databases has received a lot of attentions in the research and industrial[1] com-
munities[1][2][3],because of the quality of the information and the growing number of 
online databases – it is estimated that there are several million online databases[4]. 

Since most online databases can only be accessed by filling up query interfaces, to 
automatically integrate them and retrieve their contents, a prerequisite is an automatic 
understanding of query interface semantics. This entails automatic segmentation, i.e., 
the task of grouping related components of a query interface together. For example, 
there is one query interface in Fig.1 with two segmentations. The upper segmentation 
contains two components: “Make:”, selection list. The bottom segmentation also con-
tains two components: “Model:”, textbox. 

  

Fig. 1. Segmented Query Interface 
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Previous solutions [5][6][7][8] for segmentation employed a variety of techniques 
including rules, heuristics, and machine learning. However, none of the solutions has 
explored the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [9] model for labeling and grouping 
interface components. CRFs are discriminatively-trained undirected graphical models 
that have great freedom to use complex, overlapping and non-independent feature 
sets. We conduct a thorough study on the effectiveness of using CRFs for interface 
segmentation. 

As the interface segmentation is divided two steps, i.e. interface component labe-
ling and interface component grouping. And the two steps are finished in two phases. 
At the first phase, all components are tagged by a CRFs model with semantic labels 
(attribute-name, operator, or operand); at the second phase, another CRFs model is 
used to create groups of related components. Experimental results using a large num-
ber of real-world data collected from diverse domains indicate that the proposed ap-
proach yields high accuracy. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. 
Section 3 describes the model of Conditional Random Fields and query interface 
analysis is presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the approach of query interface 
segmentation using two-phase CRFs. Section 6 reports the experimental results on the 
datasets from multiple domains. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses several 
directions for future research. 

2   Related Works 

In this section we describe the existing approaches for query interface segmentation. 
The techniques of query interface segmentation can be divided into two categories: 

rule/heuristic-based and model-based. A large majority of existing works is based on 
rules and heuristics. Both rules and heuristics are crafted manually by observing the 
patterns on interface. Model-based approaches adopt a holistic approach and automat-
ically learn the patterns into a model using training data. This learned model is then 
used for segmenting query interfaces.  

An example of a rule-based technique is the work by Zhang et al.[6]. They assume 
that a hidden syntax guides the presentation of segments (query conditions) on a 
query interface. A query condition consists of the 3-tuple, {attribute, operator, val-
ues}. The tuples are identified using pres-specified grammar rules. An example of 
heuristic-based techniques is the work by He et al.[5].They proposed a LEX approach, 
in which the segment, logical attribute, is identified using a set of heuristics. Every 
HTML form element of an interface is associated with a surrounding text, and prefe-
rence is given to the text that ends with a colon, matches with element’s internal 
name, or is closer to the element. The form elements associated with the same text 
and the text itself belong to a logical attribute. 

With the growing diversity in interface design [10], it would be difficult for rule-
based and heuristic-based techniques to cope with large interface collections. For every 
new interface, a new set of extraction rules would be required. Nguyen et al.[7] pro-
posed the LabelEx approach which is a path-breaking model-based work based on 
supervised machine learning. It uses Naive Bayes and Decision Trees classifiers to 
assign text labels to form elements based on textual and layout features of components. 
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Ritu Khare et al.[8] also proposed a model-based technique HMM-IS which explored 
Hidden Markov Models to create an artificial designer that has the ability to segment 
an interface. It complements the LabelEx approach, in that along with label assign-
ment, it also groups the related components together. 

In this paper, we explore another model-based technique, Conditional Random 
Fields. We use the two-phase CRFs to segment query interfaces. The proposed ap-
proach improves the process of manual rule-based and heuristic-based techniques in 
that it automatically learns the rules and heuristics into the model. It complements the 
model-based approach LabelEx, in that along with label assignment, it also groups the 
related components together. It also performs better than HMM-IS, because unlike 
HMM, CRFs support the user of many rich and overlapping features. 

3   Conditional Random Fields 

A conditional random field is an undirected graphical model that defines a single 
exponential distribution over label sequences given a particular observation sequence. 
That is to say, Let ( , )G V E=  be an undirected graph, where V is the set of states 

Y={yi|1≤i≤n} for a given length-n input sequence X=x1…xn and E={(yi-1,yi)| 
1≤i≤n } is the set of n-1 edges in the linear chain. Following Lafferty et al. [9], the 
conditional probability of the state sequence Y for a given input sequence X is 
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Training of CRFs requires estimating the values of the weight set,Λ , which is usually 
done by maximizing the log-likelihood of a given training set. Popular training me-
thods include generalized iterative scaling, conjugate-gradient and limited-memory 
quasi-Newton [11].   

Once these weights are found, the labeling for a new unlabeled sequence can be 
done using a modified Viterbi algorithm. 

4   Query Interface Analysis 

A query interface consists of a sequence of components that belong to different logi-
cal groups, i.e., segment. Components in a single segment have difference semantic 
roles. For example, in Figure 2, each component with the dotted rectangle is labeled 
with a text, which we term as a semantic label. For a given component, the associated 
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semantic label denotes the meaning of the component from user’s or designer’s 
standpoint. Web designer do not usually embed explicit component labels in the 
HTML source code. This makes automatic semantic labeling a difficult task. 

In this paper, we use a fixed set of 4 semantic labels, {attribute-name, operator,  
operand, other} to tag interface components. For deep Web applications, the user-
entered values and the text-labels of a query interface are often translated into struc-
tured query expressions against the underlying databases. A typical structured query 
statement, i.e., SQL, contains 3 types of clauses: a clause indicating output(SELECT), 
a clause pointing to the database(FROM), and a clause specifying query condi-
tions(WHERE). For example, assuming the underlying database table name is 
“House”, following SQL queries might be generated for the interface in Fig. 2: 

1. SELECT * FROM House WHERE Realtor= “Black Bear Realty”; 
2. SELECT * FROM House WHERE Square_footage>=30; 
3. SELECT * FROM House WHERE Price_range>=100. 

For a typical Web application, although the underlying database name and schema are 
invisible, some clauses in a structured query are observable. In particular, a response 
page presenting query results corresponds to a SELECT clause, and a query interface 
collecting values for query conditions corresponds to a WHERE clause. 

A WHERE clause consists of a set of predicates, e.g., Realtor= “Black Bear Real-
ty”. Such a predicate often specifies a query condition, using a built-in operator, for a 
particular attribute in the underlying database schema. Based on this observation, we 
use semantic labels, attribute-name, operator, operand, and other, for tagging interface 
components. And the semantic label “other” is used to tag the components not be-
longing to any segment. 

 

Fig. 2. Assigning Semantic Labels to Components 

5   Query Interface Segmentation Using Two-phase CRFs 

To explore effective methods for query interface segmentation, this paper presents a 
two-phase CRFs approach for this task.  

5.1   First Phase of Our Two-Phase Approach 

At the first phase of our two-phase approach, semantic labels are used to tag the inter-
face components by a CRFs model. In practice, we regard each component in a inter-
face as a token and each token is tagged with a semantic label. 
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Features used at this phase are shown as follows: 

(1)Binary Feature 
Binary feature represents if each interface component is the following type: Text, 
Textbox, Textarea, File Input, CheckBox group, RadioButton group, Selection list. 

(2)Text Feature  
If the interface component is a Text, it should be described by text features. Other-
wise, all text features of the interface component are zero. Text features are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Text Features 

All words start with capitalized letter 

Initial word starts with capitalized letter 

Number of digits in the text 

Number of words in the text 

Contain the punctuation   
Contain the parentheses 

Contain the colon 

Contain special keywords “between” 

Contain special keywords “min”,”lower limit”,”from” 

Contain special keywords “max”,”to”,”less than or equal to” 

5.2   Second Phase of our Two-Phase Approach 

At the second phase, another CRFs model is used for grouping interface components. 
We used BIO model [12], where B represents that the interface component is the start 
of segment, I stands for the inside of segment, and O indicates that the interface does 
not belong to any segment. 

Features used at this phase are shown as follows: 

(1) Binary Feature 
Binary feature represents if each interface component is the following type: attribute-
name, operator, operand, other. 

(2) Context Feature 
To model local context simply, neighboring interface component in the window [-1,1] 
are also added as features. For instance, the middle component in the sequence “oper-
ator” would have features Current=operator, Neighbor (-1) =attribute-name, Neighbor 
(+1) =operand. 

6   Experiments and Results 

6.1   Datasets 

The experiments were carried out on 5 representative domains: airline, automobiles, 
books, jobs and real estate. The details of datasets are shown in Table 2. The first 
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column of Table 2 is the domain of datasets. The second column is the data sources 
from which we collect the interfaces. The third column is the size of the interfaces. In 
the last line, we give the urls of the data sources. 

Table 2. Sources of Datasets 

Domain Data Source Size 
airline ICQ, Tel-8, Completeplanet 100 
automobiles ICQ, Tel-8, Completeplanet 100 
books ICQ, Tel-8, Completeplanet 100 
jobs ICQ, Tel-8, Completeplanet 100 
real estate ICQ, Completeplanet 100 
ICQ: http://metaquerier.cs.uiuc.edu/repository/datasets/icq/index.html 
Tel-8 : http://metaquerier.cs.uiuc.edu/repository/datasets/tel-8/index.html 
Completeplanet : http://www.completeplanet.com/ 

The query interfaces were trained and tested using 10-fold cross-validation method. 
The training sets were first tagged by hand. In both phrases, training and testing were 
performed using Maximum Likehood and Viterbi algorithms, respectively.  

6.2   Discussion on Experimental Results 

We have designed two experiments to evaluate the effects of our approach. 

6.2.1   The Result of Two Phrases 
We measured the results at two phrases of the process. The first phrase is determining 
the accuracy of interface component labeling and the second phrase is determining the 
accuracy of interface component grouping. We select airline domain to do the expe-
riments because each interface in this domain has many interface elements. Table 3 
shows the results obtained in the empirical evaluation. In the first phrase, we only 
calculated the accuracy only for the segments which are the whole correctly identi-
fied. Overall, 95.67% of attributes-names were correctly identified which is shown in 
row 1. The tagging accuracies for the operators and operands are shown in rows 2 and 
3, respectively. Overall, 91.25% of the operators were correctly identified. A misiden-
tification occurred because an operator was mistaken as one of the other 3 semantic 
labels. Overall, 98.68% of the operands were correctly identified. In all the incorrect 
cases, the operand was misidentified as an operator. In the second phrase, the segmen-
tation accuracy is listed in the last row of Table 3. Out of the total of segments present 
in all the interfaces, 93.13% were correctly identified. A misidentification occurred 
due to one or more misidentified semantic labels in the first phrase. From the experi-
mental results, we can see that our approach can achieve the high accuracy. 

6.2.2    Compared with the Other Approach 
We measure the segmentation accuracy achieved on our approach using two-phase 
CRFs. We compare the approach to a previous heuristic-based solution, LEX [5]and a 
model-base solution, HMM-IS[8]. 
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Table 3. Segmentation and Tagging Accuracy 

Phrase Semantic Label Accuracy（%） 

Phrase 1 

attribute-name 95.67 
operator 91.25 
operand 98.68 
other 80.12 

Phrase 2 segmentation 93.13 

We implemented the LEX algorithm and HMM-IS algorithm based on the descrip-
tion in [5]and [8]. Table 4 shows the results obtained in the comparable experiments. 
The first column of Table 4 shows the different domain used in the experiments. The 
second and third columns show the accuracies attained by LEX and HMM-IS on in-
terfaces from 5 domains, respectively. The fourth column shows the accuracy of our 
approach. 

Table 4. Comparison of Segmentation Accuracy 

Domain LEX(%) HMM-IS(%) Our Approach(%) 
airline 61.23 78.57 93.13 

automobiles 56.58 80.06 88.67 
books 63.27 77.56 86.87 
jobs 70.78 75.48 90.15 

real estate 66.58 79.06 89.08 

The result shows that our approach improves accuracies by 19.37%-32.09% over 
LEX. The main reason is that LEX does not model miscellaneous texts such as “e.g., 
“10.0-40.0”,’. It thus suffered from under-segmentation in a large number of cases. 
And our approach also improves accuracies by 8.61%-14.67% over HMM-IS. This is 
because of the conditional nature of CRFs, which results in the relaxation of the inde-
pendence assumptions required by HMMs.  

7   Conclusions 

In this paper, we introduced a new approach to perform query interface segmentation 
using two-phase CRFs. We carried out the segmentation in two phrases: interface 
component labeling and interface component grouping. At the first phase, we try to 
tag each component with a semantic label (attribute-name, operator, operand, or oth-
er); at the second phase, another CRFs model is used to create groups of related com-
ponents. We have implemented a prototype and tested it using a large dataset that 
contains real-world query interfaces in five different domains. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach. 
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Abstract. In order to integrate distributed and isomerous water resources 
scientific data and provide one-stop data sharing services for different users, a 
distributed data sharing platform is needed urgently in China. A framework of 
the distributed water resources scientific data sharing platform (WSDSP) is 
proposed to solve this problem .This platform comprises one main center, one 
authentication center and several sub-centers in which core functions are 
encapsulated into web services. And then, some key techniques, i.e. metadata 
directory service, single sing-on (SSO), web services based service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) and distributed metadata synchronization, are discussed in 
detail. And now, this platform was deployed in Ministry of water resources and 
related provinces, in which more than 8976 MB data integrated from 5487 
hydrometric stations can be shared to the public. 

Keywords: Data Sharing, Metadata SOA, Single Sing-on, Web Services. 

1   Introduction 

With increased complexity of scientific problems, scientific research is increasingly a 
collaborative effort across multiple institutions and disciplines. Scientific researchers 
need an effective infrastructure to share their original scientific data resources. 

As an important part of scientific data resources, water resources data include 
water resources, flood and drought, water saving irrigation, water conservation, 
hydrology, hydraulic engineering; which act on building of national economy 
construction and macroscopic decision-making[1]. 

However, it is noted that such data resources are scattered in different sectors or 
organizations and so it is very difficult to share them for scientific research. It may 
often encounter a paradox that many organizations have accumulated more and more 
data resources which not used usually while some scientists often complain that there 
are no available data resources to use. In order to share scientific data to improve their 
value and avoid investing money repeatedly, the water resources sciences data sharing 
platform (WSDSP), one of National Infrastructure and Facility Development 
Environment Building for Science and Technology Industries Program of China, was 
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launched in 2003 sponsored by the Ministry of Science and Technology of China. Its 
main objective is to integrate scattered and isomerous water sciences data and share 
them among all scientists to support scientific research. 

With several years’ practices of this program, this paper introduces the design and 
implement of the WSDSP as well as some core techniques used in it. 

2   The Status of WSDSP 

Water resources scientific data is one of the important parts which constitute the 
fundamental scientific data resources of the nation. It plays an irreplaceable role in the 
field of floods and droughts control, water resources utilization and protection, 
science researches and technology activities.  

However, for a long time the service ability of data sharing is low and the work of 
data sharing doesn’t have substantial progress for lacking of sharing standards, 
regulations and mechanism. Especially in the scientific research and education field, 
these data belongs to different organizations and in fact most data holders do not like 
to share their data initiatively if their intellectual property rights cannot be protected 
[2]. Considering the above conditions, we put forward a valid mechanism to manage 
metadata centrally and store data dispersedly. In addition, for adapting the 
requirement of management and sharing of different data, it deploys many data 
sharing web sites according to the data characterization of different disciplines and 
regions. We customize the data submission, management and presentation services in 
each web site by which it can easily integrate data of special discipline and region and 
ensure its quality. 

For data users, however, they just care about how to search and get their data one-
stop. So it is required that the above data sharing web sites should have the 
interoperable capacity to provide one stop data sharing service for users.  

3   System Structure of WSDSP 

The aim of WSDSP is to form a "geographically distributed and logically integrated" 
distributed sharing platform which can provide inter-discipline and cross-department 
data sharing services. Therefore, the WSDSP adopts "main center - sub center - data 
resource" structure mode. 

As it shown in fig.1, the WSDSP can be divided into five levels, i.e. portal layer, 
web service layer, business logic layer, data resource layer and running environment 
layer. Registered user can obtain data query, browse, download and submit services 
through portal. Web services layer is the basis of interoperability by realizing several 
services. Business logic layer controls and schedules specific business logic through 
the transparent access mechanism of metadata. Data resource layer is the core of 
WSDSP; it covers some distributed database and manages data resource such as 
integration, collection and release through the background processing. And running 
environment layer provides technical support such as database operation and system 
service. 
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Fig. 1. WSDSP System Structure 

The metadata is the foundation of the one-stop service and the transparent layer of 
the whole WSDSP, which provides data discovery, data query, data description, data 
navigation services for data users as well as metadata submission, upload and 
registration services for data producers of distributed data resource. 

4   Detailed Designs of Key Techniques 

In this section, we discuss some key techniques applying in the WSDSP, including 
Metadata Directory Service(MDS), Single Sing-On, Web Services based SOA, 
Distributed Metadata Synchronization and so on. Due to space limitation, we put 
emphasis on the following key techniques. 

4.1   Metadata Directory Service 

MDS is the basis of data sharing which presents data resources to the user in the form 
of dynamic cataloging. The architecture of MDS is shown in figure 2. Data providers 
generated metadata document and submitted it to sharing platform by using metadata 
standards’ description; Data managers censored metadata information and published it 
to the metadata register center; Data users accessed or applied data resources through 
metadata description information in metadata document getting from the metadata 
registry center. 

MDS services for data providers, data managers and data users to submit, censor, 
publish and query the metadata [3]. It can be established through the following 
procedures: 
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Fig. 2. Metadata directory structure 

1) Establish metadata directory database. Data providers submit metadata document 
to data sharing platform, data managers publish it to the metadata directory service and 
save it to metadata database after data efficacy and safety censored. MDS provides 
query, access metadata document services through space database engine and database 
management system. 

2) Indexing. Once a metadata document is published to the MDS system, it requires 
creating index of the metadata document information for querying and retrieving 
conveniently. 

3) Assign permissions. It can define three different roles according to different 
users’ demand: MetaBrowser, MetaPublisher and MetaAdmin. The users of MetaBro-
wser role have the authority to search and browse the metadata documents of MDS. A 
MetaPublisher-role user can search, browse and publish the metadata documents, 
while a MetaAdmin-role user can do all things of MetaPublisher-role, furthermore, it 
can update the metadata documents. 

4) Provide metadata publish and access interface. Data providers use publish 
interface to distribute the metadata document generated by metadata standard 
description; while data users can search, browse metadata through access interface of 
metadata services. 

4.2   Single Sing-On 

As Jan de Clercq [10] defines, SSO has the ability for a user to authenticate once to a 
single authentication authority and then access other protected resources without re-
authentication. By adopting SSO system, users can access subsystem and resource in 
an application by logging once.  

In WSDSP, we propose a simple SSO solution adopting central authentication 
architecture based on HTTP redirection and tickets, with cross-domain cookie sharing 
as key technology. We deploy a Certificate & Authentication (CA) in the main center 
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to provide uniform user permission management and authentication, meanwhile, we 
deploy CA client in every sub-center, which can join authentication system by 
assigning the address of CA. The SSO and resource access control/ authentication can 
be implemented through the CA deployed in the main-center and CA client deployed 
in the sub-center [4]. 

There will be many data centers in the distributed shared service system. 
Furthermore, the number of data centers would grow with the passage of time. So, the 
data center doesn’t know whether the user has logged in other centers when a user 
visits it, and it’s impossible to traverse each node. Thus we store the users’ logon 
TokenID and access information in the Cookie of authentication center to enable 
different clients to find the TokenID with a fixed method to judge whether the client 
has logged in the whole sharing network system. The basic steps are as follows: 

1) The user makes his register and gains his authority in CA center. 
2) Once a client visits some data resources from a data center, the SSO module 

takes over the client requests to inquire whether it holds this data center's Cookie and 
try to get the TokenID stored in the Cookie. If the client can provide, it means that the 
user had visited this website with legal identity and didn't logged out locally, go to 
Step 5, otherwise, follow the next steps.  

3) CA redirects the client browser to login authentication center and tries to obtain 
the Cookie stored in the client. And if the Cookie doesn’t exist, it means that the user 
has not been a global registry and go to Step 4;otherwise get TokenID information 
from CA.Then CA redirects client browser back to the originally access data center. 
The data center obtains TokenID and return-address, writes the TokenID and user 
authority information into the client Cookie and jumps to the return-address, then 
back to Step 2. 

4) Redirect the client browser to the login page and confirm user identity by 
checking login name and password with user information table on the CA. If 
authentication is successful, generate a unique TokenID randomly and insert an entry 
into the certificate database table for this user's login. And then save TokenID and 
user authority information into the cookie of the client. Jump to Step 2 for resource 
after login successfully. Otherwise, return login failure information directly. 

5) The client calls user status query service with TokenID on Certification Center 
to judge whether the user is still in log state by visiting credential table. If it is, returns 
user name and user’s authority to the data center and determines whether the user can 
access data resources by checking user's rights control. Otherwise, go to Step 4. 

4.3   Web Services Based SOA 

The basic demand of the distributed WSDSP is to implement data interoperate. As a 
new distributed interoperable model, web service can be used in different operation 
systems and integrate isomeric application systems easily. Therefore web service has 
become the mainstream of distributed interoperability technology and results in the 
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occurrence of new service oriented architecture of software. SOA is an incompact 
software structure in which function models are encapsulated into web services and 
issues their interface onto internet. Developers only need call these interfaces and 
integrate them to build the software [5, 6]. 

For the advantages of SOA and the requirement of integrating and sharing 
distributed data, we adopt the SOA for WSDSP. This platform is comprised of one 
main center, one authentication center and several sub-centers. The architecture of 
this platform is shown in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. General architecture of WSDSP based on SOA 

In "main center – sub center" structure mode, both of them require independent 
data service ability. That is, each of them has their own web portal, and can provide 
services such as user registration, information publish, metadata submission and 
collection, metadata censor, metadata inquiry, data browse and download, and so on. 

The basic principle of SOA is to abstract a series of web services from the whole 
data sharing activities. These web services are respectively deployed in main center, 
authentication center and sub centers to implement the interoperability among them. 
The main center, authentication center and sub centers are both providers and 
consumers of web services.  

As one node of WSDSP, besides providing services such as data submission, 
checkup and release, search and access, the main center is also the distributed 
business control center that harmonizes the interoperability among all centers. Sub 
centers can also implement the above functions independently, and communicate with 
each other through the main center. Authentication center offers services as user 
registration, login and authentication for all centers. 

4.4   Distributed Metadata Synchronization  

Metadata is the data about data [7]. It represents the who, what, when, where, why 
and how of the resource. By using metadata, people can publish, discover access and 
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exchange data. Therefore metadata technology is adopted in many data sharing 
software [8, 9]. As a distributed architecture, in order to implement searching data one 
stop, WSDSP adopts a strategy of centralized managing metadata and decentralized 
storing data. In this strategy, all metadata should be collected in main center and the 
data can be stored in each sub center or corresponding holders.  

In order to solve the problems of synchronizing metadata information between 
main center and sub center, we design the metadata synchronization service named 
MeteServ deployed in main center and each sub center. It includes existedMeta, 
addMeta, updaMeta, updaMetaState, deleMeta and getMeta interface. Through these 
interfaces we can synchronize the metadata of each sub center to main center. The 
detailed process for metadata submission and distributed synchronization is as 
follows: 

1) The metadata will be stored in the local database of sub center after users’ 
submission.  

2) The administrator of this sub center censors the metadata, and if passed, call 
existedMeta interface on main center to judge whether the metadata has existed in 
main center. If main center doesn’t have this metadata, it will call the addMeta 
interface to add a new metadata in main center; otherwise, call the updaMeta interface 
to update the same metadata in main center.  

3) Then the administrator of main center censors the metadata synchronized from 
sub center and decides to revises, publish it or not. If it is revised, main center will 
automatically call the updaMeta interface of sub center to update the same metadata 
in sub center. Similarly if it is deleted in main center, it will be synchronizing deleted 
in sub center by calling deleMeta interface. If it is published, the updaMetaState 
interface of sub center will be called to change the metadata’s state to public.  

4) In order to ensure the data sharing service quality; the administrator of sub 
center and metadata creator can’t delete public metadata directly, but they can revise 
it and request the administrator of main center to delete it. If the metadata is revised in 
sub center, it will be returned to Step 2 to be re-censored.  

5   Conclusion 

Adopting techniques and strategies mentioned above, we developed the WSDSP on 
J2EE environment and ORACLE10g; moreover, we used JBOSS as application server 
and AXIS-based web service as the communication mechanism between data centers. 
The platform can be divided into two modules, the foreground sharing system and the 
background administration system. The former was designed for data producers and 
users to provide the sharing services such as user register and login, metadata 
submission and collection, data directory navigation, metadata search and download 
and so on. While the latter one was designed for data management to provide data 
center management, users and authorities management, metadata management, 
statistical analysis and other information services. Up to now, we have finished the 
development of WSDSP and deployed one main center, one authentication center and 
7 sub centers, in which more than 5876 MB data integrated from 5487 hydrometric 
station about 30 years can be shared to the public. 
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Abstract. ExpertRec is a collaborative Web search engine, which is
differ from current main search engine and allows users share search his-
tories through a Web browser toolbar or a proxy browser. In addition,
it can be taken as a novel social Web search engine and utilize expert’s
search histories for building recommendations. In this paper, we give an
anatomy of ExpertRec and specially introduce its architecture and core
techniques. It includes two basic components: a client agent and a back-
end server. The former is implemented as a Mozilla Firefox toolbar (a
Firefox extension), which can integrate with mainstream search engines
like Google, Yahoo!, et al., to meet users’ teamwork needs. And it allows
users to generate high-quality tags, votes, comments over current Web in-
cluding search histories, personal archival content in local host typically
beyond the reach of existing Web 2.0 social tagging system. The latter is
a CBR (case-based reasoning)-based recommendation engine and imple-
mented according to some core techniques, such recommendation rules,
a scalable method to identify search expertise based on a hierarchical
user profile in order to improve users’ search quality, and so on. Finally,
we give an evaluation and make conclusions.

1 Introduction

Web search has become one of the prominent information behaviors. However,
current mainstream search engines and Web browsers are designed for solo
use. But collaborative Web search(CWS) behaviors often occur in some search
tasks, i.e. travel planning, literature search, technical information and so on.
Recently, some demo CWS engines, i.e. Heystaks [7], SearchTogether [6], S3 [5],
CoSearch [1] and so on, are developed to study fundamental models and core
techniques. Now CWS is becoming a staple way to improve search quality by
users’ collaboration[9].

In this paper, we introduce a novel collaborative/social Web search engine,
ExpertRec, designed by us in details. Firstly, it can integrate with mainstream
search engines like Google, Yahoo!, Bing, Baidu, et al. through a Web browser
toolbar or a proxy browser; secondly, it allows every user to tag, vote, and share
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his/her search histories and related Web pages; thirdly, it can recommend search
expertise and re-rank search returns utilizing experts’ search histories and so on.
Current version depends on a Mozilla Firefox toolbar to catch search histories
and display recommendations when a user searches in a Firefox Web browser. A
CBR-based recommendation engine is designed to meet recommendation needs
and some technique are adopted.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the
architecture and interface of ExpertRec. Then, main techniques and core algo-
rithms of ExpertRec are discussed in details. Finally, a evaluation is presented,
and main related work is reviewed.

2 System Overview

2.1 Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, ExpertRec includes two basic components: a client agent
and a back-end server. Any user has the alternative of a proxy browser or a
client side browser toolbar as a client agent. In current version, the toolbar is
implemented as a Firefox extension, which can integrate with Google search
engine and so on, and a chrome extension version is being developed. The proxy
browser is specially designed for two mobile platforms including Android and
Apple and will be developed in future version. The back-end server includes a
content sever, a CBR-based recommendation engine and a Web portal.

Firefox / Chrome Browser

Mainstream Search Engine

Firefox / Chrome Extension

Web Pages/Sites

CBR-based
Recommendation Engine

Web Portal

Proxy Browser

Content Server

Fig. 1. System Architecture of ExpertRec

2.2 ExpertRec Toolbar

To support collaborativeWeb search, the ExpertRec toolbar is similar to Heystaks
toolbar and depends five components shown in Figure 2: an ExpBase list, a group
of buttons for tagging, sharing and voting Web pages, a drop-down menu about
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Fig. 2. Main functions of the toolbar when some logins

ExpBase, a drop-down menu about community and a start/pause button. Usu-
ally, every registered user can create several ExpBases for himself/herself with
two types: private and public. The private ExpBase is only used to record his/her
clicks in the Google result-list, tagged Web pages and so on in order to remind
him in the future, but search histories in the public ExpBase can be shared with
other users. Additionally, every user can invite his/her friends to join ExpertRec
and share his/her search histories with them.

In addition, search results from default search engine are re-ranked through
utilizing search expertise about one topic identified by our proposed method.
And anyone can search experts’ search histories when he/she chooses a ExpBase
and types a keyword into input box of “recommendations search interface”.

2.3 Back-end Server

The content sever is used to store search histories uploaded by the ExpertRec
toolbar, search cases extracted from search histories, recommendations built ac-
cording to our proposed method and so on.

The recommendation engine summarizes search cases and builds recommen-
dations according to three recommendation rules in the following.

– First rule is that a recent search case associated with the query and appeared
in his/her profile will be prompted in first place of promotion-list and used
to remind him/her in order to avoid to browse repeatedly.

– Second one is that a search case with a largest expScore value is recom-
mended in second place of promotion-list and is taken as his/her a possible
interesting new Web page.

– Third rule is that a re-ranking of search results list is provided and returns
visited before are marked for reminding.

The Web portal allows any registered user to login and logout, to manage their in-
terests, to maintain search histories, to add/delete friends and so on. In addition,
it provides an interface to search experts’ search histories in a chosen ExpBase.
For administrators, it provides some analyzing functions for tags, votes and so
on through some effective data mining methods, such as spectral clustering [10],
peculiarity oriented mining [11].
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3 Core Techniques

3.1 CWS Environment and Search Results Extraction

With the help of Web browser plug-in or extension technology, we can design a
CWS environment depending on a special toolbar, such as ExpertRec toolbar.
In addition, we can capture search behavior (click action) and extract the title,
url and others of the Web page or a search result in return-list by a search
engine through programming Javascript1 code. In addition, remote interactive
techniques, i.e. remote conference systems, and instant messenger, such as QQ,
MSN can be used to enhance CWS environment. And a special ExpertRec remote
interactive component will be developed in the future.

3.2 Search Histories Representation

In ExpertRec, we designed a super case bases, named ExpDB, which includes m
ExpBases. An ExpBase E is a case base related to one search task or topic, and
is denoted by a set E = {expbaseid, creatorid, name, tags, type, description}.
Usually, an ExpBase includes k search cases: {c1, c2, ..., ck} and a search case c
is a summary of a Web page visited (search histories) including its title, queries,
tags, votes, URLwords, snippet and selected-frequency. And it is denoted by c =
{title, queries, tags, votes, URLwords, snippet, selected−frequency}. Specially,
snippet denotes its abstract or description; URLwords denotes the keywords
extracted from its URL; select − frequency denotes the total number of times
it is selected.

In nature, ExpertRec is a CBR system and provides a two-level case bases
for managing search cases. Every public ExpBase is usually created by a trusted
expert, and the system allows other users to join it and share its search cases.

3.3 Search Case Retrieval

According to Jaccard similarity [4], the similarity between a query q and a search
case c is computed by

Sim(q, c) = |q ∩ c|/|q ∪ c|. (1)

Where, q and c are taken as two list of terms. Specially, c only includes terms
in its title, queries, tags, URLwords, snippet through using some preprocessing
steps like stop words removal and stemming. So all related cases to q in a given
ExpBase E can be retrieved and ranked according to function 1.

3.4 Identifying Search Expertise

In order to identify search expertise, we adopt a topic filtering method proposed
by us in [9]. The proposed method includes three key steps:

– to build a clustered hierarchical user profile in order to get the support of
an topic (a term t), Sup(t),

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
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– to define a filtering threshold minFamiliar and take any term t in the user
profile with Sup(t)/|C| ≥ minFamiliar as a user’s familiar topic, and

– to take all familiar topics as search expertise for re-ranking Web pages.

The core of building the hierarchical user profile is the two heuristic rules: sim-
ilar terms rule and parent-child terms rule. The former combines similar
terms on the same interest and the later describes the parent-child relationship
between terms. Based on them, the profile can be automatically built in a top-
down fashion and represented by a tree structure, where each node is labelled
a term t and associated with a set of supporting cases S(t). In addition, the
nodes corresponding to the familiar topics in the profile construct a expert pro-
file Uexpert, which is a connected subtree of the complete user profile stemming
from the user profile root.

In ExpertRec, search expertise is transformed into a list of weighted terms:
< t, wt >, and the weight of each term in Uexpert is estimated by applying the
concept of IDF (Inverse Document Frequency). Given a term t, the weight of t,
denoted by wt, is calculated as:

wt = log(|C|/Sup(t)). (2)

3.5 expScore

According to information theory, the amount of information about a certain
topic of the user is measured by its self-information [3]. For any term t,

I(t) = log(1/P (t)) = log(|C|/Sup(t)). (3)

In order to estimate the value of a search case, we define an expert score, named
expScore, for every search case. It is computed by

∑
t I(t), where t denotes a

term (a familiar topic) which appears in the queries and the search case at the
same time. A search case with larger expScore is recommended preferentially.

3.6 Re-ranking

In ExpertRec, re-ranking list is built when a query is submitted to the recom-
mendation server in five steps:

1. Search expertise preparation: The expert profile of every ExpBase is built
and represented by a set of < t, wt > pairs in the recommendation engine
server.

2. Default ranked search results preparation: The toolbar captures a query and
the search results returned by a search engine, which are uploaded to the
recommendation engine server for re-ranking. Each result comprises of a set
of links related to the query, where each link is given a rank from the search
engine, called DefaultRank.
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3. Computing EScore for ERank: For each of the returned link l, a score called
EScore is calculated by the expert profile as follows:

EScore(l) =
∑

t

wt × ft, (4)

where t is any term in the expert profile, and ft is the frequency of the term
t in the snippet of the link l. An ERank is assigned to each link according
to its EScore, and the link with the highest EScore will be ranked first.

4. Linear combination DefaultRank and ERank: Re-ranking results by com-
bining ranks from both DefaultRank and ERank. The final rank, EERank
(Expertise Enhancing Rank), is calculated as:

EERank = α ∗ ERank + (1 − α) ∗ DefaultRank, (5)

where the parameter α ∈ [0, 1] indicates the weight assigned to the rank from
the expert profile. If α = 0, the expert profile is ignored, and the final rank
is decided by the expert profile instead of the search engine when α = 1.

5. Recommending re-ranking list: The toolbar downloads the final ranking of
the search results and recommends them to the user.

The recommendation engine is implemented as a configurable platform in Java,
and some other methods, such as expert finding [2] would be tested in future
work.

4 Evaluation

In this paper, our main aim is to describe features and core techniques of Ex-
pertRec. All experiments are conducted with following questions:

– As a CBR-based Web search recommender system, ExpertRec allows users
to create multiple case bases (ExpBases) and share search histories with
others. But do users actually take the time to create ExpBases and do they
share them with others?

– As a search assistant, ExpertRec tries to improve Web search by facilitating
collaboration among searchers. But do users benefit from this collaboration?
Do they respond positively to ExpertRec recommendation? Do they benefit
from their own search experiences or those of others or a mixture of the two?

– As a special expert system, ExpertRec allows common users to share search
histories of experts. But How about the relationship between search quality
and expertise identified by our proposed method?

In particular, we invite 20 participants who are chosen from different research
groups in our labs to use and evaluate ExpertRec during the period October
2009-October 2010. They are with high levels of computer literacy and familiarity
with Web search.

During the period of testing ExpertRec, about 30% participants create or
join more than 10 ExpBases and about 30% participants only join ExpBases
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created by others. Furthermore, most of ExpBases store more than 40 search
experiences. In total more 200 ExpBase were created and more than 8000 search
experiences were produced. As a result, most of users are willing to utilize sharing
features. In detail, We carry out an investigation about attitude for ExpertRec.
18 participants can accept the system to capture search histories, 16 like most
of the function provided by ExpertRec Toolbar and have a good trial feeling.
They are interested in some functions of toolbar, i.e. the vote (18 like), tagging
(16 like), sharing by Email (15 like), and so on.

Through the creation and sharing of ExpBase, participants ought to find use-
ful recommendations. According to access logs about clicked recommendations,
we construct a user social network to show the relationship between recommen-
dation producer and consumer who re-selects it. We analyze this network and
find that re-selected recommendations come from about 80% users. We can con-
clude that ExpertRec can help users find their wants through recommending
search experiences.

Furthermore, we conducted an experiment to explore the relationship between
search quality and expertise identified by our proposed method and results shown
in [9]. In our future work, we will explore another method to identify expertise
through computing the out-degree for every user in the user social network and
users with higher out-degree taken as expertise.

5 Related Work

To our knowledge, Heystaks2 is only one similar system to ExpertRec introduced
in [7]. In order to capture search experiences, ExpertRec implements a Firefox
toolbar with similar features with Heystaks toolbar, but ExpertRec toolbar adds
a few new features, i.e. search ExpBase, re-ranking recommendation. However,
the main difference between ExpertRec and Heystaks is that ExpertRec adopts
a novel method utilizing expertise. Furthermore, ExpertRec is been designed for
mobile platform including Android and Apple.

6 Conclusions

Collaborative Web search is a promising way to improve search quality by users’
working in cooperation. However, this approach requires a convenient way for
users to work together. For this goal, we designed ExpertRec, a novel recom-
mender system. It can utilize search expertise and integrates with mainstream
search engine like Google via a browser toolbar. The toolbar allows users to
tag, share and vote Web pages (including search histories and local Web pages).
Search expertise is identified by analyzing a hierarchical user profile and recom-
mended according three recommendation rules. Primary evaluation shows that
ExpertRec provides some functions users like.

2 http://www.heystaks.com

http://www.heystaks.com
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In our future work, we would extend it to support mobile search through
developing a proxy browser in Android and Apple platform. In addition, we
would extend CBR-based recommendation server through using a new case base
maintenance approach for Web-scale CBR [8], and some new outlier detection
algorithms [11] may be used to mine a possible interesting search case for users.
Furthermore, evaluation will be thoroughly discussed.
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Abstract. With the prevalence of Web service, QoS is playing a more and more 
important role in service evaluation, recommendation and selection. In most 
previous works, it is often assumed that the delivered QoS of a Web service is 
often determined by service provider, not service consumer. However, in the 
practical service execution environment, Web services usually work in an 
interactive mode with service consumer, so service consumer should also take 
responsibility for the delivered QoS of a Web service. Hence, it becomes a 
challenge to evaluate the QoS of Web services impartially. In view of this 
challenge, a QoS evaluation method for personalized service requests is proposed 
in this paper. Finally, the effectiveness of our method is validated, and an 
optimization method is proposed to improve the QoS evaluation efficiency. 

Keywords: QoS evaluation, Service request, Collaborative Filtering, Clustering. 

1   Introduction 

Increments of personalized software requirements and the adoption of partial software 
outsourcing ideology bring new challenge for the traditional commercial off-the-shelf 
software solution. The Software as a Service (SaaS) model has become a possible 
solution by the widespread availability of fast Internet access, combined with 
widespread acceptance of service oriented architecture (SOA). However, when the 
number of software services� that are delivered on-demand and priced on-use, has 
expanded dramatically, it becomes a challenge to select appropriate services for service 
requesters among many functionally equivalent services. Hence, evaluating the quality 
of service (QoS) [1][2] plays an important role in service recommendation, selection, 
and composition. Usually, the QoS published by service providers are distrustful, 
because QoS is variable during different service invocations and providers may give 
inauthentic high quality information in order to attract more potential service 
consumers. In this circumstance, the reputation of service providers or ratings of 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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services are mined based on historical execution QoS information. However, bad 
execution QoS is usually all ascribed to service provider’s responsibility unfairly. A 
Web service is seen as an application accessible to other applications over the Web [3], 
which means services are provided in an attractive mode. Then personalized service 
requests will cause the variation of the service’s delivered QoS. Most researchers pay 
more attention to the QoS evaluation from provider’s perspective, and ignore the effect 
from consumer’s perspective. 

In view of the issue referred above, we put forward a QoS evaluation method for 
personalized service requests. Specifically, a service request model is proposed to 
specify personalized requirements, and then candidate services’ quality are evaluated 
based on collaborative filtered historical execution information. The remainder of the 
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the motivation of this paper. Section 
3 demonstrates our proposed personalized QoS evaluation method, followed by 
performance analysis and optimization of the method in Section 4. In Section 5, the 
related work is discussed. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2   Motivation 

As explained before, QoS evaluation is an important step before service ranking, 
recommendation, selection and composition. Once the service provider-consumer 
relationship is potentially established, it usually refers to three kinds of QoS, which are 
published QoS (promised QoS), required QoS (expected QoS) and execution QoS 
(delivered QoS). They are time consecutive, and refer to three procedures of SOA (see 
Fig. 1). Along with a service is registered, QoS information is published to demonstrate 
the service’s quality. Then consumers request a service with QoS constraints, and lastly 
consumers usually give feedback for the execution QoS after invoking a service. By the 
way, execution QoS information is monitored to record in historical log for helping 
service providers to improve service’s quality. Published QoS is directly used for 
service selection or composition in some literature (say [4]). The trustworthiness of 
published QoS is ignored or published QoS is assumedly credible. However, in 
practice, the execution QoS cannot be known until the service is invoked and QoS 
evaluation is a necessary prelude. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
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The trustworthiness of published QoS is commonly measured by the service’s 
reputation. As proposed in previous work, the reputation either depends on the ratings 
of user’s experience [5], or is computed based on the actual measurement of the 
conformance of execution QoS to promised QoS [6]. However, the former solution 
suffers fairness problem of user ratings of services, especially in case malicious 
consumers may give false ratings and subvert services’ reputation. And the later 
solution suffers from responsibility impartiality problem because of services are 
performed in an interactive mode. Consumers’ network environment, personalized 
service request and payment will affect execution QoS. And empirical results show that 
different consumers likely have different experiences (e.g., Failure Probabilities) of 
invoking the same service (see Fig. 2). However, similar consumers’ historical 
execution QoS can make a good contribution to the prediction of future execution QoS.  

Based on the motivation discussed above, a personalized QoS evaluation method is 
proposed in this paper. Firstly, a service request model is defined for specifying 
personalized service requirement. Secondly, a collaborative filtering process of 
historical execution QoS is put forward. Then, the left records in previous step are used 
to compute the estimated execution QoS. Finally, the effectiveness of our method is 
validated, and an optimization method is proposed to improve the QoS evaluation 
efficiency. 

 

Fig. 2. Different users have different failure probabilities (from [7]) 

3   A QoS Evaluation Method for Personalized Service Requests 

The goal of personalized QoS evaluation is to provide a fair and appropriate QoS 
evaluation in user-centric manner for service selection and recommendation. 
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3.1   Service Request Model 

Usually, a service request contains functionality requirement and QoS constraints. In 
most work of QoS-aware service selection and composition, functionality requirement 
are used to discover candidate services that are functionally equivalent. However, the 
scale of input data or invoking times of a service will affect the execution QoS, 
especially execution duration. And the input data or invoking times are variable 
depending on consumers’ requests. So, data input is extracted from traditional 
functionality requirement for specifying personalized service request, and the 
functionality still describes the ability of performing some computing task. 

Fig. 2 shows that different users have different failure probabilities even when they 
invoke the same service. This phenomenon is caused by different context scenario, 
which characterizes the situation of a user, place or the interactions between users, 
applications and the environment [8]. As once a service request is delivered to a service 
provider, the main work responding the request is offered by the service. The 
interactions between service consumers and service providers are network 
environment, which affect the time in request delivering and result returning, especially 
while the service is about multimedia or large scale data processing. So, service 
requests are encouraged to contain client-side network environment, which can be 
measured by bandwidth, or other criterion. 

As software services are priced on-use, payment should obviously be contained in a 
service request, and also payment is a main part of service level agreement (SLA). The 
reputation is a special criterion for evaluating a service, as it reflects the trustworthiness 
of a service provider (or published QoS), and then indirectly reflects a service’s quality. 
So, in our service request model, the reputation is separated from other service quality, 
which is also used in literature [6]. 

Based on above discussion, a service request model is defined as follows: 

Definition 1(Service Request Model): A service request is a tuple {Functionality 
Description, Input Data, Network Environment, Price, Reputation, Quality 
Constraints}, where Quality Constraints is also a tuple {response time, availability, 
failure probability}.  

Specifically, Network Environment is not provided by service requester explicitly, but 
it can be evaluated based on the happening time and location of service request to 
mine network congestion. It’s worth noting that Quality Constraints can be expanded 
by other QoS criteria. Take an online data mining software service for example, an 
instance of service request can be specified as {Mining task, 1G data, 100M 
bandwidth, 2$, above 9.0 (reputation’s unbound is 10), {less than 10s, 95%,95%}}.  

3.2   User-centric Collaborative Filtering 

QoS evaluation is indeed a prediction of delivered QoS in future service invoking. 
Machine learning and reasoning under uncertainty have generated a variety of 
techniques that fall under the umbrella of predictive statistical models in Artificial 
Intelligence areas. Two main approaches have been adopted to perform prediction task: 
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content-based and collaborative [9]. In the application of QoS evaluation, the former 
approach requires that the service requester has ever invoked the service in history, 
which is usually unrealistic. So, collaborative approach, in which the QoS of a service 
is predicted from the behavior of other like-minded service invoking, is employed in 
this paper. As one of the most successful approaches to building recommender systems, 
collaborative filtering [10], in our QoS evaluation, uses the known QoS of a group of 
history users to make predictions of the unknown execution QoS for a new user. 

As explained in Section 2, a collaborative filtering process is necessary for 
evaluating a service impartially in user-centric manner. Here the collaborative filtering 
is based on the factors that affect different users’ experience QoS. As specified in 
Definition 1, functionality description is used for discovering candidate functionally 
equivalent services. Reputation and QoS constraints are used to service matchmaking. 
And the left elements in service request model, which can be demoted as a tuple named 
as specialRequest{input, network, price}, are the basis for collaborative filtering. The 
processing target of collaborative filtering is the historical records of service invoking. 
And the task of collaborative filtering is to identify the similar service requesters based 
on their similarity with a given specialRequest. Each service requestor’ invoking 
information, demoted as aRequest{input, network, price}, can be extracted from its 
historical record. The similarity between specialRequest (sR) and aRequest (aR) is 
computed as follows： 
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Here n=3, as both sR and aR has three dimensions. sR[i] and aR[i] denotes the value of 
ith dimension of sR and aR. Max[i] and Min[i] denotes the maximum value and 
minimum value of ith dimension. The above formulas show that the similarity of sR 
and aR is based on their length, and the length is the normalized Euclidean distance. It’s 
a general knowledge that the lower of their distance, the bigger of their similarity. The 
more aR is similar to sR, the more accurate (weight) its executive experience is 
supposed to be as a QoS prediction in next step. When a historical request’ similarity 
with the new request is beyond of a threshold value, the corresponding invoking QoS 
information is filtered out, as it has less reference to the specialized QoS evaluation. 
The threshold value as a system parameter determines the number of left historical 
records. However, even the threshold value is set the maximum value, i.e., sqrt(n), the 
personalized QoS evaluation can also work on, because of the existence of weight, i.e., 
similarity, for each record.  

3.3   Computing QoS Prediction 

QoS evaluation can be categorized as the predictive statistical problem. And Section 3.2 
has produced the filtered historical records set S and the weights W of these records for 
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QoS prediction. It’s worth noting that a provider’s QoS constraints are usually offered as 
an interval, and the candidate services for personalized QoS evaluation have satisfied the 
service matchmaking. As explained in Section 3.1, the criteria for personalized QoS 
evaluation contains price, quality {response time, availability, failure probability}, and 
reputation. All of these QoS criteria can be combined in a tuple q with size of 5, i.e., 
{price, response time, availability, failure probability, reputation}. 

In mathematical statistics area, mean value and variance are two important criteria to 
represent estimation result. The corresponding formulas for computing QoS estimation 
in our method are denoted as follows: 
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where E(qi) and V(qi) are the mean value and variance of QoS criterion qi, and m is the 
number of records, wi is the weight of record Ri. It should be noted that the value of 
failure probability in each invoking record is 0 or 1. 

As discussed in this section, a detailed algorithm is proposed as follows for 
concluding the personalized QoS evaluation method. 

 
 

Algorithm. PersonalizedQosEvaluation(S) 

Require: Service: S, Service Records: Records, Service Request: ServR, threshold value: tv 

1:  extract sR from ServR 

2:  extract Records from historical log about S  

3:  for all record R∈Records do 

4:     extract aR from R 

5:     aR.weight = computeLength(sR,aR)   //(1),(2) 

6:     if aR.weight <= tv then 

7:         fR.add(R) 

8:     end if 

9:  end for 

10:  for all criteria q ∈QoS do 

11:    computeEq(fR);                   //(3) 

12:    computeVq(fR);                   //(4) 

13: end for 
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4   Performance Analysis and Optimization 

In the following, the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed method are both 
discussed, and an optimization method is devised to improve the efficiency of the 
method. 

4.1   Effectiveness Analysis 

The main purpose of our method is to evaluate each QoS criterion respectively for 
candidate services. Our method can be used before the overall quality evaluation of a 
service based on all these QoS criteria. Corresponding technique to compute overall 
quality has preference-oriented method [11], Simple Additive Weighting technique 
used in [5], and so on. Focusing on evaluation of single quality criterion, there are two 
methods for comparison, in which one is our method based on collaborative, and the 
other is the method used on [5] for computing quality criteria for elementary services. 
Take success rate for example, the value of the success rate is the ratio between the 
count of successful invocation and that of all history invocations without collaborative 
filtering in the later. As explained in Section 2 and experimental result showed in 
Fig.2, success rate is affected by both service provider and consumers. So our QoS 
evaluation method is more impartial for service provider and more accuracy to show 
service’s quality to consumers. Even for some quality criteria that are not affected by 
service consumer, our method can still work on returning the same good value as 
former method as none historical QoS records is filtered. 

The reputation is a special quality criterion that evaluates the trustworthiness of 
service providers. However, ensuring the veracity of reputation reports is a critical 
issue [6]. Focusing on above issue, one method is to compute the reputation by 
comparing the quality level that providers promise to the quality requirements. 
However, it neglects the consumers’ subjective satisfactions for service usage, which 
is useful especially when consumer satisfaction for a single quality criterion is not 
linear proportional to the concordance between required QoS and delivered QoS. Our 
method can ensure the veracity of reputation reports by collaborative filtering 
malicious consumers’ reputation based on similarity of service requests.  

4.2   Efficiency Analysis and Optimization 

Firstly, the candidate services set for personalized QoS evaluation can be reduced as 
small as possible by matchmaking with published QoS information. The 
matchmaking is based on the tenet that a service’s actual quality cannot be better than 
the published quality. Non-skyline services are also not in the candidate services set. 
The count of candidate services is denoted as c. Then following considers one service 
for personalized QoS evaluation. Assuming the records number of execution log is r, 
the time complexity of collaborative filtering process is O(r×n), where n is the 
number of dimensions mentioned in formula(1) and (2). And the time complexity of 
predictive QoS computing is O(m×q), where m is size of left records and q is the size 
of QoS criterion. As m≤r and n≤q, the overall time complexity of evaluating all 
candidate services is O(c×r×q). 
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Usually, q is limited, and is a constant for a set of functionally equivalent services. 
However, r is an increasing variable over time with the growing number of service 
invoking. And r can be an instable variable that causing bad performance of our 
method. A straightforward optimization method is cutting r by a time threshold, in 
which old records are not considered in QoS evaluation. We devise another 
optimization method based on user clustering, detailed as follows:  

Step1: Cluster user requests of historical invoking using K-Means algorithm. 

Step2: Find the representative user request for each cluster produced in Step1. 

Step3: Evaluate the QoS of the representative user request for each cluster using our 

proposed method. 

Step4: Response a service request, and compute out the nearest cluster of user request, 

followed returning the corresponding QoS evaluation result. 

It is worth noting that Step1� Step3 can be done offline periodically according the 

update of historical records, and Step4 is done online for responding a new service 

request. Supposed the number of clusters is k, the time complexity of dynamic 

personalized QoS evaluating can be reduced to O(k×q), where k<<r. 

The effectiveness and efficient of our method is verified by theoretical analysis. As a 
component of service selection system or service recommendation system, QoS 
evaluation cannot be experimented alone, our future work will be focus on applying 
our method into service selection for experimentation. In addition, our work has been 
in part ground on literature works in the area of SLA and QoS monitoring. SLA 
records a consumer’s service requirement and QoS monitoring collects the historical 
execution QoS information. 

5   Related Work 

QoS is introduced into Web service in early literature [1], and [2], and the QoS 
criteria considered in these literatures contains availability, response time, throughput, 
security properties, accessibility, integrity, and regulatory and et al. QoS-aware 
service ranking, selection and composition get extensive research. Alrifai et al. [4] 
propose an efficient QoS-aware service composition method combining global 
optimization with local selection. Zeng et al. [5] described two service selection 
approaches, one based on local selection of services and the other based on global 
allocation of tasks to services using integer programming. Skoutas et al. [12] 
introduce service dominance scores based on multi-criteria dominance relationships 
for ranking and clustering Web services.  

QoS computation or evaluation is a prelude of above work, and is concerned in 
literature [7], [11], [13] and so on. Rosario et al. [13] introduce soft probabilistic 
contract and use confidence interval and confidence to demonstrating service quality. 
Zheng et al. [7] evaluate real-world Web services by invoking these services in 
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distributed manner and statistic QoS experience. However it is unrealistic for 
potential user to evaluate candidate services personally in this manner, and realistic 
method is estimate the QoS with historical invoking records. Liu et al. [11] extend 
QoS model with domain specific criteria and give a fair and open QoS computation 
method, in which all QoS information published by providers, from execution 
monitoring and requester’s feedback are considered. However, it neglects the service 
consumer-side effect for execution QoS. Specially, trustworthiness or reputation of 
services is studied in literature [6], [14]. A method is developed for propagating 
reputation received by a composite service to its component services by Nepal el al 
[14]. Limam et al. [6] propose a reputation computation model based on automatic 
feedback computation for assessing software service quality and trustworthiness at 
selection time. 

Similarly to our work, Thio et al. [15] introduce Client-Side Performance 
Estimation into Web service recommendation. The metrics related to client-side 
performance used in this paper are latency, transfer rate and throughput, which is 
similar to network environment in our proposed Service Request Model. Ivanovie et 
al. [16] address the issue of data-aware adaptation for service orchestrations. In our 
paper, a service request model is proposed for collaborative filtering and considers 
both network environment and input data, but also price, as higher price consumer 
pay, high quality provider provide. And a user-centric QoS evaluation method is 
devised for personalized service requests. 

6   Conclusion 

To handle the impartiality of QoS evaluation, a QoS evaluation method for 
personalized service requests is put forward in this paper. Specifically, a service request 
model is proposed to specify consumer-side affect for delivered QoS. Finally, the 
effectiveness of our method is validated, and an optimization method is proposed to 
improve the QoS evaluation efficiency. Our future work will focus on system 
implementing and experimental verification. 
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Abstract. With the virtualization technology maturity and the growing up fast 
of the cloud computing services, the application service providers have changed 
the way to server customers. Meanwhile, the new service model let users access 
the resource with the browser of their thin devices. By the way, the application 
service providers do not need to buy many machines for the uncertain backup or 
expanded requirement. Because the Cloud Service can provision the computing 
resources for customers dynamically, the users also pay as their use. The 
innovation of information science and technology drives e-learning system to 
produce a new type of service and the personalization requirements of the users 
are fast growing up. This paper presents a solution for building a virtual and 
personalized learning environment which combines the technology of Cloud 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS) to 
create a service oriented model for the application service providers and the 
learners. 

The proposed environment “Virtual Personalized Learning Environment” is 
intended for subscribing and excising of the selected learning resources as well 
as creating a personalized virtual classroom. This VPLE system allows the 
learning content providers to registry their applications in the server and the 
learners integrate other internet learning resources to their learning application 
pools. 

Keywords: Cloud computing, e-learning, virtual personalized learning 
environment. 

1   Introduction 

Cloud computing is an extension of this paradigm where the capabilities of 
applications are exposed as services. These services enable the development of 
scalable web application in which dynamically scalable and often virtualized 
resources are provided as a service over the Internet [10, 16]. It is true that many 
international application providers such as Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, and 
Sun Microsystems have begun to establish new type of data centers for hosting Cloud 
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computing applications to provide redundancy and great reliability for meeting their 
Service Level Agreement. Since user requirements for cloud services are varied, 
service providers have to ensure that they can be flexible in their service delivery. 
Cloud computing makes it possible for almost anyone to deploy tools that can scale 
on demand to serve as many users as required [10].  

The purpose of this paper is to present a cloud based solution for building a 
personalized learning environment for education. The rest of this paper organized as 
follows: Section 2 gives an overview of several kinds of learning environments and 
the critical factors proved by the TAM. Section 3 describes the characteristics and the 
advantages of the Cloud Computing. Section 4 presents the proposed Virtual Personal 
Learning Environment and the prototype system. Finally, Section 5 ends this paper 
with conclusion and future work. 

2   E-Learning Environment 

E-learning is defined as an Internet-enabled learning [18]. Components of e-learning 
can include content of multiple formats, management of the learning experience, and 
an online community of learners, content developers and experts. The study 
summarized the main advantages, which include flexibility, convenience, easy 
accessibility, consistency and its repeatability. Among the learning technologies, the 
Web-based learning offers the following benefits over conventional classroom-based 
learning including: (1) it can be used at any time and place; (2) the learning material 
is easy to update; (3) it fosters the interaction between the learner and the teacher in 
several ways; (4)it can incorporate multiple media such as text, audio, graphics, video 
and animation; (5) it enables learners to form learning communities; (6) facilitators 
can easily check learners progress, and (7) it allows for a learner-centered approach 
that can address the many differences between learners [15].  

There are three main strategies in the fields of e-learning: Virtual Learning 
Environment (VLE), Personal Learning Environment (PLE), and Network Learning 
Environment (NLE). 

2.1   Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) 

A Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) is an electronic platform that can be used to 
provide and track e-learning courses and enhance instruction with online components 
[7, 18]. The VLE can automate the administration of learning by facilitating and then 
recording learner activity and it has evolved quite differently for formal education and 
corporate training to meet different needs. The contents are developed by teachers, 
which are mainly experts of a special domain. The VLE provides an easy to use 
system for flexibly delivering learning materials, activities, and support to students 
across an institution. For the administrator, a VLE provides a set of tools which 
allows course contents and students to be managed efficiently and provides a single 
point of integration with student record systems [7].  

Nowadays, the trends of e-learning are to put emphasis on learner-personalized 
learning. This kind of learning places learner at its heart. Learners are expected to 
actively engage in the process to construct their own learning contents. Thus they 
would pay more intensions for their learning [9, 13]. 
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2.2   Personal Learning Environment (PLE) 

Applying Web 2.0 technologies to e-learning can enhance the interactive 
communication and the collaboration, or can help to discover and obtain the resources, 
or are able to exchange and share the resources with others. Thus, Web 2.0 provides a 
learning environment have the potential to fundamentally change the nature of learning 
and teaching, through the creation of learner controlled learning web. This learning 
environment is named a Personal Learning Environment (PLE) [13]. 

There are several reasons for adopting PLE as the platform for e-learning. The 
most important reason is that the PLE can help learners control and manage their 
learning contents. A PLE also permits learners to join into other learning groups and 
provides a suitable environment to practice social skills. Furthermore, the PLE can 
provide support for lifelong learning that is mainly informal and occurs over the life 
of the learner [13]. 

2.3   Network Learning Environment (NLE) 

A Networked Learning Environment (NLE) is about the learning that takes place in a 
vibrant community of people and resources [19]. The Internet has removed the limits 
of time and proximity that once restricted this community. Similar to the Internet, a 
Networked Learning Environment is really a network of networks and the power of 
the NLE today is that it creates more possibilities for students and faculty, far beyond 
the limitation of books, bricks and mortar [20]. 

Critical Factors of e-learning systems. 
Many researches proved the technology acceptance model (TAM) to be a good 

theoretical tool to understand users’ acceptance of e-learning [1-8]. E-learning self-
efficacy was one of the important construct, followed by subjective norm in 
explicating the causal process in the model [6]. The success of Web-based learning 
depends on learner loyalty, and the results indicated that performance expectancy, 
effort expectancy, computer self-efficacy, attainment value, utility value, and intrinsic 
value were significant predictors, should be examined at the same time [2, 5].  In 
other studies, the research results indicate that perceived usefulness has a direct effect 
on VLE use. Perceived ease of use and subjective norm have only indirect effects via 
perceived usefulness. Both personal innovativeness and computer anxiety have direct 
effects on perceived ease of use only [4, 7]. 

The proposed VPLE is developed on these critical factors: 

• Ease use of learning systems 
• Stability and Performance of learning systems 
• Perceived ease of use 
• Perceived usefulness 

3   Overview of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing provides the new kinds of on-demand information technology 
services and products [26]. According the related studies of cloud computing [21-25],  
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several most characteristics of the cloud computing are summarized as the following 
descriptions: (1) On demand service, (2) Ubiquitous network access, (3) Location-
independent resource pooling, (4) Rapid elasticity, and (5) Pay per use. 

In order to meet the characteristics of the cloud service, the fundamental action is to 
make resources virtualized [26]. Thus we can find that data centers can dynamically 
“provision” on demand to meet a specific service-level agreement [27, 28]. 

The types of on-demand Cloud service in Table 1 are respectively referred to as 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a 
Service (SaaS) [21, 27, 28, 29]. 

The other critical technologies for cloud resource management, conducted in our 
proposed platform, are described as follows [10, 16]:  

1. To provide the dynamic scale-in and scale-out of applications by the (de-) 
provisioning of resources (for example, via virtualization). 
2. To provide the monitoring of resource utilization to support dynamic load-
balancing and reallocations of applications and resources. 

Table 1. Three types of basic cloud services  

Type Description 
Infrastructure as a Service  
(IaaS) 

• Deploy the virtualized hardware resources as a 
service.  

• Users do not need to buy the server, network 
equipment, and storage equipment, only need 
through Internet lease can put up one's own 
application system. 

Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) 

• Offer application platform for internet  
programming interface, operation platform, and etc.   

• Users can structure and dispose their own 
application by the platform. 

Software as a Service 
(SaaS) 

• Customers use the software service on Internet 
through standard Web browser.  

• Provide multi-tenancy support.  
• Customers needn't buy the software, only need to 

rent the software as required. 

4   Virtualized Personalized Learning Environment (VPLE) 

Many e-learning and educational institutions are beginning to take advantage of 
existing applications hosted on a cloud that enable users to perform tasks that have 
usually required site licensing, installation, and maintenance of individual software 
packages [11,12,14,17]. Many applications such as word processing, spreadsheets, 
presentations, databases and more can all be accessed through a web browser, while 
the objects are housed in the cloud. Furthermore, it is very easy to share content 
created with these tools, both in terms of collaborating on its creation and distributing 
the completed work. In the current online Application Markets, such as Apple App 
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Store for iPhone, Mac App Store, and Android App market, the applications are ease 
to be put into the application server by the owners and the users can subscribe and get 
the application software on demand through the network. The users can create their 
personalized software environment and the application creators can get the incomes 
from subscribed users’ payment. This successful service model is proved by markets 
and there are more service providers willing to conduct this service model for their 
business. 

Virtual Personalized Learning Environment (VPLE), proposed in this paper, is a 
web-based platform that is built on the Cloud, and conducts a service oriented 
mechanism of the learning environment to serve the learners and the content 
providers. Based on the browser-based applications can be accessible with a variety of 
computer and even mobile platforms, making these tools available anywhere the 
Internet can be accessed. The purpose of this research was to develop a solution 
which integrates multiple disparate application systems of schools into one integrated 
online system that may be accessed via a single sign-on process. The intent of this 
system is to utilize new web-based technologies to enhance teacher performance and 
student learning. 

4.1   Architecture of VPLE 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed Virtual Personalized Learning 
Environment (VPLE). The system combines the virtual resource management 
functions of the Cloud IaaS and the personalized learning management system in the 
Cloud SaaS.  

• The functions used in the Cloud IaaS: (1)Storage management for the learning 
system and the users, (2)Load Balance for all learning systems, (3)Scaling 
management for virtual machines, and (4)Backup and Restore for the learning 
applications. 

• The functions used in the Cloud SaaS: (1)Application Registry management for the 
commercial provides to register their applications, (2)Application Server for 
managing and deploying the subscribed learning contents to the users, (3) Account 
manage system for the authorized users, (4)Virtual Desktop Deployment for 
providing the personalized desktop including the subscribed learning contents, 
(5)Session Management for ensuring the Virtual Desktop used by the authorized 
user, and (6)Personalized management for managing the subscription of the 
favorite learning contents. 

4.2   Service Model of VPLE 

In order to indicate the difference of the VPLE from other PLE and VLE, the service 
model and the critical process flows are illustrated in Fig. 2. The following three 
process flows explicate the core ideas of the application store like and the 
personalization in the VPLE. The first process flow is that the commercial application 
manager or the teacher would like to register a new application into the application 
server. The second process shows the authorized learner how to get the virtual 
desktop. At last, the process of the Personalization emphasis on users can select the 
additional learning contents for their favorites. 
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Based on this service oriented model, the learning content providers can 
dynamically register new applications at any time and users can personalize the 
contents of their learning environments. Further, all systems in the VPLE are virtual 
machines. If the performance of the system became slower than the standard of the 
SLA, the load balance system of the hypervisor would be enabled to share the 
workloads with other virtual machines of the same application. 

 

Fig. 1. The Architecture of the Virtual Personalized Learning Environment 

 

Fig. 2. The Service Model and the Process Flow of the VPLE 

4.3   Implementation and Evaluation of Performance 

The prototype system was established and ever demonstrated for the teachers of the 
primary school and the junior high school. In our environment, there were four virtual 
machines created for the VPLE. 
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The next demonstration is to explore the performance of the portal virtual machine. 
The core hardware configuration of the portal virtual machine is 4 vCPUs and 2048 
mega RAM. The stress tool used is Pylot and it is an open source web performance 
tool. The stress testing was conducted with several agent parameters and the testing 
results were gathered in Table 2.  

Each testing agent would run with the same configuration which includes the 
duration of sixty seconds, the ram up time of zero second, and the interval time of 
zero millisecond. As the analysis of the test results, there are several findings for the 
future improvement: (1) the CPU utilization was increased with the numbers of the 
testing Agents, (2) the upper bound of the successful requests would be smaller than 
4,900, and (3) the average response time can be provided to the VPLE service 
provider for the Service Level Agreement. 

Table 2. The results of the web performance testing  

Testing 
Agent # 

Testing results 
CPU 
ult 

Total 
Requests 

Avg Resp 
time(sec) 

Throughput 
(req/sec) 

1 24% 1250 0.048 20.492 

10 75% 4750 0.124 78.230 

50 67% 4684 0.630 75.548 

100 59% 4580 1.291 75.082 

120 69% 4710 1508 76213 

130 65% 4649 1656 76.213 

135 78% 4874 1.646 78.613 

140 69% 3392 1.924 69.079 

5   Conclusion 

Ease use and system performance of e-learning system are of vital importance to the 
learners [3, 4]. From IT perspective, cloud computing is a cost down and efficient IT 
management technology for the application service providers [1-5]. Certain cloud 
enabled investments that will have implications for version migration and new 
application development. 

In this paper, we investigate how the new service models brought about by cloud 
computing enhance the improvement on the efficiency within the VPLE. From elastic 
infrastructure aspect, the capabilities and implementation mechanism of cloud SaaS 
based e-learning solution is presented. Finally, the performance and capacities of the 
VPLE portal site is tested by Pylot and the testing results are analyzed at the same 
time. 

Although the VPLE has been proved of concept, there are many aspects need to be 
improved. Our future works will focus on how to load balance the workloads from the 
large users over the internet and how to make users feel ease use. 
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Abstract. As an important technique for internet-scale information integration, 
web service becomes popular very rapidly in recent years.  More and more 
enterprises move their core business onto the Web in the form of web services. 
Malicious web services will affect the security and reliability of the requester’s 
application which invokes the services. Therefore, identifying the trustworthy 
web services is now a critical issue to make requester’s application secure and 
reliable. In this paper, we develop a prototype that naturally provides a solution 
for the evaluation and management of web service trust and reputation. The 
prototype integrates service requester’s feedback collection, trust evaluation and 
trust management together. With collaborating of these three components, our 
prototype provides an effective way for selecting trustworthy services for the 
requesters. To model service trust more precisely, we present a mathematic 
presentation for different types of data describing service trust, i.e, discrete 
values, probabilistic values, brief values and fuzzy values. A series of models 
has been developed to evaluate the trust of services according to the types of 
trust values. Simulation results verify that using these models can greatly 
improve the success rate of invoking trustworthy services. 

Keywords: trust management, web service, evaluation model, trust 
representation. 

1   Introduction 

With lots of advantages, such as loosely couple, well-defined contract, meaningful to 
requester, open, standard-based and some other characteristics, web service has been 
the de facto most popular technique for internet-scale information integration. In 
order to serve the clients better, more and more organizations move their core 
business onto the Web in the form of web services. Meanwhile, some malicious web 
services, which bring security concerns to requesters' applications or do some selfish 
behaviors, have also been published and intermixed with the trustable services on the 
Web. However, business applications, especially those needs to pay for the accessing 
information provided by web services, require the invoked services must be secure 
and reliable. In this work, we propose a framework for trust management of web 
services, and make the following contributions: 
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1. Representation of service trust metrics.  Generally, more than one metrics 
have been applied to describe the trust of service. These metrics may have different 
types, for example, some have discrete values and some have uncertain data. Our 
representation concerns both of them. 

2. Multiple evaluation models for computing the synthetically trust of service.  
We propose a series of methods to compute the synthetically trust of service from 
different aspects. Users can select the appropriate methods to evaluate the trust of 
service according to their requirement. 

3. Algorithms for computing the trust relationship between services.  We 
employ group of algorithms through the combination of classical trust models with 
the service computing environment. The proposed models evaluate the trust 
relationship among services. To explain how to use these models, we conducted some 
experiments as the examples for evaluating performance of each algorithm. 

4. A Framework of the prototype of managing the trust of web services. The 
framework named as MTrust-S describes the prototype of web service trust 
management. It is implemented in the Intranet of our laboratory.  

In next Section, we give some introduction on the related work. In Section III, we 
describe some definitions and trust representation of service, trust inference models 
and evaluation functions. MTrust-S—the framework is proposed in Section VI and the 
experimental results are also shown in the same section. Finally, we draw the 
conclusions in Section V. 

2   Related Work 

With the popularity of the Internet, trust-based information system has received 
considerable attention in recent years. Much previous research has been done on trust 
managements in applications ranging from online auctions to peer-to-peer networks. 
We give an overview of these approaches as follows. 

Policy-based models regard policies as a set of rules that specify the conditions to 
disclose own resources. In semantic web services, trust policies are formulated using 
security statements in many models, such as confidentiality, authorization, 
authentication [1].  

Trusted Third Party-based models work as a repository of service description and 
policies, and also act as an external matchmaker that evaluates service trustworthiness 
using given algorithms. Some policy-based models rely on this kind of models [2]. 

Reputation-based models take use of rating coming from other agents or central 
engine by heuristic evaluations. These models reuse the concepts and approaches 
which are extracted from the Web-based social networks [3]. Trust management is a 
critical issue in service computing as well as in social networks.  

Reputation management systems have also been developed for the clients having 
the requirement of selecting the most trustable web services. In [4], web service 
quality model in which trust is considered as one of the five quality attributes of 
services.  

Extinguishing from the existing research on web service selection, our trust 
management prototype evaluates service trust from the multiple perspectives with 
different models, which can select the most trustable service for clients. 
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3   Service Trust Representation and Evaluating Models 

In this section, we first present the definitions, representations and algorithms for 
computing trust degree of web services which are employed in our system. 

3.1   Definitions for Service Trust 

So far, there is no generally accepted definition of trust computing in the literatures. 
In our work, we descriptively define web service trust according to its characteristics 
as follows.  

Definition 1. Web service trust depicts the degree of a service meeting a requester’s 
requirements under the limitation of the requester’s computing context. It is evaluated 
by the requester according to the invoking historical records of the service and the 
comment on the service from other requesters who have ever invoked it. From the 
source where the requester obtains the trust information, service trust could be 
classified into two kinds: direct service trust and recommended service trust.   

Definition 2. Direct service trust refers to the service trust of service gained by the 
requester using its own historical recorders of invoking the service. If the trust of 
service is also obtain from the comments of other requesters, it is called as 
recommended service trust.  

Definition 3. Service trust degree measures service trust quantitatively. The trust 
degree of service w to requester q is denoted as Tw→q. More specifically, the direct 

trust degree and recommended trust degree are defined as qw dT ⎯→⎯  and 
qw

rT ⎯⎯⎯ →⎯  

respectively. 

Definition 4. Service reputation is the synthetical measurement of service trust or 
quality, and reflects the level of the service serving its requesters and how its 
requesters trust it. 

3.2   Representation of Service Trust 

Mathematical representation of service trust is the foundation of trust management of 
service. Several methods were proposed to represent the trust in social activities in the 
literatures [5, 6]. In our work, we employ some of them to describe service trust. 

Rep I: Discrete value. Inspired by PET [7], we classify service into four categories 
according to their trust, which are formalized as a set T={C, L, N, U}. The services 
labeled as L, N, U are something untrustworthy and make the requester decrease the 
value of trust. We use function T(x) as the map function which maps from T to 
a numerical value v: 
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Rep II: Probabilistic value. This approach uses probability to represent the service 
trust. Given a requester q, the service trust of service s to q is set to p∈[0,1], where 
the service trust increases as p increases. When p=0 means service s is untrustworthy 
to requester q, while when p=1 means service s is complete trustworthy to requester q.  

Rep III: Belief trust value. Belief trust value which will be used to represent service 
trust is based on a belief model which keeps the uncertainties hidden in the theory of 
probabilities [8]. We introduce ‘opinion’ proposed in [9, 10] to express the service 
trust synthetically as  

           ]1,0[,,1 ∈=++ udbudb                           (2.1) 

                     aubwE +=)(                              (2.2) 

in which b, d and u refer to trustworthy, untrustworthy and uncertain respectively. 
opinion={a, d, u, a} , E(w) is the service trust degree and a is the coefficient 
representing the uncertainties in proportion of service trust degree. 

Rep IV: Fuzzy trust value   As we know, service trust itself is fuzzy, here we 
adopt fuzzy approach to represent service trust. The membership degree S(ws) is 
regarded as the degree of  service trust set S containing  service ws. Given fuzzy 
service trust sets S1, S2,…,Sn, the degree of a service ws belongs to each fuzzy set can 
be described together as a vector vws={v1,v2,…, vn}, where vi is the membership degree 

of ws to fuzzy set Si and satisfies 1
1

=
=

n

i
iv .  

3.3   Service Trust Models 

Corresponding to the trust inference models aforementioned, in the trust management 
system, we employ four trust models to manage service trust. These models are as 
follows: 

Model I: eBay-like Trust Model (eBTM) The eBTM employed in our system is 
based on the trust model used in eBay. In the model, requesters evaluate the service 
after invoking. The evaluating information includes positive evaluation (+1), neutral 
evaluation (0), negative evaluation (-1) and a short comment which has no effect on 
the computation of trust. Suppose after an invoking, requester q evaluate the trust 

degree of service w as Tw→q, then the total trust degree of service w is 
=

→

k

i
qw i

T
1

 and 

k is the number of requesters. 
Model II: EigenTrust-like Model (ETM) EigenTrust algorithm computes global 

trust degree from direct trust degree by exploiting the transitivity of trust [10].  
Similar to EigenTrust, our ETM is also based on this idea. 

Suppose the trust degree of service w to requester q is Tw→q after q invoking w for 
several times. In order to decrease effect of the malicious behavior, Tw→q needs to be 
normalized.  We denote the normalized Tw→q as C. WE obtain 

pTCT kk αα +−= Τ+ )()1( )1(                       (3) 

where T(k) is the vector of global trust value after k iterations, p is the global service 
trust degree and α is the coefficient.  
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Model III: Dirichlet-like Model (DLM) Suppose that there are k discrete trust level 
for services, then the potential of state space for Dirichlet distribution is k in the trust 
model. 

Let M denote all the requesters evaluation on service w, then Tw,t(i)=


∈→

→
MtqwT

tqw iT
,

, )( .After (t+1) time intervals, the cumulative evaluation is computed as         

)1(,,)1(, ++ +⋅= twnwnw TTT λ                           (4) 

Where λ is the attenuation factor of requester’s evaluation. The finial evaluation of 
trust degree for service w is represented as a vector VTw,n.  

Model IV: Fuzzy Trust Model (FTM)   Our FTM is derived for  Fuzzy-based 
Trust Evaluation proposed in [11].  Let S be the times of invoking, Eval be the 
invoking evaluation, tc be the current time and te be the evaluating time, then SWTV 
will be obtained  
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4   Prototype System and Performance Simulation 

In this section, we first give an overview of our prototype system –MTrust-S, and 
then we inspect the performance of the system using simulation. 

4.1   Prototype System 

In Internet-scale, many services are deployed and evaluating the degree of service 
trust and storing the trust information in an effective way can enhance greatly the 
performance of the service-based applications. We present a prototype named 
MTrust-S to manage the trust of service.  MTrust-S is a multi-model based system to 
evaluate and mange service trust. The models and algorithms are present in above 
sections. MTrust-S includes three components: requesters’ feedback collector, service 
trust evaluator and trust management core. These components are depicts in Figure 1. 

Our prototype evaluates service trust is based on the feedback gathered from the 
service’s previous requesters. The Requesters’ Feedback Collector (RFC) is the 
mechanism we use to collect the requester’s feedback which is observed from the 
requesters after they interact with the service. Trust Evaluator (TE) whose role is to 
employ the service trust models and algorithms to compute the trust of services 
according to the information collected by the requesters’ feedback collectors. Trust 
Manager (TM) is the center of the prototype and is responsible to manage services’ 
trust, including storing trust, indexing trust querying trust and etc.  We present the 
detailed description of each component as follows. 

Requesters’ Feedback Collector (RFC). Identifying the requesters who invoked the 
evaluated service and collecting the comments of these requesters on the service trust 
is the responsibility of RFC.  Let Q be a service requester having little knowledge on 
the trust of the evaluated web service S. In order to obtain the correct evaluation of S, 
Q needs to get more comments on S from other requesters.  Some ways can be 
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exploited to collect the comments on S. In our prototype, Q broadcasts a question as 
the survey to all the requesters in the network. The question is ‘Have you ever 
invoked service S? If so, what is your comments on it?’.  If the requester receives the 
broadcast and has called S, it will send its comments on service S to Q. In this way, 
RFC collects the feedback of trust for all the services that need to be evaluated. 

 

Fig. 1. Components of the Prototype 

Trust Evaluator (TE). TE is responsible for computing the trust with the model 
presented in Section III according to the direct and indirect information gathered by 
RFC. TE is the kernel of our prototype and determinates the effectiveness of the 
whole system. An important issue TE should consider is how to process the feedback 
and how to combine the information obtained directly from the service and the 
information gathered from other requesters to form the final evaluation trust degree. 
The final evaluation trust degree will provide basis for decision-making. Generally, 
requester likes to choose the web service with maximum final evaluation trust degree.  

Trust Manager (TM). After the final evaluation trust degree being computed, it is 
the turn of TM to manage service trust. TM is responsible for three main tasks: 
ranking the services according to their final evaluation trust degree, recommending 
the most trustworthy service to requesters and urging the both parties to give the 
comments on the invocation. Positive or negative comment will play the role of 
incentives or punishment for services trust, thus can inhibit the network in bad or 
malicious services. Service rank is also adjusted as the final evaluation trust degree 
changes with the feedback of requesters who invoke the service.   

4.2   Performance Simulation 

We simulate our trust evaluate models using NetLogo which is a programmable 
modeling environment and developed by CCL (Center for  Connected Learning) 
from 1991.  In our simulation, the models are tested which are proposed in Section 
III, i.e, DlM, eBTM ,ETM and FTM.  

We investigate the models from two aspects: effectiveness and efficiency.  For 
effectiveness, the four models are verified whether they can give the correct 
evaluation to the services. For efficiency, we test the models from the storage and the 
time needed to accomplish the evaluation.  

To measure the effectiveness of the trust models, we employ the invoking success 
ratio which refers the percentage of the times of successfully invoking services based 

Requesters’ 
Feedback Collector 

Trust Evaluator

Trust Manager 
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on trust evaluation to the total times of service invocation. Figure 2 depicts the 
invoking success ratio goes as the number of execution steps increases. We compare 
the results of our models (labeled with WAM, MLE, BA and FIM in the figure, 
respectively) with that of the service computing system without trust management 
(labeled with none in the figure).    

From the figure, we observe that the invoking success ratio is enhanced greatly 
using our trust models to manage services. This means trust management with our 
models can help requesters to invoke the trustworthy services successfully and avoid 
invoking untrustworthy or malicious services. 

 
Fig. 2. Effectiveness of trust models 

Figure 3 illustrates the time needed for trust computation using the models.  The 
figure shows that the time DIM needs to compute the trust is much less than  and 
much more stable than other three models. This demostrates DlM has good scalibility. 
Figure 4 describes the storage needed to save the direct service trust degree, 
recommdated servcie trust degree, recommdated trust degree and indexing the 
services using trust degree. From the figure we find out that the storage increases as 
the omputation steps increases using all the four models. However, the growth rates of 
the four models are different with the growth of computational steps. The storage 
DlM needs to save the degree is much less that of the other three models.  

 
Fig. 3. Time needed for evaluation computation  

Fig. 4. Storage needed to complete the 
computation 
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From the simulation results, we know that that our proposed models can evaluate 
the trust of service in an effective and efficiently way. For some specific situations,  
it a good choice to use DlM to evluate service trust, such as in wireless computing 
enviroment.  

5   Conclusion 

Service computing is now a very important paradigm of distributed computing.  
Invoking trustworthy service is every service requester respected. In fact, not all 
services are trustworthy. How to find efficiently the trustworthy services among a large 
number services, especially on the Internet, is a critical issue to make service 
computing more applicable. This work proposes a prototype to evaluate and manage 
service trust in the network. In the prototype, the evaluation of service trust is based on 
multiple models. Our simulation results show that invoking trustworthy services with 
our models is much more possible than invoking service without using our models.  
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Abstract. This paper introduces the security of Trusted Network Connection 
into Web applications. To solve the security of Web applications and the 
application limitations of Trusted Network Connection, which is only widely 
used in LAN and VPN, a new method used for Web application security is 
presented in the paper based on the thought of Trusted Network Connection. 
Through the model design and the system realization, it can prove that the 
thought of Trusted Network Connection can be applied to Web applications and 
improve the security of Web applications. At the mean time, the thought of 
Trusted Network Connection can reduce the attack of viruses and trojans and 
broaden the fields of Trusted Network Connection application. 

Keywords: Trusted Network Connection, Web, Viruses, Trojans, Security. 

1   Introduction 

Trusted Network Connection (TNC) is a network access control technology, which is 
presented in recent years[1]. The thought of TNC is to provide security guarantee and 
authentication for the access network terminals, authenticate the security and integrity 
of the access requestor (AR) by the policy server collecting and evaluating the 
security state and the credible information of AR[1], execute the access policy on  
the basis of the AR security level and access authority decision, and finally achieve 
the access control mechanism of network, prevent the unsafe AR accessing and 
destroying network. The TNC standard is open, and can be applied to the different 
brand product. Because it is open, it can be widely used in all kinds of network, 
provide the integrity protection for the AR and protect users from the intrusion of 
malicious codes. Currently, TNC is only widely used in LAN and VPN[2], therefore, 
it is necessary to broaden the TNC application fields. Web application has become the 
new platform of creating inter-operational distributed applications. For instance,  
e-bank, e-commerce, egovenment and remote access the intranet. The malware can be 
able to bypass the security mechanism on the AR and forge the user identity outside 
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to modify personal information in external network. How to enhance its security is 
also becoming the hotspot and key technology of developing Web application. From 
the present situation, to integrate easily TNC thought and let users accept, Web 
application must integrate existing TNC differential mechanism and complete TNC 
completeness inspection. The testing results are regarded as a visiting basis to 
determine specific areas of Web application. This paper presents the architecture of 
Web application that based on TNC thought, and extends the advantages of TNC in 
LAN and VPN to more extensive network environment. To some extent this 
architecture can reduce the harm brought by viruses, trojans and malicious codes to 
protect the security of the access Web application users[3]. 

2   TNC Architecture 

TNC is a department of trusted computing group (TCG) and is also an open standard 
network access control architecture. TNC is built on trusted computing technology 
based on host and the main purpose is provided the terminal technology and realized 
network access control by using credible host. TNC architecture is as shown in  
Fig. 1.[1]. 

 

Fig. 1. TNC architecture 

Fig. 1. completely describes the latest TNC architecture. TNC architecture is an 
open network security solutions combined with the existing network access control 
mechanism. For instance, 802.1X[4] etc. It uses Server-Client model and mainly 
includes five entities: access requestor (AR), policy enforcement point [5] (PEP), 
policy decision point[6] (PDP), metadata access point(MAP) and flow controllers and 
sensors[7] . Where AR is the entity for requesting access network, PDP is the entity 
for determining network access control policy, PEP is the entity for implementing 
network access control policy presented by PDP, MAP is an independent metadata 
server that the user unified centralized stores all kinds of network terminal security 
state information and policy information, and then constitutes network security 
information exchange platform, flow controllers and sensors are an control policy that 
can real-time submit the dynamic security information of terminal to MAP and 
dynamically adjust the network access behavior on the basis of the security policy 
information in MAP. Please refer to reference for detailed TNC architecture[1]. 
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An explanation of the process of TNC integrity authentication and access policy 
authorization is given as follows. First, AR requests to access network and builds a 
network connection between them. Second, begin the process of integrity 
authentication, integrity measurement collectors (IMC) starts to collect the integrity 
information[8], including anti-virus information, firewall information, system update 
information, etc. Third, AR transmits the integrity information to PDP by PEP, PDP 
transmits the information to integrity measurement verifiers(IMV) and then IMV 
verifies the integrity and evaluates security and gives the appropriate network access 
control policy or remedial measures[9]. Finally, PDP transmits the appropriate 
network access control policy to PEP executed and transmits remedial measures to 
AR executed. AR can access network resources until AR meets the integrity 
verification[1]. 

The goal of TNC is to make sure the security of AR and put the security extend to 
the whole network by trusted integrity authentication. As the industry standard, TNC 
architecture is not completely different from the traditional design, just integrates the 
existing network access control mechanism and platform framework, so it is not 
necessary to design interface protocols again for each entity interaction. To some 
extent this architecture is widely supported and promoted by more and more IT 
famous enterprises, including Symantec, IBM, Oracle, etc. Some of these enterprises 
have developed a network security equipment supported TNC[1]. 

3   Security Analysis of Web Application 

The Web application system is a combination of the browser, the Web server and  
the database. Fig. 2. is the structure of the system. As it can be seen from Fig. 2., the 
security of the Web application system is applied to the server operating system, the 
database management system, Web servers, and Web applications, etc. 

 

Fig. 2. Structure of web application system 

The security of Web application includes two aspects[12]. On the one hand, ensure 
that the system runs normally and avoid all kinds of unintentional mistakes and 
damages. On the other hand, prevent the system and data from being used or 
destroyed by unauthorized users. It is more difficult to guarantee the security of the 
system in an open network environment. The Web application security architecture is 
divided into the network system, the operating system, the Web server and the 
database. The architecture is as shown in the Fig.3.[10]. 
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Fig. 3. Web application security system 

As it can be seen from Fig. 3., there are five kinds of security bugs[13]. 

   1) Network system security bug. Treats from the network system security are 
mainly the DDoS attack, the unauthorized remote intrusion, the illegal scanning, the 
remote detection and the illegal using network resources by network trojan. 
   2) Operating system security bug. Any operating system has some different degree 
of loopholes. Especially the default installation and design system has mort serious 
threats. In addition, it can also reduce the security of systems that installing many 
operating systems in a server. 
   3) Web server security bug. The security requirement of Web server usually has two 
aspects: one is that maintain the integrity of Web contents and the other is that prevent 
the host be the springboard of intruding network. 
   4) Database and application program security bug. There are two security problems 
in the database and application program of Web application. One is the own bug of 
database, the other is the application program bug of interpreting a script, for instance, 
the user password being transmitted in the clear, the own bug of Web application 
program, etc. 

4   Web Security Model Based on TNC 

Through the analysis of the TNC architecture, we find that original TNC model can 
not be applied to Web application. The reason is that first, there is not the entity of 
PEP to deal with all access requests on the internet, for instance, switches, etc; 
second, there are many online service resources can be accessed by users on the 
internet, for instance, e-bank, e-commerce, e-government, etc; third, users may access 
many the entities at the mean time. Because of the differences of network 
environment, this paper makes some proper expansions of TNC architecture mainly 
from the following aspects. 

Policy server-TNC completeness inspection shows the detailed information of the 
security protection software and the operating system installed on the host. A poor 
security policy sever can make the host easily become the attacked target, for 
instance, a host that not install the latest operating system patches. In Web 
environment, any services provided access links request completeness inspection to 
policy server, so, it is very important to prohibit users from using the malicious policy 
server for completeness inspection. 

Information protection-The detailed information of the host in the process of the 
policy server completeness inspection are exposed to an open network environment 
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and exposes personal secret information to some extent. However, when users access 
the internet which is lack of network access control mechanism, they do not want to 
expose any detailed information, so, it is also very important to using integrated 
information protection mechanism. 

Usability and experience of internet users-Compared with professional users, it is 
difficult for ordinary users to reach the professional level, so, it is very important for 
users to ensure that TNC completeness inspection process is simple and transparent. 
In order to meet the current requirements of internet users, initial TNC architecture 
must be modified. It is also very difficult to meet them totally, so, this paper presents 
a proper method. Some models designed by this paper and the comparison between 
them are as follows: 

   1) Direct validation model-Fig. 4. is this model. The model includes two parts: one 
is AR and the other is SP. SP executes completeness inspection except providing 
some common services, for instance, e-bank, e-commerce, e-government, etc. Before 
authorized AR to access network, SP will provide a completeness inspection to AR. It 
may lead to expose the detailed information, because while AR transmits its detailed 
information to SP, SP can learn the identity of users. What is more, when SP makes a 
decision, it is necessary to update the anti-virus software of AR. Because there are a 
large number of AR, the workload of task is very big. What is more, it is not also the 
responsibilities of SP. So this model is not practical. In future, this task may be 
executed by third-party, and third-party only has one task that is executing 
completeness inspection of AR. 

 

Fig. 4. Direct validation model 

   2) Relay validation model-Authentication service provider (ASP) provides 
completeness inspection to AR in this model. Fig. 5. is this model. The TNC message 
is submitted to ASP by SP, and SP is viewed as transparent agent. However, this 
method may cause some problems to some extent. Because all TNC messages must 
be decrypted and encrypted before transmission, this may lead to the bottleneck of SP. 
Theoretically, SP does not have to understand TNC messages and only needs to 
transfer forwards. But, AR can not prohibit SP from wiretapping these messages. So, 
SP can also confirm the detailed information of the security software and system 
configuration of AR, this will cause the performance information exposed. In 
addition, if SP can execute TNC completeness inspection on AR, the malicious SP 
will be able to the policy of ASP and then launch malicious attacks. 

 

Fig. 5. Relay validation model 
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   3) Annular validation model-Fig. 6. is this model. The difference from above two 
models is that this model does not have to ASP and AR can communicate directly 
without SP. The main thought of the model is that SP declares its security 
requirements taken the form of policy, transmits the policy to ASP by ciphertext, then 
ASP executes completeness inspection and determines whether AR obeys the policy. 
Because the messages of completeness inspection are only communicated between 
AR and ASP, and are not visible for SP, so SP must trust that ASP can execute 
completeness inspection correctly. This method can reduce the risk of private 
information exposed. In addition, ASP does completeness inspection on AR for SP in 
direct validation model, SP only needs a confirmation message from ASP, and then 
allows AR to access specific resources. 

 

Fig. 6. Annular validation model 

5   Implementation Plan 

As can be seen from the above three models, it is easy to find that annular validation 
model is more suitable to be used for TNC completeness inspection. The 
implementation plan presented by this paper is based on the existing open standards. 
In order to guarantee the integrity messages transmitted during the process of 
inspection are effective, the integrity messages must have the digital signature of AR. 
The message flow based on annular validation model is as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Message flow model 
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The specific procedures are as follows: 

   1) Users access the Web application provided by SP through Secure Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTPS) and are identified through user name and password. 
   2) When users access the limited Web services, users will be inspected through 
TNC completeness inspection. This can reduce the probability that malicious codes 
attack the online services. 
   3) When SP executes TNC completeness inspection, the related information and 
access policy are transmitted to policy server in ciphertext. Only policy server can 
access these messages. This can protect them from not redirected to malicious 
software. 
   4) The plug-in installed in Brower executes the request of TNC completeness 
inspection and transmits the result to policy server by digital signature. The 
information between AR and policy server can use a standard TNC TNCCS 
message[11]. Because TNCCS message is based on XML, the information of HTTP 
is transmitted by SOAP. 
   5) After policy server receives the cryptographic integrity information, policy server 
executes TNC completeness inspection on the basis of TNC standard[8-9]. 
   6) If the integrity information of AR meets the policy provided by SP, policy server 
will transmit two corresponding cryptographic certificates to AR and SP accessed 
respectively. These messages are included in the TNCCS message and are readable. 
   7) If not, policy server will provide matching update policy to AR. And this is also 
transmitted in TNCCS way.  
   8) SP deciphers the message received from policy server and then executes 
corresponding access policy, which is that permit or reject the AR request of step two.  

A TNC completeness inspection is completed and then the authorized AR can 
communicate datum to SP. In the process of completeness inspection and access, if 
AR does not obey the policy, TNC completeness inspection will be executed once 
more, even if AR is legal, for instance, the server having user name and password. 
Similarly, if the certificate has been expired, TNC completeness inspection will be 
also executed once more.  

Because only policy server certifies the access rights of AR, users can not fake it. 
Thus, this plan is secure and feasible. 

6   Conclusions 

This paper discusses TNC architecture and application, and then discusses Web 
application and security holes. On the basis of muttons, this paper presents a kind of 
Web application based on TNC thought and a kind of annular validation model. This 
method can protect private information and is easy to achieve. This model considers 
TNC completeness inspection as a part of the process that Web application identifies 
AR. Our future work focuses mainly on estimating the performance of this model. 
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Abstract. Concerned with Web service composition, this paper proposes a 
model checking method of verifying asynchronous communication behaviors 
and timed properties. Firstly, analyzing Web service composition from software 
architecture, the interactive behaviors and timed properties are described by 
XYZ/ADL based on temporal logic language. Secondly, timed asynchronous 
communication model (TACM) which accords with the specification of model 
checker UPPAAL is proposed. Finally, based on the transition from XYZ/RE 
communication commands to TACM, the correctness of asynchronous 
communication behaviors of the service composition system can be verified by 
UPPAAL. 

Keywords: Web service composition, XYZ/ADL, asynchronous communication, 
timed properties, model checking. 

1   Introduction 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which supports reusability, loose coupling, 
interoperability, platform independent, is an innovative architecture paradigm. Web 
service technology, a widely used distributed computing technology, has become main 
implement way of SOA. With the fast development of e-business, single Web service 
couldn’t meet the complicated demand, which causes service composition to be a 
research hotspot of software service field. 

Web service composition implements big service function through the 
communication and coordination among small Web services. The communication 
includes synchronous and asynchronous communication. The existing works [1-3] 
almost are based on synchronous communication. However, the nature of distributed 
systems and particularly Web services are asynchronous, which makes these approaches 
restrictive in real application scenarios. To overcome such limitations, some works tried 
to consider the asynchronous communication. Ref. [4] compared the difference and 
similarity between synchronous and asynchronous communication of Web service in 
detail, and presented up-bottom and bottom-up asynchronous interaction model of it. 
Ref. [5] researched asynchronous communication using recall, and proposed a reliability 
interaction pattern of Web service. Ref. [6] discussed choreography, orchestration and 
session of Web service by asynchronous π-calculus. However, these works didn’t 
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consider timed properties when analyzing the asynchronous communication. 
Additionally, we verify timed properties of composite Web service in Ref. [7], but it 
didn’t support the asynchronous communication. 

To resolve above problems, we propose a model checking method to verify the 
interactive behavior and timed properties of Web service. Firstly, use XYZ/ADL based 
on temporal logic language to precisely characterize the interactive behaviors and 
timed properties of Web service. Then propose a Timed Asynchronous Communication 
Model (TACM), which can be verified directly using model checker UPPAAL. By 
translating the XYZ/RE communication commands to TACM, the related properties of 
Web service can be verified by UPPAAL. Compared to other approaches, it need not 
convert the system model to the specification of model checker, which simplifies the 
verification process. 

2   Web Service Composition Based on XYZ/ADL 

Compared Web service composition and Software Architecture (SA), we can find that 
they have some similarities. Web service can be considered as component. The 
interactive rules of Web services correspond to connector. The whole layout of Web 
service composition can be regarded as configuration. These relations provide support 
and foundation for researching Web service composition from a higher level. It is 
convenient to realize formal verification using XYZ/ADL, an architecture description 
language (ADL) based on temporal logic, to describe Web service composition. 

2.1   XYZ/E 

XYZ/E is an executable temporal logic language, in which basic unit is conditional 
element. There are two forms: 

          LB=y∧R$Ov=e∧$OLB=z                    (1) 

LB=y∧R@(Q∧LB=z)                       (2) 

Where, R and Q are first-order logic formula, R represents the condition part, Q and 
$Ov=e are action parts, LB is control variable, y and z are the entry and exit label 
respectively, => represents logic implication. In formula (1), conditional element 
defines the transition relation of the adjacent states. The symbol @ in formula (2) can 
be next operator $O or final operator < >, they represent the abstract specification of a 
program. 

2.2   XYZ/ADL and XYZ/RE 

XYZ/ADL, supports the concept of component, connector, configuration in SA, is an 
ADL extended from XYZ/E. It can describe system from formal specification to 
executable program under unified logic framework. A completed XYZ/ADL 
description is shown as follows. 

%COMPONENT COM==[  
%PORT P:Record (%CHN A:DATATYPE1; %CHN B: DATATYPE2) 
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%PROPERTY== […]  
%COMPUTATION== […]]  
%CONNECTOR CON== [   
%ROLE SourceData==OUT(DT1,v1); 
%ROLE  SinkData==IN(DT2,v2) ;  
%GLUE== […]] 
%ATTACHMENTS==[ComIns.Port#ConIns.Role;ComIns.Port##Por

t;…] 

Where, the internal specification of component uses a XYZ/E unit to represent the 
behavior of different layer of Web service. If involves timed restraint it can be 
described by XYZ/RE. Extended the temporal operator $O, < >, [ ], $U, $W in XYZ/E 
in order to make them capable to express the real time lower limit(l) and upper limit(u), 
so we get real time XYZ/E, namely XYZ/RE [8]. XYZ/RE conditional element has tow 
basic forms: 

LB=L0∧R$O{l,u}(Q∧LB=L1) 
LB=L0∧R@{l,u}(Q∧LB= L1) 

3   Asynchronous Communication of Web Services 

Asynchronous communication is important for building robust Web services [4]. This 
section presents a survey of related work on analyzing and modeling the asynchronous 
Web service. 

3.1   Analysis of Asynchronous Communication 

Web services interact by exchanging messages, which includes sending and receiving 
message. They are denoted by !m and ?m respectively. The real Web service 
composition often involves timed properties, which are crucial properties of service 
interaction [9]. When modeling Web services, we use the standard timed automata 
clocks to capture the timed properties. The values of these clocks increase with the 
passing of time. Transitions are labeled by timed constraints, called guards, and resets 
of clocks. Figure 5 shows an example of timed asynchronous services interaction. To 
assure the correct interaction between asynchronous services, each service is equipped 
with a queue to store the incoming message. We assume the queue is unbounded and 
messages can be consumed in any arbitrary order. 

 

Fig. 1. A simple example of timed asynchronous service 

Let us not consider the timed constraint at first. The service WS1 starts by sending 
message m2, which is stored (indicated by ‘+’) in the queue of WS2. On the other hand, 
WS2 can send message m0, which is added in the queue of WS1. The service WS1 
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remains blocked because the message m1 can’t be available. Then WS2 consumes 
(indicated by ‘-’) message m2 and send message m1. After that, WS1 can consume 
message m1 and m2. Consequently, WS1 and WS2 finish interaction successfully and 
both queues become empty. If consider the timed constraints, the communication 
process is shown as follows. WS1 sends message m2 and reset the clock (x=0).WS2 
reset the clock (y=0) after consuming message m2. Then WS2 sends message m1 after 
8 and within 10 units of time (8≤y≤10). Finally, WS1 must consume message m0 
within 6 units of time. However, m0 can only be consumed after consuming m1, i.e., 
after 8 units of time. Obviously, WS1 represents a timed conflict at state L2 and can’t 
transfer to final state L3. 

3.2   Timed Asynchronous Communication Model 

To model the asynchronous Web service, we first abstract clocks and messages to two 
variables of distinct types respectively. Initially, the values of the variables equal to 
zero and the message queues are empty. The clock variables are continuous. Their 
values increase automatically with the passing of time and can be reset to zero. The 
message variables are discrete and their values can only equal to 0 or 1.When send 
message, this message is added into the queue and the value of associated variable is set 
to 1.When receive message, first check if this message be in the queue or the value of 
related variable equals to 1. If the result is true, consume this message and set the value 
of corresponding variable to 0. According to above analysis, Web service asynchronous 
communication model is defined as follows: 

Definition 1. (Timed Asynchronous Communication Model) A TACM is a tuple (S, s0, 
F, C, M, A, T) such that S is a set of states, s0 is initial state (s0∈S), F is the set of final 
states (F⊆ S), C is the set of clock variables, M is the set of message variables, A:M→ 
{?,!} is a labeled function, it assigns an action of receive (?) or send (!). T⊆ S× g (C, 
M) × u(C, M) × S is a set of state transition. A transition from state s to state s’, denoted 
(s, g, u, s'), will be triggered if the guard condition g is satisfied, and it will execute 
action u to update the values of clock and message variables. 

The set of constraints over C and M, denoted g(C, M), is defined as follows: 

g(C,M)= true | x ~ v | y == 1 | ψ1 ∧ ψ2, where~∈ {≤,<,==,!=,>,≥},x∈ C, 
y∈M,ψ1,ψ2∈g(C,M), v∈R≥0 is a positive real constant. 

The set of actions which update C and M, denoted u(C, M), is defined as follows: 

u(C,M) = x:=n | y:=0 | y:=1 | φ1∧φ2, where x∈ C, y∈M, n is a constant, 
φ1,φ2∈g(C,M). 

If A (m) =? then the constraints over M in g(C,M) is m==1, the updating action over 
M in u(C,M) is m:=0; If A (m) =! then there is no constraints over M, the updating 
action over M in u(C,M) is m:=1. 

TACM is a behavioral model, which can precisely characterize the asynchronous 
interactive behaviors of Web service and related timed restraints. The elements 
describing behavior consist of finite states, conditions of triggering transition and 
actions executed during transition, which completely correspond to the elements of 
XYZ/E conditional element. Additionally, TACM accords with the specification of 
model checker UPPAL. 
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4   Model Checking of Asynchronous Web Service Composition 

Model checking [10] is a method for formally verifying finite-state concurrent system. 
Specifications about system are expressed as temporal logic formula, and test 
automatically the given model of system whether meets the specifications. At present, a 
lot of distinctive model checking tools have been used widely, such as SPIN, NuSMV, 
UPPAAL and so on. This paper selects UPPAAL to verify Web service composition. 
The main reasons are that UPPAAL can verify the timed properties of Web service and 
TACM satisfies the input model of UPPAAL. 

The specific verification process of asynchronous Web service composition based 
on XYZ/ADL is shown as follows. Firstly, use XYZ/ADL to describe the Web service 
composition. Then translate the XYZ/RE communication commands in XYZ/ADL to 
TACM. Finally, express the specification with a CTL formula, and put both TACM and 
the specification into UPPAAL to verify the relative properties. 

In the XYZ/ADL description of Web service composition, the interactive behaviors 
are described by XYZ/E unit and the related timed properties are represented by 
XYZ/RE. Web services interact by exchanging messages. Obviously, the mostly used 
statements are input and output sentences, namely the communication commands. 
Therefore, we only realize the mapping from communication commands to TACM. 
The table1 shows the mapping rule. 

Table 1. Mapping rule from communication commands to TACM 

 XYZ/RE TACM 
Input 
sentence 

LB=L1∧R1∧ch?$O{l,u}(Q1∧$OLB=L2) 
 

Output 
sentence 

LB=L3∧R2∧ch!$O{l,u}(Q2∧$OLB=L4) 
 

5   Case Analysis 

Let us present a composite service BuyBook to illustrate our approach. It involves three 
Web services: Customer, BookShop and Bank. The interactive process and timed 
constraints are briefly summarized as follows. Customer sends a searchBook request to 
BookShop. After searching, if there is stock BookShop returns bookID and bookPrice 
successively, or returns outStock with in 5 units of time. Customer receives the message 
bookPrice at first, sends Bank a request balanceInquire within 2 units of time to search 
the balance of account, and then receives bookID. Bank returns the message balance 
within 3-5 units of time. If the balance is enough Customer sends a message payInfo to 
Bank, or sends cancel to BookShop within 5-10 units of time. After paying the bill, 
Bank sends a message payConfirm within 3 units of time to inform BookShop that 
Customer has paid the bill. Finally, BookShop sends invoice to Customer within 4 units 
of time. This is an example of timed asynchronous communication. The XYZ/ADL 
description codes are shown as follows. 
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%COMPONENT Customer==[ 
LB=S0∧!searchBook$OLB=S1; 
LB=S1∧?outStock$OLB=S2; 
LB=S1∧?bookPrice$O(x=0∧LB=S3); 
LB=S3$O{0,2}(!balanceInquire∧LB=S4); 
LB=S4∧?bookID$OLB=S5; 
LB=S5∧?balance$O(x=0∧LB=S6); 
LB=S6∧!cancel$O{5,10}(LB=S7); 
LB=S6∧!payInfo$O{5,10}(x=0∧LB=S8); 
LB=S8∧?invoice$OLB=S9;] 
%COMPONENT BookShop==[ 
LB=L0∧?searchBook$O(y=0∧LB=L1); 
LB=L1∧!outStock$O{0,5}(LB=L2); 
LB=L1∧!bookID$O{0,5}(LB=L3); 
LB=L3∧!bookPrice$OLB=L4; 
LB=L4∧?cancel$OLB=L5; 
LB=L4∧?payConfirm$O(y=0∧LB=L6); 
LB=L6$O{0,4}(!invoice∧LB=L7);] 
%COMPONENT Bank==[ 
LB=M0∧?balanceInquire$O(z=0∧LB=M1); 
LB=M1$O{3,5}(!balance∧LB=M2); 
LB=M2∧?payInfo$O(z=0∧LB=M3); 
LB=M3$O{0,3}(!payConfirm∧LB=M4);] 

According to the mapping rule from XYZ/RE communication commands to TACM, 
we can obtain the TACM of Customer, BookShop and Bank. Figure 6 shows the 
models, where S2, S7 and S9 in Customer are final states. L2, L5 and L7 are final states 
of BookShop. In Bank, M2 and M4 are final states. These final states are all labeled in 
green. 

 

Fig. 2. TACM of Customer, BookShop and Bank 

We use model checker UPPAAL to mainly verify deadlock, safety properties and 
liveness properties. 
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(1) Deadlock indicates that Web service stay at some state, which doesn’t satisfy 
transition condition, and can’t continue to interact. In TACM, no deadlock is equivalent 
to check if all the services reach their final states. In other words, when the services 
reach their final states, all the values of the message variables must be equal to zero. It 
is specified as the following CTL formulas: 

E<>(Customer.S2 and BookShop.L2) or (Customer.S7 and BookShop.L5 and 
Bank.M2) or (Customer.S9 and BookShop.L7 and Bank.M4) and (searchBook==0  
and bookPrice==0 and balanceInquire==0 and bookID==0 and balance==0 and 
payInfo==0 and invoice==0 and cancel==0 and outStock==0 and payConfirm==0). 

(2) Safety properties are on the form: “something bad will never happen”. In this 
example, the user requests “Customer receive the message invoice without paying the 
bill” never happen. It is specified as the following CTL formulas: 

A[] not (Customer.S7 and Customer.S9). 
(3) Liveness properties are on the form: “something will eventually happen”. In this 

example, the user requests “Customer receive invoice within 10 units of time after 
paying the bill” eventually happen. It is specified as the following CTL formulas: 

A<>Customer.S8 imply Customer.S9 and x<10. 

6   Conclusion 

Web service composition is one of the research hotspots in Service Oriented 
Computing (SOC). Asynchronous communication is an important feature of 
information exchange in Web service composition. However, the current works seldom 
consider timed properties and asynchronous communication. Therefore, we propose a 
timed asynchronous communication model TACM, which can precisely describe the 
timed properties and asynchronous communication behaviors. Additionally, TACM 
can be directly put into UPPAAL to verify the related properties. On the other hand, we 
analyze Web service composition from software architecture, which makes it possible 
to control the layout of the whole system. As future work, we will improve TACM to 
apply to more asynchronous communication scenarios. What’s more, we will consider 
how to capture and handle all kinds of exceptions occurring in the interactive process of 
Web service. 
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Abstract. The verification of Web service composition has been widely 
acknowledged as a challenging problem. In this paper we present a method based 
on data and time aware service model to validate property of Web service 
composition. First we translate Web service composition specification to formal 
model which contains data related information and time related information, and 
then translate this model to UPPAAL specification, at last the correctness of Web 
service composition is verified through the UPPAAL tool. 

Keywords: Web service composition, Verification, Model checking, UPPAAL. 

1   Introduction 

With the development of the Internet and electronic commerce technology, Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) is now the trend of software development. As the main 
way to realize SOA, Web service technology is also undergoing fast development and 
application. Web service is a self-described and self-contained software module which 
is based on network, and it has the characteristics of loose coupling and strong 
independence. As individual Web service has its limitations, through the way of 
compositing Web services to meet user’s requirements has become an inevitable trend, 
but how to ensure the quality of Web service compositions has also become the focus in 
academia and industry sphere. Formal verification method is one of the important ways 
to ensure the correctness of software, and the most common formal verification 
methods are divided into two categories: deductive verification and model checking. 

Among them, model checking is a fully-automatic verification technique for the 
verification of finite state systems [1]. The main idea of model checking can be 
concluded as follows: we use state transition system S to model the behavior of a 
system, and use temporal logic formula F to describe the properties of the system. 
“Whether the system satisfy the desired properties” can be converted to a math problem 
which is “whether state transition system S is a model of formula F”. 

2   Related Work 

Currently, there has been a lot of research work on the validation of property of Web 
service composition by using model checking techniques. Fu et al. [2] present a set of 
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tools and techniques for analyzing interactions of composite Web services which are 
specified in BPEL, and use SPIN model checker verify the properties of Web service 
compositions. Diaz et al. [3] present a method of automatic translation of WS-CDL 
choreographies to timed automata, and analyze the system behavior using UPPAAL 
tool. Zhao et al. [4] translate WS-CDL to the input language of the model checker 
SPIN, which allows us to automatically verify the correctness of a given choreography. 
Guermouche et al. [5] study a model checking based approach that deals with checking 
the compatibility of the choreography where the Web services support asynchronous 
timed communications. Peng et al [6] propose a pi-calculus based automatic method to 
verify the correctness of composite service, and with the importing of the new 
verification method, the precision of service discovery process has been improved. 

We also have done similar work in this respect. In [7], we studied the correctness of 
Web service compositions and their formal verification method in a high and abstract 
view, using software architecture description language XYZ/ADL to describe Web 
service compositions and model checking tool UPPAAL to realize the automatically 
verify to the properties of Web service compositions. 

However, in these studies, the majority just consider the verification of behavior 
properties of Web service compositions (such as Safety and Liveness), seldom consider 
the data related information in the progress of interactions of Web services, and lack 
verification of data related properties. Besides, the validation of timed properties of 
Web service compositions is also not very comprehensive. Based on this, in this paper 
we extend finite automaton, and present a model checking method based on data and 
time aware service model (DTSM), then simulate and verify property of Web service 
compositions. 

3   Data and Time Aware Service Model 

In this section we will present the data and time aware service model which can depict 
data related information and time related information in the progress of interactions of 
Web services. Now we first introduce an example of Fruit Sales Service (FSS) as the 
basis of the discussion in this paper. 

Figure 1 shows FSS which is composed by InventoryService and BillingService. In 
this scene, if buyer wants to buy fruits, he can submit queries to FSS, according to 
queries information, FSS will call InventoryService to return fruitdetails message 
containing fruit types, price, stocks etc, or return the searchinvalid message; if buyer is 
ready to buy fruits, he can send a buyorder message. After receiving it, FSS will call 
BillingService to check. If it is approved, FSS will send an orderconfirm message, 
otherwise return an orderinvalid message; At last, after sending payment message, 
buyer will receive the paymentconfirm message, otherwise receive paymentinvalid 
message. In addition, in the interactive progress, buyer should receive feedback 
message in a short time after sending message to FSS. FSS will also make the 
corresponding processing if buyer has no response in a long time. 

Scenario above shows the requirements of depicting data related information and 
time related information. Regarding data related information, in the whole interaction 
progress, obviously it needs to meet "the fruit information (such as fruit names)  
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Fig. 1. An example of web service composition 

contained in buyorder message sent by buyer and it should be consistent with 
information contained in payment message" and "only if buyer pay the right amount, 
paymentconfirm message will be sent by FSS ", So these properties demand to depict 
hidden data related information such as fruit types, unit price, total price and so on. 
When it comes to time related information, it needs to meet "it will continue to make 
effective trade only if buyer receives feedback message sent by FSS within the 
stipulated time ", so this property demands to depict time related information. 

In order to depict data related information, we use the concept of message data to 
represent data related information. We define the data content contained in messages 
exchanged between Web services which can be expressed and have practical 
significance as message data, and abstract messages as the set of message data.  

Definition 1. Let M be a set of messages, D be a set of message data variables, V be a 
set of value of message data, we can define a mapping: L: M×D→V. 

For every message m ∈  M, L (m,di) ∈V represents message data value vi which is 
contained in message m .In addition, we can suppose that L uniquely identities every 
message, that is, it does not exist messages m1, m2 ∈  M, such that L (m1, d) = L (m2, d), 
where m1≠m2, d∈D.  

Because that message data contained in message has a variety of data types. To set of 
message data variable D, and set of data types T, we define a mapping F: D→T, that is, 
for each message data variable d ∈  D belongs to data type F (D).  

In order to depict time related information, we use clock in timed automata to 
express time related information. The clock is a nonnegative real number of variable, 
all the clocks pass in a unified speed. At the start the clock generally set to zero, when 
event occurs, the clock can be reset to zero. A clock constraint means make the 
comparison with the clock value and a timed constants. It is defined as follows. 

Definition 2. Let X be a set of clock variables, Δ be a set of clock, the grammar of clock 
variable constraint δ defined as follows:  

δ::=x≤c|x≥c|x<c|x>c|¬δ|δ∧δ 

Among them, clock variable x∈X, and c is a nonnegative real number constants.  
In this paper, we extend finite automaton by using message data to represent data 

related information, and using clock in timed automata to represent time related 
information. The model of web service is defined as follows.  

Definition 3. Data and time aware service model (DTSM) is a tuple ∑= 
(S,s0,F,M,X,D,I,I’,R) where: 

• S is a finite set of states; 
• s0∈S is a initial state; 
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• F⊆ S is a set of final states; 
• M is a set of messages; 
• X is a finite set of clocks; 
• D is a finite set of message data; 

• R is a set of transitions such that R⊆ S×M×δ(X)×ϕ (D)×2X×S. 
• I: S→Δ(X) is a function which assigns timed constraints to the states; 
• I’:S→Φ(D) is also a function which assigns message data constraints to the 

states; 

In the progress of interactions, (s,m,δ,ϕ,γ,s’) represents the transition from state s to 
state s', m is a message received or sent by state s, δ is a timed constraints over X, ϕ is a 
message data constraints over D, they are satisfied when the transition occurs, γ ⊆X is a 
set of clocks which reset to zero when the transition occurs. In addition, a message data 
value L (m, d) involving in a transition progress is the data content contained in 
message m which is received or sent by the current state s. 

Definition 4. Composition of data and time aware service model ∑1and ∑2 
is∑=(S1×S2,s01×s02,F1×F2,M1∪M2,X1∪X2,D1∪D2,I,I’,R),such that ((s1,s2),m,δ,ϕ,γ, 
(s1’,s2’))∈R iff : 

• (s1,m,δ,ϕ,γ,s1’)∈R1, m∉M2, s2’=s2, or  

• (s2,m,δ,ϕ,γ,s2’)∈R2, m∉M1, s1’= s1, or 

• (s1,m,δ1,ϕ1,γ1,s1’)∈R1,(s2,m,δ2,ϕ2,γ2,s2’)∈R2, m∈M1,m∈M2,δ=δ1∧δ2, 

ϕ=ϕ1∧ϕ,γ=γ1∪γ2. 

Obviously, through the extending on finite automaton, data and time aware service 
model (DTSM) has the ability to express the data related information and time related 
information. In addition, in order to better focus on expressing data related information 
and time related information, we overlook some details, such as the problem of the 
communication of messages exchanged between services, the storage of data related 
information, and state-space explosion caused by data related information. 

4   Model Checking of Web Service Compositions 

4.1   From BPEL to DTSM 

BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) is the de facto standard to describe the 
interactions of the individual web service in both abstract and executable [6]. In this 
section we will introduce the conversion rules between BPEL and data and time aware 
service model (DTSM).  

Figure 2 shows the progress of conversion between BPEL and DTSM. < receive > 
activity can receive a message from external environment. This is a basic activity and it 
can be accomplished by one transition action; <while> activity belongs to structured 
activities. Structured activities prescribe the order where a collection of activities occur, 
and they define multiple activities in internal environment, so in DTSM they will be 
accomplished by multiple transition actions. 
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Fig. 2. From BPEL to DTSM 

<assign> activity contains the expression of data related information, and has the 
ability of copy message data, so it can be used to operate data related information. 
<pick> activity contains the expression of time related information. In DTSM, the 
expression which contains clock variables x is used to represent timed constraints. In 
<pick> activity, after an event has been selected, the activity will be executed after 
certain time. In DTSM, it can be explained that a translation action will be executed 
only if the clock variables x is greater than certain time constants. 

4.2   From DTSM TO UPPAAL Specification 

UPPAAL is a tool box for validation and verification of real-time systems. It is based on 
timed automata, which is a finite automaton with clocks. The main advantage of this tool 
is the efficiency and practicability. Compared with other model checking tools (such as 
Spin, NuSMV, etc.), the input language of UPPAAL is the most similar to DTSM, so in 
this paper we choose UPPAAL to validate the properties of Web service compositions. 

Because of the semantic similarity between UPPAAL specification and DTSM, most 
of elements can be translated directly. But we need to consider the conversion of time 
related information and data related information. Regarding the conversion of time 
related information, because UPPAAL is based on timed automata, so it has the ability 
to express time related information. In addition the explanation of time in DTSM is also 
based on the concept of clock, so both of them are similar in representing time related 
information, and there is no need to be converted.  

Regarding the conversion of data related information, in DTSM, we use message data 
to represent data related information, but UPPAAL specification can not afford it. So we 
can define a conversion function Trans: L (m, d) → Var, where m ∈M is a set of 
messages, d ∈D is a set of message data variables, Var is s set of integer variables. Thus 
we can mark message data contained in messages directly by using integer variables.  

4.3   Case Study 

Taking fruit sales service FSS as an example, We suppose that in the progress of 
interactions, buyer should receive the feedback message within 2 unit time after he 
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sends the message to FSS, and FSS will give up trading if he does not receive the 
response from buyer within 10 unit time. Besides, buyer will send buyorder message to 
FSS only if the price of fruit is less than 10 dollars. When receiving payment message 
sent by buyer, FSS will send paymentconfirm message only if that the total amounts 
paid by buyer is right  

According to requirements mentioned above, the DTSM model of buyer and FSS 
can be shown in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. The DTSM model of buyer and FSS 

According to the rules of conversion, we can convert DTSM model of buyer and 
FSS to UPPAAL specification, and the results can be shown in figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4. The UPPAAL specification of buyer and FSS 
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Now we can use UPPAAL tool to analyze and verify the property of Web service 
compositions, and the results of verification can be shown in figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5. The results of verification 

1) Behavior property: at any moment, it is not possible that FSS canceled buyer’s 
orders, in case of that buyer has paid the bill. This property can be expressed as:  

A[]not (Buyer.U3 and FSS.S7);  
2) Data related property: only that buyer pays the right amount of payment, FSS 

will send the paymentconfirm message. This property can be expressed as:  
A[]FSS.S6 imply (amount*price==total);  
3) Timed property: after receiving buyorder message sends by buyer, FSS should 

send orderconfirm message in two minutes. This property can be expressed as:  
E[]Buyer.U6 imply (t3<2). 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we have extended the finite automaton, and presented a model checking 
method based on data and time aware service model. Through examples, we have 
analyzed and verified the property of Web service compositions. Our future work will 
focus on further extension of DTSM, in order to enhance the model’s expression 
abilities. Besides, we will also consider using bounded model checking techniques to 
solve the problem of state-space explosion caused by excessive message data. 
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Abstract. Since most existing LMS/ LCMS have a limitation in providing vari-
ous interactive elements of video contents, it lacks real-time mode and interactiv-
ity between teacher-learner and learner-learner. It is also difficult in measuring 
the accurate progress rate of learners in the process of teaching-learning. In this 
paper, we proposed a contents link technology for real-time interaction by add-
ing various functions to videos in order to overcome limitations in e-Learning. 
We implemented a platform for video contents operation using the proposed me-
thod. It will overcome the existing problems and maximize the effect of e-
Learning. 

Keywords: Interaction, Real-time, Video-Contents, SCORM, LMS/LCMS. 

1   Introduction 

With the advance of computer and information communication technologies, we are 
living in rapidly changing information society. In the society, knowledge is being gen-
erated and terminated speedily and the role of information and knowledge is becoming 
increasingly important [1]. As the goals, contents and methods of education are being 
changed and people’s interest and demand are evolving continuously, the need of 
knowledge is getting stronger. In response to the need, the transmission and education 
of knowledge are being emphasized through the spread of knowledge learning [3]. 
Recently, what is more, not only students but also all people are demanding new know-
ledge, and a solution to meet the demand is e-Learning that combines Internet  
(network), which is the foundation of information society, with traditional education 
                                                           
*  This paper was conducted with the research fund for a research task (Task No. JP091004) 

under the Seoul R&BD Program. 
** Corresponding author, +82-2-3408-3795. 
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systems. Learning in new educational environment like e-Learning can reduce the 
expense of education and, at the same time, provide education dynamically to anybody 
at any time in any place without time and space limitations. With these advantages, e-
Learning is being used widely throughout the world [2, 4]. 

The introduction of new concepts like Web 2.0 has brought many changes in e-
Learning environment. According to O'Reilly’s seven principles of Web 2.0, technol-
ogical trends in the age of new e-Learning 2.0 based on Web 2.0 include the expan-
sion of SNS (Social Networking Service) and the use of blogs and podcasting in the 
field of education. To keep up with these trends, we need LMS(Learning Manage-
ment System) / LCMS(Learning Contents Management System)-based e-Learning 
environment that allows learners to direct their own learning in a more natural way 
than existing e-Learning [5, 6]. Fig 1 shows the evolution of e-Learning paradigm. 

 

Fig. 1. Evolution of e-Learning paradigm 

Therefore, this study develops a contents link technology for real-time interaction 
by adding various button functions to videos in order to overcome limitations in exist-
ing e-Learning, and suggests a platform for video contents operation in order to solve 
existing problems and to maximize the effect of learning in learners. 

This paper is organized as follows. We discuss the trends and prospects of e-
Learning in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the proposal/design of LMS/LCMS we 
developed. Chapter 4 briefly describes the system implementation and a variety of 
functions of the system. Finally we conclude with a brief discussion. 

2   Trends and Prospects of e-Learning 

e-Learning technology is used widely throughout the world. In order to overcome 
limitations in existing learning methods and improve e-Learning systems, it is crucial 
to investigate existing learning technologies. 

In most of e-Learning systems, LMS becomes the basic technology, and learning 
environment based on videos and Flash is provided. As shown in Fig. 1, e-Learning is 
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attracting people’s attention throughout the world with the introduction of the new 
paradigm of educational environment (e-Learning 2.0). Furthermore, it is spotlighted 
as a new knowledge industry and expected to produce substantial results in develop-
ing human resources. Continuous investment of money and efforts is being made in 
the development of e-Learning technologies and many studies are being conducted for 
developing new technologies for next-generation e-Learning [4, 7]. 

Table 1. Trends of e-Learning in 2009 and 2010 

Twitter Learn through social networking 

Google WAVE 
MS Sharepoint 

Build learning contents through cooperation among learners 
or between the teacher and learners 

Rapid Learning Modularize basic learning functions for immediate use 

Mobile Learning Enable the service of mobile products by mobile companies 

Cloud Computing 
A paradigm that stores information in a server permanently 

and maintains it in clients temporarily 

Table 1 shows the trends of e-Learning in 2009 and 2010. Based on these trends, 
we can predict the trends after 2010 as follows. The trends include (1) ‘social learn-
ing’ with intensified social interaction, (2) ‘smart learning’ that understands the learn-
er’s characteristics and situation, the properties of the used device, etc., (3) ‘exodus 
learning’ for free learning without rules, (4) ‘open learning’ enhancing the value of 
participation, sharing and development, (5) ‘synchronous learning’ enjoyable all to-
gether, (6) ‘just-in-time learning’ that makes necessary learning available immediate-
ly, and finally (7) ‘game-based learning’ for absorbing natural learning [12].  

These changes and prospects of paradigm suggest that existing learning environ-
ment based on videos and Flash is still insufficient in supporting interactive video 
contents in real-time. This raises a problem to be solved. That is, the limited environ-
ment of existing e-Learning that provides only one-way video education should be 
improved into learning environment that allows real-time interaction. In response to 
the changes of paradigm as listed above, we need to develop technologies for increas-
ing learners’satisfaction and, at the same time, maximizing the efficiency and effect 
of learning. 

3   System Proposal and Design 

3.1   System Proposal 

Existing LMS/LCMS for managing e-Learning systems has a limitation in providing 
various interactive video contents due to its low real-time and interactivity between 
teacher-learner and between learner-learner in video contents operation. Furthermore, 
it is hard to measure the learners’ progress accurately during the learning process. 
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Insufficient volume or distribution of video contents may be a reason for these prob-
lems, but the above-mentioned shortages may hinder the functions of contents and the 
effect of learning which result in restrictions on the operation of learning programs. In 
order to overcome these limitations, we need to build a learning (contents) manage-
ment system that supports contents in real-time and to maximize the effect of learning 
by developing technologies for linking contents through interactive videos. 

This study designs lecture contents (LMS) according to the SCORM standards, and 
develops Contents Direct Link Module (LCMS) that applies various learning contents. 
It achieves these by promoting active communication between teacher and learner and 
by adding various interactive elements. Through the developed module, we expect to 
share video contents, to exchange information bi-directionally by chatting and replies, 
to enable learners to have real-time communication among them, and to keep statistics 
on all interactive elements occurring in the system. These functions are implemented as 
buttons on the video screen, and execute tasks as in the Table 2 below. 

Table 2. The functions of the developed system 

Real-time edition and 
distribution 

Edit contents in real-time using the editing function, and 
share the contents with all users immediately 

Communication & 
Bidirectional information 

transmission 

Use chatting, replies, and bidirectional information ex-
change in real-time among users who are using the same 

video 

Real-time statistics 
View useful statistics on image view, edition, recommenda-

tion, link registration, etc. 

Through the development of contents link technology, we propose a platform for 
video contents operation to solve existing problems. By connecting LMS and LCMS, 
we can support personalized learning environment and provide various real-time 
interactive functions including online-offline hybrid learning environment, manage-
ment of learners’ progress rate, and real-time learning events.  

3.2   System Design 

The proposed system contains functions shown in Fig. 2, which are implemented in 
buttons linked to LMS/LCMS on the video screen. 

The system is designed to have three parts (architecture, database, and applica-
tions), and has three-tier structure of Web server, Web application server and database 
system, the basic conventional architecture, for processing services through the Inter-
net efficiently. 

The Web server is the main system for portal services, and functions as a gateway 
for accessing other systems. Business logic processing application programs for portal 
services provide services to Web application servers, and activate and reinforce their 
functions through Webtob, etc. The Web application server supports the application 
services of the portal system and unit systems, and enhances the utilization and per-
formance of resources by utilizing the characteristics of JEUS and supporting JBDC.  
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The DB server has characteristics such as the parallel search and processing of 
Oracle 10g, multithreads, various backup and recovery functions, and monitoring and 
tuning functions. The system designed as above is built and executed as a 
LMS/LCMS system through which learners can learn in Web 2.0 and e-Learning 2.0 
environment based on the existing functions of LMS. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of system functions 

4   System Implementation and Functions 

4.1   System Implementation 

The system was implemented by AJAX, a Web 2.0 technology, based on aspect-
oriented programming. In order to make it platform-independent, the whole architec-
ture was designed on J2EE. Furthermore, it was designed to support environment that 
learners can access all services through a Web browser at any time and in any place. 

Specifically, the presentation part used technologies such as HTML, JAVA Script, 
JSP, AJAX, DWR, and RSS/XML, and maintained the quality of sources by formu-
lating framework for supporting integrated functions and standards. Below the area 
were installed common function modules based on Spring Framework, an open 
source supporting AOP, and core modules were developed for processing core logics 
and implemented in a way of guaranteeing stability and flexibility. The database part 
used the MS-SQL version that supports Oracle, which is the most common database 
software, and supports small-size operations. In the designed and implemented sys-
tem, events occur in real-time through the link of a running video to the database 
while the user is using the system. 

We implemented real-time edition and distribution functions that allow the real-
time edition of contents using the contents link function (real-time learning event) and 
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immediate sharing of the contents with other users. We created communication envi-
ronment so that users can participate and share in Web 2.0 using chatting, replies, etc. 
in real-time instead of just viewing images, and implemented a system for viewing 
statistics on image view, edition, recommendation, link registration, etc. Furthermore, 
we built mutually cooperative real-time LMS/LCMS by implementing a system that 
can provide statistics on the contents progress rate and forms of learning as shown in 
Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Real-time video contents learning window 

4.2   Various Real-time and Interactive Elements of the Implemented System 

4.2.1   Real-time Edition and Distribution 
Using the editing function shown in Fig. 4, the user can edit contents in real-time and 
share them with all the other users immediately. 

This function enables the service of video learning contents based on Web 2.0 
where all tasks including edition and execution can be done on the Web. Moreover, a 
number of teachers and learners can edit, add, delete and update contents (texts, im-
ages, Flash, sounds, videos, etc.) by working together, and distribute the outcomes of 
edition freely as shown in Fig. 5. 

4.2.2   Communication 
The communication function shown in Fig. 6 provides services such as real-time 
chatting, replies, bidirectional information exchange (file transmission), discussion, 
and Q&A, and these services promote users’ participation and sharing in Web 2.0, not 
just viewing a video. 
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Fig. 4. Real-time edition and distribution   Fig. 5. Production and service functions  

For one-to-one communication with an online tutor, the system provides a commu-
nication channel for conversation between the tutor and a learner who has connected 
at a specific time while the learner watches a video. In the communication window, 
functions such file transmission and walkie-talkie are available as shown in the figure 
above of Fig. 6-7. Furthermore, the system provides real-time functions for sending 
messages and related materials to multiple receivers at once as shown in the figure 
below of Fig. 6-7. 

 

Fig. 6. Communication function(File Transfer)   Fig. 7. Communication function(Chatting) 

This function allows the users to view useful statistics on image view, edition, rec-
ommendation, link registration, etc. This function analyzes users’ use of various in-
teractive elements included in learning contents and their participation in quizzes, 
discussions, etc., and provides useful statistics to the users. Using these statistics, we 
can find and correct shortcomings of existing video contents, and manage the learn-
ers’ progress rate based on their use of the system. 
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5   Conclusion 

Changes in the e-Learning market triggered by the emergence of Web 2.0 have a very 
important meaning in that learners’ participation begins to be spotlighted as a new 
factor of competition. Like the business model of Web 2.0 has exerted a huge impact 
on the existing market structure, e-Learning 2.0 is also increasing the importance of 
the construction of SNS, a participant community, in addition to the accumulation of 
contents. Accordingly, differentiated SNS service is expected to rise as a major factor 
for competition among involved companies [5, 6]. 

This study examined learner-centered LMS/LCMS and proposed a new contents 
module. The proposed method, by which learners can interact in real-time while 
watching a video, enhanced the effect of learning and enabled the implementation of a 
system for learner-oriented customized learning. Through the contents link technolo-
gy, we proposed a platform for video contents operation and solved existing prob-
lems. The LCM/LCMS-based technology is expected to be the core of next-
generation education for overcoming time and space limitations. It will promote the 
development of real-time interactive cyber learning tools.  
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Abstract. There are many strategies for storing XML documents, using (object-) 
relational database to store XML document is one kind of the strategies. The 
paper discussed the new mapping method from XML Schema to the object-
relational database and discussed its basic mapping rules and an approach based 
on DOM-Chart model in details. This mapping process preserves the structure 
as well as the semantic constraints of the source schema in the target schema. 
The test result shows that the theory and the design are feasible and effective. 
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1   Introduction 

There are many strategies for storing XML documents, using (object-) relational da-
tabase to store XML document is one kind of the strategies. So far, researchers have 
done a lot of  work in transforming XML DTD to (object-) relational pattern, such as: 
the object-relational pattern algorithm[1],[4],the information-preserving algo-
rithm[2],the path-based algorithm[3],the cost-based algorithm[5],[6],etc. But DTD 
has some fatal shortcomings, for example: it didn’t use syntax rules of XML, it didn’t 
support complex data type or user defined type. However, XML Schema just solves 
these problems. 

The paper discussed the new mapping method from XML Schema to the object-
relational database and discussed its basic mapping rules and the approach based on 
DOM-Chart model in details. The new DOM-Chart model is defined according to the 
modification of the DOM Tree model. The primary mapping algorithm in which the 
target schema is described in concept model is drawn up according to the new DOM-
Chart model. The steps of converting concept model to physical model and the steps 
for storing XML data in object-relational database are also listed briefly. The experi-
ment result shows that the theory and the design are feasible and effective, and that 
the mapping process preserves the structure as well as the semantic constraints of the 
source schema in the target schema.  

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly sums up the related works. 
Section 3, 4 describes the algorithm itself in detail. Section 5 introduces its prototype 
implementation and presents analysis of statistics result. Finally, conclusions are 
provided in Section 6.  
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2   Related Works 

There is a lot of techniques for Store XML data using (O)R databases. Generally these 
techniques can be classified according to several different criteria. The primary me-
thods can be classified according to the type of documents. These methods are divid-
ing XML documents according to their content, structure, and supposed use into data-
centric and document-centric (Vakali, 2005)[7]. Another methods result from the 
basic ideas of the mapping methods and consists of three classes-generic, schema-
driven and user-defined (Amer-Yahia 2004)[8]. Schema-driven mapping can be fur-
ther divided either according to the source schema (DTD, XML Schema) or the target 
schema(relational or object relational) . 

3   Schema-Driven Mapping 

Schema-driven mapping methods are based on the existing schema S1 of stored XML 
documents, written in DTD or XML Schema, which is mapped to (O)R database 
schema S2. The data from XML documents in accordance with S1 are then stored into 
relations of S2.The purpose of these methods is to create optimal schema S2, which 
consists of reasonable amount of relations and whose structure corresponds to the 
structure of S1 as much as possible. All of these methods try to improve the basic 
mapping idea “to create one relation for each element composed of its attributes and 
to map element and sub-element relationships by using keys and foreign keys”. 
Schema-driven methods have some basic mapping rules: 

1) Sub-elements with max occurs = 1 are mapped to tables of parent elements. 
2) Elements with max occurs > 1 are mapped to separate tables. Element and sub-
element relationships are mapped using keys and foreign keys. 
3) Alternative sub-elements are mapped to separate tables or to one universal table 
(with many null fields). 
4) If it is necessary to preserve the order of sibling elements, the information is 
mapped to a special column. 
5) Elements with mixed content are usually not supported. 
6) A reconstruction of an element requires joining several tables. 

4   Mapping XML Schema to Object-Relational Pattern 

In this part, the mapping approach is discussed in detail, The mapping rules from 
XML Schema to Object Relational Pattern are summarized in section 4.1; The new 
DOM-Chart model is defined according to the modification of the DOM Tree model, 
At the same time, the cycle problem in DOM-Chart is discussed in section 4.2 ; Ac-
cording to the new DOM-Chart model, the primary mapping algorithm in which the 
target pattern is described in concept model is drawn up in section 4.3; The steps of 
converting concept model to physical model and the steps for storing XML data in 
object relational database are listed briefly in section 4.4 and section 4.5. 
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4.1   Mapping Rules 

The mapping rules from XML Schema to Object Relational pattern are as follows: 

1) built-in and user-defined simple type → corresponding database simple type, to-
gether with corresponding integrity constraint(s). 
2) complex type and model group → OR user-defined type (UDT), including: 

XML attributes → UDT attributes with corresponding simple types, 
simple element content → UDT attribute with corresponding simple type, 
element and sub-element relationship → UDT attribute, whose type is (according to 
the allowed occurrence and the type of the sub-element) either the UDT of the sub-
element or the REF/ARRAY of REF to the UDT. 
3) deriving of complex types → UDT inheritance. 
4) element (according to its type and allowed occurrence) → its own table or a col-
umn of the table which corresponds to its parent element. 
5) root element → an element having a complex type without attribute. 
6) the constraints of complex type are not discussed.  
7) the sequence of items→UDT seq, whose type is determined according to the type 
of the item. The element-sequence relationship depends on the maximum occurrence 
and the type of the whole sequence. 

If the element occurs many times, the order of sibling elements is maintained by ar-
rays or indexes; if the element occurs in a set, it’s order is preserved by auxiliary 
attributes; the mixed content is preserved by storing the mixed-content elements as 
other elements or their text parts in a separate multi-valued property. 

4.2   DOM-Chart Model 

A new model is defined according to modification of the DOM Tree model, and it is 
named DOM-Chart in brief. Next, on the basis of the DOM-Chart and the mapping 
rules, a new algorithm is put forward in section 4. This section includes the definition 
of the DOM-Chart and exploring a solution to the cycle problem in DOM-Chart. 

Let TDOM=(VT,ET) which is the DOM Tree model of the given XML-schema doc-
ument, and GlobT

type⊆VT is the subset of the global defined simple or complex type, 
GlobT

item⊆VT is the global defined element, element group, attribute, attribute group. 
So the DOM-Chart is defined as follows: 

Definition 1. GDOM=(VG,EG)  Here: 
VG=VT 

EG=｛（Vx,Vy）|{Vx,Vy}∈ET∧(element node Vy  is  a child of  the element node Vx)

｝∪｛（Vx,Vy）|{Vx,Vy}∈ET∧(attribute node Vy is a attribute of the element node 

Vx)｝∪｛（Vx,Vy）|Vx is a attribute node whose type refers a simple or complex type 

Vy  node,Vy∈GlobT
type｝∪｛（Vx,Vy） |Vx is a ‘ref’ node referring Vy node, 

Vy∈GlobT
item｝ 

Thus, the DOM-Chart is composed of all node in DOM Tree and two kinds of 
edges including the original edges and the auxiliary edges denoted by solid lines and 
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dash lines respectively in figure 2. In addition, the letter E in brace denotes element, 
and the letter A denotes attribute. 

 

Fig. 1. An example of XML-Schema document 

 

Fig. 2. The DOM-Chart model corresponding to figure 1 
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4.2.1   Solution to the Cycle Problem in DOM-Chart 
The cycle in DOM-Chart is caused by the reference among the global defined ele-
ments or the reference among complex types. In SQL:2003, it's possible to extend the 
type system, and most current DBMS have supported the cycle definition in UDT, 
such as ORACLE 10g release 2. User can make use of the incomplete type in above 
DBMS. Thus, after defining the incomplete type, user can use it instead of the com-
plete type. 

This problem can be solved via using the incomplete type. Before processing the 
DOM-Chart, an incomplete type is created for each globally defined complex 
type/element. Then the incomplete types are used instead of the corresponding com-
plete types and their definitions are completed. 

4.3   Mapping Algorithm 

The whole mapping process is simplified by using the DOM-Chart mentioned in 
section 4.2. The algorithm includes three parts: 1)constructing DOM-Chart model. 2) 
solving cycle problem etc.3)giving recursive sub-procedure which deals with the node 
in DOM-Chart. The algorithm is as follows: 

1）Constructing DOM-Chart model: GDOM=（VG,EG） 
Construct a DOM tree TDOM = (VT, ET) according to given XML Schema document; 
For each node vT ∈ VT do  

create the corresponding node vG ∈ VG; 
For each (unordered) edge eT ∈ ET do  

create the corresponding (ordered) edge eG ∈ EG; 
Let GlobT

type ⊆VT and GlobT
item ⊆VT be defined like in Definition 1; 

Let GlobG
type = {vG | vG ∈ VG ∧ vG corresponds to vT ∈ GlobT

type} and 
Let GlobG

item = {vG | vG ∈ VG ∧ vG  corresponds to vT ∈ GlobT
item}; 

For each base, type, itemType or ref attribute node a ∈ VG referencing to node g ∈ 
GlobG

type∪ GlobG
item do 

create the corresponding (ordered) e = (a, g) ∈ EG; 

2）Generating the UDT and table etc. 

Mark each v ∈ VG as unprocessed; 
Let GlobG

elem ∈ VG be the set of globally defined elements; 
For each v ∈ GlobG

type ∪ GlobG
elem do begin 

Create its incomplete UDT; 
Mark v as processed; 

End 
ProcessNode(Schema root node ∈ VG); 
For each v ∈ GlobG

type ∪ GlobG
elem with an incomplete UDT do  

create its complete UDT; 
For each element, which is not mapped to a typed column do 

create a typed table (including corresponding column integrity constraints); 
For each reference (except for those corresponding to a choice of elements) or array 
of references do 
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create a corresponding SCOPE integrity constraint; 

3）Recursive sub-procedure 

procedure ProcessNode(v ∈ VG) 
begin 

Let Vchild be the set of child nodes of v; 
For each vch ∈ Vchild do begin 

If vch is marked unprocessed then ProcessNode(vch); 
Else if (v, vch) ∈ EG expresses an extension of vch ∈ GlobG

type and vch has an in-
complete UDT then begin 

ProcessNode(vch); 
Create its complete UDT; 

end 
Else if v is a Schema root node and vch has an incomplete UDT then Process-
Node(vch); 

end 
If v is marked unprocessed then 

process v according to the established mapping rules; 
Mark v as processed; 

End; 

According to the above algorithm, all the items, including UDTS, type tables, refer-
ences, constraints, are considered in the target pattern. Moreover, the cycle problem is 
solved by using the incomplete type. 

4.4   Convert Concept Pattern to Physical Pattern 

The algorithm of mapping from XML Schema to object-relational creates object-
relational pattern irrelevant to RDBMS. Here, it is called concept pattern. In theory, 
after concept pattern is created, the conversion from XML Schema to target pattern is 
finished. In order to complete the experiment and to research further, this section 
finished the conversion from concept pattern to physical pattern. The steps of produc-
ing physical pattern are as follows: 

Step 1: According to the depiction of concept pattern, by building the mapping table 
between data type in concept model and DBMS data type, and by finding the default 
values and constraints of field in concept model, then the DDL sentences are synthe-
sized. 
Step 2: In order to ensure entity integrality, primary key is created, and the DDL 
sentences are synthesized. 
Step 3: According to the relationship between the element and sub-element, the for-
eign key is created to ensure reference integrality, and to synthesize DDL sentence. 

4.5   Store the XML document to ORDB 

The steps of storing an XML document to object- relational database are as follows: 
Step 1: To parse an XML document and create DOM Tree model on the basis of the 
DOM model. 
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Step 2: To ascertain fields in object-relational pattern for the data in the XML docu-
ment. 
Step 3: To extract the leaf node of DOM Tree and to supplement the data of auxiliary 
fields. 
Step 4: To synthesize the SQL sentences and to insert data into tables. 

The pattern structure of XML document is considered in the whole storage process, at 
the same time, auxiliary information in OR pattern is also thoroughly considered. 
Auxiliary information is stored into another table in the mapping process. 

5   Experiment 

The experiment uses DBMS Oracle 10g database which supports SQL: 2003 Standard 
and object-oriented characteristics. It uses JAVA to implement the concrete algo-
rithm. Because XML Schema document that is described by XML Schema language 
is still an XML document, it is parsed by the way that is used to parse XML document 
such as using the JDOM program interface. 

5.1   Experiment Route and Data 

Experiment route is depicted in figure 3, and the experiment implements two parts as 
follows: 

(1) To create object-relational schema according to the given XML Schema  
(2) To store XML document data into object-relational tables. 

 

Fig. 3. The experiment route 

Experiment data includes three data sources: 

(1) W3CXML: it is a standard example used to depict XML-Schema for W3C. 
(2) IBMXML: it is an XML-Schema document that describes the resume format in 
IBM Corp. 
(3) XMLSpy1, XMLSpy2, XMLSpy3: these schemata and data such as OrgChar.xsd, 
DataSheet.xsd, Address.xsd can be found in software XMLSpy2008. 

5.2   Experiment Result and Statistics 

Statistics of experiment are depicted in table 1.  

Sour(Sources) denotes Data Source. 
Rela(Relations) denotes the number of the relations in object-relational pattern.  
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Attr(Attributes) denotes the quantity of attributes in object-relational pattern. 
A pair of numbers in Ti(0<i<7) columns denote the number of traits in source schema 
and the number of traits preserved in target schema respectively. 
T1 denotes data type ; T2 denotes field value restriction; T3 denotes default value; 
T4 denotes occurrence times; T5 denotes unique restriction 
T6 denotes primary key and foreign key 

Statistics in table1 shows that the quantity of relations in target schema is less than the 
quantity of elements in XML Schema, and that the quantity of attributes in target 
schema is larger than that of properties in XML Schema. Moreover, statistics in table1 
show that a majority of semantic characteristics are preserved in target schema. 

Table 1. The experiment statistics of converting XML Schema to Object-Relational Pattern 

 

6   Conclusion 

The paper discussed a new mapping method from XML Schema to object-relational 
database, and discussed its basic mapping rules and the approach based on DOM-
Chart model in details. The experiment result shows that the theory and the design are 
feasible and effective, and that the mapping process preserves the structure as well as 
semantic constraints of the source schema in the target schema. Comparing this new 
mapping method with other methods [9], it uses the XML Schema and object-
relational database characteristics. 
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Abstract. In the XML query algorithm based on matching pretreatment, three 
important existing tree matching models are used and the match results of data 
sets are presented according to the match cost in a descending order. The 
function of matching pretreatment is added to improve the existing algorithm, 
and a series of experiments are conducted. The results show that this algorithm 
can remove the unwanted node in the tree to promote the efficiency of data sets 
retrieval especially the recall ratio, the precision ratio and the average response 
time, when the data scale is quite large. This algorithm is applied in the unity 
retrieval system of scientific and technological resources database. It can 
facilitate the navigation of resources, narrow the search scope and promote the 
efficiency of this system. 

Keywords: XML; Tree matcher Models; Matching pretreatment. 

1   Introduction 

XML is rapidly developing to be the standard for the data representation, integration 
and exchange in the Web. Lots of Metadata based on XML have been used at present. 
However, Methods of metadata retrieval for the resource subjects use now as follows. 
Either the traditional database retrieval technology or the traditional retrieval based on 
the key words matching for the library and the cataloguing query technology for the 
information science [1] is used. Above the methods only can search the results which 
are exactly matching with the query conditions, thus the recall ratio of the resource 
subjects is very low. 

In the recent years, scholars had proposed a lot of retrieval technologies and 
proposals based on the XML matching. Richterl[4] proposed a query method of XML 
files based on structure. Although this method can get high recall ratio, it is applied 
for the ordered trees. This method is not suitable for the metadata query on XML, 
because the trees on XML are the unordered trees. Mr Xu[5] proposed a software 
components query and matching algorithm based on the inclusion matcher for 
unordered trees. The algorithm can remarkably promote the recall ratio for the 
components, and provide the boolean query service. But this algorithm didn’t work 
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well when many unused nodes are existing. Aiming at this situation, this paper 
proposes a metadata query algorithm based on pretreatment, which introduces the tree 
matching theory into the XML metadata query and applied in the unity retrieval 
system of technology and science databases in Hebei province. It is proved that this 
algorithm can serve well for the resource navigation in the system, narrow the search 
scope and make the system use easily. 

2   Basic Conception and Matcher Models 

2.1   XML Trees 

XML trees are the trees in which u and v are the two random elements, u’ and v’ are 
the two corresponding nodes in the XML tree, u is equal to v when u’ is equal to v’, 
and u includes v when u’ is the ancestor of v’. 

 <DataSet> 
<DatasetTitle>Crop Info 
</DatasetTitle> 
<Subject> 
 <Keywords>Crop 

</Keywords>     
<Keywords>Fruit 
</Keywords> 

    </Subject>  
    <Provider>HBASS 

</Provider> 
</DataSet> 

(a)XML document 

 

Crop Info HBASS 

Crop Fruit 

DatasetTitle Subject 

Keywords

Provider 

Keywords

DataSet

(b)  XML tree  

Fig. 1. This shows a XML document and its XML tree.Figure 1(a) is an example of XML 
document, and Figure 1(b) is an XML document structure tree of it. The ellipse node in the 
XML tree presents an element in the XML document, and rectangle frame presents the values 
of it. 

2.2   Tree Matcher Models 

Embedding Tree Matcher. Embedding tree matching [10] demands that the 
querying nodes keep the relationship of parent and child, and the extra nodes are not 
allowed to exist in the same time. Therefore, the Embedding matching can be 
regarded as the exact matching. The precision ratio is high when using embedding 
tree matching, but the recall ratio is very low. The embedding tree matching models 
are shown in the figure 2(a). 
Tree Inclusion Matcher. Tree inclusion matcher relaxes the corresponding 
relationship among nodes. It only requires that the nodes pairs keep the relationship 
among ancestor and posterity, and the extra nodes are permitted when matching the 
inclusion tree. So the recall ratio is promoted when matching the inclusion tree. This 
is shown in the figure 2(b). 
Tree Loose Inclusion Matcher. Tree loose inclusion matcher relaxes the 
corresponding relationship among nodes again. It not only permits the existence of 
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useless nodes in the queried tree, and also allows that the tree to be queried can be 
lack of useful nodes. The matching nodes just have the approximate relation. The 
improvement enhances the ability of fuzzy query based on exact matching, and 
increases the recall ratio. This is shown in the figure 2(c). 

The process of from embedding tree to inclusion tree then to loose inclusion tree is 
that the recall ratio is gradually increasing and the precision ratio is partially 
decreasing. These three matcher models, each has own practical place. They can 
cooperate and coordinate mutually, and provide the individual query service for XML 
documents which can be fine-tuning jointly. 

  g

a d

b fc e

a 

b c 

T1 

T2

(a)  Embedding 

 a

d k

b fe c

a

b c

T1

T2

(b) Inclusion 

 a

b c

d k

h e

a 

h c

d eb 

T1 

T2 

(c)Loose Inclusiong  

Fig. 2. This shows the three tree matching models. Fig. 2(a) is an embedding tree, Fig. 2(b) is 
an inclusion tree, Fig. 2(c) is a loose inclusion tree. 

3   Xml Query Based on Matching Pretreatment 

3.1   Matching Pretreatment 

The data sets objects are described by the same metadata standard which is the core 
metadata standard of science resources. Every node of the metadata tree of data sets 
objects is certain part of metadata tree. The differences are the elements values of 
leaves nodes. 

The internal nodes in the data sets objects such as D1, D2 and D3 come from the 
metadata tree A. The process of pretreatment is shown in figure 3. The content of 
leaves nodes in the information object metadata tree which is the element value is 
depict in detail. Hence, Doing the matching operation between the query tree and 
metadata tree before query, and pretreatment information in the process is recorded. 
The pretreatment information is used to save the time spent in the process of unrelated 
nodes matching operation between query tree and metadata tree and the repetitive 
conditions about the unrelated nodes. The detailed algorithm is shown in figure 4. 

For example, the node b1 in the query tree is matching the nodes of a11 or a2 in  
the tree A, and the node b2 in the query tree is matching the node of a12 in the tree A. 
The information above is the pretreatment information. It is unnecessary to do the 
matching operation between query tree Q and metadata tree of object D2 because of 
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the inexistence of nodes which can match the nodes in tree Q. Moreover, it is 
unnecessary to consider about the matching condition between Q and sub tree whose 
root is node a3 because this sub tree doesn’t have the matching nodes with Q. The 
efficiency of retrieval process can be enhanced through the pretreatment process 
introduced above. 

 A

a1 a2 a3

a11 a21a12 a31 a32
Q 

b1 b2 

element element 
a1

a11 a12

element element

D1

a3

a31 a32

element element

D2

a2

a21 a31

element element

D3

a3

 

Fig. 3. This shows the process of pretreatment 

 Ⅰis used for Pretreatment Information Acquisition. 
Input ：Query Tree Q，Metadata Tree A 
Output：Pretreatment Info 
While(Q.subNode!=leaf) 
{ 

If(Find(Q.subNode,A) 
   { 
      Record(Info,subNode); 
    } 
   Else 
   { 
      DoNothing; 
   } 

subNode.next(); 
} 

 
 
 
 
 

Ⅱis used for the omission of useless nodes 
Input ：  Info ， Destination object Set 

D={D1,D2,……,Dn} 
Output：Result object Set D={D1,D2,……,Dm}(m≤n) 
For(i=1;i<=n;i++) 
{ 
While(Di!=NULL) 
{    
If(Inclusion(Di.subNode,Info) { 
      j[i]++; } 
    Else{ 
      DoNothing; } 
subNode.next();}} 
For(i=1;i<=n;i++){ 
  If (j[i]==0) { 
    Delete(Di,D); } 
Else{ 
 DoNothing; } 
} 

 

Fig. 4. This shows the pretreatment algorithm 

3.2   Matching Pretreatment 

Matching Process is shown below: 

(1) Metadata tree is generated. 
(2) Query condition is analyzed, and then query tree is generated. 
(3) The useless nodes are omitted after the process of matching operation between 

the query tree and the metadata tree. The method is shown in part 3.1. 
(4) The query tree and metadata tree are encoded. The encoding principle is as 

follows. The node of i in layer n is encoded a1.a2.a3.a4.……an-1.i. 
(5) The regions are opened in memory. The codes of same elements nodes are 

putted into sets region. The results and intermediate results in the query process are 
putted into result region. The last query results users needing are putted into results 
cache.  
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(6) The elements nodes of metadata tree are putted into sets region. 
(7) The root in the query tree is readied, then the corresponding element is looked 

up in the sets region and the corresponding code is readied. These information is 
putted into results region. The root is set as the present node. 

(8) The nodes in the under layer of present node of query tree are readied. If the 
nodes are existed, then go to the ninth step. Otherwise, go to the eleventh step. 

(9) Three steps are as follows. 

①The corresponding nodes elements are looked up in the sets region. One of them 
is taken to match nodes in the results. If the matching principles which are introduced 
from the three tree matching models are satisfied, the tree and node are isolated from 
the results region, they are put into the results cache, and the copied original tree is 
put back into the results region. 

②If they are not satisfying the matching principles, or the parent nodes are not 
existed, then the skipped generation matching operation is carried out. 
Ⅰ.If they are satisfying the structural relationship in the query tree, the nodes are 

separated out. 
Ⅱ.Doing the matching operation with other trees in the results region until the root 

is not satisfying the principle. 
Ⅲ.If all above are not satisfying the principle, this element will be regarded as the 

root and separated out into the results cach. 
③ These elements having the same code are collected one by one. At last the trees 

in the results cache are taken into the results region, in the mean while the copied 
trees are deleted. 

(10) The brother nodes in the under layer of the present node in the query tree are 
readied. If they consists, then go to the ninth step. Otherwise, the node of the under 
layer will be set as present node, and go to eighth step. 

(11) The trees which have the highest matching degree will be selected and return 
to users according to the matching degree of the trees in the results region calculated 
by the formula of matching degree. 

3.3   Calculation of Matching Degree 

The formula of matching degree [11]is shown in (1) towards the query tree T0 and the 
result tree searched from metadata tree T0. 

. (1)

Formula (1) is explained as follows. Nodes u and v are the valid nodes which should 
keep the relationship of ancestor and posterity in tree T1.The parameter of luv presents 
the number of edges contained in the route between u and v of tree T1. The parameter 
of Luv presents the number of edges contained in the route between u and v of tree T0. 
The parameter of auv presents the route weight between the node u and v in the tree T0. 

The quality of query results should be considered from the two aspects. One is the 
number of valid nodes separated from the tree. That is how much useful information 
is searched. The other is the structural relationship between the valid nodes. That is 
the depth and branches of the tree structure of query result. The formula is defined to 
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marcato embody the two points. 1
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4   Experiments and the Analysis of Results 

Metadata query based on XML is realized by JDOM and JSP technologies in the B/S 
mode. The XML description is depicted by core metadata standard for the all kinds of 
data sets in the science and technology database of Hebei province. It is stored in XML 
documents, and the query requires are raised according to the definition items in the 
metadata standard. 

Three parameters are set as follows. Parameter s presents the data scale. Parameter d 
presents the depth of query tree. Parameter n presents the number of nodes of query 
tree. Let s equals 500 and 2000. First set is that d is set as 2 and n is set as 4. Second set 
is that d is set as 3 and n is set as 8. Third set is that d is set as 4 and n is set as 16. The 
experimental results only show the statistics data of loose inclusion matching 
operation. They are shown in the Table1 and Table2. 

The average response time is only about 300 ms when the number of query nodes 
is 16 and the data scale is 2000 even for the more complex loose inclusion matching 
operation. It is indicated that the tree matching algorithm based on matching degree in 
which the pretreatment is introduces is satisfying in the aspects of the recall ratio, the 
rate of accurate survey and the average response time. 

Table 1. Performance situation when s=500 

Set No. d n recall ratio/% precision ratio /% average response time /ms 
1 2 4 100 100 87 
2 3 8 99.61 99.35 110 
3 4 16 98.69 99.23 132 

Table 2. Performance situation when s=2000 

Set No. d n recall ratio/% precision ratio /% average response time /ms 
1 2 4 99.76 99.28 218 
2 3 8 99.43 97.15 253 
3 4 16 98.33 95.03 296 

5   Conclusions 

The XML query algorithm is making use of the existing three tree matching models, 
and the matching results for data sets is obtained on the basis of matching degree. 
Moreover, the algorithm is improved with pretreatment. A series of experiments are 
conducted. It is that this algorithm can remove the unwanted node in the tree, and 
promote the efficiency of data sets retrieval when the data scale is very large. 
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